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Introduction
Presenting the Context of the Research
While this introduction is being drafted, the writer, living in Nagaland, can hear the
sound of gunfire and crashing noises of teargas being hurled into the air to disperse
an angry discontent crowd. The reason behind this chaotic situation is the tribals’
discontentment with the government’s policy of implementing the Nagaland
Municipal Act of 2001. This Act advocates a 33% reservation for women in Urban
Local Bodies Election.1 The agitation has been going on for more than a month,
during which the daily activities in the whole region are not only shut down, but
killing, bloodsheds, gunfire, vandalizing of properties and arson are taking place in
the different parts of Nagaland.2 These tensions resulted from a clash between the
tribal apex bodies/councils and the government. The tribal apex bodies are
protesting against this Municipal Act of 2001 that detriments Article 371 (Clause A)
of the Indian constitution, which states that the Indian Government will not
interfere in Naga customary laws and procedures. Nevertheless, one of the
underlying factors for such strong resentment and resistance is the provision and
reservation for women representation in the decision-making bodies and public
administration. Since time immemorial, however, the customary laws of the tribals
prohibit the participation of women in public decision-making bodies.3
The ongoing imbroglio and unrest is just a glimpse of the chaotic situation in
Northeast India where life has always been perilous and is a far cry from being
holistic.
This research focuses on the context of the Naga tribals in Northeast India.
Nagaland is located at the fringe of the Northeastern part of India. This part of
India has been colonized over and over again by empires. This regards the precolonial inter-tribal and inter-ethnic feuds, the patriarchal tribal cultural and
detrimental religious traditions, western colonization and its after-effects, recolonization under the government of India, together with the emergence of
insurgency groups, and finally, neo-colonization with the negative effects of
globalization. This hodgepodge of multiple layers of domination interferes with
holistic living and forms an unavoidable, uncontrollable and unconquerable empire.
In this research, the concept of empire will be used as a heuristic framework to
uncover and describe the many forms of power and domination and the
mechanisms of in- and exclusion. Besides this, we will make use of postcolonial
Nagaland is one of the States in Northeast India with a population of 2.275 million. One should note
that ever since Nagaland attained its Statehood in 1963 in the Indian Union, there were hardly any women
representatives in legislative council nor in local body councils. With a view to this, 33% reservation for
women in Urban Local Bodies was introduced to ensure women’s participation in the Municipal Council.
2 It started on 31 January 2017 and lasted until the last week of February 2017.
3 The people of Nagaland are called Nagas, comprising 16 different tribes.
1
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feminist theory to scrutinize and analyze the multiple forms of domination under
the mask of empire that have special repercussions for women and marginalized
men in a tribal society up and until today. The research will attempt to trace how
empire has determined the socio-cultural, political and religious settings and
affirmations of the tribals in Northeast India. Postcolonial feminist theory and
theology will also help to (re)construct a positive contribution for the future. As a
theological endeavor, we will focus this research on God, on the concepts, images,
metaphors used in theological God-talk, one of the central themes of feminist
theology from the outset.4
Status quaestionis
In this research, we want to explore God-talk at the following three levels: empire,
postcolonial theory/theology and tribal feminist God-talk. Theorists,
anthropologists and theologians from all continents have contributed in a very
useful manner to the understanding of the entangled forms of structural and
personal domination. We will rely on their research for situating and supporting our
research that aims at making a specific contribution in the area of God-talk from a
postcolonial tribal feminist perspective of North East India in a globalized
postcolonial situation.
From the start, western feminist theologians had a strong interest in the doctrine of
“God,” thereby mainly – though not exclusively – focusing on the gender of the
Divine. Feminist theologians from other continents recognized that there are other
dominating factors besides gender, all of which come together in the classical
notion of God. These feminist theologians assert that one should not only
scrutinize the gender dimensions of theological God-talk, but also take into
consideration the intermingling of colonial history, race, class, and sexual
orientation in relation to the (gendered) images and concepts of God.
In this context, Asian feminist theologians started their own theological
articulations. For their re-imagination of a meaningful and relevant notion of the
Divine, they take the specific Asian multi-socio-cultural and multi-religious
contexts into consideration, as well as women’s everyday struggles. Furthermore,
they point out that in the multi-religious setting of Asia, it is difficult to
dichotomize between the maleness and femaleness of the Divine. Consequently,
The term “God” itself is a homonym that can mean different things to different people. The western
classical attributes of “God” contain hierarchical elements, which serve the interests of those who are in
power. Furthermore, as Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza points out, the term God is not complete in itself.
As a critique and in order to make a clear distinction between western and the postcolonial feminist
notion of “God,” the term “the Divine” will be used in this theoretical discourse to denote “God.”. For
postcolonial tribal feminist theology, the Divine is more assertive and all-encompassing than the western
classical notion of “God.” Schüssler Fiorenza prefers the spelling G*d rather than God because she
assumes that human ideas, language and names regarding the Divine are inadequate and fail to name the
Divine who is ultimate, unnamable and ineffable. Cf. Elizabeth Schüssler Fiorenza, Jesus Miriam’s Child,
Sophia’s Prophet: Critical Issues in Feminist Christology (New York: The Continuum International Publishing
Group Ltd., 1994), 191.
4
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apart from critiquing the androcentric image of the Divine, Asian feminist
theologians use different liberating images, metaphors and inclusive embodiments
in their God-talk.
Interest in God-talk is not a new endeavor in tribal theology in Northeast India.
Male tribal theologians have already done some work in this field. 5 Renthy Keitzar,
a pioneer in tribal theology articulated his Christology through the notion of
“Christus Victor” who liberates the tribals from evil spirits. 6 Other tribal
theologians, notably O. Alem and Wati Longchar, also contributed to tribal
theological thoughts on God. Alem made the earliest attempt to understand the
notion of God from a tribal perspective. He investigated the tribal notion of God
called Tsungrem (meaning Chief/Supreme God),7 while refuting the transcendent
notion which western classical theology attributed to God. Longchar, for his part,
emphasized immanence. 8 These authors do, however, persist in their adherence to
the hierarchal, androcentric and male concept of the Divine.
As a response to androcentric and patriarchal affirmations of God, which took
hold in male tribal theological articulations, tribal feminist theologians started doing
theology from a tribal women’s perspective. As they are immersed in a strong
patriarchal setting, tribal feminist theologians have focused mainly on
deconstructing patriarchy and the masculine and patriarchal notions of God. They
made use of inclusive hermeneutics, inclusive metaphors and goddess images in
order to develop a different theology and God-talk.9 Here we need to mention,
among others, the contributions of Lalrinawmi Ralte and Eyingbeni Humtsoe
Nienu. Ralte tried to trace the female image of the Divine in Mizo tribal religious
belief, more specifically in the form of Khuanu.10 She critiques both the western
missionaries and tribal male theologians who ignore this female metaphor of the
tribals’ notion of the Divine and instead emphasize androcentric images. 11 Nienu,
in her article “De-masculinizing God: Reclaiming the Inclusive meaning of God in
Tribal theology refers to the theology articulated by tribals in India where tribal traditional heritages,
tribal experiences, histories, and Christian traditions are used as sources for articulating tribal theology.
They aim to articulate a theology that is “culturally rooted, pastorally transforming, spiritually sustaining,
and contextually relevant for the tribals.” Cf. A. Wati Longchar, “Indigenous People’s Theologies in Asia:
Methods and Perspective,” Issues in Theological Research: A Methodological Exploration, edited by A. Wati
Longchar (Bangalore: BTESSC/SATHRI, 2010), 147-169. Cf. Takatemjen, “40 Years of Tribal Theology in
the Making,” www.academia.ed>40_Years_of_tribal_Theology_in_the_making (Accessed on 9
November, 2016).
6 Renthy Keitzar, In Search of a Relevant Message (Guwahati: Christian Literature Centre, 1995), 23.
7 O. Alem, Tsungremology (Mokokchung: Clark Theological College, 1994), 27.
8 A. Wati Longchar, “Lijaba -–The Earth Entering Supreme Being: The Ao Naga Concept of God and
Ecology,” The Tribal World View and Ecology (Tribal Study Series, 2), edited by A. Wati Longchar and Y.
Vashum (Jorhat: Tribal Study Center, 1998), 28.
9 Lalrinawmi Ralte, “Mizo Religion, Culture, Religious Belief, Songs, Literatures,” indpaedia.com/ind
/index.php/Mizo religion, culture,_beliefs,_songs,_oral_literature (Accessed on 12 December, 2014).
10 Female notion of the Divine in the Mizo tribal religious tradition.
11 Ralte, “Mizo Religion, Culture, Religious Belief, Songs, Literatures,” indpaedia.com/ind/index.php
/Mizo_religion,_culture,_beliefs,_songs,_oral_literature (Accessed on 12 December, 2014).
5
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Tribal Tradition,” attempted to deconstruct the strong masculine and patriarchal
notion of God.12 She opens up the possibility to re-imagine the Divine beyond
gender identity.
With a view to the present extensive research into God-talk by western, Asian and
tribal theologians, our research starts with the hypothesis that despite the enormous
contributions to God-talk, there are still “spaces to contribute” to God-talk from a
postcolonial tribal feminist perspective. This postcolonial (feminist tribal)
dimension remained unexplored until now, but might contribute to a broader and
more inclusive understanding of the concept of the Divine and religious
experiences of tribals. Therefore, this research attempts to contribute to God-talk
from a postcolonial tribal feminist perspective by deconstructing the multiple layers
of empire in the tribal context and subsequently identifying how these multiple
layers of dominant power politics intersect in determining the situation of women
and the tribals’ perceptions and imaginations of the Divine. In addition, while
trying to avoid romanticizing one’s own context, certain elements, found in the
cultural ethos and religious traditions which the missionaries branded as
“forbidden, taboo, evil, or superstitious,” will be reconsidered. They will be used as
feasible and resourceful elements for rethinking, re-imagining, and re-doing
theology through postcolonial feminist theory. 13 These elements are not only
contextually relevant but also emancipatory and can provide space for tribal people,
especially women and marginalized men, to re-imagine a relevant and inclusive
Divine, and to experience holistic living.
Purpose of the Research
This research starts by establishing that tribal women of Northeast India have been
living in a complex society amidst a myriad layers of empire. Therefore, identifying
those multiple dominant layers of domination and unearthing the glossed over
values of women and the contributions they have made in the history through their
efforts to resist empire will be regarded as important for re-doing theology.
Furthermore, deconstructing empire in the tribal context will prove to be essential
for constructive tribal feminist God-talk. The classical notion of the kyriarchal God
is neither affirming nor relevant for tribal Christians, 14 because for them western
Eyingbeni Humtsoe, “De-masculinizing God: Reclaiming the Inclusive Meaning of God in Tribal
Tradition,” Introducing Challenges to Modern Concerns (Women Study Series No. 6), edited by Narola Imchen
(Jorhat: Women Study Centre, ETC, 2010): 39-41.
13 Notably Terhuomia/Ukepenuopfü, Ruopfü, Keperuo and Terhuo Pe. These terms will be explained in the
following chapters.
14 The term Kyriarchy is “A neologism […] derived from the Greek words for “lord” or “master” (kyrios)
and “to rule or dominate” (archein) which seeks to redefine the analytic category of patriarchy in terms of
multiplicative intersecting structures of domination […] Kyriarchy is best theorized as a complex
pyramidal system of intersecting multiplicative social structures of superordination and subordination, of
ruling and oppression.” Cf. Elizabeth Schüssler Fiorenza, Wisdom Ways: Introducing Feminist Biblical
Interpretation (Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 2001), 211.
12
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traditional theological affirmations have become obsolete in their daily struggle
against empire.15 Considering that situation, the central research question is: “How
can tribal historical, cultural, and religious traditions contribute to the reimagination of an inclusive Divine in the context of empire?” The accompanying
sub-questions are: How does empire influence tribal women’s position within the
society and the churches? How can postcolonial tribal feminist theology identify
the underlying power-mechanisms that constitute a barrier to the imagination of
the Divine? How can tribal postcolonial feminist theology use the emancipating
socio-cultural and religious resources in re-doing theology? Which perception of
the Divine can be meaningful and relevant to the tribals and contribute to a wider
theological discussion on God? Answers to these intriguing questions will be
sought in the attempt to construct a postcolonial tribal feminist theology. In the
process of seeking the answers, attempts will be made to identify and deconstruct
the different layers of empire that not only degrade tribal life but also support a
kyriarchal God that serves the interests of those in power. While identifying and
analyzing these layers, we search for positive aspects in the cultural ethos, religious
traditions and beliefs, with the objective to re-imagine an inclusive and allembracing Divine, and, moreover, to contribute to a new self-understanding of
tribal women in particular and feminist theology in general. Thus, the research
attempts to deconstruct empire in the tribal context of Nagaland and this includes
the reconstruction of a different image of God.
Hermeneutical Framework
Postcolonial theologian Kwok Pui-lan developed a threefold postcolonial
hermeneutical movement that she labels “imagination:” historical imagination,
dialogical imagination and diasporic imagination. These “movements” will be
employed for unearthing the history of the tribal women and re-doing theology
from a new perspective. The imagination movements, or strategies, provide the
space, not only for detecting how women attained their subjectivity throughout
history, but also for re-reading the historical, cultural and religious traditions of the
tribals in Northeast India. Furthermore, they open up the possibility to glean and
weave those bits and pieces from history, culture and religious traditions of the
tribals, which relinquish alternative perceptions of tribal women and thus
contribute to re-doing theology. These approaches are helpful for recognizing the
complexities, multi-linkages and different levels of meaning of empire in a
theological reconstruction. In the process of re-imagination of the Divine, the
decolonizing strategies of Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza – via affirmativa, via negativa,
via eminentia and via practica – will also be applied. These strategies offer room for
analyzing classical theism, while providing an innovative scope for alternative
emancipatory God-talk. Furthermore, the concepts of hybridity and multiplicity will
be used as a guiding framework in the constructive part of this theological
15

Keitzar, In Search of a Relevant Message, 1.
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endeavor. Apart from traditional theoretical and academic resources, this research
will use folk songs, folk tales, lived realities, and cultural and religious elements
from the tribal context as sources for redoing theology.
Presentation of the Chapters
The research is divided into four parts. The first part, “Sketching the Theories,”
presents theories concerning the understandings of empire and discusses the use of
postcolonial theories for rereading the socio-cultural and religious traditions of the
tribals. Chapter 1 describes the context of Northeast India and its immersion in the
manifold dominant factors. This chapter also discusses the concept of empire and
how it can be used as a heuristic framework for analyzing the factors that
contribute to subverting the position and status of tribal women. Finally, it asks
how the concept of empire can be used for resisting and deconstructing
domination. Chapter 2 deals with postcolonial theory and its relation to feminist
theology in the attempt to discover the relevancy of postcolonial theories for
redoing theology from a tribal feminist perspective.
The second part, “Reliving the Past,” traces the positions and history of tribal
women from the pre-literate period until the present day. This part does, however,
not only offer a historical narrative but also a historical reconstruction of the
position and situation of tribal women by way of Kwok Pui-lan’s historical and
diasporic imagination. As this investigation is a postcolonial endeavor, we treat the
meagre writings of the early western missionaries and ethnologists on the tribals
with suspicion. Their works are often biased, following the perspectives and the
ideas of the colonizers. In their writings on the tribes, a positive description of the
cultural-religious tribal society is mostly lacking. Tribal acts of resistance against
domination, as well as the contributions of tribal women in all domains of the
society, were seldom documented. Therefore, one can hardly find concrete material
that meticulously does justice to the past position of tribal women and their place
in religion and society. In the attempt to give voice to silenced tribal women, the
strategies of historical and diasporic imagination provide feasible tools for tracing
the experiences and voices of the tribal women in the pre-colonial and colonial
period. Starting from the affirmation of tribal women’s variegated situations,
historical and diasporic imaginations are used to unearth the glossed over values
and contributions of earlier tribals in history. Thus, the research not only attempts
to critique the biased writings of the early missionaries, ethnographers and
anthropologists, but also uses folk songs, folklore, rites and rituals that tribal
women initiated, as resources that provide access to the stories, the contributions,
and the resistance of the tribal women in the course of tribal history.
The third part, “Ongoing Conversations,” presents the different forms of western
and Asian feminists’ contributions to God-talk from various contexts. This part
sketches feminist critiques of classical western theism with its transcendent,
6

monotheistic, kyriarchal God and “his” omni-attributes. Attention will be given to
the different ways, models and images of re-imagining the Divine. Feminist
theologians not only deconstruct western classical theism but also reconstruct and
re-imagine the Divine. In these processes, feminist theologians use different
hermeneutical frameworks and approaches. They utilize biblical, wisdom, and
goddess as well as philosophical traditions. Asian feminist theologians also focus on
liberating elements from other religious traditions as well as from their own
everyday life and lived experiences in their efforts to re-imagine the Divine. They
show the abundant and rich multiple ways of re-imagining that which Schüssler
calls the “excess” of the Divine. These contributions of the feminist theologians to
the notion of God not only provide leeway but also function as guiding posts in
this thesis in the development of a postcolonial tribal feminist theological
contribution to re-imagining “a Divine” who is relevant, meaningful and
emancipating for tribal women in the context of empire.
Finally, the last part “Recognizing Multiplicity” attempts to re-imagine the Divine
from a tribal postcolonial feminist perspective. At this point, we will use Kwok’s
dialogical imagination as a guiding framework and search for possible liberating
elements in Northeast Indian tribals’ cultural and religious traditions that can be
used for postcolonial tribal feminist God-talk. This regards in particular an
alternative God-talk, which desires a Divine that collapses boundaries and is allencompassing. Finally, the research culminates in postcolonial tribal feminist Godtalk that envisages the Divine in the form of a Copious Divine that can be relevant
for tribals and will also most certainly make a significant contribution to feminist
theological “talk” in general.
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Part I:
Sketching the Theories

Chapter 1: Conceptual Understanding of Empire and its Relevance
to the Context of Northeast India
“... Empire ... shapes us whether we like it or not and because our lives are
contained by it as fish are contained by water, we can no longer do theology apart
from such detailed investigations of the powers that shape us consciously and
unconsciously. Only when these powers are seen can we show what difference our
subject matter makes as it pushes beyond the status quo.” 16
Joerg Rieger
“To be faithful to God is to resist the vileness of Empire; and to resist it is to be
faithful.”17
Naim Ateek
Introduction
The study of “Empire” has become a subject of much interest in the last two
decades. As a matter of fact, the concept of empire is one of the most contested
and debated issues in academic circles. The reason for the deliberations and debates
surrounding this concept is its continuous, ever-growing dominant influence on the
whole of creation. In spite of the actual collapse of imperial rule in the form of
emperor or colonization, the aura of empire remains challenging. By chronological
standards, when viewed from a historical perspective, empire is one of the oldest
and most widely practiced forms of governance or dominance, which is well
defined by boundaries and originated concurrently with the emergence of
civilization.18 However, today it manifests itself in multiple and fluid facets that take
different forms and shapes with time and context. The old forms of empire were
visible empires with defined boundaries and visible structures, but empire in today’s
context is far more influential, though invisible. The invisibility of the increasing
influences of empire, aided by rapid technological developments, make resistance
to empire much more difficult because the majority of the people never realize the
influence of empire that affects one’s very existence and shapes the deepest desires
of those in power.19 Furthermore, as Joerg Rieger, a Methodist postcolonial
theologian, argues, there are two main reasons why one should consider and
integrate the issues of empire in theological articulations. Firstly, he says, empire
shapes and determines one’s theological articulations in relation to questions such
as: “how we think about who God is, who humanity is, and how we are related to
God and creation.” Secondly, the remnants of colonialism and the overwhelming
expansion of globalization make it mandatory for theological articulations to turn
their attention to empire. He further states that empire is inherently present in our
Joerg Rieger, Christ & Empire: From Paul to Postcolonial Times (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2007), 21.
Naim Ateek, “Faithfulness and Resistance,” Cornerstone, Issue 60 (2011): 2.
18 “Empire Institute,” http://www.empire-institute.com/html/_html (Accessed on 13 October, 2011).
19 Rieger, Christ & Empire: From Paul to Postcolonial Time, 5.
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everyday life and therefore it should be resisted in order to let justice and solidarity
prevail for those who are plagued by the power of empire.20
In order to trace the meanings and influences of empire and its relation to the
region of Northeast India, this chapter is divided into three main divisions. The
first part discusses the general scenario of Northeast India – the geographical,
topographical and demographical features – and traces the socio-cultural, political
and religious context and the changes that colonization has brought to this region.
In the second part, an attempt is made to define the understanding of the concept
of empire in order to identify the various overlapping layers of empire existing in
Northeast India and its challenges and effects. Finally, the third part of the chapter
concludes with the need of resisting empire and the different tools that can be
taken into consideration with a view to resisting the negative consequences of
empire by focusing on three points: the identification and deconstruction of power
politics, the unravelling of the different layers of empire and, finally, considering
the postcolonial feminist concept of “Imagination” as a resisting tool.
1.

Mapping the scenario of Northeast India

1.1. Presenting Northeast India
Geographically – Northeast India covers the northeastern part of the country, which
is a frontier region of India. It comprises of eight small states, called the “Eight
Sisters.” They are Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram,
Nagaland, Sikkim, and Tripura respectively. This region is one of the most
ethnically, culturally and linguistically diverse regions in India, with each state
having its distinct cultures and traditions. Northeast India covers 2,62,378 square
meters and is situated on 22°0’ North to 29°5’ North latitude and 87°7’ East to
97°3’ East Longitude.21 It occupies the Northeastern region of India, which is
considered as the least developed region of the whole country. It barely covers
about 7.5% of India’s total landmass and 3.5% of India’s population, but it is
extremely diverse. It shares about 4500 kilometers, that is, 99% of its border with
five different countries of South Asia: Nepal, Bhutan, China, Myanmar, and
Bangladesh. As such, Northeast India is the only region in the Indian Union
Territory that shares international boundaries with five countries. This region is
connected to the mainland by a narrow 22 kilometers corridor in Siliguri, also called
the “Chicken Neck.” Less than 1% of the external boundaries of the region is
Rieger developed his theology as a resistance to the contemporary struggles of power and domination
and paves alternative ways of thinking in theology. His main areas of interest are the analysis of the social
context of theology and its impact on everyday struggles for economic justice. Power in religion,
economic and politics are his main concerns. Cf. Joerg Rieger, “Theology and Empire,”
http://joergrieger.com/theology-and-empire/ (Accessed on 15 November, 2016). Ann Marie Deer
Owens, “New Faculty: Joerg Rieger examines theology in a social context,”
https://news.vanderbilt.edu/2016/10/10/new-faculty-joerg-rieger/ (Accessed on 12 November, 2017).
21 Mohan Pai, “The Fauna of the Northeast India,” http://biodiversity-mohanpai.blogspot.nl
/2008/10/fauna-of-northeast-india.html (Accessed on 27 October, 2016).
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bordering with the rest of India, whereas the remaining 99% consists of
international borders. 22
Topographically – This region comprises the eastern part of the Himalayan range, the
northeast hills called the Patkai mountain range, the valley plains of Brahmaputra
and the Barak rivers. The topographic nature of the Northeast consists of plains,
valleys and hilly terrains made up of numerous small mountain ranges with altitudes
varying from almost sea-level to over 7000 meters above sea-level. The climate is
largely influenced by the topography of the land, which results in typically
monsoonal rain.23 The dry season, which is also considered as winter, starts in
November and continues until February. The wet season begins in April and lasts
until October. The month of March is a transitional period between winter and the
wet season. The temperature varies largely from 7° Celsius to 32° Celsius in various
places. The annual rainfall ranges from 10,000-40,000 millimeters, and can be at
times very severe. The region is endowed with a rich flora and fauna, natural
resources such as bamboo, limestone, coal, oil and gas, timber and hydroproductive potentialities. 24
Demographically – Northeast India is inhabited by different groups of people who
migrated and settled in this region at different points in history, for instance,
Austrics from Indo-China, who are today known as the Khasi and the Garo tribes,
the Negroids from South and South-West China, who are known as the Naga
tribes, and the Kiratas of Mongolian origin, forming the Bodo tribes. These tribal
groups of people are believed to have migrated from Tibet, Myanmar, Thailand,
and Southeast Asia by 500 bc. 25 In addition, there is the Aryan race: they are
believed to have migrated from North Bihar and occupy the state that is presently
called Assam.26 It is a home to more than 70 major population groups, including
more than 200 tribes, speaking nearly 400 different languages and dialects. 27 Some
of the prominent groups inhabiting this region are the Adivasi, Apatanis, Assamese,
Bengali, Chakma, Bodo, Dimasa, Garos, Hmar, Karbi, Khasi, Kuki, Lepchas,
Meitei, Mishing, Mizo, Nagas, Nepali, Paras, Rabha, Sylheti, Tamang, and Tripuri.
While the inhabitants of the plain region, including Assam and Tripura, were
Sanskritized by Hinduism, the hilly regions remained aloof from the Hindu
Sreeradha Datta, “Northeast Turmoil: Vital Determinants,” Strategic Analysis, 23/12 (2000): 2123-2133.
Cf. Y.S. Yadava, “Savanas of North-east India,” Journal of Biogeography, 17, 4/5 (1990): 385.
24 Pai, “The Fauna of the Northeast India,” http://biodiversity-mohanpai.blogspot.nl/2008/10/fauna-ofnortheast-india.html (Accessed on 27 October, 2016). Cf. Y.C. Ashok Vardan, “Editorial Note,” Socioeconomic Profile of North East India, edited by V.K. Agnihotri (Mussoorie: Lal Bahadur Shastri National
Academy of Administration, 2004), xii.
25 B.P. Singh, “North-East India: Demography, Culture and Identity Crisis,” Modern Asian Studies, 21/2
(1987): 259. Cf. Sanjib Baruah, India Against Itself: Assam and the Politics of Nationality (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1999), 46. Cf. M. Taher, “Assam: An Introduction,” Geography of Assam,
edited by A.K. Bhagawati (New Delhi: Rajesh Publications, 2001), 12.
26 Singh, “North-East India: Demography, Culture and Identity Crisis,” 259.
27 A.G. Bhagabati, “Transformation Process in Northeast India: The XIV Verrier Elwin Endowment
Lecturer,” The NEHU Journal, VII/1 (2009): 2.
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influences and the caste based social system. The inhabitants of Northeast India
constitute about 3.8 % of the Indian population amounting to 39 million people,
and 84% of the population is believed to live in the villages and country sides.28
Since the tribals, belonging to different races, migrated from different parts of the
world to their present setting, they differ – ethnically, socio-culturally, and
religiously – from the people of the remaining parts of India: they rather share
strong ethnical and cultural ties with Southeast Asia. Historians are of the opinion
that the different groups, which in due course settled in different regions and
ecological settings, crystallized into separate tribal groups. Geographical locations,
differences in cultural traits, languages, and traditions distinguish one tribe from the
other and from the ethnic groups that live on the plains. Nevertheless, some
common traits that characterize the different tribes are: the sense of community
and kinship, adherence to traditions and heritages, and attachment to cultural
practices and values. 29 Furthermore, in the course of history there has been a great
inflow of migrants, especially from Bangladesh, in pursuit of job opportunities and
livelihood.30 This huge flock of migrants did form a threat to the local people who
were caught up in daily struggles and strategies for survival because of the limited
resources and means of livelihood. Furthermore, the huge inflow of immigrants
also contributed to an immense identity crisis.31
Socio-culturally – One cannot define or lump together the diverse and multiple social
and cultural aspects of the tribals into one single definition. All the inhabitant
tribals of Northeast India have their own distinct tribal identities, cultures,
traditions, dresses, cuisines, and dialects. 32 However, one thread of commonality
that runs between the different tribals is the concept of communitarian life. The
socio-cultural life of the tribal people is a corporate one and therefore
communitarian life plays a crucial role in their social relations. 33 Renthy too
observes that although the cultures and traditions vary from tribe to tribe and are
thus very diverse, they do have one distinct particularity in common, which
distinguishes them from other tribes of plain areas of India, namely the prominence

A.G. Bhagabati, “Transformation Process in Northeast India: The XIV Verrier Elwin Endowment
Lecturer,” The NEHU Journal, 2. 2123-2133
29 Singh, “North-East India: Demography, Culture and Identity Crisis,” 270.
30 The introduction of a tea garden in Assam and the development process of building roads and railways
by the British rule attracted migrants from outside for job opportunities. Cf. Baruah, India Against Itself:
Assam and the Politics of Nationality, 46.
31 The arrival of immigrants from the Bengal Province was widely considered as an occupation of the
living space of the local people that changed the demographic as well as the economic situation. The
colonial administration and political rivalry were related to these changes. Amalendu Guha, Planter-Raj to
Swaraj: Freedom Struggle and Electoral Politics in Assam 1826-1947 (New Delhi: Indian Council of Historical
Research, 1977), 47.
32 S.T. Das, Tribal Life of the North East India (Delhi: Gian Publishing House, 1986), iv.
33 Narola Imchen, “Ordination of Women in North East India,” Weaving New patterns of Ministry for Women
in North East India, edited by Narola Imchen (Jorhat: Women Study Department, ETC, 2004), 25.
28
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of and emphasis on a communitarian life. 34 There has always been a sense of close
connection and relationship among the hill tribals in the socio-cultural arena.
Tribals also intermingle with each other, which encompasses a biological admixture
that resulted in diverse social relations and identities, which in turn provided space
for shifting alliances and identities. This flexibility comprehends freedom of
movement amongst the tribals, which, before the colonization period, encouraged
cordial relationships amongst them, even when they originated from varied tribes,
thus embracing different cultural, political, ethnical, and religious backgrounds. 35
While the major societal system is patriarchal in nature, tribes such as Khasis, Garo,
and Jantias, who inhabit the State of Meghalaya, have a matrilineal societal setup
even while the real power lies in the hands of their maternal uncles.
Religiously – Until the 12th century, Primal religion dominated the hilly tribal areas,
while Hinduism dominated the plain area of Northeast India. 36 Islam was
introduced to this region in the 13th century, Buddhism (Mahayana) in the 17th
Century and Christianity came in the 19th Century.37 In most of the plain regions,
like Assam, Manipur, and Tripura, Sanskritization took place before the
missionaries came and thus Hinduism became a dominant religion in these areas,
including the semi-hilly areas of Meghalaya. According to Edward E. Dudek, a
religious studies scholar, the tribes that occupied the hilly areas showed their
adherence to Primal religion. They worshiped benevolent spirits and nature such as
river, trees, sun, moon, et cetera. Some tribes worshipped their ancestors as well.
Even though Primal religion did not have any sacred written scripture like other
religions, studies of the tribal context has shown that and how religion permeates
all facets of life and determines the overall life activities of the people. Every
individual takes an active part in the beliefs, rituals, ceremonies and festivals related
to religion. The ethos, moral conduct, the act of performing rites and rituals of
Primal religion were transmitted orally from one generation to the other. There
exists a cosmic sense of oneness as there is no clear-cut distinction between the
sacred and the secular, between religious and non-religious, nor between the
spiritual and material aspects of life. In the process, all things are considered to
share the same nature and to interact.38

Some of the tribal groups that live in the plain area of India are the Baigas, Bhotias, Kols, Mundas,
Oarons, Santhal, Uralis, Warlis, etc. Renthy Keitzar, “Tribal Cultural Ethos, and Christianity in North East
India,” ETC Journal, 1/2 (1988): 48.
35 Bhagabati, “Transformation Process in Northeast India: The XIV Verrier Elwin Endowment Lecturer,”
5. Cf. “Ethnic Identities in NORTH-EAST INDIA,” http://ignca.nic.in/nl002003.htm (Accessed on 24 April,
2012).
36 The capital ‘P’ is used for Primal religion, just as we use capital letters for mentioning other religions,
such as Christianity, Hinduism, Islam, Jewish, et cetera.
37 Singh, “North-East India: Demography, Culture and Identity Crisis,” Modern Asian Studies, 259.
38 Edward E. Dudek, “Tribal Religious Beliefs of North East India with Special Emphasis on Nagaland
and the Introduction & Effect of the Gospel,” Global Serve Journal of Mission, 2 (2008): 5.
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One of the important moments of British rule in the religious arena was the arrival
of missionaries who started their conversion process, along with their colonizing
ventures. When the missionaries first came to Northeast India in 1836, their
primary focus was on the people living in the plain area. However, seeing the
involvement of those people in Hinduism, the stronghold of the caste system
society and their prejudices against Christianity, the missionaries turned their
attention to the tribals in the hilly area, who were more receptive to their religious
ideologies. Missionaries and colonizers identified this region as “virgin soil” for
planting Christianity.39
Consequently, the missionaries concentrated their attention on the tribal groups,
enticing them with education, health amenities, and job opportunities of which the
tribes would not have dreamed if they had been assimilated into the plain area
Hindu Kingdoms who considered them to be outcasts. Thus, the tribals were quite
receptive to the ventures of the missionaries. The process of proselytization and
conversion of Northeasterners took place in different phases amongst the different
tribes. However, within a span of ten years, between 1891 and 1901, the number of
native Christians increased rapidly. Christian Missionaries from different
denominations came to this region and started their conversion process at various
intervals. The chief missionary group and proselytizers were the Welsh
Presbyterians who focused their attention on the Khasi and the Jaintia Hills in
Meghalaya and the Mizos in Mizoram. British and American Baptist missionaries
covered the Mizos and Naga Hills.40 At the beginning, the work of the American
Baptist Mission was confined to the Assam valley but started moving towards
Meghalaya by 1867. The missionaries reached the Naga Hills by 1870, the Manipur
Areas by 1872 and finally, the Mizo hills by the 1890s.41
In the processes of conversion, western missionaries branded the local indigenous
religious traditions as evil, superstitious and left no stone unturned in order to erase
Primal religious assertions. Guided by these negative assumptions, western
Christianity took over the indigenous religious practices and as a result, with the
passage of time, the indigenous religion and its traditions were slowly assimilated
into Christianity. Looking at Christian forms and patterns of worship today, reveals
that liturgies, prayers, hymns and even church structures replicate exactly the
missionaries’ expectation. The indigenous cultures, religious traditions or customs
were completely shunned and as a result were hardly incorporated into Christian
worship. Here the remark of Edmund J. Dunn is germane, who stated that, “The
church sent forth missionaries steeped in European culture that was Christian and a

“Among a people so thoroughly primitive, and so independent of religious profession, we might
reasonably expect missionary zeal would be most successful.” Quoted by S. Gajrani, History, Culture and
Religion of North-East India (Delhi: Isha Books, 2004), 15.
40 Gajrani, History, Culture and religion of North-East India, 15.
41 S.K. Chaube, Hill Politics in Northeast India (New Delhi: Orient Longman, 1999), 48.
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Christianity that was intimately bound to European culture”. 42 As a result, the
worshippers imitated the Euro-American forms of worship while the indigenous
rites and rituals were completely ignored. The acceptance of Christianity also
marked the disconnection of the tribals from many of their cultural and religious
customs and traditions. The introduction of English education heralds the arrival of
modernity in some of the Northeast regions. Missionaries focused on education
and health care, which was precisely what drew the indigenous people to
Christianity. The spread of education went hand in hand with the exclusive use of
Roman script, which was enriching but left a dangerous legacy of forgetting some
of the few existing local scripts. 43 Today one can find all the major religions such as
Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam, Jainism, et cetera in Northeast India, with Christianity
dominating the hills, Hinduism and Islam dominating the plains, whereas other
religions such as Buddhism, and Jainism are scattered in smaller array over the
different regions. Moreover, Primal faith and other indigenous religious can still be
found.44
Politically – Here again geographical features play a defining role in determining the
political system of the region. The different parts of the region were ruled either by
kings or by chiefs. While the plain areas Assam, Tripura, and parts of Manipur and
Meghalaya,45 had small established kingdoms, such as the Ahom empire, 46 the
Manikya dynasty, and small kingdoms in Manipur. The Ahom dynasty ruled upper
Assam for nearly 600 years, while the western parts of southern Assam were ruled
by the Koch dynasty. Since 33 ce, monarchs called Ningthou and Meidingnu ruled
Manipur. Tripura was ruled by the Manikya dynasty from the 13 th until the 20th
Century. In Meghalaya, amongst the Khasi and Jaintia tribes, the king called Syiem,
assisted by his council of ministers called myntris/dollois, formed the administrative
institutions, whereas, local chieftains, known as Nokmas, headed the political
institutions of the Garos. Namgyals, who were addressed as Chogyals (meaning
king), ruled Sikkim until the 20th Century. Finally, the Nagas and Arunachal villages
were governed by elders or chieftains, known by different terms depending on their
regional dialect, for example Phichii (The Eldest) or Angh (a term equivalent to
king).47
Edmund J. Dunn, Missionary Theology: Foundations in Development (Washington: University Press of
America, 1980), 10.
43 Asoso Yonuo, The Rising Nagas (New Delhi: Vivek Publication, 1974), 120.
44 E.g. Hereka is an indigenous religion practiced by the Zeliangrong tribals who live in Assam, Nagaland
and Manipur.
45 Manipur can be geographically divided into two distinct landscapes: the plain area and the hilly area. The
plain area occupies 2352 square kilometers whereas the Hill covers 19,995 square kilometers out of a total
area of 22,347 square kilometers. Cf. H. Bhuban Singh, “An ancient kingdom called Manipur,” http://epao.net/epSubPageExtractor.asp?src=travel.Introduction_to_Manipur.An_ancient_kingdom_called_Mani
pur (Accessed on 19 April, 2012).
46 R.M. Lahiri, The Annexation of Assam (1824-1854) (Calcutta: General Printers & Publishers, 1955), 57.
47 Raj Kharmih, “History of North East India: Before and After Independence,” https://www.24point0.
com/presentation-business-tips/history-north-east-india-before-after-independence/ (Accessed on 27
October, 2016).
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Unaffected by Sanskritization, the hilly areas are mostly occupied by small tribal
villages. Each village is autonomous, with a village chief or village head. Intervillage feuds often occurred, which led to small conflicts and enmity or hostility
among neighboring villages. 48 In some parts of Northeast India, for example
Mizoram and Nagaland, the tradition of head hunting was practiced during intervillage feuds in the process of power struggles, revenge, and longtime resentment. 49
In spite of the existence of various feuds and small wars, there were numerous
culturally and politically discrete communities living in close contact with their
respective neighboring habitants and villages. 50 However, with the coming of
colonization, despite staunch resistance from the tribals, such small political entities
were easily subsumed into the British rule. As a result, all these tiny kingdoms were
annexed by the British Empire. Following the end of colonization, with the end of
the Second World War and India’s independence from British rule, Northeast India
came under the rule of the Indian Government with the aim of keeping this region
as a frontier to protect the mainland India from other foreign invasions.
1.2. Epoch of change with British colonization
The Northeast region was seen as a “Mongoloid fringe”, by the British colonizers.
This region was one of the last areas to be annexed by the colonial rule in 1826.
After conquering the whole of India, which was productive for them, the British
turned their attention to Northeast India to secure their frontiers against other
foreign empires.51 As mentioned above, for the British colonizers, this region
remained a frontier which could never constitute a region of their empire because
of the rigid and mountainous landscapes and deep jungle where according to them,
the “wild savages” live. As a result, this region was secluded from other parts of
India during the British administration. Also, as a frontier, the colonizers did not
have much interest in this region as it was of no profit to the British empire and

Kamal Kumar Sharma, “Nagaland,” Socio-economic Profile of North East India, edited by V.K. Agnihotri
(Mussoorie: Lal Bahadur Shastri National Academy of Administration, 2004), 201.
49 In this case head hunting means that the heads of the enemies are cleaved with machetes, indigenously
called Dao. This concept will be discussed later. Cf. “The terrifying tribesman of the Mizo Hills,”
http://www.mizostory.org/mizostory/Mizo_Story_1.html (Accessed on 28 October, 2016).
50 “Ethnic identities in NORTH-EAST INDIA,” http://ignca.nic.in/nl002003.htm (Accessed on 24 April,
2012).
51 Nandita Haksar and Gautam Navlakha, “The People’s Movement of Self Assertion in the Northeast
and Kashmir,” The Nation, the State and Indian Identity, edited by Madhushree Dutta, Flavia Agnes and
Neera Adarkar (Kolkata: Street Publication, 1996), 127. After the Treaty of Yandaboo in 1826, signed by
the Burmese and the British on behalf of the Ahom king, the Burmese Empire was forced to surrender
the province of Assam and Manipur to the British Government. Eventually, the British rulers annexed the
entire region in the subsequent years, the Cachar plains in 1830, Khasi Hills (1833), Jaintia Hills (1835),
Karbi Anglong or Mikir Hills (1838), North Cachar Hills (1854), Naga Hills (1866-1904), Garo Hills
(1872-73) and Mizo Hills (1890). These annexations brought about drastic changes in this region. Cf.
Thongkholal Haokip, “Conceptualizing Northeast India: A Discursive Analysis on Diversity,” Bangladesh eJournal of Sociology, 8/2 (July, 2011): 109-120.
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therefore this region was considered as a buffer zone which demarcated India from
the neighboring countries and a zone to keep foreign invasions at bay. 52
North East India did remain under British rule for more than a century (18261947). This period of colonization had a tremendous impact on the region. The
effects and remnants of the empire on the lives of the tribals are felt even up to this
present day in many aspects of their lives. The future of this region was radically
determined and altered during the colonial rule, which resulted in the emergence
and growth of multiple layers of imperialism, which greatly suppressed holistic
living.53 At this point, the following observation of Musa Dube, a New Testament
scholar and a postcolonial feminist theologian, is quite relevant (though she was
speaking from a Botswana African perspective): “The modern history of
imperialism begins with the process of colonialism, through the struggles for
political independence, the attainment of independence and to the contemporary
process of neocolonialism.” 54 It is a known fact that colonization and mission go
hand in hand, and that is exactly how colonialism in this region did not only result
from political conquest and an administrative perspective but was also mediated
through religious conversion by the missionaries. The British policies and the
activities of Christian missionaries in this region had significant freezing effects on
the communities and their social life, which determined the character and mode of
identity movements among the tribals and non-tribals in the post-independence
period.
One of the most chaotic effects of British colonialism was the introduction of the
politics of segregation amongst the Indians, that is, between the people who
occupied the plain area and the tribals of the hilly area. The notion of, or the term
“Northeast India” was not known before the arrival of the British colonizers. It is a
colonial term, which has its basis in alienating this region from the main land India
for the political and administrative benefit of the British Government. 55 Ankit
Panda, an expert in international relations and geopolitics, asserts that the overall
notion of Northeast India is a cartographic vestige of the British colonization
process.56

Subhir Bhaumik, “Ethnicity, Ideology and Religion: Separatist Ideologies in Northeast India,” Religious
Radicalism and Security in South Asia, edited by Satu P. Limaye, Mohan Malik and Robert G. Wirsing
(Honolulu: Asia-Pacific Center for Security Studies, 2004), 219-244.
53 “Ethnic identities in North-east India,” http://ignca.nic.in/nl002003.htm (Accessed on 24 April, 2012).
54 Musa W. Dube, Postcolonial Feminist Interpretation of the Bible (St Louis: Chalice Press, 2000), 14. Cf. Bill
Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths, and Helen Tiffin. The Empire Writes Back: Theory and Practice in Post-Colonial
Literatures (London: Routledge, 2002), 2.
55 L. Lam Khan Piang, “Ethnic mobilization for decolonization: Colonial Legacy (the case of the Zo
people in Northeast India),” Borderland Politics in Northern India, edited by Yu-Wen and Chih-Yu Shih
(Abingdon: Routledge, 2015), 70.
56 Ankit Panda, “Geography’s Curse: India’s Vulnerable Chicken’s Neck,” https://thediplomat.com/2013
/11/geographys-curse-indias-vulnerable-chickens-neck/ (Accessed on 26 October, 2016).
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The British introduced an Act called ‘Inner Line Regulation’ (ilr) in 1873, which is
an imaginary line that demarcated the areas inhabited by tribals as “prohibited
areas.”57 This Act did not only cut off the Northeasterners from the outside world
but also restricted the outside world by means of the requirement that to enter the
Northeast region a special permission would be required. The main intention
behind the introduction of the Inner Line Regulation was: firstly, to keep tribals
away from regions in the plain, by arguing that they are racially and historically
different from most Indians. Segregation based upon such factors had tremendous
effects on the next generations.58 Secondly, they aimed at keeping away this region
from the then existing independence movement that was materializing in the rest
of India. Finally, maintaining this area as the border with other neighboring
countries such as China and Myanmar. The British were successful in restricting the
freedom of movement within the boundaries of the Inner Line. Indian historians
call the ilr the “Act of Apartheid”, which eliminated the Northeast Frontier from
the political map of India, and segregated the tribal population from the main land
India. The Act was compared to what the British had done in South Africa and
later on in Sudan.59
Next, the neo-colonization started in Northeast India including the effort of the
Indian Government to establish control over the Northeast tribal regions. In this
effort, the Indian government followed the segregation policy of the British by
introducing another Act called the “Inner Line Permit Act”, which was similar to
the British ilr. This Inner Line Permit Act is still active and tangible today.
This act of segregation of the Northeast tribes and their lands from the rest of
India, declaring the hills to be backward and secluded areas, created a “frontier
within a frontier.” On the one hand, it alienated the Northeast tribes from people
of other parts of India, it deprived them of many advantages and benefits, and
increased economic, social and cultural differences between the hill tribes and
people of the plains. On the other hand, the tribals continued their traditional way
of life which gave them a sense of autonomy and distinction from other Indians,
which had, however, adverse effects in the following years. Already during the
British rule, this feeling of being totally different from people in other parts of
India stirred the desire for independence and autonomy. Long after the British
were gone, it was precisely this desire that created enormous problems for the
Indian Government in their effort to integrate the different regions or States into
the Indian Union. Resentment caused by the Indian Government because of its
“Bengal Eastern Frontier Regulation of 1873,” http://mdoner.gov.in/sites /default/files/silo4_content
/entry%20restrictions%20in%20NER/Bengal%20Eastern%20Frontier%20Regulation,%201873.pdf
(Accessed on 28 October, 2016).
58 Barnes Mawrie, “Christianity and Socio-Political Concerns in Northeast India,” Christianity in Northeast
India, Christianity and Change in Northeast India, edited by T.B. Subba, Joseph Puthenpurakal and Shaji
Joseph Puykunnel (New Delhi, 2009),136.
59 Ramtanu Maitra, “South Asian Terrorism: All Roads Lead to the British Empire,” http://www.counter
currents.org/maitra250309.htm (Accessed on 28th October, 2016).
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attempts after the independence to assimilate ethnic tribal groups into the Indian
Union,60 lead to the emergence of several secessionist insurgent groups. These
groups made new demands at different levels for autonomy and they continue to
resist up and until today.
Thus, the colonial policy in the Northeast aimed at socio-cultural, religious,
administrative, and political domination, exclusion, and segregation of the hill
people in the plain areas. Apart from geographical isolation and sowing the seeds of
division, the cultural gap and the lack of psychological integration with the
remaining part of the country were distinctive elements that kept this region totally
separated from other parts of India. 61 Though the colonizers hold that the ilr was
devised to ensure the identity of the tribals, the act resulted in seclusion,
deprivation, alienation and division. The colonial days and the immediate effects
thereafter, served to create the basis for exclusion of tribals that resulted in various
forms of division and can often be encountered in binary terms such as majorityminority, migrants and sons (sic) of the soil-immigrants, local-outsider, tribal-non
tribal, hills-plains, inter-tribal and intra-tribal et cetera.62
In addition, colonization and neo-colonization by India also had adverse effects on
the economic conditions of the tribals: it left their economy relatively deteriorated.
The trade and business routes of the tribals and their interactions with other parts
of India as well as across the international borders were totally cut off with the
segregation act. The presence of several passes in the hills and mountainous regions
signify that this region had contact with the other neighboring world both
economically and culturally. As R.N. Reid asserts, “The frontiers numerous passes
has received people from China and various parts of South East Asia, invasions
took place and allowed trade relations to exist.” 63 However, with the annexation of
this region, the political and administrative system were wholly determined and
administered by the colonial rule that emphasized the isolation of the northeast
region.64
The region was also completely isolated from the political turmoil in the main land
India when the colonial rulers resorted to non-intervention polity. As mentioned
earlier, in the beginning the British colonizers did not show any interest in
Northeast India. After slowly infiltrating into this region they replaced the policy of
non-intervention by direct intervention in order to quell the opposition from the
tribals to colonial intentions of commerce in their lands. As a result, the tribal areas
Sumik Bhaumik, Insurgent Crossfire - Northeast India (New Delhi: Lancer Publishers, 1996), 41.
Sabari Bandopadhyay and Debesh Chakraborty, “Migration to the Northeastern Region and Problems
of Security,” Perspectives on India’s Northeast, edited by Sanjukta Bhattacharya and Rochana Das (Calcutta:
Bibhasa, 1998), 94-116.
62 N.K. Das, “Identity Politics and Social Exclusions in India’s North-East: The Case for Re-distributive
Justice,” Bangladesh e-Journal of Sociology, 6/1 (2009): 67-82. https://www.bangladeshsociology.net/6.1
/4BEJS%206.1.pdf (Accessed on 28 October, 2011).
63 R.N. Reid, Years of Change in Bengal and Assam (London: Ernest Benn, 1966), 75.
64 Datta, “Northeast Turmoil: Vital Determinants,” Strategic Analysis, 23/12 (2000): 2123-2133.
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were slowly integrated into the British rule and became an integral part of its
administration and politics.65 Thus, slowly, the British colonization brought the
whole of the Northeast India under its rule and centralized the power under the
British Crown. Furthermore, the after-effects of the colonial era on culture,
economic, social, political, and psychological factors are still quite prominent.
The impact of colonization seriously affected the indigenous people. Their history
and authenticity were glossed over by imperial characteristics the colonizers left
behind, which disassociated them from their authentic history. Furthermore, their
culture, traditions, and religious beliefs were completely distorted through
misrepresentation in ethnologies, and by colonialists and the missionaries. The
cultures and traditions of the local people were labeled as uncivilized and
“primitive”, not important enough to reach the so-called “civilized” standards and
as such in need of western intervention. 66 Colonization also determined the very
core of the society with regard to the distribution of wealth and the economic
status of the people, their cultural understandings, and their religious beliefs. The
influence of and the destruction by the British Empire persist and continue to
affect the tribals: the empire is long gone and their lives and status do change but
they are constantly marginalized. British colonialism, together with western
missionaries, alienated, suppressed, manipulated, glossed over, and distorted their
tribal worldview. 67 In the following discussion, an attempt will be made to trace the
basic elements that constitute recent empire thinking and its relation to Northeast
India.
2.

Accentuating empire thinking as a heuristic frame

2.1. Defining empire and its relevancy to Northeast India
By historical standards, empire is often understood as the domain or rule of a king
or emperor. Empire can also be a territory or a region under the rule or jurisdiction
of an emperor/king/queen/ruler whose empire comprises a kingdom, a variety of
nationalities and land. Examples thereof are the Mughal empire, Austrian empire,
British Empire, Ottoman empire, et cetera. 68 However, in the last two decades, a
thorough study of empire and its meanings has taken a totally different turn. The
understanding of the concept of empire has transcended geographical or territorial
notions. Empire is not only the rule or domain of a king/queen or emperor but has
developed into a theoretical concept which is used for analyzing and critiquing the
multiple layers of oppressive structures in a society or a particular region. Thus,
Samir Kr. Das and Paula Banerjee, “Civil Society Dialogue on Peace in the Northeast,”
http://www.mcrg.ac.in/civilsocietydialogue1.htm (Accessed on 28 April, 2012).
66
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empire has a more comprehensive and polemical meaning than just addressing the
jurisdiction of a particular ruler over a particular territory or territories.
An intense debate is still going on the meaning of empire and the different kinds of
empire. George Steinmetz, a sociologist, clearly states that there are two basic types
of empire: “territorial empire,” based on specific geographical locations, and “nonterritorial empire,” not connected with any boundaries and hence beyond time,
space and location.69 Empire is thought of as neither a purely isolated term nor a
secluded term. Regarding these two forms of empire, Steinmetz observed that
empire in a chronological and territorial form concerns a land-based empire,
expansionist nation-states, early modern imperialism and modern colonialism. 70
Non-territorial empire, however, transcends the control of space. It moves beyond
the annexation of territory and sovereignty, which took distinct forms in the early
and modern period. Steinmetz holds that the early non-territorial empires tried to
create order beyond their national boundaries in the interest of protecting their
trade, supporting friendly foreign rulers, and opposing the unfriendly ones.
However, modern non-territorial empire, he asserts, is synonymous with
imperialism and has much greater sweeping agendas of controlling the world or a
region for economic, security, glory, and order reasons. 71 In short, empire is
understood in various ways by differently positioned people and is constantly
constructed by the powerful and negated by the subjugated. 72
The highly polemical understanding of empire does, however, complicate its
understanding. Empire is best understood from a postcolonial perspective and as
defined by Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri. Both political philosophers opine
that empire “… establishes no territorial center of power and does not rely on fixed
boundaries or barriers. It is a decentered and deterritorializing apparatus of rule
that progressively incorporates the entire global realm within its open, expanding
frontiers.” 73 In conformity with this definition, Hardt and Negri also affirm that
empire is a diffuse, anonymous network of all-englobing power. In line with the
above definition of empire, Rieger asserts that
Empire, in sum, has to do with massive concentrations of power that
permeate all aspects of life and that cannot be controlled by one actor alone.
This is one of the basic marks of empire throughout history. It seeks to
Territorial empires tend to be compact area such as the Mughul Empire, the Roman Empire, the
Median Empire et cetera. It is sometimes applied to Maritime Empires such as the Athenian or British
Empire, which have loser structures and more scattered territories. Cf. Christopher Maule, “The British
Empire – A Personal View,” http://cmaule.wordpress.com/2011/09/19/the-british-empire-a-personalview/ (Accessed on 19 March, 2012).
70 George Steinmetz, “Return to Empire: The New U.S. Imperialism in Comparative Historical
Perspective,” Sociological Theory, 23/4 (2005): 342.
71 Steinmetz, “Return to Empire: The New U.S. Imperialism in Comparative Historical Perspective,”
Sociological Theory, 342.
72 Jeremy Punt, “Empire as Material Setting and Heuristic Grid for New Testament Interpretation:
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extend its control as far as possible; not only geographically, politically, and
economically – these factors are commonly recognized – but also
intellectually, emotionally, psychologically, spiritually, culturally, and
religiously.74
Thus, empire often assumes mixed forms and structures with different levels of
pervasiveness.75
When one looks at the history of empire through the lens of Christianity, it appears
that in the first few centuries the concept of empire had connotations of unity
within Christendom, as well as of peace and justice within the Christian community
of kings and their subjects. Similarly, in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century, the concept of empire was a positive and life affirming one for most
westeners. To be an empire, meant to be powerful in an era when the gap between
a strong and weak status was growing ever wider and the weak were doomed to
marginalization or extinction. Empire was the van of progress and civilization,
bringing all the benefits of western values and technology to the so called “ignorant
lesser races,” and ensuring that the world of the future would carry the stamp of
the imperial people’s own culture and history. 76 However, empire was and is
certainly not a blessing for those who were and are in colonized and marginalized
positions. For them, empire is a suppressive and dominating power, which seizes
holistic life from them because they are always at the receiving end. In recent years,
scholars in various disciplines, especially postcolonial studies in the southern
countries, are utterly negating the positive affirmations of empire as condoned by
the western colonizers and missionaries, because for them empire is neither a
positive nor a life affirming concept. On the contrary, they consider it to be a death
dealing dominating power that cannot be affirmed but needs to be carefully
scrutinized and criticized.
In postcolonial understanding, empire thinking surpasses the old understanding of
territorial empire and replaces this by a borderless dominating concept, unconfined
by time or space. It does not consider the consent of the context nor of the people
concerned, but is a great power that cannot be ignored, because its dominance
saturates the very core of existence. As Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza observed,
empire is not a past violence or power of domination but a present reality that
glares starkly and demeans holistic living. 77 Empire thus also dominates the
Rieger, Christ & Empire: From Paul to Postcolonial Time, 2-3. Alexander J. Motyl argues that empire is not
just based on a specific territorial region or for a specific period and cannot be determined by space or
time because its influence surpasses all. Cf. Alexander J. Motyl, “Is Everything Empire? Is Empire
Everything?” Comparative Politics, 38/2 (2006): 228.
75 Steinmetz, “Return to Empire: The New U.S. Imperialism in Comparative Historical Perspective,”
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periphery by transferring various practices from the center to the margins where
the stronger nations or countries become the core, leaving the peripheries, that is,
the mass of people at the mercies of empire: 78 “Empires normally have capitals that
concentrate the institutions of imperial power and wealth and thereby aim to
command diverse and distant populations from a geographical center.” 79
With a view to resisting empire, postcolonial thinkers have developed different
methodologies and ideologies. For them, empire contains politics of power,
domination, and suppression which encompasses that the colonized are always the
victims and those who are in power enjoy their superiority at the expense of the
oppressed. Empire rules, dominates, deprives, and threatens the existence of the
suppressed groups that are at its mercy. Even though empire always tries to justify
its imperial activity by accentuating what it contributes to the lives of the subjects, it
is so overpowering and suppressing that those who live under it cannot remain
neutral.80 As the subjects do not have an alternative option but to develop forms of
resistance either individually or in groups, 81 empire always results in resistance, and
is periodically challenged by forces of “disorder” such as revolts, invasions,
migrations, occupations, civil wars, and internal conflicts that presage or seal the
decline of imperial rule, which may, however, at times take years. 82
Catherine Lutz, an American anthropologist observed that empire always consists
of two polar groups because of the distinction between the ruler and the ruled or
the dominant and the subjugated. 83 However, looking at this characteristic from
Northeast India’s perspective, one might add that there is a possibility of bi-polarity
of empire in one single opposite pole. For example, the Northeast India region is
not only groaning under the burden of globalized empire in the form of
colonization and imperialism, but also under the Indian hegemony and the imperial
features already existing in the local context. Empire in the context of Northeast
India is a giant power that dominates and infuses its influences in each and every
aspect of life and is not a one-time occurrence but a persistent, recurrent and
continuing process.
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Empire with its superiority complex and hegemonic power persuading quests, not
only claims supremacy, but also sometimes justifies its quest as the will of God.
One of the prime examples thereof can be seen in the work of M.A.C. Warren. In
his book, Caesar: The Beloved Enemy: Three Studies in the Relation of Church and State,
Warren writes that “imperialism is to bring humankind to a true knowledge of
Godself who is Love, Power, and Justice.” He adds that empire is a vehicle of great
good to subject peoples.84 For western imperialists like Warren, empire and
imperialism are therefore the purpose of God and are thus justified. In this
understanding, everything that comes from the empire is superior, loftier,
modernized and the “will of the God.” Such a notion in turn connotes that
anything that is not from the empire is outdated, evil, erroneous, and superstitious.
In the process, a God who symbolizes empire and sides with the interests of
empire, is presented and introduced to the colonized and missionized world that
readily embraces the notion of the “Empire God.” Westerners not only legitimized
their colonization process in this way, but also established their superiority over the
cultural, the religious and the traditions of the colonized people.
The British rule in India as a whole was justified by its positive contributions
towards the life of the so-called “wild – savage” people, by abolition of social evils
such as head hunting, sati, child-marriages, and the promotion of education,
sanitation and modernization, all the while concealing the ugly situation and the
negative aspects. Until today, most of the tribals still firmly acknowledge the
contributions of colonization as very positive and liberating because they are
thoroughly brainwashed into believing that they were in wilderness/darkness and
that it was the coming of colonizers and missionaries which has civilized them,
saved them from darkness and paganism and brought them into the light, that is,
Christianity. Such responses have always been well documented in different
writings, which is not the case with the darker side of empire and colonization nor
with the factors that lead to resisting empire. Many people in this region have been
subjected to propaganda in such a manner that they think everything local to be
vicious, desolate, and backward, whereas anything that comes with colonization
and westernization is thought to be modern, advanced, and therefore superior.
Moreover, neo-colonialism disguised as globalization and modernization has played
an active role in keeping Northeast India in the empire trap. In order to give a clear
picture of how the legacy of colonialism in the form of imperialism has been
affecting the lives of the tribals, the following paragraphs will try to glean the
information that can elucidate the co-relation and distinction between colonization
and imperialism.
2.2. Co-relation of colonization and imperialism with empire
In his definition of colonialism, Steinmetz states that colonialism necessarily
involves annexation, occupation, and rule over regions and populations beyond the
M.A.C. Warren, Caesar: The Beloved Enemy: Three Studies in the Relation of Church and State (London: SCM
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global core of the colonizers. Colonialism is characterized by seizing power and
sovereignty from the colonized locals and sets up a separate colonial state
apparatus.85 In simple terms, colonialism is the extension of a nation’s sovereignty
and rule over another territory beyond its borders, by either settling in colonies or
through an administrative process. The powerful nation in the position of colonizer
dominates the labor, markets, and resources of the colonies that they occupy. The
colonizer also continues to influence the socio-cultural, religious, and linguistic
structures of the colonies, which is intended to have a permanent effect. The
colonizers mostly display a hegemonic attitude of superiority and continuously
assume that it is their burden to civilize the so-called savages. Such understanding
justifies their political domination. Even long after colonialism is gone, its impact
lingers and determines the whole life of the colonized in the form of imperialism. 86
Kwok Pui-lan has succinctly pointed out that colonialism has set-up an unequal
power structure, reinforced by the ideologies of racial and cultural superiority,
introducing its own educational and social systems, languages and religions as part
of the “civilizing mission” to the so called “heathens.” 87 As such, colonialism is a
tangible manifestation of imperial power which is always dependent on conquest,
territorial expansion and the process of colonization, with people, goods and
capital moving from the metropolitan center to the colony and vice versa. In this
process, colonization differs from phase to phase, 88 and from place to place
depending on the colonies and the interests of the colonizers. 89 In the process of
colonization, discrimination emerges, automatically legitimizing the colonizers’
presence. The early-modern colonizers justify their colonization overseas, stating
that the people in the colonies are heathen who need westernization and
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Christianity in order to be redeemed. 90 Even hundreds of years after they left, the
remnants left behind by the colonizers are still effecting the overall perspective of
the lives of the colonized, and this continues up and until this day.
Just as colonialism, imperialism is a policy of extending one’s rule over foreign
countries and foreign policies. Imperialism is foreseeable yet inevitable. William
Langer, an American historian of diplomacy and international relations defined
imperialism as
Simply the rule or control, political or economic, direct or indirect, of one
state, nation, or people over other similar groups, or perhaps one might say
the disposition, urge or striving to establish such rule or control. Taken in
this sense, imperialism is probably as old as recorded history. 91
Edward Said, a pioneer of postcolonial studies, affirms this notion, saying that
imperialism involves “the practice, the theory and the attitudes of a dominating
metropolitan center ruling a distant territory,” whereas colonialism refers to the
“implanting of settlements on a distant territory.” 92 Similar to this understanding,
the postcolonial theorist Robert Young asserts that “imperialism operates from the
center, it is a state policy, and is developed for ideological as well as financial
reasons whereas colonialism is nothing more than development for settlement or
commercial intentions.”93 It is the political orientation that promotes imperial
interests, ideology, political orientation and political theory, which characterizes the
thinking of a group or nation and includes aggressive extension of authority control
– the activity of managing or exerting control over a crowd. 94
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It is difficult to make a clear-cut distinction between colonialism and imperialism,
as both comprise a fusion of territorialism, economic, diplomatic, and ideological
facts. Moreover, both colonial powers and imperialism intervene to dispose of
regimes or create new ones. However, imperialism mostly recedes into the
background, unlike the colonizers who leave behind a military base, a new
constitution, and local leaders or representatives to operate on their behalf.
Imperialism does not have much interest in managing or intervening in the local
conditions and respects the autonomy of the colonized and the dominated state,
and intervene only when their economic and political interests are under threat. 95
Jürgen Osterhammel, a German historian, argues, however, that imperialism is a
more comprehensive concept than colonialism, because it “Presupposes the will
and the ability of an imperial center to define as imperial its own national interests
and enforce them worldwide in the anarchy of the international system.” 96
Colonialism and its after-effects, imperialism, and neo-colonialism are all elements
of empire. Rieger has succinctly summed up the totality of the concept of empire
saying that “Empire in the form of imperialism, colonialism, and neo-colonialism
manifests itself in cultural, religious, and intellectual modes.”97
During the pre-colonial period, the ambience of empire was no doubt intrinsically
prevalent in Northeast India, in the form of patriarchy and power struggles
between various entities. However, colonialism and imperialism precipitated and
further enhanced the dominating nature of empire in this region. As mentioned
earlier, though traces of imperialism in the form of small kingdoms and various tiny
political cubicles in the villages were found in the Northeast, there never existed a
well-organized gigantic empire amongst the tribals, that systematically controlled
the entire region. The aura of empire became prominent with the coming of
colonization, the after-effects of colonialism, neo-colonialism, globalization and
capitalism. Therefore, it is impossible to talk about empire in a tribal context
without mentioning colonization, as they are intrinsically intertwined. In fact, they
form the very fabric of life that determines, dominates and suppresses: it is indeed
difficult to think of one without the other.
With the annexation of Northeast India, all political and administrative systems
were determined and implemented by the colonial rule, which insisted on the
isolation of this region. British policies and the activities of Christian missionaries
in this region significantly contributed to a freezing effect on the communities’
social and religious life, which determined the character and mood of identity
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movements among the tribals and non-tribals in the post-independence period. 98
Fernando Segovia, a Cuban American theologian, made a similar statement, saying
that “… reality of empire, of imperialism and colonialism, constitutes an
omnipresent, inescapable, and overwhelming reality.” 99 Segovia’s assertion is quite
relevant to Northeast India because even after many decades of India’s
independence from the colonial rule and the colonial masters, this region still faces
a myriad of social, political, economic, religious problems as the after-result of
colonization and imperialism.
The above discussions demonstrate that contemporary thoughts and discussions on
the notion of empire are determined by an array of themes, contexts, and people.
There cannot be a single conceptual understanding of empire without relating it to
colonialism and imperialism, because though their structures may differ, they are
intrinsically bound together as agents of domination and suppression. Empire is
thus never an isolated theme. Rather, empire is quite a complex term and the
reasons behind the complexity are its elusive presence and effects on all fabrics of
life. Northeast India’s context is enclosed by the cocoon of empire wherein every
aspect of life, ranging from a single individual to the society is integrated.
Patriarchal values, the intrinsic dominance over and hegemonic attitude of the
Indian government towards the tribals, the divide and segregation policies, the
redefining of social, political, and religious traditions, it can all be traced back to
colonization. As such, empire has become so integral to the tribals that it is
sometimes hard to identify the presence of imperial influences and its power that
slowly became embedded and formed the very core of life. Therefore, a meticulous
dissecting of empire and its varied characteristics is mandatory. Consequently, an
attempt will be made to identify the overlapping layers of empire in Northeast
India.
2.3.

Identifying the overlapping facets of empire and its challenges in
Northeast India
The above shows that the concept of empire, its auras and influences are
inescapable, overwhelming, intersecting dominant aspects that affect life, all of
which applies to the region of Northeast India. Understanding and evaluating the
different features of empire becomes a necessity if one wants to investigate whether
empire thinking can in any way be usefully implemented as a heuristic frame for a
critique of empire in Northeast India. The power of empire, as we have seen, is
never static but constantly changing and therefore takes different shapes and forms,
of which the major distinction between virtual and actual empires as state or
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political entities, and its control on the very existence of life should be pointed
out.100
Evidently, the empire that we relate to Northeast India is not the traditional
territorial empire but the borderless empire that surpasses time and territories.
Hardt and Negri have succinctly pointed out that this new emerging “Empire does
not depend on the traditional notion of the state as bounded by space but on
building a globalized and decentralized network of international financial
institutions, mass media and communication systems, and multinational
corporations with flexible labor and capital.”101 They further assert that “This Nonterritorial Empire consists of the control of space rather than the annexation of
territory and sovereignty which also takes distinct forms in the early modern and
modern period. It tries to create order beyond their “national boundary.” Empire
can manage hybrid identities, flexible hierarchies, and plural exchanges through
modulating networks of command.”102
According to Hardt and Negri, postcolonial understanding of empire is not a
metaphor but a concept, which calls for a theoretical approach. Kwok Pui-lan
agrees with this when she speaks about empire from a postcolonial perspective. She
affirms that empire, without any specific geographical location or mark, is more
pervasive and influential, precisely as a globalized power. The different forms of
empire do not necessarily exist in a pure or isolated form but often in mixed and
varied combinations. Kwok says that as modernity passes on to post modernity in
the West, neocolonialism has taken a new form in the face of globalization of
markets and capital.103 Empire is a concept that posits a regime that effectively
encompasses the spatial totality or a reality that rules over the entire “civilized”
world.104
Misrepresentation is one of the destructive tools of empire. Apart from controlling
and dominating, empire also distorts and glosses over the histories of the people by
erasing their authentic histories, which leads to false interpretations of facts,
culture, and religion. In the colonial days and the early part of the postcolonial era,
the Northeasterners were mostly represented and “interpreted” by the western
colonizers. Western missionaries, ethnographers and anthropologists wrote their
accounts of the life, the religion, culture and traditions of the tribals. Their works
were often not only ambiguous and obscure but also represent distorted views that
benefited the empire. The “otherness” of the colonized communities was
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considered as wild and barbaric. 105 Moreover, the Indian social scientists were in
the clutches of such imperialistic and colonialist discourses and followed the
processes of misrepresentation. On many occasions, the writings of both the
colonizers and the Indian writers were overwhelmingly biased and only partially
true. Colonialism and colonial attitudes were rarely questioned but used as a
framework for their articulation. Thus, Northeast India’s authentic culture,
traditions, history, and religious beliefs were totally glossed over and their many
struggles against the British did not find any legitimate place in the history of
India’s freedom struggle, not even in the works of Indians from the plain area.
Politics of representation often precipitate the identity crisis when a small ethnic
group and/or communities feel that they and their stories are talked about but
either misrepresented or not represented adequately. Dual concepts like AryanMongolian, core-fringe, hills-plains et cetera, contaminated the writings of the
European and Indian colonial writers and did indeed bring about a crisis of identity
perception.106 Accordingly, one can conclude that both histories and everyday life
stories were written within the framework of imperialist or colonial historiography
and writings that justifies colonialism. Empire has the tendency to impose the
domination of a specific culture whether or not the dominated accepts that
situation. Such treatment robs a society of its entire historicity, authenticity, and
traditions. As a result, indigenous people all over the world have nurtured their
cultural integrity to counteract the acts of depredation by individual empire-builders
and imperial schemes. It is difficult though to discern the authentic identity and
historicity of people who are already emerged in double identity.
The hegemonic attitude of the westerners was one of the most potent weapons
behind the civilizing mission. This notion of supremacy was reinforced in the
colonialist world of Northeast India. The hegemonic attitude of the British
colonizers was imposed on the tribals and they were expected to adhere to their
supremacy in total submission and obedience. The superior attitude of empire
resulted in “cultural mimicry,” the process during which the tribals lose their
original identity and try to mimic those who are in power. 107 Imitating and
mimicking the so-called supremacy results in losing one’s authentic culture,
traditions, religious aspirations and beliefs. Even though the Northeasterners did
claim the uniqueness of their identities, they were subjected to a tremendous
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evolution and are hybridized intensely. 108 Lalrinawmi Ralte, a tribal feminist
theologian, while speaking from a Mizoram context, has accurately observed such
hybridization amongst the Northeasterners. She states:
… the strong devaluation of Mizo culture by the missionaries, led to severe
cultural colonization. While at the level of the social structure community life
remained relatively intact, it was gradually taken over by the Church. Cultural
colonization took place by means of literacy enterprises and higher
education. Social control took place through Church discipline. 109
The existence of westernized cultures, especially in the formerly colonized world,
led to hybrid identities and resulted in the extinction of the distinctiveness of the
different tribes in the region.
After the World Wars, the notion of empire is often considered to be a political
system based on military and economic domination by which a country or group
expands and consolidates its power over many others.110 In a broader sense, it
denotes a large-scale business enterprise, or a political organization, which can be
on a national, regional or city scale, controlled by either an individual or a group
with authority. As such, empire from a political perspective is “a political unit that
is large and expansionist. It creates and cultivates a variety of forms of political
belonging, where the local elites are used for political interest and thereby alienates
them in some fashion from the affective structures that might have tied them to
their communities.” 111 However, apart from international political hegemony, it is
obvious that Northeast India still suffers from an Indian hegemonic political rule.
Looking again from a political perspective, segregation, denials, suppressions,
militarization, and the second-class treatment of the region are an integral part of
that rule. Northeast India never was and is free from the imperial rule of the Indian
union. Long after the colonizers left, the Northeast region still counts as a frontier
for the Indian government, where equality, privileges, and opportunities are
relentlessly denied. Northeast India does not get much attention or consideration
of the Indian government with regard to infrastructure, technological education,
industries, or higher studies development. Though this region has attained
independence from British rule along with other parts of India more than seventy
decades ago, it did remain under the political hegemony of Indian rule and Indian
military oppression in the form of killing, rape, arson, et cetera. Most of the states
have undergone long periods of violent uprising, demanding either freedom from
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or greater autonomy within the Indian union, but neither succeeded. 112 Though
Northeast India is officially integrated into the democratic form of government
under the union territory of India, empire exerts its influence even here, and again.
This is the case because many democracies are often largely a matter of pressuregroup politics in which innumerable interest groups seek to influence public
opinion, public authorities, and executive bodies to promote their objectives
through legal or criminal means.113
When one looks at empire from a religious perspective, religion and empire appear
to always walk hand in hand. No religion is free from the aura of empire and
Christianity was never an exception. A huge wave of imperial power came with the
introduction of Christianity to the Northeastern regions. Colonial interest has
colored the entire religious setup in this region. It is a known fact that in the
western colonization process, Christianity always followed empire and the same
happened in the Northeastern region. 114 The so-called “civilizing responsibility”
which is also known as the “White man’s burden” was one of the elements that
bound mission and colonial ruler together. Religion was mostly used for colonial
purposes rather than spiritual ones, 115 which is what happened to the tribes of
Northeast India. Even though the tribals do have a rich religious heritage and
understanding of the divinity and religious affirmations, the colonizers and
missionaries dismissed and discarded the local religious heritage, traditions, rites,
rituals and other practices. The missionaries, however, presented the Christian God
as the only one and true God who is above all other gods and Jesus Christ as
Christus Victor, the conqueror of all evil gods.
Because of this, many of the traditional, cultural, and religious practices were
indeed abandoned and the western classical God and western form of worship
were adopted instantly. The traditional dances, songs, and attire were replaced by
western commodities, so that in the end many of the traditional, cultural, and
traditional values have been obliterated.
Although the British Government maintained the existence of their policy of
neutrality, it is obvious that Government officers were involved in religious
activities by way of either helping Christian missionaries or the indigenous
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people.116 Within this context, Christianity must be considered as a movement,
rather than a religion in Northeast India. 117 Yankahao Vashum, a tribal theologian,
asserts the close relations between colonial powers and missionaries, saying that
However good their intentions might have been the missionaries contributed
in the colonial projects. The relationship between colonialism and Christian
mission in North East India is responsible for the subjugation of indigenous
people, politically, socially, culturally and religiously, missionaries never
functioned independent of colonial powers but always besides the Empire. 118
In short, colonizers and missionaries worked hand in glove.
While addressing globalization as another form of empire, Hardt and Negri observe
that the multiple process of globalization in the neo-colonial world consists of
building a globalized and decentralized network of international financial institutes,
and globalized mass communications. Such efforts enabled multinational
corporations to gain access to flexible labor force capital beyond geographical and
ethnic borders. This empire eliminates cross-cultural differences and blurs global
boundaries by integrating them into a new globalized power, which has been
named “market-meta narrative.”119 Through globalization, empire has become
more powerful and astute. Globalization has become an inescapable force in the
social reality of life. 120 It has brought about migration, challenged the indigenous
small-scale cottage industries and local businesses. Furthermore, the effects of
globalization, when branded products of multinational companies have taken over
the local cultural heritage of the local people, include that the local cottage
industries are slowly disappearing. Globalization from an economic perspective has
turned the world into a small interconnected village, from which only a few
privileged people benefit. It allows the powerful to act and deal with the weaker
societies at will. The differences between the powerful and the non-powerful are
quite clear on the industrial and production level. While multi-national companies
built industrial plants in developing countries, exploiting cheap labor and
maximizing profits, the countries concerned are hardly invited to establish their
businesses in developed nations. For the most part, the powerful countries control
the markets and set the prices of what they buy and sell, or as Musa Dube pointed
out, the global era is
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an age characterized by increasingly interconnected economic systems of
different countries, nations, and continents […] This closely knit economic
organ is in fact a relationship of dependence and interdependence, of
exploitation and exponential profit, of economic giants and dwarfs, indeed,
of masters and servants as well as massive monetary losses and gains. 121
It interconnects the world through new systems of communication and affects all
areas of life.122 Dube adds that in the process of globalization, the rich are getting
richer and richer whereas the poor are getting poorer and poorer. Therefore, she
says, this process of globalization is unethical, exploitative and causes a great deal
of human suffering. 123
Northeast India is not exempted from the influences of this ever-encompassing
concept of empire, but is rather facing the tremendous challenges resulting from
globalization as an offshoot of colonialism and modernization. In spite of the many
advantages of globalization, the Northeast region is – far more than the other parts
of India – swamped by the negative effects of globalization. In the past two
decades, there has been an increase in the active influence of globalization, leading
to increasing inequality and discrimination. Migration, smuggling, trafficking,
exploitation, corruption et cetera have found their permanent place in the region.
Local markets face difficulties in competing with the multi-national products. This
leads to more poverty and insecurity, which in turn reduces the importance of the
multiple identities and heritages of Northeast India. In this regard, Temsula Ao, a
tribal educationist warns that,
If the trend is allowed to continue in an indiscriminate and mindless manner,
globalization will create a market in which Naga, Khasi or Mizo communities
will become mere brand names and commodity markers stripped of all
human significance and which will definitely mutate the ethnic and symbolic
identities of a proud people. Thus, globalization will eventually reduce
identity to anonymity and the impact of globalization will be most felt in the
area of indigenous cultural products because to meet global standards, the
products will have to be modified, re-designed and at times even be
distorted.124
Kailash C. Baral, a linguist and humanist, affirms that with the strong waves of
globalization, there is always the fear that globalization may “bring in large-scale
commodification of their cultures and would erase the unique identities that are so
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far consolidated mostly on the premise of ethnic difference.”125 Thus, the above
discussions affirm that “empire” with all its aspects and hierarchical structures was
and is ingrained in the life of the tribals since the pre-colonial period. Today,
empire in multiple forms has a very firm hold on Northeast India. Though this
region had been colonized for a short period, the overall impact it has on this
region is tremendous and permanent. The British colonizers left behind a legacy of
chaotic conglomeration, which cannot be easily erased. The empire that was left
behind not only robbed the tribals of their authentic identity and their original
religious affirmations but also left a muddled political situation which effects the
overall setup of the tribal society until this day.
2.4. A cauldron of chaotic conglomeration
Northeast India today is a cauldron of chaotic conglomeration. Colonization has
massively contributed to determining and shaping what Northeast India is today,
including the imperial traits and effects that linger on. Lal Dena, a historian of
Northeast India says that it is purely by accident, that is by accident in history – the
demarcation of borders established during the British rule – that Northeast India
forms a part of Indian Territory. 126 This arbitrary demarcation of the Northeast
region created chaos among the local people, accentuating the political and cultural
schism between the plains and the tribal areas and the tribes themselves, of which
there is still evidence today. 127 One important reason for the current spread of
rebellion in the region, is the random demarcation of the tribals’ land to satisfy the
interests of the colonizers and the arbitrary isolation of the people. 128
Unfortunately, this region is now politically in the grasp of different forms of
government, that is, officially the region falls under the Indian Democratic
Government but almost all the States are under the dominance of the selfprofessed underground government that consists of a number of insurgent
factions. These insurgency outfits not only fight against the Indian Government
but also fight with each other for their own personal interest and the quest for
power. The people are forced to adhere to the Indian government as well as the
self-professed government, struggling under the tyranny of the many governing
bodies. People are frightened into paying their taxes to these self-professed
governments, which in turn not only affects the economy of the people and the
standard of living, but also terrorizes the people because their very existence is
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always at stake. No other region of India, South Asia or the world must have
experienced such a mosaic of insurgent outfits of varying intensity, resulting in
different forms of atrocities and bloodsheds, creating unrest in the region where
villages are destroyed, countless people killed and others left homeless, where
indiscriminate firing in the middle of a crowded street is quite a common
occurrence.129
In the present day, the Northeast is the least developed region in the whole of India
even though India is one of the fastest developing countries. The Indian
government’s frugal attitude towards the Northeast left this region economically
backward. The tribals are deprived of modern amenities and developmental
projects.130 In spite of the huge potentialities and numerous natural resources, the
Indian Government hardly pays attention to the region, which brings about
poverty, unemployment, and migration. The inhabitants of this region are forced to
migrate to other parts of India in search of greener pastures, for education or jobs,
where, however, they have to face again racial discrimination, domination, and
identity crisis. As migrants with different facial features, they even become victims
of racial attacks, sexual abuse, rape, physical abuse and to the extent of losing their
lives.131
Even though Northeast India was not a utopia in itself during the pre-colonial era,
colonialism and imperialism have enormously contributed towards the aggravation
of the present chaotic condition in this region. If there is one region in India
groaning under the power of empire, then it is Northeast India. The hegemonic
hold of empire on the Northeastern Indian world is thus twofold: it started with
the period of colonization and continued even after India’s independence up and
until today. The context of Northeast India is a state of chaos, suppression,
domination, militarization, the rise of insurgencies, and an overwhelming overlapping of empires.
Based on the above, we can conclude that under the umbrella of empire, Northeast
India has experienced geographical segregation, bias, colonial historical
misinterpretation, globalization, identity crisis, racial discrimination, cultural
hybridization, indifferent attitudes, marginalization, deprivation, suppression,
militarization, and so on. Socio-political instability and economic backwardness,
isolation and inaccessibility compound the problem. The cultural gap between the
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tribal people and the people of the main land is so deep that it is unlikely that this
region will be integrated into Indian society at large in the near future. Northeast
India has become a home to all kinds of turmoil so that it can be compared to what
is called “a cauldron of chaotic conglomeration.”132
3.

Resistance strategies against empire

It has often been argued that the complex, heterogeneous, and multilateral
structures of the world cannot be systematized and placed under a single heading
of “empire,” which makes empire theory very elusive. Yet, re-thinking the concept
of empire has become important because it creates an awareness of the reality of
life for the people living under the dominion of empire with its imperial features.
The evasiveness and inherent presence of multiple layers of empire, which are
oppressive because of its destructive and hegemonic character, urgently need to be
critically analyzed and resisted. In consonance with this, M.T. Haokip, a tribal
historian, also calls for a critical assessment of the impact of the relation between
mission and power in a tribal context. He states, “Misuse of power over the other
has led to harm, sin, and alienation.” The influences of empire, its effects and its
dimension are overwhelming and there can never be justice or holistic life without
properly paying attention to the effects of empire in one’s context. Therefore, one
should re-think how empire molds human subjectivity and homogenizes those who
are at the mercy of those in power.
In view of the above, it is increasingly important that resisting empire should be a
way of life. “Writing back” to the dominant groups by exposing their political
affiliations disguised as academic or pure knowledge should be a form of this
resistance. The empire concept thus becomes a discursive reality and challenges the
interests of those who are in power, multinational corporations, advanced nations,
the elites and the privileged who are exploiting the larger part of the human race
and creation in general. Feasible strategies need to be found in order to recognize
the different layers, as well as effective tools of resisting. The following paragraphs
discuss the possibilities of deconstructing power politics.
3.1. Identifying and deconstructing power politics
Michel Foucault, a French postmodernist, argues that power is dispersed and
pervasive: it is everywhere and comes from everywhere and as such it is neither an
agency nor a structure, but a “meta-power” that encompasses society – power is
what makes us. Power is manipulated by people or groups as episodic or sovereign
acts of domination or coercion.133 Yet it should be noted that while power is
dispersed and pervasive, dominance is at its core. Moreover, it is intrinsically related
to empire and as such power can never be value-neutral. In relation to empire and
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power, A. Colas states that “Empire is above all a study of specific expressions of
power.”134 Empire itself is hierarchical in nature with superiority attitudes and it
enforces its military, cultural and political power on the subjects by codifying their
subordination and making it clear where power and authority reside. 135 Here, the
politics of power constitute the core of empire and its inherent character can always
be detected in the hegemonic attitude and through lenses on invisible power. The
dominant discourse of power does not assign any position to the suppressed and
colonized but turns them into mere “marginal” and “peripheral” entities whose
voices, anger and pain are repressed. 136 Empire is a “power” that takes different
forms and controls the very existence of life. 137
Power politics is often glossed over as something that is not negative but to be
understood on the assumption that it maintains order and discipline. Yet, one
cannot avoid noticing that power always goes hand in hand with a hegemonic
attitude, which always suppresses and oppresses, and neither can empire be defined
without the understanding of power. Dominic Lieven, a Russian historian
succinctly explains the concept of Empire in an interview, saying
But what I mean by an Empire is first and foremost a very great power – but
a very great power of a certain sort. In other words, a power which rules
over huge territories and a multitude of peoples and one, which is not,
legitimized by the formal consent of the people it governs. This seems to me
an interesting way of thinking about Empire, because managing multinationality and enormous space has always been among the greatest
challenges facing any Empire. 138
Considering the situation of Northeast India, there is no doubt that empire in the
form of power politics plays a huge role in different forms. Specific for the
situation of Northeast India is a context of multiple powers colliding with the
mighty aspects of empire. Therefore, postcolonial empire thinking is a useful
heuristic framework for uncovering the layers of the different kinds of power that
threaten the very existence of life in this region and especially the life of women.
There is a need to search and identify the hidden agendas behind the empire power
politics and structures.
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3.2. Uncovering empire as a strategy of resistance
Empire is overwhelming and has interminable effects, but its flexibility and
chameleonic nature make it difficult to pinpoint the different layers of persuasive
power behind the mask of empire. It is difficult for those who are controlled by
empire to comprehend its power that subjugates them. In the process of
uncovering the layers of empire, one needs to negate the claim that the reality and
authority of empire are overwhelming and immutable. A postcolonial lens offers
the possibility to peel away the various layers of empire and to investigate how
these power structures dominate and subjugate. Uncovering the politics of
dominant powers and recognizing the underlying motives of empire is important in
the context of fighting against and deconstructing empire.
It is essential to peel away the multi layers of the imperial construction in the
context of Northeast India because the people who are under the control of empire
are often conditioned in such a way that the dominant aspects that are present in
the society have come to be considered normal and accepted. Empire has the
power to turn a negative factor into an attractive element. Therefore, critique of
empire and exposing the fissure it causes within one’s own context will not only
pave the way for the fullest experience of various marginal identities, but will also
weaken a hegemonic center. Such an endeavor can open up new avenues for
equality, peaceful co-existence and holistic living.139
In a situation such as exists in Northeast India, one cannot talk about empire by
avoiding colonialism. The rigid power which empire, in all the forms it took over
the centuries, needs to be uncovered and identified. For postcolonial theorists,
resistance comes in the form of “writing back” to the empire. Said, in his work
Culture and Imperialism wrote,
The post-imperial writers of the Third world therefore bear their past with
them – as scars of humiliating wounds, as instigation for different practices,
as potentially revised vision of the past ending toward a postcolonial future,
as urgently reinterpretable and redeployable experiences, in which the
formerly natives speak and act on territory reclaimed as part of a general
movement of resistance from the colonialist.140
3.3. Imagination as a strategy of resistance
D.W. Winnicott, an English psychoanalyst, who emphasizes the importance of
imagination, is of the view that a creative use of our imagination is essential if we
are to live a vibrant life. 141 Imagination is often considered as the power of the
mind, which is a creative faculty and a process of the mind used for scheming,
Nirmal Kumar Swan, “The Post-Colonial Indian State: A paradigm for Emergence of New Identities,”
Ethnicity, Culture and Nationalism in North-East India, edited by M.M. Agarwal (New Delhi: Indus Publishing
Company, 1996), 83.
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141 William Rich, “Grace and Imagination: From Fear to Freedom,” Journal of Religion and Health, 40/1
(2001): 213-230.
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thinking and remembering or picturing the desired self or context. Imagination is
the creative power that opens the mind to experience a whole new world where
one can look at a situation from a different point of view creatively and
positively.142 Imagination is an important tool because it provides space to
transcend conventional thinking. It allows us to envision other possibilities in or
beyond the actualities in which one is immersed and has the capability to
consciously conceive of the unconventional. It is thinking that is not subject to
habit or shackled by customs.143 Imagination helps the human mind to arrange
random, scattered bits of knowledge into a new and fresh composition, which can,
for example, be the source of inspiration for deconstructing empire.
Using imagination as a tool is imperative for resisting empire and for postcolonial
re-constructive articulation. De-construction of empire, its politics of power, and
the various faces of the colonial syndrome should be imagined with determination
and a strong desire. Postcolonial studies of empire are not simply a deliberation
about what went wrong during colonial days and in the anti-colonial struggle where
gender and class went unnoticed or were subsumed under the nationalist cause. In
addition, imagination scrutinizes the non-materialization after the euphoria of
freedom, of greater democracy, of justice for indigenous people and minorities,
gender equality and the end of poverty and hunger. 144 In this way, imagination can
be used as a tool for collecting bits and pieces for reconstruction, grasping the
glossed over, filling the fissures, unearthing the covered and thereby re-image, reconstruct, re-signify gender, and re-do theology.
Conclusion
The discussions above show that empire is pervasive and unavoidably confronting
everyday life. As regards the context of Northeast India, one cannot ignore the
multiple layers of empire this region has been subjected to, starting from its own
unstructured indigenous forms of power domination to a systematic form of
domination under colonization in the 19th century. While colonization brought
education and modernization, it also left a chaotic legacy behind that affects tribals
up and until today. After the British colonizers left, this region was re-colonized by
the Indian government, based on the remnants left behind by the first colonizers.
Presently, the sequestered region suffers from various forms of empire and power
politics of both the dominance of globalized and localized empire. The
administrative segregation led to alienation and a sense of separatism, which has
created a great chasm between the tribals and the Indians living in the plain area.
The segregation of this region reinforced a scenario of isolation and led to racial
Remez Sasson, “The Power of Imagination,” http://www.successconsciousness.com
/index_000007.htm (Accessed on 31 October, 2016).
143 K. Egan, Imagination in Teaching and Learning (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992), 23.
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prejudices against tribals’ society, culture and history. The racist interpretations by
the Indian society, Euro-centrism, and the uncritical acceptance of the colonial
theories were harmful for the Northeasterners and paradoxically increased after
India’s independence. Thus, empire has a strong hold on the tribals of Northeast
India.
In this chapter, we referred to three strategies of resistance: deconstruction of
power politics, laying bare the different layers of empire and using imagination in
deconstructing empire. In the last few decades, from the desire to move beyond
empire, scholars are constructing new ways of dealing with empire and its
devastating effects through postcolonial studies. This new field of studies has been
created and developed in history, politics, tourism, gender, and in literary, religious
and theological studies, within the framework of postcolonialism and with the aim
of deconstructing empire and reconstructing history, identity, holistic existence and
new realities. Postcolonial studies provide an adequate access to the use of the
abovementioned strategies as resisting tools, because it offers a developed heuristic
framework for the deconstruction and identification of the hegemonic power
politics that interact under the mask of empire. From the perspective that authentic
history recovers lost identities and paves the way for imagining new realities that
transform life, the next chapter will focus on postcolonialism. Attempts will be
made to investigate how postcolonial strategies and tools can be used to
deconstruct empire in the context of Northeast India, with the objective to free
liberating elements from the grasp of empire for the construction of a postcolonial
tribal feminist theology.
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Chapter 2: Postcolonial
Theology

Theories

and

Postcolonial

Feminist

“Few would deny that the concept of the post-colonial has been one of the most
powerful means of re-examining the historical past and re-configuring our
contemporary worldwide cultural concerns. More than any other concept, the postcolonial has facilitated the gradual disturbance of the Eurocentric dominance of
academic debate, and has empowered post-colonial intellectuals to re-direct
discussion towards issues of direct political relevance to the non-Western World.”145
Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths, and Helen Tiffin
“Postcolonial theology is an academic discipline within religious thought whereby
structures of power, dominant systems, and embedded ideologies are examined,
critiqued, and negotiated in order to make social transformations that recognise and
validate the perspectives of marginalised peoples, cultures, and identities.”146
David Bradnick
Introduction
With the description in mind of the context of Northeast India and also the
concept of empire in the previous chapter, it can be stated that the immense
influences of empire that hold this region in its grasp and exert its aura in the
everyday life of the people, has become abundantly clear. The present chapter will
explore postcolonial theory from a feminist perspective, with the aim of using
postcolonial feminist theory as a tool for resisting empire in this region. First, an
attempt will be made to give a proper outline of what postcolonial theory is about,
and to make this theory intelligible for further discussion. The second part will
trace postcolonial feminist theory in the works of prominent postcolonial feminists
like Gayatri Spivak, Uma Narayan, Chandra Talpade Mohanty, Anne McClintock,
and Musa Dube. Their works and contributions will be the basis for critiquing
empire in this part of the chapter that deals with the concerns and strategies of
postcolonial feminism in general. The third section of the chapter highlights how
postcolonial feminist theory is imperative and relevant for fighting against and
deconstructing empire in Northeast India. Finally, the work of Kwok Pui-lan will
be introduced, mainly because her methodology of “Postcolonial Feminist
Imagination” will be used for a critique and deconstruction of empire and a reimagination of the Divine from a Northeast Indian tribal postcolonial feminist
perspective. Kwok’s theological profile, the basic concerns, the leitmotif and her
main theological themes will also be studied. Special attention will be paid to the
theological method of imagination that includes “Historical Imagination, Dialogical
Ashcroft, et al., The Empire Writes Back: Theory and Practice in Post-Colonial Literatures, 219.
David Bradnick, “Postcolonial Theology,” The Encyclopedia of Christian Civilization, edited by Thomas
Kurian (Malden: Blackwell Publishers, 2011).
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Imagination, and Diasporic Imagination.” This chapter will thus attempt to lay the
theological groundwork for the next chapter.
1.

Tracing postcolonialism

1.1. Debates on understanding “Postcolonialism”
“Postcolonialism” is an inclusive term that varies according to context. Although
the term covers an area of intellectual abundance, it is also an area of constant
debate and has caught massive scholarly attention since the last decade of the
twentieth century. 147 The fluctuating understanding of colonialism complicates the
meaning of the term “postcolonial,” As the debate is still ongoing, 148 a coherent
definition cannot be given, nor is it clear what the term implies precisely.
Postcolonialism can however be used as a meaningful concept that seeks better
ways of accounting for its multi-layered subject matter and reading strategies. 149
The term is sometimes written with a hyphen such as “post-colonial” or “postcolonialism” and sometimes is left unhyphenated such as “postcolonial” or
“postcolonialism.”150
The debate on the prefix “post” complicates matters, because it implies an
“aftermath” in two senses: firstly, temporal, as in coming after, and ideological, as
in supplanting.151 Secondly, critics have argued that as the effect and inequities of
colonial rule are yet to be erased, it is perhaps premature to say that colonialism has
ended: a country may be postcolonial in the sense of being in a state of
independence, but at the same time in a neo-colonial phase and thus economically
and culturally dependent. This situation makes it difficult to say whether or not a
country is really in a postcolonial stage.
The simpler meaning of “post” as “after” colonialism has been challenged by a
more intricate understanding of the workings of post-colonial cultures that
emphasizes the articulations between and across the politically defined historical
periods of pre-colonial, colonial, and post-independence cultures. 152 In addition, it
is argued that the term postcolonialism is prematurely celebratory and rather
obfuscates, because, while some countries may be postcolonial since the European
colonizers left, some may still be in a colonizing phase. The term postcolonialism is
C. Michael Hall and Hazel Tucker, “Tourism and Postcolonialism: An Introduction,” Tourism and
Postcolonialism Contested Discourses, Identities and Representations (London: Rutledge, 2004), xiii.
148 Anne McClintock, Imperial Leather: Race, Gender and Sexuality in the Colonial Contest (London: Routledge,
1995), 84.
149 John McLeod, Beginning Postcolonialism (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2000), 13-14.
150 The hyphenated version “Post-colonialism” was first used by political scientists and economists to
denote the period after colonialism, but in the late seventies it was turned into a more wide-ranging
culturalism analysis in the hands of literary critics and others. Cf. Ato Quayson, Postcolonialism: Theory,
Practice or Process? (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2000), 1.
151 Cf. Ania Loomba, “Colonialism-Postcolonialism:” http://journeys.agnesscott.org/trinidad/wp-content
/uploads/2015.
152 Ania Loomba, Colonialism/Postcolonialism: The New Critical Idiom (London: Routledge, 1998), 168.
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still more complicated when it regards women. Ann McClintock, a professor of
English and Gender Studies, accurately observed that the term is unstable with
respect to women, which makes postcolonialism a postponed hope. 153
At this juncture, Ania Loomba, an Indian postcolonial feminist, sums up the notion
of postcolonialism, saying that it is more helpful to understand “Postcolonialism
not just as a coming literally after colonialism or signify its end but in a more
flexible way as the contestation of colonial domination and the legacies of
colonization.”154 This understanding can incorporate the history of resistance in
imperialism and the dominant western culture and allow for the inclusion of the
people that are geographically displaced by colonization, as postcolonial subjects
although they live in a metropolitan culture. In this regard, John McLeod, a
postcolonial and diaspora literature scholar, gives an inclusive definition when he
says that,
The term “postcolonialism” is not the same as “after colonialism,” as if
colonial values are no longer to be reckoned with. It does not define a
radically new historical era, nor does it herald a brave new world where all
the ills of the colonial past have been cured. Rather “postcolonialism”
recognizes both historical continuity and change.155
He adds that the hyphenated “post-colonial” had a clearly chronological meaning
and it seems more appropriate to denote a particular time in history or a historical
period which suggests a period “after colonialism,” “after independence” or “after
the end of rule.”156
In relation to the debate of the term postcolonialism, Stephen Slemon, a Canadian
postcolonial theorist, has concluded that disputes will continue because “postcolonialism” is applied now in different fields to describe an extremely
heterogeneous set of subject positions, professional fields, and critical enterprise
and studies.157 He adds that the definitions of postcolonialism differ widely but the
concept proves more useful when it is not used synonymously with a historical
period but rather as a concept that locates a specifically anti-colonial discursive
purchase in culture that begins with the moment when colonial power inscribes
itself onto the body and space of the Other. 158 This corresponds with how Slemon,
Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin, in their work The Empire Writes Back, define the term
postcolonialism. They explain that they “use the term to cover all the culture
McClintock, Imperial Leather: Race, Gender and Sexuality in the Colonial Contest, 84.
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affected by the imperial process from the moment of colonization to the present
day.”159
Further, Ato Quayson, a Ghanaian literary critic involved in diaspora studies, gives
a more precise definition of postcolonialism. He considers it to be
a study which engages the experience of colonialism and its past and present
effects both at the local level of ex-colonial societies as well as at the level of
more general global developments thought to be the after-effects of empire.
Postcolonialism is concerned with analyzing the experiences of slavery,
migration, suppression and resistance. It also deals with the notions of
difference, race, gender, and place in their responses to the academic
discourses of history, philosophy, anthropology, and literatures of the West.
As such, the term is about conditions or situations under imperialism and
colonialism, which comes after the colonization period. Postcolonialism
allows for a wide range of applications, designating a constant interplay and
slippage between the sense of a historical transition, a socio-cultural location,
and an epochal configuration.160
The definition which will be most suitable for understanding the term
postcolonialism from a Northeast Indian perspective will be the definition
contributed by Cheryl McEwan, a political geographer who has inclusively
summarized the multiple understandings of the term postcolonialism as follows:
firstly, “after-colonialism” written as “Post-colonialism” is to signify the notion of
time or a new epoch. Secondly, postcolonialism is understood as a “condition” of a
state of “after-colonialism.” Thirdly, postcolonialism is defined as a metaphysical,
ethical, and political theory, which deals with daily issues such as identity, race,
ethnicity and gender and the challenges of development, new national identities,
and the relationship between power and knowledge. Fourthly, postcolonialism is
defined as a literary theory, which critiques the perpetuation of the representation
of colonized and formerly colonized nations as inferior. Finally, postcolonialism is
defined as anti-colonialism and a critique of all forms of colonial power, past and
present, including cultural, political, economic and religious power. 161
Thus, we can say that postcolonialism is a term that does not denote a particular
time in history but is an extensive theory that accommodates the realization and
accumulation of different forms of oppressive experiences that the people in the
colonies suffered and the effects thereof in the form of neo-colonialism. The
repressive structures manifest themselves today in the form of oppression,
discrimination, misrepresentations, militarization, and inequalities and are ingrained
in issues that we encounter in daily life such as ethnicity, gender, race, identity and
Ashcroft et al., The Empire Writes Back: Theory and Practice in Post-Colonial Literature, 2.
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the realities of neo-colonialism in the form of economic control, globalization, and
development. It also criticizes the system and the manner in which the colonized
were represented within a specific context. Thus, postcolonialism is not confined to
a particular aspect of life but it engulfs the social, cultural, economic, political, and
religious lives of the people whether they live as migrants or in their own country.
In the process of resisting the power of empire, postcolonialism tries to unearth the
identities and the histories that were glossed over by empire as well as the identities
that were mutilated and misrepresented by the dominant cultures.
1.2. Historical growth and development of postcolonialism
Colonial discourses played influential roles in the development of postcolonialism.
Though it may be incongruous to say that the works of Frantz Fanon and Edward
Said were the instigators of postcolonial studies, their works have immensely
contributed towards postcolonial thinking. 162 Fanon has played an important role in
postcolonial thinking from a psychological perspective. He shows that empire
colonizes the imagination, which works at a psychological level of the oppressed
and he states that colonialism psychologically affects the subjects as objects. 163
Said’s Orientalism is another influential work that lead towards postcolonial thought,
the main thesis being that the western academic discipline of Orientalism was a
means by which the Orient was produced as just a figment of western imagination
for use in the West. His work emerged as a school of literary criticism, and was
later incorporated into a field of critical discourse and analysis that centered on
power, privilege, identity, and the relationship between the West and the East. 164
While Fanon in his works stresses empire as colonizing the imagination and
consciousness of the colonized people, Said demonstrates the legitimization of the
actual rule of empire over the oppressed. 165 Works of Said and Fanon, along with
others, sensitized the successive colonies to focusing their studies on a new
discourse called “Postcolonialism” in theoretical works.
Even though studies on controlling power of representation in a colonized world
appeared by the late 1970s with works of Said, the actual term “post-colonial” was
not employed in these early studies that shaped opinions and policies in the
colonies and the metropolis. It was only in the early 1980s that the term was used
extensively by literary critics in their reflections on the various effects of empire,
which had as their prime concern to investigate the process and after-effects of
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colonialism since the earliest stage, up and until the neo-colonialism of the present
age.
Although the study of the effects of colonial representation were central to the
work of various critics, Ashcroft and others think that “the term “post-colonial” per
se was first used to refer to cultural interactions within colonial societies in literary
circles.” According to them, the idea of postcolonialism emerged because of the
inability of western theories that emphasize the false assumption of “the universal”
and cannot deal adequately with the cultural complexities and multiplicities. 166 The
postcolonialism as a stream of thought which began as a study of critical history
and literature, that looked at the effects of European colonization, has become an
academic and intellectual enterprise, providing a scaffolding for the conditions of
decolonization. With the passage of time, postcolonialism has attracted critics from
various disciplines and as a result postcolonial scholarship bloomed in academic
studies.167 Postcolonialism has become a theory and discourse that emerged from
within anti-colonial activism and political movements among Asians, Africans, and
Latin Americans.168 According to Pramod K. Nayar, an Indian postcolonial scholar,
it is an intellectual project, which finds its origin in the thoughts and theories of
anti-colonial movements.169
In spite of its growth and development and being used as a framework of many
disciplines, postcolonialism is criticized for certain reasons. For example, A. Ahmed
states that postcolonialism as a theory and as a strategy is too broad because of its
numerous degrees of multiplicity and divergences, to such an extent that it has
become mere jargon. 170 McClintock’s critique is that “postcolonialism” has become
a fashion in modern studies and a trend for marketing a whole new generation of
panels, articles, books and courses. Postcolonialism as a discourse is also criticized
for being made up of a jumble of deeply conflicting aspects such as the obscurity of
the term itself and the various contexts that differ from place to place and from
country to country. Furthermore, it is also criticized for widening the gap and the
binary oppositions between women of the southern and the western world.
In spite of the numerous critiques, postcolonialism is an effective discursive
practice that deconstructs Eurocentric epistemological frameworks and degrading
stereotypical cultural representations of those who were colonized. Postcolonialism
provides the lens to uncover the multiple layers of the complexities of the
dominating factors that challenge everyday life.171
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1.3. Core strategies of postcolonialism
The core strategy of postcolonialism is the critique of the multiple structured forms
of hegemonic power which come together under the umbrella of “Empire” and
includes different forms of dominations. The discourse is committed to criticize,
expose, deconstruct, counter, and transcend the cultural and broader ideological
legacies and presence of imperialism in a specific context. 172 Postcolonialism also
criticizes the imperial western discourses in the field of theology, religion, gender
studies, history, philosophy, anthropology and linguistics, 173 where articulations are
unconsciously ethnocentric, rooted in western culture and reflect dominant western
views.174 Postcolonial strategies problematize the ways in which the world is
known, challenging the unacknowledged and unexamined assumption that lie at the
heart of western disciplines, which are profoundly insensitive to the meanings,
values and practices of other cultures. 175
One of the most outstanding strategies of postcolonial discourse is the attempt to
recover and unearth the lost histories and contemporary voices of the oppressed,
the marginalized, and the dominated through a radical reconstruction of history
and knowledge.176 Such endeavors articulate one’s ideas through utilizing one’s own
histories and political, cultural, and intellectual traditions, trying to reveal the
relative and partial nature of all “truths,” and to expose the ideological biasness
endorsing any ethical and epistemological system which would otherwise consider
itself as unquestionable and definitive. This also invokes an explicit critique of the
spatial metaphors and temporality employed in western discourse, like “the wild,”
“the uncivilized,” “out there,” and “the savages.” While previous designations of
the southern world indicated both spatial and temporal discourse as “out there,”
“back there,” the postcolonial perspective insists that the “Other world” is “in
here.”177 Postcolonialism attempts to rewrite the hegemonic accounting of time and
spatial distribution of knowledge that constructs the South as “Third World,”
which homogenizes people and countries and also makes concrete divisions
between “us” and “them,” “self” and the “other.”178 However, this does not mean
that postcolonial discourse is relevant only for the people from the southern
countries. The western world has a different task of implementing postcolonial
discourse, which includes the deconstruction of one’s own imperialistic thinking
and the identification of the multiple layers of empire that confront life.
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As such, postcolonialism aims at critiquing the western hegemonic attitude towards
the previously colonized world and seeks to destabilize the imperial traits that, in
turn, make one more assertive and are enlightening for understanding one’s own
real existence, identity and context. Postcolonial theory can clear the blurred vision
of the actual situations that are glossed over and misrepresented for decades and
thereby make life more authentic. Thus, in spite of various criticisms, this theory
has become an important tool for critiquing, resisting, and deconstructing empire.
2.

Postcolonial Feminist Theory

2.1. Tracing postcolonial feminist theory
Postcolonial feminist theory is based on the notion that discrimination, racism,
colonialism, and its lasting effects on political, cultural, and economic factors in the
postcolonial settings are inextricably entangled with the experiences of women.
Postcolonial feminist theory is often articulated and initiated by feminists from the
southern countries, whose works are driven by the sensitivity for multiple layers of
gendered oppression under the mask of empire. 179 While some postcolonial
feminists criticize the construction of gender differences during the colonial period,
which constituted both colonial and anti-colonial discourse, others concentrate on
texts as sites of resistance and the representation of women in postcolonial works
of women writers. 180
Postcolonial feminist theory articulates its stand based on the context, geographical
location, and one’s experiences as a woman and that is why there can be no single
postcolonial feminist articulation that would be adequate and comprehensive
enough to cover the multiple contexts of the formerly colonized regions.
Consequently, there are a number of postcolonial feminist theorists from all over
the global arena dealing with social, economic, and political contexts and religious
bondage to empire. With a view to this, it is appropriate to quote the following
definition of Ratna Kapur, an Indian lawyer, from her book Erotic Justice: Law and
the New Politics of Postcolonialism: “Postcolonial feminism is an emerging area of
scholarship that seeks to account for women’s condition of subordination within
the condition of postcolonialism.”181 She continues to say that postcolonialism
cannot be articulated as a new monolithic theory, because of the diverse contexts
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and problems that are faced by the different postcolonial nations, including settled
colonies and non-settled colonies.182 Although postcolonial feminism consists of
enormous ranges of theoretical and historical approaches, depending on the various
complex concerns, some general outlines are well exemplified in the persistent
critique of western imperialism and its representation of the “Other.” In addition,
postcolonial feminism thoroughly and strategically situates the female of the
southern countries as “subaltern,” in the quest to contest the hegemonic feminism
of the West.
When we link postcolonial theory with postcolonial feminist discourses it appears
that they share many intersections, and postcolonial feminism thus constitutes a
part or branch of postcolonialism. Both of these discourses are predominantly
political and are concerned with the struggle against different kinds of oppression
and injustice. They provide the space to critique everything that had to be endured
during colonialism. Postcolonial feminists try to see the parallels between recently
decolonized nations and the state of women in that context where they are
marginalized by the dominant culture. Both of the theoretical articulations reject
the hierarchal and patriarchal system of empire that dominates the subjugated by
way of hegemonic power and supremacist ideologies, which suppress and control
the weaker segments of society. In addition, both are concerned with the ways
representations and languages are used in colonial discourses concerning identity
formation and constructing subjectivity, and they share a sense of deconstruction
of dominant languages.183 However, one of the points that separates postcolonial
feminism from postcolonialism is that in spite of the fact that postcolonial male
critics sometimes do discuss women’s scholarship, women still remain a marginal
issue in the overall analysis. Therefore, postcolonial feminist critics have stressed
the intricate relationship between colonialism and patriarchy or colonialism and
gender. Thus, when we compare postcolonialism and postcolonial feminism, we
can see that the analysis of the one without the other is incomplete. Therefore,
various interpretative approaches are adopted, ranging from ideological criticism to
literary-rhetorical methods, approaches that show certain common characteristics,
such as the investigation of how symbolization of women and the deployment of
gender in texts are linked with class interests, modes of production, concentration
of state power and colonial domination.184 Postcolonial feminists in their works try
to retrieve the “suppressed oral tradition, half-forgotten histories, unrecorded
languages, and moments of understated or unrecognized women’s resistance.” 185 In
their critiques at a theoretical level, they have developed a number of conceptual,
methodological, and political items involved in the study of gender representation.
At the center of their works are feminist concerns, such as an international crossRatna Kapur, Erotic Justice: Law and the New Politics of Postcolonialism (London: Glasshouse Press, 2005), 3.
E. Laragy, “Imperial Archive: Key Concepts in Postcolonial Studies – Hybridity,”
http://www.qub.ac.uk/schools/SchoolofEnglish/imperial/imperial.htm (Accessed on 28 February, 2011)
184 Kwok, Postcolonial Imagination & Feminist Theology, 150ff.
185 Boehmer, Colonial and Postcolonial Literature and Migrant, 220.
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cultural sisterhood between “First World” and “Third World,” and problems
related to the right of expressing oneself and the relation between critic and
object.186
2.2. Postcolonial feminist tasks
a.
Critique on Hegemony and Legacy of Colonialism
For postcolonial feminism, colonial hegemony in the southern world is not
something of the past but a constant process of domination, reinforcement of
hegemonic ideologies and values all of which defines and shapes the lives of the
people concerned. Beside other feminist concerns, postcolonial feminism also
addresses the points that the imperial male gaze has reduced women to stereotypes
such as virgin, whore, savage, heathen, and that the system which entraps them has
denied them an identity. 187 Accordingly, they try to evaluate how different colonial
and imperial relations have influenced the way a particular culture views itself and is
involved in the issue of gender, and to what extent this affects the lives of
women.188 Postcolonial feminism considers colonialism to be the greater evil,
because it automatically entails the threat of misogynistic, patriarchal beliefs,
including the fact that imperialism is unequivocally male-centered and euro-centric
which in turn has the tendency to immediately label all foreign women as aliens and
subalterns. The obvious fact that colonial oppression affects the lives of women in
all aspects has motivated the scholars to be more keenly aware of the role of gender
in the process of discussing imperialist exploitations.189
Indigenous cultures and traditions are blamed for being responsible for
discriminating women and western colonizers therefore take it to be their
responsibility to save these pitiful colonized women from the culture of heathens
and ignorance.190 Postcolonial feminists underline that it is mandatory to recognize
that imperialism is also essentially a form of patriarchy that erases any opportunities
for identity formations in the subjects. Postcolonial feminism sees colonialism as
more damaging than patriarchal indigenous culture because even if it is acceptable
to be a woman, it is never acceptable to be a “savage native.” Women, like the
colonized and the marginalized, are always considered as the “Other.”
Consequently, there is a need for constructing one’s own authenticity, identity,
culture and traditions, et cetera, in particular for those who are in the first place
powerless, exploited and have a subordinate position in society.
McLeod, Beginning Postcolonialism, 172.
Laragy, “Imperial Archive: Key Concepts in Postcolonial Studies – Hybridity,” http://www.qub.ac.uk
/schools/SchoolofEnglish/imperial/key-concepts/feminism-and-postcolonialism.htm (Accessed on 28
February 2011).
188 Reina Lewis and Sara Mills, Feminist Postcolonial Theory: A Reader (New York: Routledge, 2003), 30.
189 Laragy, “Imperial Archive: Key Concepts in Postcolonial Studies – Hybridity,” http://www.qub.ac.uk
/schools/SchoolofEnglish/imperial/key-concepts/feminism-and-postcolonialism.htm (Accessed on 28
February 2011).
190 Kwok Pui-lan, “Mercy Amba Oduyoye and African Women's Theology,” Journal of Feminist Studies in
Religion, 20/1 (2004): 7-22.
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b.
Critiquing Homogenization
By the 1980s, feminist critics like Hazel Carby, Sara Suleri and Chandra Talpade
Mohanty began to notice that western feminism was rooted in bourgeois,
Eurocentric prejudices, which needed to be remedied so that negligence of women
in the southern countries could be avoided. They started criticizing western
feminists’ tendency to homogenize all women as a group without taking into
account the inevitable ethnicity, contextuality and the different circumstances
connected with women’s issues. In this process, western feminism ignores the
realities of the women in other parts of the world. Postcolonial feminism from the
South points out that the white feminists represent and write on behalf of all
women in both colonial and postcolonial discourses and emphasize a common
experience of oppression. They are inclined to brush off the important cultural
differences and the experiences of discrimination and domination that women
from other contexts have to face.191 Western feminists’ understanding of the term
‘woman’ as a universal group only emphasizes gender.
Some western feminists seriously support this critique. Robert J.C. Young, for
instance, observed that “Feminism is not intrinsically anti-imperialist” because
though they blame patriarchy as the root cause for societal problems and see
themselves as victims rather than oppressors, they have failed to address other
forms of oppression, such as racism, classism, heterosexism, and colonialism. 192
Postcolonial feminism, however, insists on the recognition of the diversities and
the multi-tiered levels of women’s experiences, and emphasize that feminism solely
based on gender is therefore problematic. 193 Fundamentally, the voices of nonwestern women have been ignored for a long time and therefore need to be heard.
A case in point of the critique of western feminism, is Mohanty’s famous essay
“Under Western Eyes: Feminist Scholarship and Colonial Discourse,” in which she
draws attention to the “discursive homogenization and systematization of the
oppression of women in the Third world.” While acknowledging the vast
difference between the life of the western and southern world, she asserts that it is
difficult to escape the dominant framework while articulating one’s theories, but,
she warns, one should be careful and avoid unequal power relations in one’s
articulations. She holds that western feminists have constructed a pattern for
female identity in the southern world which is questionable because they use
concepts and methodological tools that are not sensitive or related to a particular
context and situation.194 Western feminism assumes that irrespective of the
different contexts, women suffer from common dehumanizing factors such as
Boehmer, Colonial and Postcolonial Literature: Migrant Metaphor, 215. Cf. Collins, “The Social Construction
of Black Feminist Thought,” The Black Feminist, 190.
192 Kwok, Postcolonial Imagination & Feminist Theology, 130. Cf. Young, Postcolonialism: Historical Introduction,
369.
193 Boehmer, Colonial and Postcolonial Literature and Migrant, 218.
194 Mohanty, “Under Western Eyes: Feminist Scholarship and Colonial Discourse,” Colonial Discourse and
Postcolonial Theory, 198-199.
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violence, rape, patriarchy, et cetera. As such, “women” are regarded as a unified
“powerless” group, prior to the historical and political analysis in question.
Secondly, with Spivak, Mohanty argues that there is always the problem of
assuming that certain concepts, such as parenting, reproduction or family, are
common to all women.195 Yet, she argues, all these factors do mean different things
in different contexts.196 She further explains that there is a paramount difference
between the representational pattern of interpretation and the lived realities and
one should, therefore, go searching for the empirical proof of this pattern in lived
experiences.197
Postcolonial feminists try to expose the imperial and essentialist assumptions
regarding the southern world, life and culture. This not only challenges such
opposites as “us and them,” “here and there,” together with liberalism and global
feminism, but also challenges the attempts to universalize women’s experiences
primarily along the line of gender and also through the assumption that all women
are similarly oppressed, all of which obscures and perpetuates the exclusion of
women constituted as women through complex religious, secular and cultural
interactions. As such, the search for universal solutions for women’s concerns
always ignores the significance of the colonial encounter for the understanding of
women and their situation in the postcolonial world. 198 Postcolonial feminism
emphasizes that when one attempts to represent or speak from a feminist cultural
distinctive position, there is always a danger of falling into the trap of cultural
essentialism, homogenizing locations and positions, thus reinforcing right-wing
agendas.199
c.
Making Audible the Authentic Silenced Voices
An important postcolonial feminist voice that criticizes the dominant western
feminist “misrepresentation” of the women of developing countries, is Uma
Narayan. She has comprehensively written on postcolonial identity and she
critiques the misrepresentations of the southern countries by the dominant western
feminism, because their representations are often replete with negative stereotypes
and insinuations of cultural inferiority. 200 Her major concerns are the questions of
identity of the southern women in the metropolis and the colonized context. She
states,

Mohanty, “Under Western Eyes: Feminist Scholarship and Colonial Discourse” Colonial Discourse and
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198 Kapur, Erotic Justice: Law and the New Politics of Postcolonialism, 4.
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My aim [...] is to explore representations of “Third-World traditions” that
seem to replicate what I shall call a “colonialist stance” toward Third-World
cultures, to explain why these representations are both problematic and
“colonialist,” and to describe other representations of “Third World
traditions” that present a very different picture of what these “traditions”
are.201
In order to make her point of view clear, she uses three metaphors through which
the women of the southern world are positioned as “Emissary,” 202 “Mirror,”203 and
“Authentic Insider.”204
Spivak, in her article “French Feminism in an International Frame,” also discusses
the problem of representation that women of the southern world encounter in the
works of western scholarship. She criticizes these works and states that western
feminists in the process of sympathizing with southern women often commit a
grave error by thinking that gender authorizes them to speak for the so called
“Third World women.”205
d.
Thinking Difference Differently
In recent years, western feminists have integrated postcolonial thinking in their
works and are critically dealing with their own western, white, gendered, imperial
privileges. In view of this, Chris Weedon, in an important article, describes that one
of the key objectives of postcolonial feminism has been to try and create a global
climate where differences can be experienced as valuable and enriching:
postcolonial feminism makes it possible to think difference differently. As Weedon
acknowledges, much of the work done on this subject is indebted to women of
Narayan says that the question of identity is directly related to the question of “representation” which
she calls a “colonialist stance.” She efficiently articulates a historically engaged postcolonial hermeneutic
which tries to read and deconstruct the representations of the “Indian tradition of sati or widowimmolation” in mainstream western feminist discourses. Cf. Narayan, Dislocating Cultures/ Identities,
Traditions, and Third-World Feminism, 43. Cf. Mary Daly, Gyn/Ecology: The Metaethics of Radical Feminism
(Boston: Beacon Press, 1979), 65.
202 According to Narayan, “Emissary” is the position of a third World representative who uses only a
single elite group or those in a privileged position to represent the whole of the multiple context where
her voice becomes seamless and monolithic compared to the multiple voices of the western discussion.
Cf. Narayan, Dislocating Cultures/Identities, Traditions, and Third World Feminism, 128-130.
203 The “Mirror position” is a situation where one cannot see one’s own image or the authentic real self
but sees the reflection of western narcissists and hears the echo of their voices, whereas the theorists from
the developing countries do not have a voice of their own. Cf. Narayan, Dislocating Cultures/Identities,
Traditions, and Third World Feminism, 141.
204 The “Authentic Insider” allows mainstream westerners to take interest in other cultures, but they need
to refrain from criticizing that culture because that is given to the individual who belongs to the context in
question. The function of providing a critical perspective on the Other culture is assigned to the
“Authentic insider.” However, when an individual is placed in the position of authentic insider, her voice
becomes monolithic and seamless among the pluriphonic western voices. Moreover, the power of western
scholars to confer the position of authentic insider amounts to a question of power. Cf. Narayan,
Dislocating Cultures/Identities, Traditions, and Third World Feminism, 145-147.
205 Gayatri Spivak, In Other Worlds: Essays in Cultural Politics (London: Routledge, 1987), 16.
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color in both the third and first world. Differences and multiplicity are sources of
enrichment that form the main strength of postcolonial feminist thinking.
While the struggle of equal rights remains an important dimension of
feminist politics, it is no longer necessary, as it was in the liberal humanist
tradition, to link rights to sameness. Instead of sameness, it is possible to
imagine a world in which difference is celebrated and enjoyed free from the
hierarchical structures of class, racial, sexual and gender power. Yet, to move
towards such a world, continues to require the articulation of marginalized
voices and the self-affirmation of oppressed groups as well as the
recognition by white, Western, heterosexual, middle class women of their
structural privileges.206
In the next paragraph, the various concerns of postcolonial feminism which have
been discussed above, will be taken up and applied as a framework for fighting
empire in Northeast India.
3.

The Relevancy of postcolonial feminist theory to North East India’s
context

Postcolonialism can best be understood contextually, in this case from a Northeast
feminist perspective. This does not only indicate a specific and historically located
time after actual colonization, but a situation in which the people are still
confronted and dominated by the after-effects of colonization and new forms of
neo-colonialism in which asymmetry is actively fused with power relations. The
study of different aspects of postcolonial feminist theory show that this theory can
be a viable and feasible theory for critiquing and deconstructing the multiple
entangled webs of dominant powers, structured in the form of a huge powerful and
imperious empire in Northeast India. While avoiding a narcissistic utopian view of
one’s own context, there is a need of using postcolonial feminist strategy to
recognize the different forms of the dominant intertwined powers that form an
invincible empire embedded in the very fabric of life. The main task should be the
attempt to disentangle the web of these power relations so that colonial hegemony,
and the process of homogenization and domination can be recognized and
deconstructed, in order that the voices that have been glossed over and buried in
history can be exhumed and transformed into audible testimonies and authentic
stories. It should seek to critique and reconstruct the different assumptions and
presumptions that were articulated by the dominant writers and presented from a
hegemonic stance. In the process of the construction of postcolonial feminist
thinking in Northeast India, there is a need to re-consider the presumed norms
with suspicion and to look at the rich multiplicities and differences from a fresh
angle, so that they become elements of enhancement, enrichment and anticipation,
Chris Weedon, “Key Issues in Postcolonial Feminism: A Western Perspective,” https://www.atria.nl
/ezines/web/GenderForum/2005/No12/genderforum/weedon.html (Accessed on 13 November, 2012).
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rather than elements of degradation. There is a need to address a wide range of
historical and contemporary issues that focus on women as “insiders.” It should be
recognized that women were a part of the anti-colonial nationalist movements, but
the focus should now include women’s involvement in the process of postcolonial
nation building, the postcolonial women-citizen’s problematic relationship to the
state, as well as the relationship between women of majority and minority
communities in multi-ethnic and multi-racial postcolonial societies. 207 It needs to be
noticed how women, by being positioned as “insiders,” are continuously implicated
in processes of establishing racial, ethnic, national and other community identities.
The reading strategies for deconstructing empire should include the critique of the
different layers of empire. One needs to be careful though, not to fall in with any
one of the positions that Narayan defines as an “Emissary” position, a “Mirror”
position or an “Authentic Insider,” because the tendency to articulate along the
imperial process is always there. Postcolonial thinking is necessary in Northeast
India because most of the feminist theory articulated among the northeasterners
did not really succeed in bringing colonialism, race, gender, sexuality and religion
together at an analytical level. Postcolonial feminism should therefore pay attention
to how power relations bond together as an empire and how this works in a tribal
context.
3.1. Colonial hegemonic attitude inflaming patriarchal relations
Although colonization and the missionaries are often credited with civilizing efforts
and applauded for introducing Christianity to the region because that brought
civilization and light to the dark land of the savages, their efforts were equally
determined by prejudice and a hegemonic attitude. Feelings of hegemonic
superiority, of “holier than thou” and “mightier than thou” were always present.
One can see flagrant examples thereof in the writing of Mary Mead Clark, one of
the earliest female missionaries to Northeast India. In the opening lines of her
book, A Corner in India, she writes about her experiences with the tribals of
Northeast India, while referring to them as strange, uncivilized, savage people who
are greedy mongers.208
… yet these strange, uncivilized men, down from their mountain fastness,
still persisted in dragging up the steps of the veranda of our bungalow a
large, long-horned hill goat, hoping to receive from us double or quadruple
its value, and nothing short of landing it inside the house would satisfy them.
Thus was I introduced to these stalwart, robust warriors … telling the story
of bloody deeds.209
Irene Gedalof, Against Purity: Rethinking Identity with Indian and Western Feminisms (London: Routledge,
1999), 9.
208 Mary Mead Clark was the wife of Dr. E.W. Clark. In 1869, she and her husband came from Boston,
USA, to Northeast India as missionaries.
209 Mary Mead Clark, A Corner in India (Philadelphia: American Baptist Publication Society, 1907), 1.
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Primal religion of the tribes was considered to be heathen and their call to their
Deities was considered as a weird “shouting to wake up the gods.” Their hospitality
and openness towards the western missionaries were approached with sarcasm, as
appears from their superiority and prejudice-infested writings.
The people of our village were, in their way, considerate of us, and evidently
tried to show us sympathy in our isolation; and yet, poor creatures, how
could they appreciate what we were giving up to bring so much to them!210
This hegemonic attitude of the early missionaries and colonizers affected the
economic, social and political policies with the people subjected to their rule and
imperial interests. British Empire no doubt brought some positive changes as far as
education, health amenities and modernization are concerned. Yet, the positive
effects were minimized by the imperial characteristics that permeated the
colonizers’ systems. An illustrative example is the manner in which education was
introduced in this region. This has often been acknowledged as a positive
contribution, because it enhanced few men and fewer women, but the real
intention had nothing to do with empowering the people: missionaries started their
task of educating women so that these tribal women might become Bible teachers
who could assist them in their colonizing and conversion process.
Again, the existing patriarchal relations were infected with patriarchal western
colonialism, a system in which men are given every opportunity in the political,
economic, and religious arena’s. For instance, while the British military officers
imposed peace and prohibited various detrimental practices such as head hunting,
they also, at the same time, preferred to continue the administration of the chiefs
for ruling the people and using them as mediators between the colonizers and the
colonized. In such a process, patriarchy always follows in its wake. 211 Colonialism in
one way or the other has instigated androcentric ideas, which further degraded the
status of women. The colonial imperial attitude has in many ways filtered into the
socio-cultural arena, thereby infusing its essence into the very fabric of life, leading
to different forms of hybridity.
Colonial imperialist attitudes not only forced the people to be foreigners in their
own land but also to swallow up their very own authenticity by altering their
cultures, attitudes and religious beliefs, with the result that their cultural, political,
economic and religious perspectives were completely and drastically altered.
Women’s day-to-day life shows that both globalized and localized auras of empire
have a very strong hold on them and push them into the background as the
subordinate sex, despite all their potentialities and capabilities. As such, tribal
women are subjected to multiple layers of power structures. In addition to the
patriarchal dominant structure, the process of colonization reduced the status of
210
211
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women in many aspects. The theologian Kwok Pui-lan has rightly asserted that in
the process of colonialism, female bodies and the land become sites of conquest,
contestation, and resistance. 212
3.2. Militarization and insurgency as offshoot of colonialism
Insurgency and militarization are considered to be a legacy of colonial rule in
Northeast India. The random territorial demarcation, established by the colonial
empire for their own convenience, led to huge dissatisfaction among the people. As
mentioned in the previous chapter, the lands were randomly demarcated without
the consent of the landowners and villagers. Ultimately, they were left displaced,
which caused untold chaos among the inhabitants, a situation that is still being felt
today. The discontentment and dissatisfaction among the people led to the rise of
numbers of insurgent groups, claimed innumerable lives and continues to do so.
Northeast India, unlike any parts of India, has a history of fratricidal killings that
continuous until today. This insurgency menace has created constant feelings of
fear in every individual because there is hardly any safety or security. As previously
mentioned, many of the different insurgent groups, pretending to work for the
benefit of the people, have infested the tribal world with kidnappings, extortions,
killings and so on. In the process, the life of the people and especially the women is
filled with fear, terror and is at times even unbearable. All of this has a devastating
effect on women, but lack of documentation of the tremendous physical,
psychological, and mental sufferings undergone by women in these conflict
situations makes it difficult to properly analyze and understand their conditions. 213
Ironically, in order to counter insurgency problems, militarization was introduced
in this region, which resulted in the presence of a number of military and
paramilitary forces in the region. Right after the colonizers left and India got its
independence, militarization became very intense in the Northeast region with the
introduction of the AFSPA (Armed Forces Special Power Act) in 1958, which
exists until today. AFSPA was based on a 1942 British ordinance intended to
control the Indian independence movement (Quit India movement) during World
War II. AFSPA became a powerful means for the Government of India to
intervene by military force whenever the political and territorial integrity of India is
challenged. As a result, the Indian army, for the first time since its independence,
was deployed to manage an internal conflict in the Northeast region. In the process
of managing internal conflicts, the regions Mizoram and Nagaland suffered untold
miseries in the early phase of the post-independence period. In the name of
territorial integration, villages were burned down along with the livelihoods of the
villagers who were forced to flee to the jungles and stay there for months, without
food. Men were beaten and tortured inhumanly for even the most minor issues and
Kwok Pui-lan, “Speaking Out,” Journal of Feminist Studies in Religion, 14/2 (1998), 77.
Patricia Mukhim, “Northeast Echoes: Women and Insurgency,” Telegraph (29 November, 2005),
https://www.telegraphindia.com/1051129/asp/northeast/story_5535042.asp (Accessed on 31 January,
2011).
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taken as slaves to carry goods from place to place. Women with their children had
to hide in the forest and were abused physically and sexually when found. 214
After eight decades of India’s independence from British rule, the AFSPA law is
still quite active even today and resulted in countless atrocities committed against
the tribals of Northeast India. 215 Appalling barbarities committed against women in
the form of extra-judicial killings, tortures, forced disappearance, mass rape, and
illegal detention, have even become common phenomena.216 Sexual violence is
inflicting terror on the population at large and has devastated the lives of many
women. It is increasingly used as a tool of war in the Northeast region. Many
women have a tale of woe to tell about military offences and violation of human
rights – they include illegal arrest, burning houses or livelihood, physical and
emotional torture, sexual offences, being widowed, and even giving birth in front
of an army battalion and the entire village community. Words can hardly convey
the seriousness of the hegemonic dominance and the suffering of the women in
this region due to militarization and the insurgency problem of which women are
the worst victims.217 They are even more vulnerable when their husbands, fathers,
or brothers are killed, and the whole responsibility of the family falls to them. The
tense situation restricts their mobility, which in turn limits their access to health
services, education, and other much needed facilities.
Education and modernity ensuing from Christianization, caused the literacy rate of
women in Northeast India to be much higher than in other parts of India.
Consequently, these tribal women enjoy more freedom in the decision-making at
home than women in the rest of India, and the sex ratio is fairly balanced. Ironically
though, this does not make them less vulnerable to excesses of militarization and
insurgency. It is a deplorable fact, that in a context where armed forces are
abundant, murder, rape, molestation, and sexual harassment become “normal.”

In the year 1987, the Assam Rifles, camped in the Oinam village of the Senapati District in Manipur,
were attacked by some outfit group, killing nine soldiers and taking their arms and ammunitions. As a
result, the army personnel caused havoc, killing a number of civilians, torturing many innocent villagers.
Women were physically assaulted and raped, and Churches were used as toilets, in the 30 villages of that
district. Even pregnant women were not spared. A woman was forced to give birth in the open field
where the army gathered the villagers and made these persons shamefully witness the whole process of
birthing.
215 Villagers were dislocated and alienated, tortured, women abused, houses cleaned out and people were
stopped from continuing with their daily chores for months. These horrific events were experienced
mainly in Mizoram, Manipur and Nagaland. Cf. “Militarization, Its Effects On Socio-Economic &
Political Life In NE,” manipuronline.com/politics/militarization-its-effects-on-socio-economic-politicallife-in-ne/2011/04/12 (Accessed on 13 August, 2011).
216 Ben Hayes, “The other Burma? Conflict, Counter-insurgency and Human Rights in Northeast India,”
https://www.tni.org/files/download/theotherburma-webspreads.pdf (Accessed on 21 May, 2013).
217 Mukhim, “Northeast Echoes: Women and Insurgency,” Telegraph (29 November, 2005),
https://www.telegraphindia.com/1051129/asp/northeast/story_5535042.asp (Accessed on 31 January,
2011). Cf. Limatula Longkumer, “Impact of Globalization on Tribal/Indigenous Women,” Tribal Women
and Globalization (Jorhat: Women Studies Center, 2008), 68-69.
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3.3. History of alienation and misrepresentation leading to racism
During the colonial rule, the empire did everything in its power to exploit the
Northeast region by alienating it totally from the other parts of India and letting
this region remain a frontier zone. This region was demarcated as part of India but,
ironically, the British Empire introduced the Inner Line Regulation, the device of
their “divide and rule policy,” which restricts outsiders from entering this region.
This situation still continues up and until today. 218 As a consequence the region still
finds itself in an in-between position that entails discrimination, denial of
opportunities and privileges, underestimation and oppression by the hegemonic
rule of India.
North-East India has been an object of study for the colonial scholaradministrators, and their languages, dialects and every aspect of life has been
looked at in the minutest detail, and yet the historical writings always highlight the
“otherness” of the communities of this region, labeling them as wild and
barbaric.219 Given the fact that history defines identity, and that an authentic
account of the actual happenings supports the development and progress of
coming generations, the history of Northeast India thus never found its proper
place, neither in historical overviews nor in academic studies. Binalakshmi
Neparam, a woman from Northeast India, who is the founder of the Manipur Gun
Survivors Network and Secretary General of Control Arms Foundation of India,
declares that in her five years study of history in the university in India that is of
high repute, she never found even one single chapter that dealt with the history of
Northeast India.220 The sacrifices, the resistance, and the fights of the tribals against
the colonial rule were never included in the Indian historical writings. As a result,
the people in this region are always considered as different, as the “other” and are
frequently discriminated. Since most of the Northeastern States did not have scrolls
or writings dating from the primitive stage, their histories were written and
represented by the dominant classes. As a result, this region suffers from a crisis of
perception and lack of credible action. Its isolation is often talked of as “splendid
isolation,” whereas the customs, culture, societal set-up, and people are
misinterpreted and their history is marked by colonialist bias. 221
Alienation and misrepresentation of the inhabitants of Northeast India led to racist
attitudes from the people in the other parts of India. Tribals are often referred to as
Chinkies, which is a derogatory slang word that means people with “small eyes.” 222
Mawrie, “Christianity and Socio-Political Concerns in Northeast India,” Christianity in Northeast India,
135.
219 “Spirit of Northeast,” Purvottari, http://ignca.nic.in/ne_spirit005.htm (Accessed on 17 January 2012).
220 Binalakhsmi Neparam, interviewed by Aashta Tyagi. “I studied History for five years, but there was not
a single chapter on the history of Northeast,” http://www.tehelka.com/2013/05/i-studied-history-for-5years-but-there-was-not-a-single-chapter-on-the-history-of-the-northeast/ (Accessed on 19 May, 2013).
221 B.B. Kumar, “North East India: Crisis of Perception & Credible Action,” Dialogue 1/2 (October –
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The women suffer discrimination not just because they are women, or because they
come from an alienated land, but also because they are from a different race. They
are often called vulgar names and are considered to be of loose moral character and
easily available. It is never safe for a woman to move around alone, which in turn
prevents her from living an independent and a holistic life. 223
3.4. Globalization abetting empire
Globalization, which embodies the new form of colonialism, can also be found in
forms such as economic globalization, cultural globalization, political globalization,
and technological globalization. Globalization and capitalism have rarely challenged
the existing patriarchal traditions but rather exploited them for their own benefit. It
is here that the intersection of globalization, gender and modernity assumes its
significance. Recent theoretical insights regarding the discussion of modernity and
female subjectivity in India suggest that women are assigned a sufficient measure of
modernity that reinforces rather than challenges the hegemonic gender role. 224
Multiple layers of neo-colonialism, interlocking with the existing imperial elements
of empire, ultimately degrade the status of women in Northeast India. Like most of
the developing countries, this region is not free from the effects of globalization
and neo-colonization. Economic capitalism, political monopoly of those in power
and the homogenization of culture are common phenomena where efforts are
made to get a grip on the whole society.225
In a context where overlapping layers of power dominate the entire setting, none is
exempt from the effects of different kinds of hegemony, but unfortunately this
applies in particular to the women who are always at the center of the overlapping
layers of power. Globalization has brought about a new kind of slavery and
domination right to their doorsteps, which is invincible and inescapable. Vandana
Shiva, an Indian eco-feminist has rightly critiqued globalization, saying,
We thought we had put slavery, holocausts and apartheid behind us – that
humanity would never allow dehumanising and violent systems to shape the
rules by which we live and die. Yet globalisation is giving rise to new slavery,
new holocausts, new apartheid. It is a war against nature, women, children
and the poor. A war which is transforming every community and home into
a war zone. It is a war of monocultures against diversity, of big against small,
of war time technologies against nature. 226
“India Ethnic Northeast Minorities Suffering Severe Racial Discrimination Because of Their Chinese
Lookings,” http://www.defence.pk/forums/world-affairs/37904-india-ethnic-northeast-minorities-suffe
ringsevere-racial-discrimination.html (Accessed on 21 May, 2013).
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Thus, there is no choice but to submit to this inevitable process of globalization. In
some ways, globalization has been advantageous for the few women belonging to
the elite class. It offered them more access to the global world and opportunities to
further and develop their careers. However, globalization is a disadvantage for the
women in the socio-economic weaker sections and rural strata of a society. These
women are unable to stand up to this competitive structure. For instance,
indigenous women in the Northeast, who were actively involved in cottage
industries and small-scale production involving agriculture, find it difficult to
compete with the flows of globalization. Today, we see that the local markets are
flooded with foreign goods and how the women who are involved in the local
market cannot possibly compete with the global market. The introduction of
monoculture cultivation and corporate farming to meet the demands of the
commercial needs, replaces the traditional productions and thereby the farmers
who, in the process, are marginalized and lose their livelihood without an
alternative for survival.227 This, in turn, affects their economic self-sufficiency and
leaves them in abject poverty and at the mercies of others. 228 The market ideology
of globalization intimates that people who cannot afford to live in urban areas are
uncivilized, backward, and lower in status. The tribal women, who mostly live in
rural areas and are engaged in agriculture, thus become poorer and more backward
because they do not have modern technological amenities to improve their income.
Their dependence on nature, forest, and land resources makes them poorer, which
leads to social exclusion and class differences. 229 However, the poverty that the
women experience is clearly not a matter of lack of means but of deprivation of
capabilities, the lack of opportunities to earn a living and of being prevented from
participation in political decisions. 230 The many demeaning factors of globalization
led to a considerable increase in the number of female migrant workers, women
who are forced to leave their homeland in order to earn their living.
Many Northeastern tribals, including a fair number of women, migrated from
villages and towns for job avenues to the metropolitan. Yet, these job opportunities
– in hospitality industries, spas, shopping malls, multi-national companies – do not
only mean prolonged working hours and underpayment, but also that women are
often placed in vulnerable situations where they face different kinds of racial
discrimination and sexual exploitation:231 molestation, forced prostitution, rape and
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murder. Despite the various preventive measures that have been taken, the rate of
the crimes committed against tribal women from this region is always on the rise.
As globalization continues to create new realities for humanity, women are forced
to negotiate, navigate, and bridge multiple contexts in order to live and to have a
sense of belonging. In this dynamic process, new identities are forged.
Consequently, the identity of women in the age of globalization is one of hybridity
and synthesis. The attraction of modernity and the introduction to all kinds of
luxuries have increased the growth of nepotism and corruption, with women as
susceptible victims, in spite of their potentialities. Furthermore, in the process of
globalization, the tribal women are affected by the evil of female bodies being
commoditized for sexual trafficking and advertisement. Prostitution used to be a
matter of shame in Northeast India in the past, but it has already started to become
a menace. Being surrounded by many international borders, makes it easier to
smuggle many young girls to other countries for prostitution and sex trafficking,
which also makes them vulnerable to HIV/AIDS. Unfortunately, the Northeast
regions have turned into the most infected HIV/AIDS area in the whole of
India.232
Thus, we see that Northeast India is entangled in a web of many imperial powers
which drew the inhabitants into the aura and mercies of empire. This context
exactly corresponds to that which McClintock portrays regarding the context of
empire building: “race, gender and class are not distinct realms of experiences
existing in splendid isolation from each other; nor can they be simply yoked
together retrospectively like armatures of Lego … they come into existence in and
through each other – if in contradictory and conflictual ways.” 233 Empire does
indeed influence the whole setup of life with its character of dominance over all
those who are vulnerable, but, the most susceptible group in the context of
Northeast India is formed by the women and the children who are doubly
oppressed and the most vulnerable to physical, mental and sexual violence.
For nearly seventy decades, the Northeast region has been suffering from the
colonial legacy in various ways. In the wake of political conflicts, through
militarization, insurgency, and other forms of ethnic violence, women have been
marginalized time and again. The forceful, widespread intrusion of a colonized
nation naturally causes irreversible changes in the life of the people.234 In addition,
the colonial legacy has left the tribals hybridized in their own homeland where their
authenticities were swallowed up by transformations of their cultures and religious
Longkumer, “Impact of Globalization on Tribal/Indigenous Women,” Tribal Women and Globalization,
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beliefs in such a way that their own religious, political and economic perspectives
were subsumed by a new power.
The above discussions show that tribal women are located in situations
characterized by multiple layers of dominant forces like colonialism, patriarchy,
gender discrimination, racism, and neo-colonialism which, together, form the
postcolonial understanding of empire. Placed in such a situation, women are not
only subjugated but their authentic identity and their very existence have become
an issue. Women are always torn apart between a present and a traditional context
in which their specific experiences are always overlooked. As such, tribal women
have a long history of being dominated and suppressed and also of suffering
multiple forms of oppression which continues even today. Therefore, instead of
only blaming patriarchy, which is the case in most tribal feminist articulations, there
is a need for us, tribal women, to analyze and understand the depth of the
overlapping layers of empire that, together, marginalize and dehumanize the tribals.
There is an urgent need of a breakthrough that unmasks empire in its massive cloak
and multiple forms. Tribals have been brain-washed completely for far too long
with the notion that everything that came with the colonizers was good and that
their hegemony was to be accepted with a thankful attitude, because these
colonizers had brought light to them while they were still in darkness as far as their
religion, education, modernization, and sanitation was concerned. However, one
needs to be skeptical of the so-called positive attributes and expose the different
layers of manipulative and oppressive elements that came with colonization. This
includes the necessity of a postcolonial feminist reflection on the religion of the
colonizers that became the religion of the tribals, that is, Christianity. There is a
need of opening up new spaces, new paths, new interpretations, and new identities
that are free of imperial traits. There is also an urgency to re-do theology by paying
attention to the contextual resources, which can be used for emancipating the faith
and the life of the tribals. The task of formulating postcolonial feminist theology
will neither be easy nor will it be readily accepted. Nevertheless, the multiple layers
of empire need to be uncovered and we need to read in between the lines to trace
the hidden and the relevant resources for re-doing theology so that it can be
empowering and emancipatory.
4.

Sketching postcolonial feminist theology of Kwok Pui-lan

Postcolonial theory, developed as a theoretical critique in literature and secular
studies, paved its way into theological studies and is making headway within
theological circles. Mayra Rivera, Joerg Rieger, Kwok Pui-lan, Musa Dube, and
Catherine Keller are a few of the prominent theologians who are using postcolonial
theory as their framework in their theological articulations. Postcolonial theory
identifies the multiple layers of dominance as empire and by using this approach,
theologians have started scrutinizing Christianity, Scripture, the doctrines,
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traditions, and practices. Postcolonial theology has become an academic discipline,
in which the different structures of power, dominant systems and ideologies
embedded in the context of those who are marginalized, are critiqued and
negotiated from the perspective of marginalized people. In the process of
articulation, postcolonial theology tries to move the colonized “others,” who were
pushed to the fringe, towards the center of their theological interpretations in
which the western articulations of universalizing and homogenizing are confronted
with positive engagements. 235 Postcolonial theology is mostly based on theologizing
in one’s own context while being aware of the multiplicity and therefore entering
into critical inter and intra dialogue which criticizes hegemonic ideological
constructions. As such, postcolonial feminist theology tries to identify the
differences and is open to a multiplicity of responses, with the objective of mutual
exchanges of perspectives, including all voices.
Biblical scholars were the first to use postcolonial theory. They apply this theory to
their re-reading of biblical texts in which they juxtapose the experiences of the
exploited and the exploiter with, on the one hand, the aim of exploring the colonial
presence and, on the other hand, the aim of uncovering the Bible’s paradoxical
potential of both oppression and liberation. 236 Through the lens of postcolonial
theory, theologians discovered that Christianity is deeply immersed in imperialism.
During the Roman rule, the imperial ideology of lordship – part and parcel of the
term Kyrios – developed extensively, demanding complete loyalty and obedience to
the lordship, which could be the emperor, the head of the household, the lords, the
slaves’ masters, or the father, in short, elite propertied powerful men, showing a
parallel with the elite colonizers. 237 In line with this, the portrayal of the life and
death of Jesus Christ, including Christ’s lordship, was influenced by the context of
the Roman empire and its Emperor. Postcolonial theologians argue that Jesus’ role
as a priest and prophet reached its zenith during the colonial period. 238 In the
formulation of doctrines, the imperial system of patronage could not be avoided
and Keller contends that Christian theology suffers from an imperial condition. 239
Furthermore, R.S. Sugirtharajah, a Sri Lankan postcolonial Biblical scholar, critically
observed that European colonialism has never been a popular subject of
Catherine Keller, Micheal Nausner and Mayra Rivera (eds.), “Introduction,” Postcolonial Theologies:
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theological inquiry in western discourse,, despite the substantial link between the
churches in Britain and the missions in the colonial world. Rather it encourages
empire and a colonialist attitude. 240 Musa Dube who has has written on many
aspects of biblical studies, mainly from both feminist and post-colonial
perspectives, states that the postcolonial reading of the colonial Bible shows that in
the 19th and 20th centuries, biblical translations were carried out primarily in the
interest of foreign missionaries and were heavily informed by colonial ideology.241
Using postcolonial theory as their lens, postcolonial feminist theologians too have
been articulating their theology, whereby empire and its dominant traits are
condemned. Kwok Pui-lan, while defining postcolonial feminist theology,
compares it with the “writing back” of the postcolonial literature of which the
writers are formerly colonized subjects. In her view, “The act of ‘writing back’
implies an oppositional stance of claiming the power to narrate, to contest and
reconstruct meanings, and to play with languages and imagination.” 242 According to
Kwok, postcolonial feminist theology is still in the gestation process because its
theoretical horizon, subject matters, and its future direction are yet to be defined.
She also notes that no single postcolonial feminist theology is adequate or
comprehensive enough to cover the pluralistic postcolonial contexts, because the
experiences of colonialism are far from homogenous. 243 Dube views
postcolonialism as a servant of liberation and justice.244 She thinks that one of the
most vital goals of liberation theology is postcolonialism, because liberation
theology arises from a context of resisting both imperial oppression and
deformation where people are exploited, racism exists, and dispossession is a
common phenomenon.245 In such situations, postcolonial theology is necessary,
because Christianity, colonization, and commerce are intertwined and cannot be
separated.246 While acknowledging the feminist theologians from southern
countries who have started focusing their attention on postcolonial theory, this
research chose to place the works of Kwok Pui-lan at the center here, because of
her emphasis on and use of imagination in theology.
According to Sugirtharajah, in the period between 1900 until 1960, no British leading theological
journal carries a single article on colonialism or on the impact of empire. During that period, books such
as Caesar the Beloved Enemy or Nations and Empire, written from different political and cultural contexts,
justified colonialism and empire as a purpose and providence of God and as an inevitable stage I of
civilization. Cf. R.S. Sugirtharajah, “Complacencies and Cul-de-sacs: Christian Theologies and
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4.1. Theological profile of Kwok Pui-lan
Kwok Pui-lan is a Chinese Christian woman, raised in Hong Kong. She was
granted a western scholarship and is now living in the United States. She is a
pioneer in postcolonial feminist thinking and is considered to be a scholar who
embodies the theology she articulates, because she integrates her multiple
experiences in her works. She is a prolific writer in the field of postcolonial feminist
theology, postcolonial criticism, and biblical hermeneutics. In her work, Kwok
underlines how Asians and Africans could see Christianity through their own lens
rather than through the lens of white superiority. 247 She regards theological studies
as dynamic and open-ended, providing space for a wide range of articulation. Her
theology is highly motivated by her rich multiple identity as a heterosexual, Asian,
Chinese, Anglican woman, living in the United States. Kwok criticizes the power
structures of colonialism and is in search of an inclusive theological anthropology,
through which she examines the objectification of body and sexuality and she is
looking for an inter-disciplinary methodology that incorporates differences and
grounds them in daily spiritual practices. 248
4.2. Multiplicity and differences as leitmotif
The leitmotif that runs through her theological work is the consciousness of
“multiplicity,” that is, of the existence of the multiple identities and numerous
layers of domination and oppression that need to be traced and emphasized when
one analyzes colonial history, race, class, culture, sexual orientation, and gender.249
She always raises theological questions from her experiences as a Christian living in
a multicultural and multi-religious context. Consequently, her theology is not only
determined by the Christian Scriptures, traditions, and church, but in particular by
her consciousness of the multifaceted and multilayered context of the Asian world.
This consciousness does not only highlight and reflect on a single group of people
and their context, but also looks at different groups of people and contexts, with
differences even between women.250 She recommends that feminist theologians
doing theology in Asia be more sensitive to the multiplicity of cultures and the
various religious worlds women are living in. 251
Kwok argues that this multiplicity approach has to come up with intercultural
hermeneutics, which amplifies cross-cultural sensitivities and underscores the
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relationship between cultural-religious production and socio-economic formation
by delving into the study of global connections in the life of women and culture at
the time of colonization. Such an approach will portray the understanding of the
current phase of globalization and thus result in a critical dialogue with cultural
studies. This can be done by focusing on the hybrid and diasporic identity of
migrant women, which can then be helpful in the discourse on cultural difference
that takes into account the multiplicity and diversity of identities as well as the new
subject positions of women in globalization and other ambiguous areas. 252
While discussing religious pluralism, Kwok observes that the intellectual heritage of
religious pluralism stems from the deconstruction of cultural domination in the 20 th
century. For Kwok, the concern of a postcolonial feminist theology of religious
difference “is not to compare and contrast in order to find which religion is most
patriarchal, as has been done by some feminists, because such comparison tends to
be ahistorical, too generalized and relies on debatable evidence.” In her view, “the
focus should be on how patriarchal relations in the religious arena intersect with
and are transformed by colonialism and other unequal power relations.” 253 Kwok
finds it enriching for southern feminist to maintain a plurality of voices and
multiple images and symbols in doing theology, because such a theology will be
more viable and meaningful for the people in their contexts. She advocates that the
complexities and ambiguities should be acknowledged as we listen to each other’s
stories and theologies. She encourages women theologians who are trying to
appreciate each other’s work, to also come to terms with the differences shaped by
one’s faith traditions, cultural presuppositions, and social locations. Diversity, she
argues, should therefore be considered as strength and particularity treasured as the
unique gift each can bring to the dialogical table. In the process, women should
cultivate the capacity to listen and hear each other, so that pain, anger, and strength
can be shared.254 Therefore, she searches means of inter-relating the voices of
women from southern countries with Euro-American feminism, and new idioms
for articulating contending perceptions of difference. 255
4.3. Postcolonial feminist organic theology
Together with Laura Donaldson, Kwok underlines that gender, sexuality, and race
in the discussion of colonialism and postcolonialism is not enough for producing a
comprehensive postcolonial feminist approach. For one thing, religion should
seriously be taken into consideration as an important element of that approach.
The same goes for the necessity to include colonial representation and epistemic
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violence in feminist discourse and religion. 256 For the same reason “any discussion
of colonialism and religion is to recognize that gender asymmetry was (and is still
is) a dominant metaphor for describing the colonizers and the colonized,
domination and submission.”257 The decisive aspect in postcolonial feminist
theology is for Kwok the intertwining of religion, gender, race, class, sexuality and
colonialism. She works with the insights from the critical postmodernist theories of
Foucault, Derrida and Jean-Francois Lyotard, and tries to debunk the totalizing
discourses of the West and to avoid the Eurocentric systems of thought and
efforts, in order to destabilize the authority and the universalization of truth-claims
of the Bible in the colonialists’ discourses. 258 Distinctive features of her approach
towards the Bible are multiple perspectives and taking into consideration the
multiple contexts of Asia.259 She considers the Bible to be a “talking book” that
invites dialogue.260 Kwok’s hermeneutics highlight that history and politics shape
both the ancient and contemporary narratives of multiple marginalized women.
Her readings are determined by what Said has called the “worldliness of the text,”
and she always pays attention to the intersection of literature, politics and history. 261
She advocates that Asian women tell their own stories by developing new
hermeneutics, that is, a “hermeneutic of double suspicion,” and through
reclamation of the Bible and critiquing the cultural and religious legitimations that
patriarchy enforces in Asian tradition. Moreover, Asian women need to reclaim the
women’s movements in the churches and to liberate one’s own culture in one’s
own mother tongue. Kwok argues that this hermeneutic of double suspicion and
reclamation needs to transcend the Christian and non-Christian dichotomy. In
addition, this hermeneutic needs to be syncretistic, which means that it is able to
synthesize and assimilate the liberating religious and cultural elements found in the
Asian context. Moreover, it needs to be action-oriented, thus putting theory to the
test in actual praxis. Finally, it should be eschatological with a radical vision to
judge the present, and generate hope to empower women in their continuous
struggles.262 Kwok, as an academic with a colonial education, is interested in
“exploring the steps necessary for a postcolonial intellectual to dislodge herself
from habitual ways of thinking, established forms of inquiry,” 263 determined by the
neoliberal academy.
Kwok’s theological articulations visualize the Divine from an organic model. Her
hermeneutics refuse to confine God to the four corners of the church building
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structure.264 She favors “organic” conceptions and languages about God in which
Christ functions as a central “epiphany” and organizing factor. When summarizing
her organic model of Christ, she states: “An organic model of Christology explores
the implications of organic and natural metaphors for Christ, rediscovers the
potential wisdom Christology, and proposes to see Jesus as one epiphany of
God.”265 She thereby accentuates Jesus’ teachings about right living, his relation
with the natural environment and other human beings, his subversive wisdom
regarding eco-justice, and his promise of God’s compassion for all humankind. His
death and passion are not singled out, but seen within the larger context of his
struggle for justice for human beings and the whole of the creation. His
resurrection can be seen as a rebirth, a regeneration that gives new hope and new
aspirations. For Kwok sin is not so much human depravity or disobedience, but the
breaking down of the interconnectedness of all creation threatening the web of life
and the suffocation of mother earth. For Kwok, “Salvation, therefore, entails right
relationship with one another, caring for the planet, compassion for the weaker
links in the chain of life, while constantly remembering that human beings are part
of nature and the natural process.”266 She says that the awareness of the contextual
and embodied nature of God-talk will contribute to formulations and approaches
from different historical constellations and cultural contexts. 267
4.4. Hermeneutical approach – Postcolonial imaginations
Kwok’s theological thinking is dominated by feminist and postcolonial theory
through which she takes into consideration the global context and incorporates her
experiences of two contexts, that is, the western and the Asian context. In her
works, she proposes three different yet overlapping modes of postcolonial
imagination: historical, dialogical and diasporic imagination. She is of the view that
these forms of imaginations are “like motifs in a sonata, sometimes recurrent,
sometimes disjointed, with one motif dominating at one moment, and another
resurfacing at another point.”268 This method of imagination is an attempt to step
out of the framework created by western theological traditions, and to re-encounter
one’s own history and thus discover one’s own authentic self and identity anew.
The method neither upholds a nostalgic nor a romanticized notion of one’s
heritage, but argues for a critical appropriation in such a way that it constantly
opens up to new interpretations leading to decolonization of the mind. She uses the
concept of “imagination” because, she argues, “to imagine means to be conscious
that something is not fitting and therefore there is a need to search for new images
and to turn our attention to new paths of learning and interpretation.” 269 She
advocates attaching more importance to the cracks, the fissures, and the openings,
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which refuse to be shaped into any dominant framework that often consigns the
periphery position to the Others. For her, imagination is to focus on “… disparate
elements that staunchly refuse to follow the set pattern, the established episteme,
the overall design that the mind so powerfully wants to shape, … because they
have the potential to point to another path, to signal radically new possibilities.” 270
a.
Historical imagination
In the process of discussing historical imagination, Kwok presents her view that
one should be concerned with what kinds of subjectivity are accorded to those
women who have historically not been granted a subject status, and she emphasizes
the need to be aware of the multiple and diverse forms of oppressions that
colonized women suffer. “Historical Imagination aims not only to reconstitute the
past, but also to release the past so that the present is livable … Memory is a
powerful tool in resisting institutionally sanctioned forgetfulness.” She argues that
the memory of multiply oppressed women is inscribed on their body, on their own
most private self, on their own sexuality.271
According to Kwok, historical constructions of women are never neutral since
there is always the binary construct of woman as “victim” or as “heroine,” which in
turn either idealizes or limits women. Therefore, women should question the socalled historical data, periodization and historiography, that is, the whole writing of
history, as if women matter. The various historical works and reconstructions of
Christianity need to be scrutinized and checked for women in history. Kwok does,
however, criticize the postmodern thought of generalizing and simplifying women’s
histories, their experiences and struggles which are of a religious, political, cultural,
and historical nature. Moreover, the postmodern critique of different contexts
needs to be re-examined, and, Kwok argues, there should be awareness of
distinguishing between the western habit of “essentializing” and “homogenizing”
human experiences and the colonized self on the one hand, and the womanist and
Asian cultural constructions of the self, rooted in and understood through
communal experience, on the other.
The history of the oppressed stubbornly refuses to accept that history is written by
the winners and comes back again and again as a hunted ghost, demanding that this
history be remembered. 272 Since history is filled with ambiguities and unpredictable
twists and turns which cannot be constructed as linear, progressive or sprinkled
with unchecked optimism, historical imagination should be used to fill the gaps, the
fissures and the glossed over stories of the dominated group. One cannot build
hope on a final eschaton, on an unpredictable utopian or historical progress towards
a grand finale, a classless society or a kingdom of God. The future is more
immediate, concrete and touchable: “It is a historical imagination of the concrete
Kwok, Postcolonial Imagination & Feminist Theology, 30.
Kwok, Postcolonial Imagination & Feminist Theology, 31-36.
272 Kwok, Postcolonial Imagination & Feminist Theology, 37.
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and not the abstract, a hope that is more practical and therefore not so easily
disillusioned, and a trust that is born out of necessity and well-worn wisdom.”273
b.
Dialogical imagination
Kwok borrows the term “dialogical” from the Chinese symbol of “dialogue,”
translated as: “talking with each other which implies mutuality, active listening and
openness to what one has to say to the other in an interaction.” 274 From this
perspective, she proposes dialogical imagination as one of postcolonial feminism’s
theological strategies and methods. She sees dialogical imagination as a part of the
process of creative hermeneutics in Asia. It is called dialogical because the task
involves ongoing conversation among different religious and cultural traditions. It
is an attempt to work through some of the dilemmas and contradictions of being
“Asian” and “Christian” at the same time. 275 Kwok acknowledges that culture in
the postcolonial context is always multiple in nature, not static with a clear-cut
boundary, but an ongoing process and thus constantly changing. 276 Therefore,
dialogical imagination attempts to express the complexities, the multidimensional
linkages, and the different levels of meaning that underlie one’s present context and
also relation to the Bible. It attempts to bridge the gaps of time and space with the
aim of creating new horizons that connect the different elements of one’s life into a
meaningful whole.277
Though Asian theologians use myths, stories and religious resources for articulating
their theologies, Kwok asserts that they have not sufficiently theorized how Asian
cultures have been transformed by the colonial regimes. Therefore, the question of
how colonization has reconstituted or reconfigured Asian cultures is yet to be
thoroughly discussed. The lengthy period of colonization has complicated the
process of conceptualizing the cultural encounter between the colonizers and the
colonized, including the many modes of cultural interaction such as parody,
mimicry, hybridity, syncretism, double inscription, contact zone, and translation.
These modes of transculturation were discussed in postcolonial literature but are
seldom discussed in theological discourses. In addition, the impact of global
capitalism on cultural formation in general and theology in particular are not clearly
articulated because the religio-cultural dimension is often separated from the
rapidly changing socio-economic conditions.278
Therefore, dialogical imagination calls for “more explicit discussions of its
theoretical grounding and a deepened engagement with postcolonial theories and
Kwok, Postcolonial Imagination & Feminist Theology, 37.
Kwok, Discovering the Bible in the Non-Biblical World, 12.
275 Kwok, Postcolonial Imagination & Feminist Theology, 38.
276 Kwok, Postcolonial Imagination & Feminist Theology, 38.
277 Kwok, Postcolonial Imagination & Feminist Theology, 10.
278 Kwok, Postcolonial Imagination & Feminist Theology, 41. Cf. Stuart Hall, “When was the ‘Post-colonial’?
Thinking at the Limit,” The Post-Colonial Question: Common Skies, Divided Horizons, ed. by Iain Chambers and
Lidia Curti (London: Routledge, 1996), 251.
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cultural studies.”279 She also proposes dialogical imagination as a new approach to
biblical interpretation. In this approach, Asian myths, stories and legends can be
used as the context for biblical reflection, whilst the social biography of Asian
people can function as a hermeneutical key to understanding the Bible. She argues
that in the interpretation process, the church’s existence in dialogue with other
human communities should be emphasized. Speaking from a multi-religious
perspective, Kwok affirms that in a multi-religious context like Asia, there is not
just one scripture, but many scriptures, not only one religious narrative but multiple
religious narratives. For her, a dialogical model does not understand the self as an
isolated, monolithic identity but as a center of multiple relationships. Kwok
dismisses the notion of an autonomous and transcendent subject who does all the
thinking and interpretation, but instead imagines the act of interpretation as a
multi-level discourse that goes on within oneself and with others.280
c.
Diasporic imagination
Following Khachig Tölölian, an expert in diasporic studies, Kwok’s understanding
of “diaspora” includes immigrants, expatriates, refugees, migrant workers, exile
communities and ethnic or racial minorities. 281 This indicates that the term
nowadays connotes different things, refers to different people and is used in a more
general way, in comparison with the classic use and definition of Jewish, Greek and
other diasporas. In Kwok’s argumentation, diasporic imagination points towards
the experience of de-centered and yet multiple-centered, displaced and yet
constantly relocated people who crisscross many borders. Diasporic discourse has
become a challenging site for raising questions about the constructions of the
center and the periphery, the negotiations of multiple loyalties and identities, the
relationships between home and the world, the political and theoretical implications
of border crossings and the identity of the dislocated female diasporic subject. 282
This female diasporic subject, multiply located, always doubly displaced and
needing to negotiate an ambivalent past, holds on to fragments of memories,
cultures and histories in order to be able to dream of a different future. As multiply
located, it requires multiple tactics of intervention to unravel the dominant
discourse and to negotiate a different cultural politics.283
Diasporic imagination thus recognizes the diversity of Diasporas and honors
different histories and memories.284 In her description of diasporic imagination,
Kwok uses the image of the storyteller who selects pieces, fragments, and legends
from her cultural and historical memory to weave together tales that pass from
generation to generation. These tales are refashioned and retold in each generation
Kwok Pui-lan, Postcolonial Imagination & Feminist Theology, 42.
Kwok, Discovering the Bible in the Non-Biblical World, 38.
281 Kwok, Postcolonial Imagination & Feminist Theology, 45.
282 Kwok, Postcolonial Imagination & Feminist Theology, 46-47.
283 Kwok, Postcolonial Imagination & Feminist Theology, 46.
284 Kwok, Postcolonial Imagination & Feminist Theology, 47.
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that in the process of (re-)shaping their identity, adds new materials from their own
circumstances.285
Postcolonial feminist imagination as described in the work of Kwok, discusses the
provisions that are needed to step outside the worldview created by western
theological traditions and soaked in western articulation, so that one can reencounter one’s own history and culture and hence discover one’s own new self
and new identity. Though these different forms of imagination can have enormous
advantages for Asian women, Kwok also warns to be careful and avoid the pitfall
of romanticizing one’s own heritage, instead, she argues for a critical appropriation
and openness to new interpretations, using postcolonial feminist imagination. 286
The latter’s methodology, or the task of postcolonial feminist theology, revolves
around three aspects, which Kwok specifies as resignifying gender, requeering
sexuality and redoing theology.287
4.5. Main tasks of postcolonial feminist theology
a.
Resignifying gender
For many decades, western feminist theologians have been critically analyzing the
role of gender dominance in the theological traditions and practices of the church.
They critique the androcentric use of Christian language and symbols and stress the
use of inclusive language in church and liturgies. In their theological discourse, they
also challenge the gender of God, but emphasize a binary construction, which is
considered as stable, fixed, and not open to any question or negotiation. Though
Kwok acknowledges the importance of inclusive language as it shapes one’s
consciousness and constitutes reality, she asserts that a really transnational project
of postcolonialism needs to re-signify gender. Therefore, Kwok argues that
critiquing androcentric languages and images are not enough and should not only
focus on the symbolic, but also on race, social and economic structures. The
resignifying of gender should place gender in a wider cross-cultural anti-capitalist
context and a transnational network of relations, which will eventually lead to a
new conceptualization of feminist theology.288
b.
Requeering sexuality
The second task, Kwok advocates, is requeering sexuality. The manifold and
entangled connections between homophobia, homoerotic desire, and gender, race,
religion, and colonialism are not discussed within the framework of white queer
theology in which, for that matter, colored people are also ignored. Western writers
ignore the fact that “the sexuality of European and Euro-American men is much
shaped by the colonial impulse and cannot be read in the metropolitan center
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alone.”289 She also notes that though postcolonial theorists have been discussing
patriarchy, racism, heterosexism, and different forms of oppressions, they did not
see how these factors intersect in marginalizing the others. She argues that the
histories of sexuality, of race and of colonialism are so much intertwined, that
tracing one history while neglecting the other two may lead to a complete
mystification of their intricate relations.290 Kwok, therefore underlines the need for
requeering sexuality because queer theory can destabilize “a binary construction of
gender and other forms of identity politics based on fixed notions of ‘gay’ and
‘lesbian’ through the theory of performativity.”291 Requeer theory can also help
analyze power dynamics at work in discourses, or, more specific, in colonial
discourses. It will help to explicate assumptions about sexuality in these
discourses.292 For requeering sexuality, Kwok constructs a new concept called “new
genealogy of morals.” She intends to trace the origin and development of moral
teaching about sexuality and its religious justification while looking through
multiple lenses at the same time, acknowledging the intricate relations between the
histories of sexuality, race and colonialism. The new genealogy of morals is not
interested only in describing continuities and discontinuities of the colonialist, racist
and masculinist, heterosexists’ regime of power but also signals possibilities of
inversion, subversion and displacement of these dictatorial practices. Kwok agrees
with Marcella Althaus-Reid, who in her Indecent Theology makes the connection
between sex, politics and liberation theology, that sexuality has much to do with the
globalized economic structures, political terror and violence as well as with
maintaining colonial and neo-colonial power.293 Consequently, Kwok advocates a
dialogue between queer theory and postcolonial thought.294
c.
Redoing theology
Kwok firmly believes that Christian theology has been shaped by empire and had
to negotiate with empire throughout the centuries. She is, therefore, interested in
developing Christian theological reflection and practice from a postcolonial
perspective. She argues that postcolonial feminist theology should “write back” to a
theological tradition defined by white, middle class, Eurocentric norms. There is an
Kwok, Postcolonial Imagination & Feminist Theology, 141.
Kwok, Postcolonial Imagination & Feminist Theology, 141.
291 Kwok, Postcolonial Imagination & Feminist Theology, 137.
292 Kwok, Postcolonial Imagination & Feminist Theology, 144.
293 Marcella Althaus-Reid propounded Queer Theology, which stresses that gender non-conformity, and
gay and lesbian desires have always existed in human history, and were present in the Bible. In her book
Indecent Theology, she says “Indecent Sexual Theologies […] may be effective as long as they represent the
resurrection of the excessive in our contexts, and a passion for organizing the lusty transgressions of
theological and political thought. The excessiveness of our hungry lives: our hunger for food, hunger for
the touch of other bodies, for love and for God […] only in the longing for a world of economic and
sexual justice together, and not subordinated to one another, can the encounter with the divine take place.
However, this is an encounter to be found at the crossroads of desire, when one dares to leave the
ideological order of the heterosexual pervasive normative. This is an encounter with indecency, and with
the indecency of God and Christianity.” Cf. Marcella Althaus-Reid, Indecent Theology (Abingdon: Routledge,
2000), 200. See Kwok, Postcolonial Imagination & Feminist Theology, 144.
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urgent need for reconceptualizing the relation of theology and empire through the
multiple lenses of gender, race, class, sexuality, and religion.
Kwok understands redoing theology to mean firstly, focusing on theological
symbols and cultural capital in the colonial period and its permutation in late
capitalism. It is important for postcolonial feminist theology to “analyze the use of
theological symbols for the colonization of women’s mind and body as well the
reappropriation of such symbols for resistance, subversion, and empowerment.” 295
Secondly, she urges postcolonial feminist theology to rethink and discuss religious
differences that have fueled colonial discourse and to call into question those
assumptions that construct and maintain religious boundaries and the assumptions
behind much of interreligious dialogue. 296 Finally, in the process of redoing
theology, one should also take into consideration the environmental degradation
and its impact on the lives of the marginalized. 297 Postcolonial feminist theology
points at the contradictions in the myths of sustainable development and the green
revolution. Apart from evaluating ecofeminist western theology, “Asian feminists
have turned to their rich cultural resources, including their indigenous traditions, to
articulate a theological vision that God’s creation is a gift to be shared by all, and
not monopolized by a few.”298
In redoing theology by assessing the relation between theology and empire,
postcolonial feminist theology needs not to start from scratch but can re-read
western tradition from a new perspective, expose the historical contingency of
theological thoughts, and show that they are not timeless. In view of the pluralistic
postcolonial contexts, Kwok points out that one cannot expect a single
postcolonial feminist theology that is adequate and comprehensive enough to cover
the multiple contexts of the formerly colonized regions. As such, she says, “There
will need to be a rainbow of colors, pluriphonic voices, and multiple rhythms,
following different heartbeats.” 299 On the question whether western feminist
theologians can do and articulate postcolonial feminist theology, Kwok opines that
postcolonial feminist theology needs not to be restricted to colonized women only,
but there should be awareness of the fact that the entry points, priorities, issues,
accents, and inflections of the (former) colonized will differ from those of the
(former) colonizers.300 She also states that “not only do the colonized need to
disengage from the colonial syndrome, the colonizers have to decolonize their
minds and practices as well.” 301
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Conclusion
Despite all the critique and the debates, postcolonial theory and postcolonial
feminist theory have made a stand in academic discourse. Postcolonial feminism
affirms that for southern women, patriarchy is not the only dominant factor that
curbs their life. They discern the multiple layers of empire, pointing at the
intersection of gender, race, class, sexuality, religion and colonialism that still infects
the lives in both the former colonies and the West. Postcolonial feminists also draw
attention to the fact that southern women were and still are homogenized into a
single group in western feminist articulations, which blurs and suppresses their
multiple experiences. They have demonstrated how women are often
misrepresented in feminist theory.
One of the most attractive and challenging aspects of postcolonial feminism is that
it looks at difference differently. Feminist postcolonial theologians integrate this
postcolonial perspective in their analysis of the intricate relations between
Christianity and empire. Consequently, they point at the relevance of adding
religion to the postcolonial theoretical framework.
Kwok, as a pioneer amongst Asian feminist theologians, used postcolonial feminist
theory for developing her theological discourse with the objective to critique
empire and reconceptualize theology. She proposed three methods of imagination
with the main aim of resignifying gender, requeering sexuality, and redoing
theology. In the next chapter, the different forms of postcolonial imagination that
Kwok proposes will be used for uncovering the imperial features which tribal
women have to face, and for rediscovering tribal women’s involvement in society,
community and religious spheres during the different periods of history.
Using postcolonial theory and postcolonial feminist imagination from a tribal
woman’s perspective, opens up the possibility for uncovering women’s ignored and
hidden resistance, as well as the contributions made by women. In addition,
postcolonial imagination can not only contribute to identifying and acknowledging
the struggles, the resistance, the dreams, and aspirations of the women but also
work with the implications of these insights for re-imagining the Divine. This will
give voice to the voiceless and make them visible and audible because “postcolonial
imagination” refers to “a desire, a determination, and a process of disengagement
from the whole colonial syndrome which takes many forms and guises.” 302
By using postcolonial feminist imagination, in particular Kwok’s historical and
diasporic imagination, the following chapter will try to trace how subjectivities were
allotted to tribal women in the course of history and how they acted and act as
resistant agents to the different policies of empire. A similar attempt will be made
302
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in order to excavate the positive values that can contribute to the emancipation of
tribal women, while also unearthing the contributions that tribal women already
made in the social, political and religious spheres.
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Part II:
Reliving the Past

Chapter 3: Tribal Women, Culture and Religion in Northeast India:
A Postcolonial Feminist Re-reading
“… Colonialism robbed the people of the colonies not only of natural resources and
enslaved the human being but ‘one of the worst robberies is that of the means of
perceiving all that’. It colonizes the values of the local people by a variety of means
including the most effective means of colonizing the imagination by imposing the
colonial language.”303
Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o
Introduction
The previous chapter has described that and how postcolonial studies and
postcolonial feminist theology show that empire is not simply a single phenomenon
but a web of relations, which hovers everywhere, while its power pervades those
who are in vulnerable situations.304 Since postcolonialism gives us the tools for
analyzing empire in a specific situation, the context of the tribals in Northeast India
will be scrutinized from a postcolonial tribal feminist perspective. This chapter will
proceed from the notion that colonialism, patriarchy, racism, militarization,
insurgency, globalization, gender and sexual discrimination, biased treatment by
one’s own government, et cetera, are the hegemonic elements that form the
conglomerate that determines the existence of tribal women in Northeast India.
Since the histories of the tribals are limited and vague, postcolonial historical and
diasporic imagination will be used as the tools for re-reading the history of the
tribals in two ways. Firstly, the attempt will be made to trace how, for decades,
empire has been relegating tribal women to a subordinate position. Secondly,
efforts will be made to trace how tribal women in their different historical settings
have constantly been resisting empire as weavers, singers, poetesses, warriors,
chiefs, freedom fighters, social workers, and organizers. Even though the chapter
maintains the historical sequence, it is not a historical reading but an effort to
reconstruct the history of the tribal women.
This chapter will be divided into three chronological parts that cover the precolonial, colonial and post-colonial periods. The first section will explore the life
situation of tribal women from the preliterate period until the early part of the 18 th
century. This part will unveil the rigid as well as the flexible gender relations and
roles that women played, with a special reference to Primal religion. The second
part will focus on and cover the colonial period 1826-1945. It will offer a sketch of
Manorama Sharma, “Colonialism in North-East India: A Historiographic Query,” Society and Economy in
North-East India (New Delhi: Regency Publications, 2008), 5. Cf. Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o, “Decolonising the
Means of Imagination,” Symphony of Freedom: Papers on Nationality Question (Hyderabad: AIPRF, 1996), 281287.
304 Kwok Pui-lan and Laura E. Donaldson, “Introduction,” Postcolonialism, Feminism, and Religious Discourse,
edited by Laura E. Donaldson and Kwok Pui-lan (London: Routledge, 2002), 28.
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how colonization and mission came as two sides of the same coin, and thereafter
prompted each other in securing their power over the tribals. This part will
underline the experiences of tribal women standing at the crossroads of patriarchal
structure, western hegemonic political rule, racial discrimination, and a foreign
religion. It will also explore how colonialization and mission activities have
determined the role of tribal women with regard to socio-cultural and religious
aspects. The third part will focus on the aftermath of colonialism, which left a
legacy of recolonization, double colonization and a serious identity crisis. In
conclusion this part highlights the experiences of tribal women in their
contemporary context, where they play important roles and act as agents of
resistance against empire.
However, before starting the first chapter, it must be understood that this chapter
is dealing exclusively with the historical reconstruction of tribal women living in the
hilly areas of Northeast India. One should note that there is a distinct difference
between tribal women living in the hilly regions of Northeast India and the women
living in the plain areas. Historically, before 500 BCE, a large-scale group of
migrants, including Aryans, came to inhabit the plains of Assam, Manipur and
Tripura. The original inhabitants assimilated into Hinduism and as a consequence
their socio-cultural and religious aspects were completely sanskritized.305 However,
the tribals were spared from being integrated into the Hindu fold. 306 Being exempt
from the influence of sanskritization meant that the women living in the plains were
different from the tribal women on a cultural and religious level. Because of this
difference the tribal women were spared from child marriages, dowry deaths,
widows’ immolation et cetera. Yet, such factors do not mean that tribal women
lived a holistic life but rather that tribal women have different experiences of being
entangled in multiple layers of empire.
1.

Tribal women in the pre-colonial period (Preliterate period: early 18th
century)

1.1. A history of ambiguity
History authenticates existence, provides identity and integrity to the people of a
certain context. Unfortunately, the tribals of Northeast India never had an
authentic historical narrative on which they could totally rely. Over the decades,
tribals were represented by others from outside the tribal fold. These hill people,
who speak Sino-Tibetan languages, are estimated to have entered the hilly regions

The term for addressing the assimilation of the indigenous people into the Hindu religious social
structure, including the caste system.
306 The limited sources fail to show why the hilly areas were not assimilated into the Hindu fold. Some of
the reasons why Aryans did not invade the hilly regions might be the geographical features – rough hilly
terrains with a deep jungle – and the defensiveness of the tribals against any foreign invasion.
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of Northeast India as early as the 3rd century BCE.307 Small villages were established
on the hilltops and each village formed a separate entity with its own political and
economic jurisdiction. In the context of living a nomadic and migratory life for
centuries, oral tradition was the main source of transmission from one generation
to the other. Histories, cultures, traditions, and religious affirmations were passed
down orally, in the form of folk tales, songs, poetry, wisdom sayings and folklore.
It was with the coming of colonization and mission that literacy came to these
northeast hilly areas. The colonizers, ethnographers and missionaries represented
the tribals, while the former were not free from prejudice and looking after the
interests of the empire. Tribal worldviews were often termed evil, outdated and
superstitious. In short, the overall setup was described and interpreted by western
and main land Indian writers, in accordance with their interests. Spivak, in her
famous essay “Can the Subaltern Speak?” states that knowledge has never been an
innocent endeavor but is always based on the interest of the producers. Spivak’s
remark is in step with the history of the hilly tribals of Northeast India, because
they were always represented by those in power. 308
In a context where the general history, culture and religion were misrepresented
and distorted, the histories of women are even more ambiguous. The few data
concerning women that we can gather from the writings of early western writers
are vague and extremely uncertain. Since the beginning of the 21 st century, with the
progression in education and modernization, women have become more aware and
self-conscious of their existence, their identity and their rights, as well as their status
and position in the family, society and the church. Yet, an ambiguous history in a
rigid patriarchal setup makes it difficult for women to emancipate themselves from
the misinterpreted traditional and cultural assumptions and distorted history that
has kept them in bondage for centuries. During the last few decades, gender studies
and women study centers for gender emancipation have been materializing, yet
building up a history from bits and scraps of distorted history is quite a difficult
task. Much emphasis is placed on patriarchy as the main perpetrator behind
women’s domination but there are very few studies on the history of women in the
pre-colonial period that might support their emancipation. A monograph entitled
Women Then and Now: Sharing Untold Insights on Women of North East India, published
by the Women Studies Centre at Eastern Theological College in Jorhat, contains
short descriptions of tribal women in history and their status in the present
situations.309 Nevertheless, more thorough studies of tribal women in history are
very much needed. It might, for example, be a viable method to collect the
Edward E. Dudek, “Tribal Religious Beliefs of North East India with Special Emphasis on Nagaland
and the Introduction & Effect of the Gospel,” Global Serve: Journal of Missions (2008): np. cf.
http://globeservejournalofmissions.org/?p=52 (Accessed on 29 January, 2014).
308 Gayatri Spivak, “Can the Subaltern Speak?,” The Post-Colonial Studies Reader, edited by Bill Ashcroft,
Gareth Griffith and Helen Tiffin (London: Routledge, 1995), 28-37.
309 Narola Imchen and Eyingbeni Hiimtsoe, Women Then and Now: Sharing Untold Insights on Women of North
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fragmented bits of oral traditions, as Kwok advocates in her historical imagination
strategy.
1.2. Tracing tribal women amidst ambiguities
In an attempt to get a better glimpse of tribal women in the pre-colonial state, the
folk song called Phrozii Li, meaning “Women’s Lamentation,” is used as the starting
point in reimagining the life of women in the pre-colonial period. Furthermore,
apart from this folk song, three other aspects – the practice of head hunting,
societal gender relations and some traditional laws – will be considered carefully for
giving a more vivid picture of tribal women in the pre-colonial period, because all
these three factors play an important role in determining the status of tribal women
in that period.
a.
Phrozii Li (Lamentation Song [of Women])
In the pre-colonial period, the task of providing clothing for the family was the sole
responsibility of the tribal women. Women met this need by weaving and dying
clothes for the whole family and the entire village. For performing their task,
women of the Chakhesang tribe of Nagaland,310 came together, young and old, in
an open space to spin the yarn, dye, and weave clothes not only to cover or protect
the near and dear ones from the cruelty of nature but also to adorn them and give
them a definite identity through different colors and patterns on their clothes. They
wove colors and patterns into their handiwork that spoke of the life experiences
and status of a person in society. While some women spun threads from cotton,
others made balls of yarn, and still others dyed and dried them in the sun and
finally, they started to weave cloths with beautiful and colorful patterns. While they
worked, they sang together different folk songs by way of which they told each
other their stories, their joys, their loves and also their plights and sorrows. An
eloquent example of this is the afore mentioned song called Phrozii Li (Lamentation
of Women), that is sung by the Chakhesang women and throws light on the plight
of women in their everyday life during the pre-colonial period.
The lamentations of a woman are many.
In our silence ring volumes of uneasy truth.
We toil in unseen ways and our aches unspoken.
The fruits of our labors enjoyed (by others)
Gratitude seldom comes our way,
while complaints unceasingly flow loud.
Perhaps we made a vow to weep in silence,
while drying others’ tears all around.
A sister, a daughter, a mother indeed,
But none to call on when in need.
Chakhesang is the name of one of the major tribes in Nagaland, which inhabit the eastern part of the
State.
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Citizens of nowhere and propertyless,
We belong to the one who keeps us.
We earn nothing and keep even less.
We are always prepared for change and eventualities.
No questions asked.
Youth is a scourge and aging, a curse.
Beauty is fleeting and kindness taken for granted.
But our chores multiply day by day.
This season, a decked up bride,
Next season, a sagging beast of burden.
While our husbands’ youth renew,
Our wrinkles increase in count.
Who has time to listen to our tales of woe?
Who will hold our hands through the darkness?
Who will wipe the sweat off our brows?
Oh! Many are the lamentations of a woman.
But we do best to smile and bear it.
For tomorrow is a day just like today,
But we make do and help the others get through.
And we gather together and make light of our pains,
In songs, we weave a happy present.
Like the patterns we discreetly draw,
Into the clothes you adorn yourself with.
Our invisible stories, our dreams and yearnings.
Happy patterns, bold ones, colorful ones.
Resigned, we soar and live in you.
This is our destiny.311
The above folk song shows different aspects which shall now be discussed. Firstly,
the song gives a clear picture of the status of tribal women during the primal era
and of what society expected of them. Here, one can trace the confines of the then
existing norms as far as women are concerned. However, this does not mean that
women silently complied with the expectations of the society. Rather, coming
together to sing and voicing their lamentations can be considered as a form of
showing their discontentment with their actual situation.

Translated by the Tetseo Sisters, a group of four Naga siblings who are well known for their
contributions to preserving the folk songs through their singing. Tetseo Sisters, “Phrozu Li,”
http://www.tetseosisters.com/2011/08/phrozu-li-lamentations-of-women.html (Accessed on 10
December, 2012).
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Secondly, the song makes clear that the tribal women were expected, first and
foremost, to exhibit behavior that was manifestly silent and submissive: “In our
silence ring volumes of uneasy truth”. These women were alone in their hardships
and sorrows even though they were supporting each other as sisters, loving as
daughters and sustainers as mothers. As the song says, they sacrificed their lives for
others but there was no one to acknowledge their contributions. Instead, they had
to live with complaints and criticisms.
Thirdly, women did not have a real identity of their own: “Citizens of nowhere and
propertyless, we belong to one who keeps us.” The song unmasks the identity crisis
that women faced in the pre-colonial period, when women were often considered
as property of their husbands. They have been compared with dead, dried leaves of
a tree, which the wind scatters to unknown destinations. Before marriage a woman
belonged to her parents, once she got married she became assimilated into her
husband’s family where, however, she did remain an outsider. As such, a woman
could never experience a sense of belonging. In addition, in case of divorce or
widowhood, the woman was forced to go back to her parents and it is a known fact
that many women then had to live at the mercies of their fathers and brothers.
Fourthly, the women in this song talk about their economic status by singing, “We
earn nothing, we keep less”. Women did not have any inheritance rights except for
some small movable items such as clothes, bamboo baskets and a few petty
ornaments. Immovable properties such as houses, fields, lands, et cetera seldom
belonged to the women. The absence of inheritance rights made the women
economically dependent on men and upheld their power to give orders and make
the decisions. In the tribal context, both men and women worked in the field the
entire day, but a woman’s wage was always lesser than that of a man and this is still
the case today.
Fifthly, women were expected to be active and contribute in both household and on
the fields as beasts of burden, with their chores multiplying each day. All of this
made them age rapidly. Thus, the overall life of the tribal women in the primal
context was a far cry from a holistic life. Nevertheless, their abilities to analyze and
to voice their plights show that women were never silent spectators, not even when
they were expected to be mute. They resisted and did not succumb to
discrimination and suppression, but found solidarity and supported each other in
their struggle against the different forms of domination.
Lamentation as a form of resistance:
Lamentation is always the outcome of experiences of long suppressed pains and
sorrows that an individual or a group of people suffer: anguish and grief that can
no longer be contained, well up from deep inside their innermost being. The “Song
of Lamentation” speaks about such collective and individual pains and sufferings in
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the primal context. In our discussion of the song we highlighted the following
points:
Women’s lamentations voice their collective experiences of sorrow, solitude,
oppression but also of subversion and resistance to the dominant patriarchal
society. In this means of voicing solidarity, women find empathy, compassion, and
support. Lamentation as such, may therefore have established a bond between the
tribal women, which helped them to face their plights, alleviated their burdens and
gave them hope and aspirations for the future.
This song portrays the different aspects of the situation of women in Pre-colonial
period, but what stands out is the analytical strength and creativity behind this
voicing of the plights of the women by way of this song. In the patriarchal context,
they could not meet or speak out publicly, so instead they used this predicament to
their advantage and made the most of the moments they could and did meet:
during their weaving activity. Here they listened and were listened to, they shared
and analyzed their experiences, their concerns and discussed their steps towards
resistance. They sang together, thus putting their plights and their hopes into
words, but they also wove their words, stories, dreams and yearnings into the
beautiful, colorful, sometimes happy patterns of shawls and clothes.
b.
Head hunting – An underlying cause of gender bias construction
Since primal days and up and until this day, the traditional gender roles assigned to
both women and men have a major influence on gender relationships in a society.
Since time immemorial, patriarchy was the norm of the societal setup in the tribal
context. The father was considered to be the head of the family and the male
members of the society were in charge of the community and village life. In spite of
the tribes living a life of seclusion, cordial inter-relation between villages and
regions as well as inter-village feuds and wars were quite common. Territory issues,
power struggles, revenge, pride, et cetera were some of the main causes of
unfriendly relationships and wars between villages and tribes. Head hunting was the
major tactic used during these wars. The enemies were beheaded by using machetes
and the heads were brought to the village to embellish the courtyards and kept as
witnesses of the bravery of the warriors and as symbols of pride. 312 It should be
noted that the practice of head hunting never was a random occurrence but took
place as a result of long deep resentment, revenge or to safeguard the
community/village. Obviously, only men participated in the inter-village or interterritorial wars. Bringing in the head of the enemies was always linked with
masculinity. The more heads a warrior brought to the village, the more his status in

Fredrick S. Downs, “Christianity as a Tribal Response to Change in Northeast India,” Missiology: An
International Review (1980): 409.
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society was elevated. 313 In such an ideology, head hunting was a way of honoring
males by valoring them as the brave warriors who were considered to be the strong
and brave protectors of the villages. Consequently, they gained a dominant position
in their respective villages. These warfare tactics resulted in promoting a patriarchal
culture in which men were regarded as the stronger, the higher, the better species
and women as weak and fragile, who, therefore, should be submissive.
When looking through a postcolonial feminist lens, we notice that head hunting
played a very crucial role in defining gender roles: men became the leaders, women
were expected to play subservient roles. Priorities, importance, opportunities and
privileges were always given to the male child, brothers, uncles and the fathers of
the family. Since men were considered to be fighters, they were exempt from
household chores, on the assumption that their physical bodies should be
preserved and kept strong and sturdy for fighting against the enemy. Women on
the other hand had to take care of the domestic work and to serve the male
members and the entire community. Amongst some tribes, it was a matter of
shame for the sisters, wives or the mothers of the family if a male held a phipfe
(broom) or carried a khorii (bamboo basket), because such chores were a woman’s
responsibility.314 Such a set of gender roles favors men to take up public and
leadership roles whereas women are relegated to their homes.
Ever since her childhood, a girl was taught to be submissive, not out-spoken,
gentle, to serve and show respect and love for father, brothers, and other male
members of the family and the community. Moreover, a girl/woman was supposed
to wait for their decisions in every turn of her life because men were assumed to be
not only physically stronger but also mentally wiser than women.
In short, that women were exempt from the “men game” of head hunting has for
decades forced women to believe that they are weak and therefore should be
submissive, obedient and always rely on men for every decision in their lives. Even
with the head hunting era long gone, this ideology persists so that women think of
themselves as weaker and therefore should conform to the dominance of men.
c.
Gender relationship and education in the society
In the pre-colonial world, there was no formal institution for education. Until their
marriages, the young boys were enrolled in dormitories, called Kichü Ki, Morung or
Zawlbuk, for their informal education. Here they were taught different sociocultural ethics and values, religious rites and rituals, history as well as vocational
skills and training. In these dormitories or educational institutions, young boys also
Inato Yekheto Shikhu, A Re-discovery and Re-building of Naga Cultural Values: An Analytical with Special
Reference to Maori as a Colonised and Minority Group of People in New Zealand (New Delhi: Regency Publication,
2007), 20.
314 Khorii is a basket carried on the back. It is the sole tool for carrying heavy things such as water, firewood or agricultural products.
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learned war and combat tactics, agricultural techniques, traditional values,
philosophies of life, and acquired skills like handicrafts, music (folk songs), herbal
medicine, singing, dancing, oratory and games. 315 It is here that young men became
acquainted with history, myths and legends through storytelling, whereas folktales
and legends were usually narrated by an old man while everybody was sitting
around a fire. Except for a few tribes, girls were not allowed to attend such
institutions, but that does not mean that girls were left alone and remained
ignorant. They were taught various arts, traditions, religious rites and rituals under
the supervision of elderly women, mostly either their mothers or grandmothers.
Though girls were not educated in dormitories, they were taught to be
hardworking, to be shrewd and smart enough to tackle the problems of life and to
live an independent life. Consequently, since they were deprived of external
knowledge, such as public life, war tactics, politics, et cetera at a decisive age, they
were more oriented towards domestic areas than towards the public arena, which in
turn relegated them to the background. While the boys were taught to be active in
the larger arena, beyond the boundaries of home, girls were taught to be productive
and hardworking in the confinements of their houses and fields.
In certain ethnic groups, for example the Tenyimia, women were never expected to
be involved in political matters of the village or the community at large. 316 Politics,
administration, ruling and power were considered to belong to the male domain in
which women ought not to interfere as they were expected not to cross the
boundaries of the domestic arena. Besides, women were considered to be
intellectually incapable of dealing with political matters. The appointment of a
village chief was based on male hereditary rights and as such women hardly had the
chance to become a chief, notwithstanding their capabilities, their intellect and
intelligence.
Among the Angami tribe, men usually gathered together in an elevated open space
in the village, called Thehouba, where all the important village affairs were discussed.
Attending such meeting marks a man as a full-fledged member of the village. 317 In
the Thehouba, young men discussed matters concerning their village, learned about
their history, war skills, political diplomacy and made plans pertaining to war
strategies. As for females, they were not even allowed to enter the Thehouba, let
alone participate in politics, because women were always considered as the
“outsiders” or the “others” and were suspected of acting as spies for the enemies,

A. Wati Longchar, The Tribal Religious Traditions in North East India: An Introduction (Jorhat: Eastern
Theological College, 2000), 144; Mihir N. Sangma, Some Important Festivals and Ceremonies of the Garos:
Hundred Drums Wangala Festival (Tura: The Narayan Group Limited, 2001), 37-34.
316 Tenyimia stands for a combination of seven tribes: the Angami, Chakhesang, Mao, Poumai, Puchury,
Rengma and Zeliang, living across three states: Assam, Manipur and Nagaland.
317 Thehouba is an open round space usually made of stones, with seats of stone arranged in a circle where
men of the village come together for all their important political discussions.
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which might, for example, be their native village. 318 Due to the intensity of intervillage feuds, tribals believed that giving one’s sister in marriage to one’s enemy
would ensure the enemy’s victory over them. Behind such an understanding, one
can see the intensity of the mistrust of women, as they were considered as “others,”
irrespective of the many years they had lived in a particular village.
From her childhood, a woman is taught to be active and prompt in all that she did.
If a girl was lazy or inefficient in performing her agricultural and domestic tasks,
the mother would be blamed, based on the assumption that she did not teach and
instruct her daughters properly. A woman was expected to work hard and tirelessly
from dawn to dusk to meet the norms of the society and the community. Apart
from sharing the burden of agricultural work, which is the main source of living for
the tribals, a woman is expected to perform all the additional household chores, as
well as raising children. 319
Amongst this staunch patriarchal set-up, matrilineal societies are found among the
Khasi, Jaintia and Garo tribes in the state of Meghalaya. Here, descent is
determined through the female line. However, one should be cautious in assuming
that this matrilineal society equates with matriarchy. In fact, even though the
mother’s surname was used and ancestral inheritance of properties was attributed
to the khadduh, the youngest daughter of the family, the male members ruled the
family. Khasi, Jantia and Garo women who belonged to this matrilineal society
were considered to have a certain amount of power, both in and outside the
domestic sphere as the ones dispensing the family’s property, yet, in reality, they
were mere custodians. In many cases, she had no say in the administration nor in
the disposal of ancestral property, since it was the maternal uncle, called kne, who
had the power over the property and the last word in all matters. The
understanding: the khadduh kept the moneybox but the key remained with the
maternal uncle or her eldest brother, best describes the status of women in this
matrilineal society. None of them was allowed to represent the family or the kin
group at the community level.320 Esther Syiem, a professor of English, noted that
the Khasi women became the custodians of their race, because men had to go to
war more often than they could stay at home. Since life became too precarious for
men, they decided to make women the keepers of their family names and their
societal values. Subsequently, they did indeed entrust the family names to women,
who should not only be caretakers but also guard the inheritance and culture of the
Inter-village marriages existed in the pre-colonial period and brides were often brought from other
villages.
319 Lungsanliu, “Role and Status of Rongmei Naga Women in The Traditional and Present Society,”
Women Then and Now: Sharing Untold Insights on Women of North East India, edited by Narola Imchen and
Eyingbeni Hiimtsoe (Jorhat: Women Study Centre, ETC, 2011), 3-4.
320 Amena Nora Passah, “Role of Khasi-Jaintia Women of the Meghalaya Plateau in Pre-Colonial Society
and Economy,” Society and Economy of North-East India, edited by Mignonette Momin and Cecile A.
Mawlong (New Delhi: Regency Publications, 2004), 60.
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family.321 This demonstrates that in case of emergency, women could be entrusted
with the highest responsibility of taking care of the whole tribe or clan, and could
be guardians of cultural, religious and traditional values. However, when the
situation changed, such powers were taken away from them and the privileges
became illusionary rights and hardly materialized in reality. These women were
expected to depend on their male counterparts for each and every decision in their
lives. In reality then, their lives did not really differ from the lives of the women in
a patriarchal society.
d.
Gender Relations and Traditional Customary Laws322
In a tribal society, customary laws had a very strong hold over the community
during the pre-colonial, colonial period and continue to do so until today, despite
the constitutional law of the country. The customary laws permeated society in
such a manner that it also influenced the defining of gender roles in the tribal
society. Patriarchal dominant laws regarding inheritance, land, leadership and tribal
council, marriage and divorce, hardly favored women. Land in the tribal society was
the only determinant of a tribal’s identity, stability and recognition. Unfortunately,
customary laws denied women the rights to both familial and clan landownership
as inheritance was passed down through the male line. As mentioned above, even
in a matrilineal society, women did not have any say in relation to land as the
maternal uncle made all the decisions regarding the land. In spite of their relentless
hard work and their being profound sources of economy in the family and the
village, women did not have inheritance rights except to movable belongings.
Tribal laws debarred women from attending the village council as this was a strictly
male domain. All the important decisions and matters of the village were made and
discussed in this village council. Moreover, laws regarding marriage and divorce
were not at all favorable for women. “Bride price” was a common practice among
some tribes of Northeast India in the pre-colonial period, which meant that the
groom had to pay a certain amount of money to the bride’s parents. Though
feminist scholars interpreted this practice as a recognition of women’s role in the
economic sphere, in reality, the bride price was paid as a compensation for the
family’s expenditure on bringing up the girl. 323 The bride price in many ways

Esther Syiem was quoted by Patricia Mukhimin in her paper entitled “Khasi-Pnar Matriliny: Reclaiming
Lost Spaces,” presented at the Conference Kongress-matriarchatspolitik, in Switzerland, 2011. Cf.
http://kongress-matriarchatspolitik.ch/upload/Patricia-Mukhim.pdf (Accessed on 13 October, 2013).
322 In simple terms, customary law means “an established system of immemorial rules which evolved from
the way of life and natural wants of the people.” Cf. J.C. Bekker, Seymour’s Customary Law in Southern Africa
(Cape Town: Juta & Co. Ltd. 1989), 11.
323 Rose Nembiakkim, Reproductive Health Awareness Among the Tribal Women in Manipur (New Delhi:
Concept Publishing Company, 2008), 13.
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justified the treatment of women as a commodity by the husband. This law limited
a woman’s rights and she often obliged by suffering for the rest of her life. 324
1.3. Contributions of tribal women in the pre-colonial period
a.
Tribal women in the general realm
In spite of all the demeaning forces in the sphere of women’s lives, there were also
certain positive niches where women played important roles in the tribal society.
Their contributions were however never considered important or recognized as
serving the common good. In the midst of the multiple layers of domination in
their surroundings, women did their best to enhance their own lives as well as that
of others. The tribal women were active workers in both the houses and the fields.
On the social level, they were solely responsible for keeping the family intact and
maintaining amicable relations in the family and the community. Marriages, which
were an integral part of the society, were entirely the domain of women. They acted
as mediators between the two families of the couple about to be married. The
eldest woman blessed the marriage for prosperity of the couple and at times even
conducted the marriage ceremony.325 They also worked as the main agents in
restoring broken marriages and acted as peace agents during an inter-village war or
a family feud. Women also had equal standing with men when it came to teaching
the younger generations about etiquette, values, manners, integrity, and ways of life.
Tribal women were quite productive and contributed to the economy of the family
and the village as a whole with their agricultural products, from spinning and
weaving silk and cotton cloths with beautifully colored designs, rearing domestic
animals, basketry, pottery, and other products, which could be either sold or
battered.326 They also contributed through brewing rice beer (zutho) or rice wine
(khe) which used to be the basic traditional drink. Moreover, women took the
initiative in selecting and preserving good seeds for sowing and planting and looked
after the crops. However, such productive acts of women and their contributions
to the communities were never acknowledged. The immense responsibilities
women handled and all the work they needed to do, tells us that they often worked
much harder because of the double responsibilities of working in the domestic
arena where men hardly helped, and sharing the work on the land, which was
always done manually.327

Tiplut Nongbri, “Gender Issues and Tribal Development,” Problems in Tribal Society: Some Aspects, edited
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325 P. Vasti, “Poumai Women,” Women Then and Now: Sharing Untold Insights on Women of North East India,
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Though in most of the contexts women were debarred from publicly participating
in politics, they nevertheless played roles in the village councils in an indirect way.
They often gave advice to their husbands at home regarding village matters which
later were implemented for the welfare of the village. 328 Historical writings have,
however, hardly documented women’s intervention in political life. Nevertheless,
tribal women, for example, did play significant roles as chiefs and agents of peace.
In exceptional situations, in times of crisis, when their husbands suddenly died,
women could even become chiefs. While in many contexts there was no room for
women politically, it is a surprising fact that among the Sümi Nagas women did
exercise power in the most important leadership roles and were chieftains. The
following examples will illustrate this. To begin with, a woman called Itheli, ruled as
a chief and her chieftainship brought peace and tranquility in that particular region.
In some occasions women succeeded their husbands who died as chiefs: Teli of the
Ighanumi village ruled as such a chief and was said to be quite diplomatic and
influential.329 Another female chief called Apei Hinga, was crowned as queen
amongst the Maram tribe after her husband died. Her contributions were summed
up as: “She had done many proactive roles in promoting the unique culture and
traditions of Maram tribe. She was also at the forefront in leading the younger
generations on the right path, patiently working to remove any anti-social tendency
from the minds of the youths.”330 Furthermore, on occasion, widows of kings of
the Poumai tribe of Manipur succeeded to the throne. Many examples are known
of widow chieftains among the Mizo, who during the colonial rule when their
husbands were killed by the British empire, took over the leadership to fight against
the British colonization.
Peace agent is one of the most important roles that tribal women played in the
political sphere. Oral traditions say that women actively acted as peace agents in the
tribal society. As discussed above, women were not allowed to join the decisionmaking bodies or to be involved in political issues, for instance, wars. However,
they were allowed to exercise a special power of stopping violent battles and end
them with peace treaties. This special right could not be challenged or abrogated by
anyone, no matter how powerful a person might be. History reveals that even a
king could not restrict in any way a tribal woman acting as a peace agent. These
peacemakers were called phukhareila, literally “a great lady,” “peace maker” and
“neutral lady.” Phukhareila are usually women who are married to a man from
another village. Under the Tangkhul Naga tribe customary laws, a phukhareila’s
movements between her native and her husband’s village were not restricted, not
even during critical war times, because both villages acknowledged her rights. 331
Noral Imchen, Women in Church and Society, (Jorhat: Women Study Centre, 2010), 15-16.
Henitoli Kiba, “The Role and Status of Sumi Women,” Women Then and Now: Sharing Untold Insights on
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Concepts such as phukhareila are also known from other tribes. Whenever there was
a conflict or war between villages or clans, with one village being the phukhareila’s
maiden village and the other her husband’s, she would go back and forth between
the warring villages, removing her mekhela (a cloth used for wrapping around the
waist), waving and pleading to stop the war. If any of the groups disregarded her
acts and carried on with the war, it was believed that bad fortunes would befall
them.332
b.
Tribal women in Primal religion
Before moving on to details regarding the roles of tribal women in Primal religion,
a brief sketch of Primal religion in Northeast India will be offered. Primal religion
does not have a distinct founder, reformer or a written sacred text as do
institutionalized religions, but is a religion centered upon creation and nature which
are therefore considered to be sacred. The Divine is very much part of creation and
cannot be comprehended beyond creation and nature. Religion was knitted into the
very fabric of life and thus part and parcel of life. Primal religion was basically a
community religion and so every person actively participated in and shared the
beliefs, rituals, ceremonies, and festivals. 333 Oral tradition, in the form of myths,
legends, folksongs, folktales and folklores were the only means of passing down the
values of rites, rituals, principles and ethos. No human-made images or temples
were erected for worshipping the Divine. The hostile natural vegetation and
challenges of life prompted the tribals to start worshiping male and female forms of
the divine in nature, such as spirits, moon, sun, thunder, river, trees, rocks, hills and
valleys, fire, et cetera.334 The tribals believed all these natural objects and
phenomena to be animated with spirits. Some tribes in Meghalaya and Manipur
also worshiped the spirits of their ancestors. 335
Land as a whole was considered to be sacred because it is believed to be the
dwelling place of the Divine. Since nature is believed to belong to the Divine, the
idea that one should be a good steward by taking care of nature was a general
understanding that existed among the people. Thus, there was a close affinity
between the different forms of divinity, humans and other creations. Natural
objects and creations were accepted as symbols of the presence of the Divine, and
adoration and oblations performed from time to time. The different parts of the
life cycle, such as birth, marriage and death, and annual cycles of the major seasons
were observed as the basis for festivals and sacrifices. All the religious rites, rituals
Vasti, “Poumai Women,” Women Then and Now: Sharing Untold Insights on Women of North East India, 318.
D. Doley, “The Religious Beliefs and Practices Among the Mishing of Assam,” The Tribes of Northeast
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and festivities were based on this holistic vision of reality, that is, nature. As such,
Primal religion emphasized the integral relationships of nature, humans and the
spirits.336 Longchar, in his description of Primal religion says, “In the tribal
worldview, it is impossible to make a clear-cut distinction between the sacred and
secular, between religious and non-religious and between the spirituality and
material areas of life because they have the cosmic sense of oneness. There is
always an interconnectedness of all creatures.” 337 In Primal religion, we find the
intrinsic interconnection between the Divine and the creation and among the
creatures themselves. Divinity is immanent in nature, an integral part of creation.
Tribals observe different forms of festivals. Each tribal group celebrates its own
festivals. Behdienkhlam and Wangala, for example, are celebrated by the Jaintia and
Garo tribes respectively; Moatsu, Ngada, Sekrenyi, Tuluni, and many more by the
Nagas; Chapchar Kut by the Mizos, et cetera. Festivals were often observed in close
affinity with Primal religious practices, including certain rites, rituals and sacrifices
which were offered to the Divine and other spirits in order to appease them and to
receive their blessings in turn. 338 Though women actively participated in the
preparations for the festivals and sacrifices by preparing wine, food and collecting
whatever was needed for rites and rituals, their actual participation in certain
religious observances was restricted.
In the times of Primal religion, the tribals also observed certain taboos or gennas as
part of their religious rites and rituals which forbade them to do certain things, go
to certain places or touch certain natural objects such as stones, trees, jungles and
rivers as they were believed to have supernatural powers.339 Ignoring such beliefs
could mean that certain calamities or destruction would happen to the villagers or
to an individual. Gennas apparently served a dual purpose: firstly, to avert epidemics,
natural calamities, or unforeseen circumstances, and secondly to restore
prosperity.340 Women had their own share of gennas in tribal religious practices. 341
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Even though women were faced with strict demarcations in certain religious rites
and rituals, or with restrictions in their everyday life, they did receive a certain kind
of recognition and played prominent roles in parts of the religious arena, all of
which will be discussed in the following paragraphs.
Inclusive female images of Divine
Either male, female or neuter names were used to address the Divine in the
different tribal languages such as Terhuomia, Ukepenuopfü and Lijaba in Nagaland,
Pathien, Khuavang, and Khuanu in Mizoram, Ka Blei Synshar and U Blei Nong-thaw in
Meghalaya, Oramai among the Mao tribes in Manipur, et cetera. The literal
meanings and connotations of these names will be discussed in the following
sections. The Divine was believed to be the creator, the sustainer and the dispenser
of the universe and highly revered and respected among the tribals. Apart from the
Divine, they also worshiped different spirits during their daily agrarian activities –
harvesting, planting, cultivating et cetera – to appease the spirits with a view to
productivity, prosperity and protection in their lives.342
The notion of the Divine was well expressed through myths, legends and folk
stories of tribal oral traditions down the generations. 343 The Divine is often
addressed as mother, the one who procreates, the one who gives birth, nurtures
and sustains life. Among the Angami and Chakesang tribes of Nagaland, the Divine
is known by the name Ukepenuopfü and Ukiimiinupü which means “She who has
given birth to us.” The fact that the Divine is considered as the one who gave birth
or the one who procreates and the feminine ending pfü, clearly point to the fact that
the Divine was often perceived as female. Tribes like Mizos, Khasi, Jaintias and
Zemes had a dual understanding of the Divine: both as a father and as mother.
Apart from calling the Divine Pathien, among the Mizos, which implies ‘Holy
Father’, they also addressed the Divine by feminine names such as Khuanu, which
means ‘Mother God’ or Khuavang (gender neutral term for the Divine).344 The
Zemes of Manipur and Nagaland addressed the Divine with both a masculine name
called Tinggwang (King of universe) and a female name Tingrangpui or Hera Tingpui
(Mother of sky and heaven).345 Khasis and Jaintias believed in a male Divine, called
U Blei Pyrthat and a female Divine called Ka Blei Tri Kirod, who was believed to have
a motherly character. The Jaintias believed in the one supreme goddess Ka Blei
defeated in wars and come back empty handed when they went hunting. Sexual relations, especially just
before going to war or hunting were strictly prohibited, because that too would defile the hunter or the
warrior and might bring bad luck not only to that particular person but also to the whole group.
342 Roy, “The Dominating Motives in Jaintia Relgious Life,” The Tribes of Northeast India, 81.
343 A. Wati Longchar, The Traditional Tribal World View and Modernity (Jorhat: Barkataki & Co., Pvt., Ltd.,
1995), 9.
344 Zairema, “The Mizos and Their Religion,” Good News for North East India: A Theological Reader, edited by
Renthy Keitzar (Guwahati: ASCLC, 1995), 75. Cf. Lalrinawmi Ralte, “Tribal Eco-Feminist Spirituality,”
Breaking Silence: Theology from Asia Women, edited by Meehyun Chung (Delhi: ISPCK, 2006), 11.
345 Apele Thou, “The Role and Status of Zeliangrong Women: Past and Present,” Women Then and Now:
Sharing Untold Insights on Women of North East India,” edited by Narola Imchen & Eyingbeni Hiimtsoe
(Jorhat: Women Study Centre, ETC, 2011), 261.
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Synshar who runs and ministers heaven and earth.346 She is also the ruler of the
ancestral world, is in charge of the functioning of heaven and the earth, and is
concerned with the affairs of the creations.347 Again, the Nyishis of Arunachal
Pradesh believed in Ane-Donyi (Sun, the Mother Divinity) who is regarded as the
Ultimate Mother. She is a kind and benevolent Divinity who showers her kindness
on the people. She is considered to be the main procreator of both people, crops,
and always keeps the granaries filled. 348
There is folklore and a large number of myths that mention the female traits of the
Divine who created both heaven and earth and all the creatures upon the earth. A
well-known Mizo myth says,
In the beginning there was no earth, neither human beings nor animals.
There was however, a female goddess called Kauzingnu who created the earth.
Since the earth was dry and vegetation could not grow, this goddess opened
the windows of heaven and watered the dry earth and the green vegetation
grew well. In order to eat this green vegetation, human beings and animals
were created. Thus, creation was attributed to the feminine divinity. 349
This pre-colonial idea of a feminine deity that creates and nurtures creation, implies
that the tribals had a distinct female centered understanding of the Divine, based
on the mothering-nurturing context.350 The concept of giving birth, creativity, and
nurturer, which exclusively concerns women, opens up the perception of the
Divine through a more inclusive lens.
Female spirit images and spiritualities
Tribals focused profoundly on the worship of spirits. In the tenyidie dialect, Ruopfü
(Spirit) had a very important place in Primal religion, in fact the whole of creation
was considered to be animated with Ruopfü, which had a feminine connotation. The
belief that spirits animate all creatures, formed the essence of tribal people’s
religious beliefs. 351 Certain elements, rocks, trees, lakes, rivers, or a particular place
were revered because they were believed to be animated with Ruopfü. These spirits
could be either benevolent or malevolent and of either sex. 352 The benevolent
Roy, “The Dominating Motives in Jaintia Religious Life,” The Tribes of Northeast India, 83-84.
Roy, “The Dominating Motives in Jaintia Religious Life,” The Tribes of Northeast India, 84.
348 “Traditional Religious Beliefs, Practices and Impacts of Christianity Among the Nyishis,”
http://www.slideshare.net/Tarh/traditional-religious-beliefs-practices-and-impacts-of-christianity-amongthe-nyishis (Accessed on 12 December, 2013).
349 Margaret Ch. Zama, “Origin Myths of the Mizo: Mizoram,” India International Centre Quarterly, 32/2& 3
(2005): 7.
350 Lalrinawmi Ralte, “Tribal Eco-Feminist Spirituality,” Breaking Silence: Theology from Asian Women,” edited
by Meehyun Chung (Delhi: ISCPK, 2006), 11.
351 Christopher Augustus Bixel Tirkey, Religion: Primal Religion (New Delhi: ISCPK, 2005), 176.
352 The tribals feared the malevolent spirits who were actually the spirits of people who died an unnatural
death because of an accident, death at childbirth, et cetera. It is believed that such malevolent spirits were
called Rhuotse and that they caused misfortunes, sickness and natural calamities. The people offered
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spirits were felt to be responsible for the prosperity and welfare of the villages,
while the malevolent spirits were considered to be destructive and causing
suffering, sickness, accidents, sudden death and mental illness. 353 The benevolent
spirits guarded the community or village from diseases, epidemics, pestilence and
natural calamities and devastations, such as crop failure, storms, and floods. Among
the Tenyiemia, there was a belief in a female spirit of bountifulness and fruitfulness,
called Miawenuo. She kept pebbles of different kinds wrapped as gifts in a bag,
which she always carried with her and gave to the people to whom she made
herself visible. Anyone who met her was believed to become prosperous and rich
in life. Among the Adis, a tribal group in Arunachal Pradesh, well-known female
spirits, called Kine-nane and Mopin, were believed to be spirits of wealth, prosperity,
welfare, peace, and wisdom.354
In short: Spirits were profoundly respected and revered amongst the tribals of
Northeast India.
For insight into tribal female spirituality with a view to a holistic co-existence of all
creation, a widely known story amongst the Tenyiemia of Nagaland and Manipur
will be used as a guideline. This folk story is about a mother and her three children:
a human being, a tiger and a spirit.355
There lived a woman called Dziiliimosiiro (“Purest Water” or “Crystal Clear
Water”) in a Mao village in Manipur. One day, in a place called Makhriifü,
while she was resting under a tree with her legs wide apart, a cluster of cloud
suddenly appeared and drops of liquid came into her vagina. This resulted in
a pregnancy and after some months, she gave birth to a tiger, a spirit and a
man. The mother looked after her children with utmost care. When old age
came, the mother became sick and weak. Therefore, her children took turns
in staying with her during the day to take care of her. On the days the tiger
stayed with the mother, she often became more sick and worried because the
tiger always pointed to the fleshy part of her body which he could eat when
she died. Whenever the man stayed with her for the day, the mother felt
more at ease and relaxed because he took good care of her. The tiger always
insisted that he would take the land once their mother died and planned that
the other two brothers should leave as soon as their mother died. The
sacrifices to these malevolent spirits to appease them and for good health. Each spirit was feared,
worshipped and appeased in different ways. Their worship of the spirits gave anthropologists, sociologists
and the Christian missionaries the idea that tribal religions worshiped only malevolent, mischievous and
dangerous spirits. Cf. Wati Longchar, The Traditional Tribal World View and Modernity, 19. Cf. Jonnathan H.
Thumra, “The Primal Religious Traditions,” Religious Traditions in India, edited by P.S. Daniel, D.C. Scoot,
and G.R. Singh (New Delhi: ISCPK, 2001), 49. Tirkey, Religion: Primal Religion, 176.
353 M.M. Thomas & R.W. Taylor, Tribal Awakening (Bangalore: The Christian Institute of the Study of
Religion and Society, 1965), 125.
354 T. Raatan, History of Religion and Culture of North East India, 47.
355 X.P. Mao, “The Origin of Tiger, Spirit and Humankind: A Mao Naga Myth,” indianfolklore.org
/journals/index.php/IFL/article/viewFile/104/115 (Accessed on 11 November, 2016).
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mother thought that she should assign a proper habitat to her children
before she died, so that they could peacefully co-exist with each other in
their own suitable habitats. Therefore, the mother organized a competition
between the tiger and the man. She gathered them and pointed at a ball
made of grass that was placed far away and said: whoever runs forward and
first touches the target will inherit the land. Being the youngest and the most
vulnerable, his mother knew that the man could never win the competition.
Therefore, she instructed him to make a bow and an arrow and hit the target
before reaching the target. As instructed by his mother, the man hit the
targeted ball with the arrow and when it moved, he said, “My elder brothers,
I am the first to touch.” Since the ball moved, the tiger had to give in. Later
on their mother died when the tiger was not at home and therefore the spirit
and the man buried their mother inside the house. When the tiger came back
and asked for their mother, they told him that she vanished into thin air as
soon as she died and thus they saved the mortal remains of their mother
from being eaten by the tiger. As decided, the tiger went to the jungle, the
man lived in the village and the spirit lived both in the village and the jungle.
The name of the mother Dziiliimosiiro, meaning “purest water,” shows the purity of
the female essence of the creator. The name of the mother as a natural element in
the form of “water” shows the fluidity and flexibility of the female notion of
spirituality that does away with rigidity and opens up new horizons, like the
sustaining nature of the Divine, because water is the basic element needed for life
and existence in general. The characteristics of water in reflecting, cleansing and
purifying, cooling, quenching thirst, soothing, dissolving and crystallizing, run in
tandem with tribal spirituality. Water washes away rigidities, brings about
flexibilities and is accommodative. In the myth, the mother gave birth to three
different elements, yet she took care of them without any hesitation or partiality. In
the story, the female essence of creativity and the inter-relatedness of all creatures
living as one family in one household are delineated in a powerful manner. The
mother nourished them according to their needs and shrewdly worked for a
peaceful co-existence of all creatures. When the mother found that the man was
more docile than the tiger and the spirit, she decided that it was appropriate for
him to live in the village, whereas she thought that the jungle would best suit the
tiger, because he is more ferocious, aggressive and strong. The story makes us see
the reflection of a female spirituality in the mother’s efforts for a holistic and
continuous process of becoming. Spirituality in a tribal religious context is always
perceived within the framework of justice, equality, peace, prosperity and wisdom
for all.356

My mother, Lt. Neizovü Rüpreo, has narrated this folk story to me on several occasions. The story can
also be found in several internet sources and has indeed given leeway to many interpretations. The above
one is my personal interpretation.
356
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The Role of Women in religious rites and rituals
In many of the writings about Primal religion, the notion persists that women never
played the role of priests, because it is usually assumed that men are supposed to be
priests based on a hereditary right that was passed down from the father to the
son.357 Yet, when we look at the roles that women played in religious rites and
rituals, one cannot deny the fact that women functioned as priests in many religious
spheres, even though they never held the right to the office of priesthood.358 In
many of the religious rites, women were the initiators who started a rite or a ritual,
after which the whole village community followed. They also arranged and
provided for all the things needed for rituals in the form of food, rice beer, clothes,
tools, weapons and other materials. The rites and rituals could be both domestic
and public, with women playing initiating roles and carrying crucial responsibilities.
Domestic rites and rituals
The mother and the grandmother along with the elderly male members of the
family, were the transmitters of religious knowledge to the next generations. They
imparted all the significant details of the religious rites and rituals. In that sense,
women along with men played a predominant part in imparting religious education.
They played the role of a religious teacher and did not only teach the young women
the actual rites and rituals, but also their significance and importance. The wives
and mothers led almost all the family rites and rituals, which were observed to
appease the household deities and the ancestral spirits. Though the tribal men took
the lead in many cases, there were a number of rituals, which women initiated at
home, and these religious rituals were never complete without the roles of the
women. For instance, while celebrating the festival called Sekrenyi, certain rites and
rituals were observed to appease the spirits. The women initiated the process of the
ten days series of household rites and celebrations, with the rite called Ki Zhie. The
woman would take a few drops of rice beer from the Zhumho (the top of the beer
filled container) and drop them on leaves, which were then placed at the three main
posts of the house that supported the whole house structure, so that the series of
rites and festivities could continue. 359 In such a process, the tribal women became
the main agents in initiating and inaugurating the festivals and conducting the
rituals for the whole community. In the family circle, the Khasis and Jaintias of
Meghalaya worshiped the spirits of their ancestors of the clan, apart from
worshiping other spirits. They believed that these spirits could inflict much pain
and sorrow if all the funeral and commemorative rites were not performed.
Women also played an important role in the rites of feeding the dead, and also

Bonita Aleaz, Emergent Women: Mizo Women’s Perspective (New Delhi: A Mittal Publications, 2005), 24.
T. Vanlaltani, “History of Mizo Women and Future Hope,” No More Sorrow in God’s Garden of Justice,
edited by Limatual Longkumer (Jorhat: Women Study Centre, 2007), 95.
359 The Festival of Cleansing is observed amongst the Tenyimia Nagas.
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when later, within a year, the placement of the deceased person’s bones in the
family cairn would follow.360
Public/Community rites and rituals
Tribal women actively participated in the communal and village rites and rituals.
Agriculture was the main source of life for the tribals and therefore rites and rituals
associated with agricultural activities were very crucial. Women initiated many of
those agricultural rituals and rites. During the sowing season, a woman played the
role of the first sower, called Tsakro (“first to sow seeds”). The whole community
would wait for the eldest woman of the village to inaugurate, in her role as the first
sower, the sowing season by planting rice in the field. After this rite, the whole
community would start sowing the seeds. Among the Poumai tribe of Manipur,
women inaugurated the process of sowing with the festival called Taithounii (“seed
sowing festival”). In this ritual, the mother of the family offered a few drops of rice
beer to the Divine. In the absence of a mother in the family, the eldest daughter of
the family would perform the ritual and only then could the sowing season begin. 361
As was said earlier, before they would harvest their yearlong work, the tribals also
observed certain rites and rituals. When the grains were ready to be harvested,
women played the role of Liedepfii (“first to reap” or “first reaper”). A specific day
was fixed on which the oldest woman of the village would reap a few heads of
crop, whereas the whole village observed genna and stayed at home.362 Once the old
woman had performed the rites for harvesting, the next day the villagers could go
and start harvesting. Among the Maos of Manipur, once the rice from the paddy
had been gathered, the mother of the family initiated rites for opening the granary.
On the ceremonial day, every member went out in search of crabs in streams, and
the mother of every household went to the granary to offer burnt crabs. She then
blessed and opened the granary. The reason behind offering crabs as a sacrifice was
that crabs are able to lay hundreds of eggs, which symbolizes abundance, and thus
the offering was believed to take care of a bountiful harvest and full granaries. 363
Women also performed other public rites, at weddings, child naming ceremonies
and events of piercing children’s ears. 364 They carried out the rites of taking holy
water and the holy bathing of a new born child on the fifth day and the rites when
couples hosted the Feast of Merit. The latter Feast was hosted by a well-to-do or
rich member of the village and the whole village would come to eat, drink and have
a good time together, irrespective of their gender or status. A man who hosted the
Passah, “Role of Khasi-Jaintia Women of the Meghalaya Plateau in Pre-Colonial Society and
Economy,” Society and Economy of North-East India, 60.
361 Vasti, “Poumai Women,” Women Then and Now: Sharing Untold Insights on women of North East India, 316.
362 These women could be either married, widowed or single, but had to be the oldest in years.
363 Akhrole Kenye, “Women’s Position in the Traditional Mao Naga Soceity,” Women Then and Now:
Sharing Untold Insights on Women of North East India, edited by Narola Imchen and Eyingbeni Humtsoe
(Jorhat: Women Study Centre, 2011), 352.
364 Vasti, “Poumai Women,” Women Then and Now: Sharing Untold Insights on Women of North East India, 315.
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Feast of Merit would be socially elevated to a higher position for the rest of his life,
which was often signified by the ornaments he wore and the patterns on his shawl.
Though such a feast might create division among the members of a specific
community, it could also encourage the recognition of sharing a communitarian
life. However, an unmarried person could never host a feast like this even if he was
rich enough. The lack of data limits the understanding of the wife’s precise role in
this feast, but it is certain that she blessed the wooden vats of rice wine or rice beer
before giving them to the village.365 Moreover, the criterion that a man should have
a wife for hosting this feast, does indicate that she had a quite important and
influential role in promoting the husband’s status in the society.
Women as Shamans or Terhuo Pe (Divine’s Bridge)
The Shamanistic tradition constitutes an important part of Primal religion and the
culture of the tribals. Shamans were known by different names in tribal languages
but one of the most important names with which to address them, was Terhuo Pe,
which literally means “Divine’s bridge.” These women played important roles as
healers who were often considered important and respected. They acted as
mediators or intermediaries between spirits and the actual world, in their roles of
priest and prophet, thus acting indeed as a bridge between the Divine and the
mortals. When taking important decisions, for example regarding war or the
direction for Jhum cultivation, the tribals paid close attention to certain omen by
performing certain rites and rituals to determine whether their endeavors would be
successful or not.366 If, after performing the rites, the male priests were still
confused or not sure about their omen, they would seek the advice of the elderly
women shamans as to which direction they should cultivate their land that
particular year so that the harvest could be bountiful. The villagers often sought the
advice of Shamans on dealing with certain ventures such as waging war, taking
cultivation in a certain direction or hunting on particular days, so that these
ventures would prove successful. 367
Since time immemorial, Shamans acted as healers with rituals and herbs, which
brings their close affinity with nature to light. When the sick person was brought to
them, they often used certain leaves of wild shrubs which they spread on the
patient’s stomach, while chanting the words “pain be cured now.” 368 Their
shamanistic works helped them to earn their daily living and the respect of the
inhabitants of their village. Their role as mediator between the Divine and human
beings, their abilities to interpret dreams, heal, and give valuable advice to the
Tingneidong G. Kipgen, Women’s Role in the 20 Century Manipur: A Historical Study (Delhi: Kalpaz
Publications, 2010), 144.
366 Jhum cultivation is a form of “shifting cultivation,” practiced among the tribes, meaning that each
season they leave one plot of land for another more fertile area of cultivation.
367 Lungsanliu, “Role and Status of Rongmei Naga Women in the Traditional and Present Society,” Women
Then and Now: Sharing Untold Insights on Women of North East India, 14.
368 Hongla, “The Status of Phom Women,” Women Then and Now: Sharing Untold Insights on Women of North
East India, edited by Narola Imchen and Eyingbeni Huumtsoe (Jorhat: Women Study Centre, 2011), 327.
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people equaled the role of a priest. The concept of Shamans will be discussed in
more detail in the next paragraphs.
The description of the role of tribal women in the pre-colonial period has clarified
that women were not mute spectators but were influential in every possible area
and actively participated in all aspects of life. They played important roles in the
social, economic, political, and religious spheres of the pre-colonial tribal context.
c.
Pheemooekee as a resisting agent in pre-colonial period
Since folk stories not only contain the worldview, aspirations, desires and histories
but also are a source of inspiration in fashioning a moral code and provide a sense
of belonging to a community, they are very important sources for understanding
the primal context. 369 It is for us to read in between the lines of these sources to
know what took place in history and to glean the positive and liberative aspects that
can be empowering. With that in mind, the folktale of a Mizo tribal woman called
Pheemooekee will now be discussed. The folktale reads:
Before the white people came and before the Lushai language was caught
trampled in books, many poets and minstrels sang their songs in the villages
of Lushai hill. 370 The most famous of them all was a young woman called
Peehmooakee, who sings beautifully. Ever since her young age, Peehmooakee
loved to hear the tales told by the old people which constitute tales of
adventures, tales of wonderful creatures in the forest, and the legends that
had been told by mother to daughter and by father to son for many
generations. She loved to listen to the songs which the old people sang at the
feast, especially when the rice had been gathered in, and everyone knows that
there was food for all to eat for many months ahead. Then all hearts were
merry and the elders would join in a happy time of feasting. Peehmooakee
loved to sit near the old people when they were singing even when they sang
for many hours without ceasing. She learned by heart all the songs and all
those she heard, so that no other girl or boy or even men or women, except
those who were very old, knew half as many songs and stories as Peehmooakee
did as a little girl.
By and by, she grew up into a good and beautiful woman. She knew so much
about the poets and the songs who had lived long before and since music
was in her heart, she was bound to sing like the birds which need no other
teacher but their own joy. She herself began to compose songs and to sing
them. She sang them when she went to the rice field and began to saw seed.
She sang them when she went there in the rainy season to pluck the great
weeds that choke the young rice plant. She sang merrily in the time of
harvest. In the fields and in the house, she was always happy and always
369
370

Margaret MacDonald, Traditional Storytelling Today (Chicago: Fitzroy Dearborn Publishers, 1999), 10.
Lushai language is the Mizo dialect spoken in Mizoram.
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singing. Her songs were so sweet that other people learned them from her
and they passed these songs from village to village throughout the land. All
the people in every part of the country loved to sing the songs that
Peehmooakee sang.
This continued for several years but by and by trouble came for the sweet
singer. The chief became jealous of Peehmooakee’s fame and his counselors
flamed his ill feeling. They all got together in the chief’s house and discussed
secretly what they should do to Peehmooakee so that she might not annoy
them anymore. At length they devised a most heartless plan, which on the
next day they proceeded to put into execution. They had a large pit dug and
having seized Peehmooakee, they dragged her to that pit and began to bury her
in it. In the pit, she continued to sing even when they were covering her with
earth and stones. Even when the cruel people thought they had put an end
to her, there came from the ground the sound of singing and the music of
her song. Their cruelty was sufficient to make her suffer but not to prevent
her from singing. And to this day all in Lushai land remember and sing her
songs.371
Singing constituted a very important part of the tribals’ life. The tribals sang on
every eventful occasion of their lives. On occasions like festivals, they came
together in a group and sang melodious songs with meaningful lyrics. Their songs
could be festive, melancholic or religious songs. These songs speak about their
histories, triumphs and victories, their joys, sorrows, pains, love, aspirations,
dreams, desires and hopes. In the songs, they found happiness, expression and
release of their suppressed emotions and feelings. In the above story, Peehmooakee
was interested in singing and so the story relates that she stayed with the old
people, to hear their stories, legends and singing. Her love of singing and her sitting
together with the elderly people who acted as teachers for the community speaks
volumes about her thirst and quest for knowledge and wisdom, her love for singing
and giving voice to her longings, hopes and desires. Her passion for knowledge and
expressing herself bore fruit, as it is said that there is none in the land who knew as
much as she did. Her innate desire of expressing herself found scope in her singing
and her fame grew far and wide with people singing her songs because she knew
much more than any person of her time. She influenced people far and near with
her songs. Peehmooake represents the many women of her time in the tribal society
who were intelligent, persistent in their efforts and quest for knowledge and who
made their voices heard. Unfortunately, empire intervened so that most of those
voices never reached us.
Her fame, knowledge and ability to express herself, to influence people and to gain
popularity became a soar in the eyes of the patriarchal structured society and finally
S.N. Barkataki, Tribal Folk-tales of Assam (Hills) (Gauhati: Publication Board, 1970), 4-5. Cf. Suhas
Chatterjee, Mizo Chiefs and The Chiefdom (New Delhi: M.D. Publications Pvt. Ltd., 1995), 52.
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her own villagers killed her. Nevertheless, the story does not just end with her
being killed. Instead, her resisting power against the structures and institutions and
her persistent singing demonstrate her lasting power even after she was buried
alive. This narration validates the fact that the voices of women were suppressed
and that they were expected to remain within the constrictions of the domestic life.
This story is a very apt example of how, over the centuries, established institutions
always suppressed any kind of movement especially initiated by women. But even
though the story ends tragically, comfort and encouragement can be drawn from
her resistance to the domination and the continuation of her voice, her singing. Her
voice persists as a reverberating underground voice. The reality that her songs
became very famous and were sang by people until today sends out a clear message
about her efficiency in composing and singing songs and her influence on society.
This folktale helps us to glean that woman could be quite influential in the precolonial period and vehemently resisted their oppression.
As a conclusion to tracing women in the pre-colonial context, we can say that
despite the strong patriarchal and male dominated society with its own flaws,
women still found the opportunities to play important roles in all spheres of life.
They were actively involved in family and social life. Economically and politically,
they made themselves visible and contributed to the community. In the political
arena, in spite of being excluded from meeting places, women still occasionally
became queens, widow chiefs and influenced the political decisions through their
valuable advices and encouragement. Above all, women played influential roles in
the religious spheres. Female images or characteristics of the Divine, as well as of
spirits were plentiful and popularly known. There were many opportunities for
women to perform rites and rituals on both the family and communal level. They
played vital roles in every aspect of life and their contributions cannot be ignored.
They were never mute submissive members but they were vibrant and active.
Furthermore, they resisted the power of empire through the various means that
were accessible to them. Women acted as priestesses, mediators, healers, advisors,
et cetera. It was in this context that colonial imperialism and missionaries intruded.
In the following paragraphs, we will see how colonial ideologies and conversion
through missionaries restructured gender constructions.
2.

The tribal women and colonial space (1826-1945)

During the early part of the 18th century, the smaller kingdoms in the plains of
Northeast India were again subdued and occupied by the Mughal empire, while the
hilly areas remained unaffected. Each village was led by a chief and had its own
small political entity immersed in Primal religion. It was in this context that the
British colonizers and the missionaries entered the hilly regions in the 18 th century.
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The British colonial rule extended its rule over Northeast India at different
intervals of time between 1826-1895.372
The British East India Company had its eyes on Assam since 1761 for annexation,
but it was the signing of the Treaty of Yandaboo on February 24, 1826, that
formally opened the floodgates and made it possible for the British to enter the
Northeast regions and it marked the beginning of the British rule in Assam. 373
British colonialism also gained momentum in the other parts of the Northeast after
the Revolt of 1857.374 The British empire eventually took control of the Khasi Hills
by establishing their rule in Meghalaya after suppressing the uprising of the Jaintias
in 1862.375 The colonizers encountered the Nagas in 1832 in the process of finding
their route to Manipur and Burma. They faced fierce resistance from the Nagas
when they had to pass through the land of the Nagas. It was only in 1872, after
defeating the Angamis, that the British empire was able to establish their rule in
Nagaland.376 Mizoram and Manipur came under the British rule after much
resistance in 1891.377
The missionaries set foot on the soil of Northeast India even before the colonizers.
Since 1800, western missionaries were seeking an overland route into South West
China through the Northeastern region, because access via the eastern seacoast of
China was impossible. Two Portuguese Catholic Jesuits, Fr. Cacella and Bro. Cabral
arrived in Assam as early as 1626, but their mission did not progress effectively. 378
The first protestant mission, called the Serampore mission, which was originally a
Danish mission, entered the Northeast region in the Nogaon district of Assam in
1811 and started their activities, but did not survive. As was the case in any other
colonial context, missionaries became very active with the coming of colonization.
Assam in 1761, Mizoram 1895, Nagaland in 1878, Manipur 1891, Meghalaya in 1835, etc. Cf. J.B.
Bhattacharjee, “Colonization of Economy in North-East India,” Society and Economy of North-East India,
edited by David R.S. Yiemlieh and Manorama Sharma (New Delhi: Regency Publications, 2006), 19.
373 As soon as the British occupied Assam, the Burmese Ruler started intervening in this area, which
turned out to be a threat to the British rule. Thus, an Anglo-Burmese war broke out in 1824, the Burmese
were defeated, the 1826 Treaty of Yandaboo was signed, and the Burmese king abstained from entering
into the Northeast region. Cf. Lalsangkima Pachuau, Ethnic Identity and Christianity: A Socio-Historical and
Missiological Study of Christianity in Northeast India with Special Reference to Mizoram (Frankfurt am Main: Peter
Lang, 2002), 59-61. Cf. A. Mackenzie, The North-East Frontier of India (New Delhi: Mittal Publications,
1884), 269-270.
374 The revolt of 1857 is considered to be the Indian’s first war of independence against the British rule. It
started in Merut on the 10th of May 1857 and spread to other parts of India. Cf. “Postcolonial Studies @
Emory,” http://postcolonialstudies.emory.edu/sepoy-mutiny-of-1857/ (Accessed on 11 April, 2014).
375 “Meghalaya Profile,” http://www.meghalayaonline.in/About/Profile/history/index.html#sthash.gEq
Wlic9.dpuf (Accessed on 11 April, 2014).
376 Mamguis, “Consolidation of British Powers in the Naga Hills,” http://mamguis.blogspot.nl/2009/04
/consolidation-of-british-powers-in-naga.html (Accessed on 11 April, 2014).
377 C. Nunthara, Mizoram: Society and Polity (New Delhi: Indus Publishing Company, 1996), 119. Cf.
Pachuau, Ethnic Identity and Christianity: A Socio-Historical and Missiological Study of Christianity in Northeast India
with Special Reference to Mizoram, 62.
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In 1836, an American Baptist mission entered Assam, while at the same time the
Welsh Methodist Mission took over the ruins of the Serampore Mission in 1841
and extended its mission to Meghalaya. These missions became the two major
missions in Assam and Meghalaya. The American Baptist Mission worked in upper
Assam and the Garo hills of Meghalaya and finally crept into the Naga Hills in
1872.379 In 1894, the Arthington Aborigines Mission was established in Mizoram. 380
Once they had settled in Mizoram, a missionary called William Pettigrew moved
more southward and entered Manipur in 1894. Here, he collaborated with the
American Baptist Mission in 1896 and established a mission field. The New
Zealand Baptist Mission, working in Bangladesh, entered into Tripura in 1938, but
by then the Mizos, Garos and Khasi were already settled in Tripura since 1917. In
1836, the American Baptist Mission entered the region of Arunachal Pradesh, but
nothing much was achieved until 1905. The Salvatorian Fathers 381 started their
catholic mission in this region in 1906. 382
Apart from these major missions, several others, for instance the Jesuits Mission,
the Salesians Mission, the Anglicans, the Lutherans, the Australian Baptist Mission,
the Baptist General conference of America and the Salvation Army crept into
different parts of Northeast India.383 In the process of evangelizing, the American
Baptist Mission, the Welsh Mission and the Arthington Mission were quite
successful amongst the tribals, especially among those living in the hilly terrains.
Though different missions came from many separate backgrounds and
denominations, they had a common goal: evangelizing the so-called “pagans” with
the motto “For God and Empire.”384 While the missionaries made enormous
sacrifices for their mission of spreading the gospel, they were not free from a
colonial, biased attitude, which was a preconditioned perception. The colonizers
and the missionaries worked hand in hand in propagating the gospel and extending
the empire together.
2.1.

Re-reading the intertwining relations between the colonizers and the
missionaries
a.
The inter-relationship of colonialism and mission
Colonialism and mission endeavors were intrinsically intertwined in the Northeast
Indian context and it is difficult to talk about either of them separately because they
Milton S. Sangma, History of American Baptist Mission in North-East India (1836-1950) (Delhi: Mittal
Publications, 1987), 218-221.
380 Lalsangkima Pachuau, “Robert Arthington jr. and the Arthington Aborigines Mission,” Indian Church
History Review, 28 (1994): 105-116.
381 The Salvatorian Mission came from Germany. The German Society of Catholic Education was known
to be Salvatorian.
382 Nabam Tadar Rikam, Emerging Religious Identities of Arunachal Pradesh: A Study of Nyishi Tribe (Delhi:
Mittal Publication, 2005), 83.
383 Pachuau, Ethnic Identity and Christianity: A Socio-Historical and Missiological Study of Christianity in Northeast
India with Special Reference to Mizoram, 65-66.
384 Reginald A. Lorrain, Five Years in the Unknown Jungles: For God and Empire (London: Lakher Pioneer
Missions, 1912), 18.
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were like the two sides of the same coin. There was no clear delineation between
colonization and mission, because they followed and enhanced each other. The
main motive of the colonial expedition was not only the geographical or material
conquest, but also conversion, and thus Christianity became an important part of
colonization. In his speech to the English colonizers, King Edward vi instructed his
army, saying: “The service of Christianity must be the chief motive of their colonial
expeditions.” Wherever a colony was established, the political power always invited
the missionaries to join them and seek their cooperation because the colonizers felt
that colonizing as such could never consolidate their authority if the colonized
people did not become Christians.385 Northeast India did not escape this imperial
ideology. Ample examples of how colonizers encouraged and invited missionaries
and mission fields to join them can be found in the history of mission in this area.
David Scott, the first political Commissioner of Assam, painstakingly attempted to
converse the people. He invited the Serampore Mission, 386 that already existed
independently in West Bengal, to set-up their mission in Assam.387 Francis Jenkins,
the successor of Scott, invited the American Baptist Missionary Union to open its
station in upper Assam with the aim to enter China from Assam. With
encouragement and help from the colonizers, the American Baptist Mission
became the first permanent Protestant Mission in Northeast India.388 The political
administrators also contributed to the mission’s projects once their mission fields
were established.
Looking at the work of the missionaries, it becomes apparent that they joined the
colonizers in their empire-building project. 389 Sometimes the missionaries played
the role of both a missionary and a nationalist at the same time by displaying their
national prejudices and spreading the gospel as a matter of “patriotic honor” and
“national duty.”390 The missionaries and the mission movements appeared to be
effective forms of colonization, because missionaries did not use force but
integrated more deeply into the life of the people through friendly attitudes and
actions, causing the indigenous people to be more open to them. Thus, the
Joanna Heath, Lengkhawm Zai: A Singing Tradition of Mizo Christianity in Northeast India (Durham Thesis)
(Durham: Durham University, 2013). http://etheses.dur.ac.uk/6376/1/Thesis_Complete.pdf (Accessed
on 24 October, 2013).
386 A mission which first started in West Bengal with three missionaries, namely William Carey, Joshua
Marshman and William Ward belonging to the Baptist Missionary Society. They settled in a place called
Serampore in West Bengal, started translating the Bible in local dialects and expanded their mission to
neighboring places.
387 Serampore mission severed its tie with the Baptist Missionary Society in 1827, but when they reunited
in 1837, the Serampore Mission left this region. Brain Stanley, The History of the Baptist Missionary Society
1792-1992 (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1992), 29-33.
388 A.K. Gurney, “History of the Sibsagar Field,” The Assam Mission of the American Baptist Missionary
Union: Papers and Discussion of the Jubilee Conference held in Nowgong, December 18-29, 1886
(Calcutta: Baptist Mission Press, 1887), 20.
389 Heath, Lengkhawm Zai: A Singing Tradition of Mizo Christianity in Northeast India, 71.
390 Lal Dena, “History of Christianity in North East India,” History of Christianity in North East India. Cf.
http://kukiforum.com/2010/06/history-of-christianity-in-norht-east-india-2 (Accessed on 10 November,
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missionaries represented the softer tone of colonialism. The indigenous people
became more loyal to the missionaries because they received beneficial amenities
such as material goods, medicine and education. While the colonial state conquered
and governed the locals, the missionaries in a way enticed the people to be faithful
to the British colonizers. As such, we can see that the colonizers and the
missionaries reinforced each other.391 In those places, where the colonial system
was legitimized by the missionaries even through their charitable work, the native
people were not able to distinguish the “white man who preached” from the “white
man who ruled.”392
In her study of the relationship between colonialism and mission in Mizoram and
Manipur, the historian Lal Dena concludes, “On the whole, the (colonial)
government official had a friendly attitude towards Christian missions, and
missionaries considered colonialism important because each partner gets tangible
benefits out of it.” Yet he also expressed his critique that “This mutual
interconnection, however partial or temporary it might be, had done almost an
irreparable damage to the credibility of Christians missions.” 393 According to Dena,
the missionaries made it easier for colonizers to gain political control over the
native people and this usually happened when the missionaries and the government
belonged to the same nationality.394
b.
Mapping colonialists’ attitude
The terms the Mizos of Mizoram used when addressing the colonizers and the
missionaries speak volumes about the colonizers’ attitude towards the tribals. They
addressed the colonizers as Lal man tu, meaning “the one who catches the chiefs”
and called the missionaries Thlarau man tu, meaning the “one who catches the
spirit.” Addressing the colonizers and the missionaries in this manner obviously
points to the fact that the hegemonic attitudes of the colonizers and missionaries
were overwhelmingly present. The double equation of Christianity = civilization
and paganism = barbarism reflected the reality and the intense negative outlook on
the colonized. 395 As a result, “civilizing the savage” was the apparent ideology of
both the colonizers and the missionaries. Colonial writers described the tribals of
Northeast India as people with a low mental capacity and the lowest in the scale of
civilization.396 This superiority complex and the “greater than thou” attitude
Heath, Lengkhawm Zai: A Singing Tradition of Mizo Christianity in Northeast India, 71.
Lal Dena, Christian Missions and Colonialism: A Study of Missionary Movement in Northeast India with Particular
Reference to Manipur and Lushai Hills 1894-1947 (Shillong: Vendrame Institute, 1988), 117.
393 Dena, Christian Missions and Colonialism: A Study of Missionary Movement in Northeast India with
Particular Reference to Manipur and Lushai Hills 1894-1947, 117.
394 Dena, “History of Christianity in North East India,” History of Christianity in North East India, np.
395 Lal Dena, “History of Christianity in North East India,” History of Christianity in North East India, np.
396 Hyde Clark is quoted in S.E. Peale, “The Nagas and Neighbouring Tribes,” The Journal of the
Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, 3 (1874): 478. Cf. Gertrude M. Godden, “Naga and Other
Frontier Tribes of North-East India,” The Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, 27
(1898): 9.
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marked the approach of the colonizers, missionaries and the western
anthropologists. Just after his three months visit to Naga Hills in 1922, Henry
Balfour, a British anthropologist, stated in his presidential address in the British
Folklore that “bringing civilization to the ‘primitive’ people was not simply a
responsibility, but the White person’s right as well.” He further stressed that “We
all share in the responsibilities arising from our assumption of the right to control
the destinies of peoples in a backward state of culture. Our prestige is at stake.” In
his conclusion he reminded his fellow society members of their responsibility,
challenging them by saying, “Our conscientious aim is to raise the savage to a
higher level … by evolution, not by revolution.”397
The missionaries had no less disdain for the tribals’ socio-cultural and religious
traditions. As mentioned above, the perception that Christianity and “civilizing the
savage” always walked hand-in-hand was an obvious reality. 398 In their interaction
with the tribals’ socio-cultural and religious practices, missionaries branded the
non-Christian and pre-Christian tribal traditions and cultures, as evil and
considered them to be a part of heathenism. 399 The landscapes were often
described as “the wilds of barbarism,” 400 and the people as “those savage wilds.” 401
The belief that once these tribals were civilized and Christianized, they would
become a “worthy race” was a common assumption. 402 Such dark and prejudicial
perceptions of the tribals led to an intense and passionate desire to colonize,
convert and civilize the tribals. E.W. Clark, known as the first American missionary
to Nagaland, regarded the Nagas as “by far the most pure pagans,” who “are sitting
in gross darkness … and to whom we are under obligations to give it” (the gospel),
perceiving the Naga Hills as “the paradise of the head-hunters,”403 where
“heathenish darkness and ignorance reign supreme.” 404
Thus, the mission to the Nagas began essentially as a strategy for colonial
pacification and civilization. With its so called “civilizing mission” conversion, that
consisted of establishing educational institutions and providing medical services,
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the colonizers totally denounced the indigenous culture which they branded as
primitive, evil, superstitious, and finally leading to eternal damnation.405
c.
Impact of colonization and mission work on the tribes
After enjoying a separate and independent existence for a long time, the tribals
were absolutely used to their freedom. Consequently, when the colonizers invaded
the tribal regions, they strongly resisted the foreign invaders and fought against the
British rule in order to preserve their freedom, identity, and their socio-religious
and cultural traditions. They resisted the foreign rule strongly even when the British
had far more sophisticated weapons than their simple machetes, spears, bows, and
arrows.406
After conquering the tribals, the colonizers and missionaries found it difficult to
break into the social and religious life of the tribals as the latter were reluctant to
relinquish their traditional faith. Yet, the hard life and severe natural calamities such
as the enormous earthquake of 1897, followed by the severe famine in 1911-1912,
forced the tribals to submit to colonization and embrace Christianity. 407 A
significant number of tribals became Christians only after failing to resist the
colonial rule. For instance, the resistance of the Jaintia in 1862-1863 in Meghalaya,
the Kuki Rebellion of 1817-19 in Manipur and the failure of the Zeliangrong
Movement in the early 1930s led to an enormous wave of conversion.408
Colonialism and mission work had a both positive and negative impact on the
tribes of Northeast India. While on the one hand colonialism and mission brought
the gospel, education and other beneficial factors, they also brought unequal power
structures, and reinforced the ideology of the racial and cultural superiority of the
colonizer.409
Education
Wherever the colonizer goes, religion and education follow suit, and this is
precisely what happened in Northeast India. Education had an enormous positive
impact on the tribals. It opened their perception of a wider horizon, which
ultimately elevated them to the status of early literates. These early literates also
happened to be the early converts. Education gave them more opportunities for
earning their living rather than depending on just agricultural production, or by
serving the British as translators and doing small jobs. Unfortunately, the education
that was introduced was rather rudimentary because it was introduced with the
main objective to enable the converts to read the Bible and the hymns in their own
Ralte, “Tribal Eco-Feminist Spirituality,” Breaking Silence: Theology from Asian Women,” 12.
S.L. Marbaniang, “They Sacrificed but Not in Vain,” http://meghalayatimes.info/index.php/cfm
/16554-they-sacrificed-but-not-in-vain (Accessed on 21 May, 2013).
407 The earthquake of 1897 and the most severe famine in 1911-1912 in Mizoram led to an enormous
number of converts.
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vernacular languages and to take on small clerical jobs. 410 The missionaries, along
with the colonizers started producing a number of biblical booklets and hymns in
local dialects. The translation of portions of the Bible, biblical stories, prayers and
hymns was meant to help the people in their spiritual growth. Missionaries also
educated indigenous people to translate Christian literature into local dialects. 411
Through the introduction of written sources and literature, the tribes became better
connected with the outside world.
However, education also created a chasm between the educated and the
uneducated. The attachment of educated tribals to white people through education
and employment gave them a feeling of superiority. This group of people regarded
themselves as a class of their own because of their assumed superior knowledge
and achievements. The rudimentary education that they received caused them to be
disinterested in the cultural practices linked to agriculture and made them detach
themselves from participation in the cultural practices such as festivals, rituals, and
religious ceremonies. Thus, a previously unthinkable tendency towards
individualism and personal achievement at the expense of alienation from the
community and culture, became an acceptable norm.
Socio-cultural effects
With the coming of the missionaries, the practice of head hunting was completely
abolished. The feeling of insecurity, fear, and war associated with head hunting,
which always remained a threat, was erased and the atmosphere of forgiveness and
peaceful coexistence was created amongst villages and tribes. The missionaries
taught the tribes to improve their living conditions by raising their awareness of
proper hygiene and cleanliness. Another positive contribution of the missionaries
was the medical aid that was provided to the villagers, which brought them physical
relief, making life healthier and happier and also saved them from performing some
of the expensive rites and rituals.
In spite of these positive social reformations, there were a number of negative
aspects that were being felt in the colonial period and of which the effects linger
until today. The tribals were often subjected to enormous colonial stereotyping.
The tribal context was often considered to be pre-logical and qualitatively inferior
to that of the so-called civilized people. Consequently, westernization was always
projected and viewed upon as superior and advanced. Such ideological thinking not
only displayed a superior attitude, and the homogeneous culture of the colonized,
but also made the indigenous people look down on their own traditional heritage
and instead embrace the imported culture and traditions, which resulted in identity
crises. Mashangthei Horam, a well-known anthropologist and sociologist has rightly
Andrew West, The Most Dangerous Legacy: The Development of Identity, Power and Marginality in the British
Transfer to India and the Nagas (Hull: Centre for South-East Asian Studies, 1999), 17.
411 Bengt Sundkler and Christopher Steed. A History of the Church in Africa (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 2000), 636-645.
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observed that “the danger that ever threatened Nagas cultural identity was the
introduction of Christianity by the American Baptist Missionaries.” 412 Missionaries
totally influenced and changed the overall life setup of the tribal converts. They
introduced a wider nation-state political dimension, which resulted in the erosion
and elimination of the traditional socio-cultural ethos, customs and religious
affirmations. Most of their local traditional elements such as folk songs, dances,
festivals and religious practices were done away with. For example, the use of
English as the first spoken language rather than the local language, the use of
western clothes rather than traditional attires, western ways of worship rather than
traditional forms of worship, et cetera. These kind of attitudes resulted from false
value judgments on the part of the colonizers, assuming superiority in race,
knowledge and culture. 413
Religion
In spite of the advantages Christianity had to offer, it also completely abolished
indigenous Primal religion. The colonial missionaries instilled in the early
indigenous converts the exclusivist view that Christianity was the only true religion.
The uniqueness and authority of the Christian God who is superior to any other
form of divinity was one of the strictest teachings of the churches. The propagation
of the authority of the Bible as the only source of truth and as the only way to
salvation, implanted in the tribals’ mind the very narrow understanding of the
Divine as exclusively Christian. Primal religion was considered to be superstitious
and the religious worship, rites and rituals, omens, taboos, et cetera were all banned
from the lives of the tribals.414 Thus, it was the religious sphere that was the most
affected, because western culture was supposed to be the pinnacle of all cultures,
traditions, and religious aspirations. With Christianity, new teachings about their
God and, for example, creation, were introduced. As a consequence, the Primal
religious belief in the Divine as animated in creation, was replaced by the
transcendent God who is not a part of the physical world. Sensitivity for other
creations was replaced by an anthropocentric theology. The reinforcement of
western classical theology did indeed have profound effects on the tribals’ outlook
on nature and life: the overall tribal worldviews had very little chance to survive.
2.2. Tribal women at the crossroads of colonialism, racism, and religion
a.
Initial interactions of women with colonialism and Christianity
Mona Etienne and Eleanor Leacock, who focused on the relation between
colonization and women, observed that two contradictions always characterize the
relationship between colonization and women. On the one hand, colonization is
Mashangthei Horam, Nagas: Old and New Trends (New Delhi: Cosmo Publications, 1988), 85.
S.K. Barpujari, “Christianity and its Impact on the Nagas (An assessment of the Work of the American
Baptist Mission),” The Tribes of Northeast India, edited by Sebastian Karotemprel and Deepali Danda
(Calcutta: Firma KLM Private Limited 1984), 111.
414 T.K. Oommen, “Culture Change Among the Tribals of Northeast India,” Christianity and Changes in
Northeast India, edited by T.B. Subba, Joseph Puthepurakel and Shaji Joseph Puthenpurakel (New Delhi:
Ashok Kumar Mittal Concept Publishing Company, 2009), 11.
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seen as beneficial to the colonized, but on the other hand, the colonized are often
seen as passive victims with the colonizers having authority over and being in
control of the colonized. They further emphasized that the effects of colonization
on the status of women in each society cannot be disconnected from its effects on
the society as a whole.415 Hence, the tribal women in many ways benefitted from
the endeavor of the colonizers and the missionaries, but the negative impact
surpassed the positive contributions made by the colonizers and the missionaries.
The experiences of women cannot be separated from what the tribal society
endured.
Apart from male missionaries, female missionaries came to Northeast India as early
as 1841 and started working with tribal women. The wife of the reverend Thomas
Jones came with her husband to the Northeast in 1841 and started her mission
work but her name cannot be found in the records. Mary Clark, the wife of a Dr.
E.W. Clark came into Nagaland in 1872 and started the translation of the gospel of
John into the local dialect.416 Ursula Graham Bower followed her.417 In 1887, the
missionaries Elizabeth William, Laura Evans and Sarah A. Jones came from Wales
to the Khasi/Jaintia hills in the Meghalaya and Cachar district of Assam
respectively and started their ministry with teaching the women and children. 418 In
1910, The Salvatorian Sisters came to Shillong where they started a school and an
orphanage. Later, in 1915, the Sisters of Our Lady Queen succeeded them. Apart
from elementary teachings, they also opened dispensaries for health care because
the missionaries were often expected to be both healers of body and soul. 419
The women missionaries focused their attention on tribal women. Some of the
tribal women were persuaded to go to the mission bungalows where they were
taught practical subjects by the wives of the missionaries, especially the basics of a
hygienic living. Among the Garos of Meghalaya, the Angamis and Rengmas of
Nagaland and amongst the Mizos, girls did traditionally not get the privilege of
living and being taught in dormitories, because in the tribal society these
educational institutes could only be attended by men. Therefore, the missionaries
offered women the opportunity to get a formal education in schools. Though
Dr. Miles Bronson and Mrs. Keith in the Garo hills already initiated informal
teaching for girls, Ms. Miriam Russel opened the actual formal school for girls in
Mona Etienne and Eleanor Leacock, Women and Colonization: Anthropological Perspectives (New York:
Prager Publishers, 1980), 17.
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1881.420 For two years, not a single student turned up, because in those days parents
did not see the need for educating girls/women. However, slowly but surely, girls
came to school to get an education. 421 Russel toured from place to place
campaigning for women’s education, which later on did bear fruit, so that girls
started coming to school. Moreover, night schools were introduced where both
men and women could go and study after their day’s work in the field. Although
education among women was encouraged by the women missionaries, it was
progressing very slowly as there were no tribal women who could teach them.
Initially, Christianity brought about many changes in the life of the people by
undermining certain oppressive cultural elements, especially with the introduction
of education. In the process, women got the privilege to be educated and they also
started playing new roles as teachers for adult literacy, in primary schools and
Sunday schools. Aphuno Chase-Roy, a Naga feminist theologian, observed likewise
that “The impact of Christianity upon tribal women was unprecedented in the
initial stage of conversion. It helped them to take up new roles and prompted them
to adapt to better life style and health habits.” She adds that women found a new
identity and sense of liberty and self-worth in the churches. The churches gave
them the chance to speak to the congregation and to lead the church services. They
read the Bible, sang in the choirs and some even served as deacons. Tribal women
also helped in the translation of the Bible, hymns, and choir pieces, and they even
composed devotional songs and dramatized biblical stories. 422 With conversion and
education they acquired a new identity for themselves. Women enjoyed a better life
as the society started paying attention to them. They actively participated in striving
for adult literacy and taught in primary schools and started gathering together
women in the church for learning, at least one day a week. With the rudimentary
knowledge they had acquired, they did their best to help the others. Christianity and
literacy encouraged them to take up these new roles in the family and society. 423
One of the outstanding contributions that resulted from all of this, was that women
began to organize themselves in groups for ministerial and social work. However,
the limited scope of these new roles should not be ignored: the women’s practices
fell within the purview of male dominated western Christianity, in tandem with the
ever-present patriarchal ideology. 424
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b.
Colonial and missionary gender construction
While colonialism and conversion overturned the whole structure of the Primal
society, tribal women experienced their own share of transformations and changes.
The interplay of gender, religion and colonialism in intricate and myriad ways
determined a different gender role construction. 425 In the beginning, tribal women
found the initiation of the colonial rule and mission work to be positive and
offering a new perspective on life, but the missionaries’ reason behind these
positive vibes was mainly to pacify and appease the women and thus to subjugate
them and to assure their collaboration and submission. According to Zairema, a
Mizo theologian, the colonizers initially supported the cause of the women and also
of other marginalized groups. However, once their mission of conversion was
completed, the cause of women and marginalized people was systematically
sidelined. In the end, the sole motive of the colonizers and missionaries was to
tame the so-called “wild tribes” of the frontier regions and annex their land.426
The absence of educated males and the need for evangelism and mission opened a
way for women to become evangelists. They came to be called “Bible Women” in
the Presbyterian and Baptist Churches in Mizoram. A Mizo woman called
Lalkhumi and a Khasi woman called Sibiboni were eminent evangelists who were
quite efficient in proclaiming the gospel among their own people and other tribes.
Christian women became models for other women. After getting an education,
they became teachers or nurses and worked in different spheres of life, they
became instrumental in drawing other women to Christianity.427 However, in the
end, here too applies that colonialism, a strong hegemonic imperial ideology along
with the patriarchal structured society relegated women to a secondary position. In
this context, women were doubly colonized firstly in their position as the colonized
and secondly as women in a patriarchal society. 428
Relegating women into the realm of subordination and vulnerability
The coming of British and other western missionaries changed forever the history
and overall perspective of the tribal women’s world. In the process of colonization
and mission work, the British never opposed the strong patriarchal indigenous
cultural structure. They rather re-enforced the dominant traditional elements that
represented the indigenous patriarchal system. While many elements of the
indigenous culture, such as festivals, dress, ornaments, religious beliefs and
communal institutions, were condemned and abolished, the colonizers or
Kwok, Postcolonial Feminist Imagination and Theology, 7-20.
Zairema, God’s Miracle in Mizoram (Glimpse of Christian Work among Head-hunters) (Aizawl: Synod Press,
1978), 67.
427 R.L. Hnuni, “Interfaith Relationship the Context of Primal Women in North East India with Emphasis
on Christian Mission,” Interfaith Relations after One Hundred Years: Christian Mission among Other Faiths, edited
by Marina Ngursangzeli Behera, (Edinburgh: Regnum Books International, 2011), 218-228.
428 Kirsten Holst Petersen and Anna Rutherford (eds.), A Double Colonization: Colonial and Post-Colonial
Women’s Writings (Denmark: Dangaroo Press, 1986), 9. Cf. http://www.qub.ac.uk/imperial/key-concepts
/feminism-and-postcolonialism.htm (Accessed on 11 October, 2012).
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missionaries never touched the customary laws of the tribals because these laws
completely corresponded with the colonizers’ own pre-conditioned patriarchal
mindset. The dominant customary laws, such as the headship of men, inheritance
law, political administration, et cetera, became more active and deeply rooted in the
daily life of the tribal women. While colonization and its culture was portrayed as
superior and advanced, traditional life styles were negated on the assumption that
they were associated with religious ceremonies, drinking, warfare and a hedonistic
lifestyle.429 The use of alcoholic beverages, participation in feasts and festivals and
any practices that had connections with the tribal religion, were restricted. 430 One
of the telling examples is the banning of rice beer, which was a traditional cultural
drink among the tribals. This beer was exclusively prepared by women and was
used in the family and for serving it to visitors. The rice beer had religious
connotations and cultural importance as it was used as an element in religious
rituals and as a drink during the festivals. Women played a dominant role in
offering rice beer as a sacrifice to the Divine and spirits. Offering rice beer to a
visitor from near and far was seen as a gesture of hospitality and a woman was
recognized by her skill of making sweet rice beer. However, with the coming of
missionaries, the consumption of this homemade beer was banned. Abstaining
from this drink was one of the primary tests of the sincerity of the potential
convert and their faithfulness as a church member. 431
Economically, colonialism introduced a new economic system which made the lives
of some of the tribals easier as they could earn a living for serving in the colonial
government, which meant doing petty jobs. Women did not have this opportunity,
because the boys were the ones who were admitted to the schools. Only a few
women got the chance to go to and teach in the schools and night schools. 432 Jobs
were mostly reserved for men, which propagated the misconception that working
outside the house, and earning is the role of the men whereas the wives were
expected to stay at home and to depend on their husbands for their livelihood.
Thus, economically, while they played effective roles in the pre-colonial period, it
became increasingly difficult for women to be economically independent by
coming out of their houses to earn money or get a job. The centuries-old
customary law of inheritance that did not give women any rights to inheriting
parental properties together with the introduction of the monetary system, not only
crippled the women economically but also relegated their status to a subservient
position and, consequently, a strong gender difference was reinforced.
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Instigation of the Victorian ideal of womanhood – “Memsahib”433
The Victorian ideal of womanhood was another decisive factor that came with the
colonizers and missionaries and contributed to a further degradation of women’s
position. Bhattarcharjee, in her article “The Female Colonial Gaze in the Northeast:
Politics of the Picturesque,” traces how white women described the landscapes of
the colonies. She says that the white women often stand at the crossroads of racial
and colonial ideologies and frequently articulated views which show their
complicity with the policies of the empire. However, “The colonial power-matrices,
founded on the ideological premise that imperialism as a symbol of power and
hegemony was a male domain, confined women to situations of marginality.” 434
White women too were excluded from vital administrative structures and
compelled to adopt the image of the English Memsahib. They lost their essential
individuality in the space of colonial power politics, yet they could not avoid the
colonial aura of power. While writing about their experiences in the colonized land,
white women were more sympathetic than the white men in presenting the
picturesque of the land with a passionate perception of the colonized land and its
people.435 Nevertheless, they also occasionally portrayed distasteful approaches
towards the tribals, exposing that “the feminine picturesque gaze was equally
grounded on an implicit sense of power and hierarchy.” 436 Though they themselves
were marginalized at the hands of men, white women did not find it difficult to
adopt the hegemonic imperial voice branding the indigenous people as “savages”
for justifying domination over them and started teaching the indigenous women
the Victorian ideals of womanhood.
The white women in this region perceived the tribal women with colonial eyes as
backward, illiterate and promiscuous. They contrasted tribal women with the
Victorian ideals of womanhood. In the night schools, tribal women were taught to
be submissive because it is a woman’s duty to support her family, to look after
children and husband, who can in return serve the church and society. 437 Though
Christian missionaries advocated women’s education, they never motivated the
empowerment of women through higher education, as appears from the writing of
Mary M. Clark who emphasizes that school prepares “young men for pastors,
Memsahib is a term for respectfully addressing a married white or upper-class woman by non-whites, by
people who served them during the colonial rule. This terminology is used until today to address women
who are in an authoritative position.
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evangelists and day-school teachers, and young women to be suitable wives for
such men.”438 The colonizers already had predetermined ideas about appropriate
female behavior and status. Sandra Coney, a political feminist and activist, notes
that the ideal Victorian woman was deemed to be selfless and to be the “angel of
the house.” She ought to be a virtuous wife who follows the “natural ordained”
order which calls women to bow in humble submission. 439 This western ideal of
womanhood also known as the “cult of true womanhood,” thus revolves around
female domesticity, with women working in the house and providing for the needs
of their fathers, husbands, or brothers.440
The propagation of the Victorian ideal of true womanhood did indeed have a
profound impact on the redefinition of gender roles in Northeast India. Even
among the tribes, piety, purity, submission and domesticity were the expected
norm, but the ideology of true womanhood re-instigated the already patriarchal set
up.441 Domesticity was overemphasized as a female domain, women should not be
seen in the public sphere and the expected norm was that they worked submissively
and silently, serving their husbands and families. The existence of such an ideal has
profoundly influenced women’s participation in the churches, which continues
until today. Women are expected to work with the children and only in Sunday
schools or in the kitchen of the churches, and to look after the guests of the
church, but they are hardly seen in the pulpit. This situation unveils the intentions
of missionary educators who relegated women to the household chorus, assigning
them a secondary status, to be wives, homemakers, and bear children. 442
c.
Religious transformation constructing new gender identities
A dualistic ideology
As mentioned earlier, Primal religion permeated all aspects of the lives of the
tribals. No dichotomy or dualism could be found between body and spirit, the
spiritual and the material, et cetera. 443 The values and principles of social and
cultural practices were always linked with religious faith and thus considered to be
sacred and not to be taken lightly or irresponsibly. In Primal religion, every aspect
of life – individual or social – needs to be looked after, in accordance with the
religious values and norms. This was the reason that made the adherents of Primal
religion to be more sensitive to their co-creatures. Every person was a deeply
Clark, A Corner in India, 148.
Sandra Coney, Standing in the Sunshine: A History of New Zealand Women Since They Won The Vote
(Auckland: Penguin Books, 1993), 14.
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religious being and the thought of oneself as an atheist, agnostic, skeptic, nonbeliever or non-religious never entered one’s mind: these are western notions. One
of the far-reaching contributions of westernization was the introduction of the
dualistic concepts of “secular” and “sacred,” indeed a typical western distinction.
The introduction of Christianity made the tribes ignore their religious ideals and
they were assimilated into the new faith.
In contrast to primal understandings and beliefs, the missionaries emphasized their
normative and traditional theological and philosophical principles concerning soul
and body, the spiritual and the material, good and evil, men and women, et cetera.
As a result, the converts were led to be aware of and committed to the soul or the
spiritual sphere rather than the physical or material aspects of life. Moreover, with
the dualistic ideology the material world became of little importance and even evil.
The message was conveyed that the material world is perishable and only the
spiritual world would survive. The classical anthropocentric theology that the world
and other creations were created for human beings, made them – unlike before –
less sensitive to creation as the abode of the Divine. This confrontation between
the western based theological principles and the traditional beliefs and practices
resulted in confusion among the tribals. Besides distorting the valuable Primal faith
ethos and creating a big gap between the Christians and the Primal religion
believers, Christian missionaries and the developing churches tried to thwart the
vital relationships of traditional religious principles with other aspects of life.
Annihilation of the female notions of the divine
A noteworthy effort that totally changed the religious outlook on divinity in the
tribal society was the presentation of an exclusive, hierarchal, male God, whereas
the Divine used to be perceived as gender inclusive. Missionaries presented the
Christian God as the absolute and only God who is sovereign, free, and selfsufficient and not dependent on the world. The western classical theology that was
introduced to the tribals maintained and stressed this androcentric and
anthropocentric theology. It sidelined and disregarded women’s experiences and
roles from the point of view that men alone have the right to initiate and play an
active role in the church, whereas women are to be passive, silent listeners. The
tribals were taught that their understandings of divinity were not authentic and all
their religious beliefs and practices were phony and sinful. It was deemed
unnecessary to properly study or analyse indigenous faith, nor should any concept
or practice related to traditional faith be incorporated, for it was feared that
Christianity might be contaminated. The analogy made by Stanley Samartha, an
Indian theologian offered, is relevant here:
The coming of Christianity to the Asian world was like the arrival of a
helicopter, which descended from above with all its power, grandeur and
might. The helicopter wings blew away all that was in the ground to pave
way for the Western church to land. It did not matter what the native culture
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and religious sentiments stood for or had to offer; they were totally wiped
out. There was no way that Christianity could tolerate the heathens, the
pagan cultures, and their religions, let alone be nourished by them.
Therefore, they thought that the tribals, in order to attain salvation, should
completely abandon their religious beliefs and practices, even renounce their
traditional value principles but embrace Christianity. 444
The inclusive terms, such as Terhuomia and Khuanu (the female notion of the
Divine), which were in use among the Angamis and Mizos for addressing the
Divine, were discouraged and the use of androcentric terms and images, for
example Apuo Jihova (My Father Jihovah) and Pathien (Holy Father) were
encouraged instead. The religious practices of the tribals, among others idol
worship and fetishism, were considered to be of an inferior standing in comparison
with monotheism and therefore strongly discouraged as practices of idolatry and
satanism. The missionaries emphasized their own concept of God, based on the
assumption that the Christian monotheistic transcendent androcentric God is
superior to any of the tribals’ spirits or ancestral understandings of the Divine
living among them in nature. The early Mizo Bible translators or interpreters,
including, of course, the western missionaries, were to choose between Pathian,
Khuanu, and Khuavang for addressing the Christian God in their translation and the
male Pathian was chosen over the female Khuavang.445 With regard to these issues,
Dube has aptly pointed out that “In the 19 th and 20th Century, biblical translations
were carried out primarily for foreign missionaries and that they were heavily
informed by colonial ideology cannot be denied.” 446 The reason for choosing
Pathian over Khuavang and Khuanu shows the extent to which colonialism, religion
and the patriarchal mind-set were entwined. Through using biblical images of the
Divine, the missionaries interpreted the traditional Mizo male divinity, called
Pathian, as the father in the Trinity. The Christian God was reinterpreted in
accordance with the Mizo understanding of the Divine Pathian. The missionaries
introduced the Christian God as an active and loving Divine who leads the people
to Pialral (heaven) and protects them from fear of ramhuais (evil spirits), which
reveals close parallels with the characteristics of Pathian.447 The missionaries
shrewdly modified the teachings of the gospel so that they would correspond with
the existing cultures, and presented their teachings as a customized localized gospel
that would be compatible with the understanding of the local people. It was quite
obvious that the incentive to win over the people was largely determined by their
own personal motives and convictions.448 The elements that could have contributed
Quoted by Shobhan Lamare, Resistant Movement in North East India: The Jaintias of Meghalaya 1860-1863,
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to inclusive elements and understandings of the Divine – for instance the maternal
elements – were all shattered and eliminated. Thus, the paradigm shift from an
inclusive concept of the Divine to an exclusively masculine imagine of the Divine
came as a consequence of Christianity. 449 The language as well as the practices of
mission were sexualized and gendered. Today, it is difficult for the indigenous
people to comprehend the function of the female divinity because their minds are
pre-conditioned by the Christian understanding of God as the father. In today’s
context, talking about or suggesting an alternative notion or inclusive forms of
divinity in relation to the patriarchal God will be considered a blasphemy, due to
the strong position of the patriarchal God.
Replacement of an ecological understanding of creation with anthropocentric theology
Before the advent of the missionaries, it was commonly accepted that all creatures
were interrelated and that the Divine was innate in every creature, both living and
non-living. The western classical anthropocentric theology that was introduced by
the missionaries taught the tribes that humanity was the crown of all creation. This
teaching influenced and changed the ecological ethics of the tribals. According to
Longchar, the theology that was presented to the Northeasterners was deeply
rooted in and shaped by the traditional theology and Enlightenment rationality.
The anthropocentric theology believes human beings to be the pinnacle of creation
and propagates the idea that nature is merely meant to be utilized by human beings.
Therefore, they have full freedom to exploit their surroundings and the
environment. This perception completely wiped away the relationality, inclusivity
and the mutuality which characterized Primal religion. In the process, the
hierarchical structure of creation was presented to the new converts and
subsequently was passed down the generations. People began to look at the society,
the human community, and the Christian ministry from a hierarchical perspective.
The concept of humanity as the highest form of creation justified manipulation and
exploitation of another component of divine creation. Dudek, a North American
missiologist, described this component in one of his articles about the tribals of
Nagaland, where he states in a staunch colonial tone,
… but Christians have overcome through Christ and now they fearlessly
touch and move or remove those things. Places like rivers, mountains and
forests once revered or feared by the ancestors are now used for active
occupations. The victory of Christ in the mind and lifestyles of Nagas led to
the ultimate victory in setting the animists free from the bondage of
superstition and fear. The progress in Nagaland today can be attributed to
the total victory of Christ in the life of the Nagas.450
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Dudek’s statement shows that these practices of using and abusing nature were felt
to be permissible and how they were not hindered by any form of ecological
consciousness or sensitivity for other creatures. The religious and cultural reverence
that was ingrained in the religion of the tribals was completely shattered. In the
name of development, especially for transportation purposes of the empire, nature
was flagrantly destroyed to make room for houses, factories, industries, roads,
railways, et cetera.
In the tribal context, both in the religious and cultural sphere, nature had close
affinity with female essence, which was in agreement with the belief that the
creation was sacred and animated with both female and male spirits. The coming of
colonialism, however, totally obliterated such an understanding. The introduction
of anthropocentric theology imparted the understanding that human beings have
complete authority over nature. As such, the traditional great reverence for nature
was totally dissipated by the so-called development and modernization process. In
the process of ecological destruction, the women did bear the brunt. Urbanization,
capitalism, and commercialization not only displaced women geographically but it
also displaced them psychologically and emotionally. The vanishing of reverence
for nature also made women more susceptible to physical violence and rape.
Depletion of natural resources made women poorer as they depended on nature
for their survival and, moreover, their workloads increased. Out of the many
elements, the most crucial thing needed in everyday life is water. The tribal culture
expected women to be the sole provider of water for their family, and they were
also responsible for providing fuel for the family. Hilly terrains and many miles
were covered to collect such necessities. The tribal women’s struggle for such
amenities was in itself a struggle for existence.
iv.
Relegation of women’s status through biblical hermeneutics
During the colonial period, the Bible became a convenient cultural weapon for
both the colonizer and the colonized. The missionaries saw it as a tool for civilizing
and rescuing their undertakings. In a religious context where the whole of the
creation was believed to be related to the Divine, Sola Scriptura was strongly
emphasized in order to get the Bible accepted as the authoritative source of all
religious beliefs. Limatula Longkumer, a tribal feminist theologian, has pointed out
that the missionaries presented the Bible to the tribals claiming that the Bible is the
only revealed authoritative word of the God. The religious superiority complex of
missionaries caused them to condemn any kind of Primal religious affirmations,
which they thought to be devoid of morality and spirituality. In addition to that,
since early converts were illiterate, the Scripture was read, translated and interpreted
from the perspectives and the interests of the missionaries. Readings and
interpretations of the Bible were very otherworldly, pietistic and androcentric, and
in many ways failed to address the present realities of the people. The notions of
being born again, saving souls, and life after death were overly emphasized. In the
process, and up and until today, the (mis)use of the Bible continues to alienate
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indigenous people from their cultural heritage. 451 Biblical texts are usually
interpreted in a literal and typological sense, without any exegetical skills and
background material, but nevertheless understood and justified as inspired by the
Holy Spirit. These kinds of hermeneutics have had immense and irreparable
consequences for women.452
The aforementioned western hermeneutics, contaminated with kyriarchal western
hegemonic approaches, were later imitated and inculcated by the early Christian
converts. Led by the assumption that everything that comes from western
missionaries was positive, good and holy, the early converts accepted the overall
pattern of the missionaries without any critical analysis. Certain texts of the Bible
played a crucial role with regard to the subordination of women, which continues
until today. The interpretation of the creation story in Genesis has been extensively
used to the advantage of patriarchy. Based on the argument that Adam was created
first and Eve later was made from one of his ribs, women were considered to be a
byproduct of men and therefore weaker and dependent on men. The interpretation
of Eve as the instigator of sin and the fall of Adam explained women’s subordination. The importance of male ancestry in the Bible boosted patriarchy and
the fact that women did not count, not even in the Bible, justified their subjugation.
Furthermore, the controversial Pauline texts in which women are told to be
submissive (Ephesians 5: 18-33), to learn in silence (1 Timothy 2:9-15), not to have
authority over men (1 Tim. 2:12-14), to be inferior to men (1 Cor. 11:7), are just a
few of the prominent biblical verses that were and still are used as tools for
subjugating women in the ecclesiastical setup as well as in society at large. These
verses are often still interpreted at face value without analyzing what the writer
might imply or paying attention to the background and context of the texts. We
may conclude that Christianity in many ways made women more vulnerable
through persistently propagating that the real and ideal value of a true Christian
woman is her submissiveness, lowliness, gentleness, and love.
The above discussion has shown that the missionaries, hand in hand with the
colonizers, played an immense role in changing the overall religious structure of the
tribal society. The interconnecting relations in all of creation were replaced by a
dualistic ideology, which introduced a strong hierarchical division between human
beings and all other creatures, with the ramifications that are still felt today and led,
for example, to the unabated ecological crisis. The neutral and multiple
understandings of the Divine were totally wiped away with the introduction of the
classical notion of the one hierarchal God, which left no space for a female divinity
and altogether blocked the possibilities of a dialogue between Primal religion and
Christianity. Finally, biblical texts, methods for interpretation, or hermeneutics were
Limatula Longkumer, “Folk Stories and Traditions: Sources for Doing Indigenous Theology,” Christ
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used for barring women from a holistic ministry. In spite of living in chaotic times
and a period of turmoil, tribal women did not resign to the different kinds of
suppression introduced by the colonizers and missionaries. Rather, a number of
women acted as resisting agents, fighting against the different forms of political and
religious empire in colonial times and space.
2.3. Ropuiliani and Rani Gaidinliu as resisting agents
During the colonial period, tribal women were not unaware of the different kinds
of domination and injustices meted out to them. Since the pre-colonial period, they
had been voicing their exasperation and frustrations. Women were not reluctant to
resist the aura of empire, not during the colonial period either. There are many
examples of women who fought against and resisted the empire and the
dominating rule. Ropuiliani, belonging to the Mizo tribe, is an outstanding example
of women offering resistance to the foreign religion and British rule. Mizo history
says that she was the only one among the many chiefs who dared to confront the
British and did not yield nor bow to their demands. Ropuiliani was imprisoned in
1893, having resisted the superiority of the British colonialists and refused to
acknowledge their authority. She resisted the political and religious foreign invasion
to the extent of starving herself to death in 1895 in a prison at Chittagong in
Assam. Until today, she is revered for her bravery and her resistance to the foreign
rule.453
Rani Gaidinliu, a Naga woman from Manipur, also strongly opposed the British
rule both religiously and politically. 454 She was a follower of a religion called Hereka
(meaning Pure) which was a religious revival movement in Primal religion.
Gaidinliu’s quest for truth and equality led her to join the Hereka movement that
was started by her cousin Jadonang. She succeeded her cousin Jadonang when the
British Government executed him in 1931 because he turned against them. After
Jadonang’s death, Gaidinliu took over his leadership role and fought against the
British, which was both a religious and a political resistance. She strongly
condemned Christianity and British rule by stating: “Invasion by foreign religion
and foreign culture will pose danger to Naga Identity. Beware of this danger.”455
At the age
people in
Politically,
oppressive

of seventeen, she became a political leader and a priestess who led her
their fight against the foreign invasion, politically and religiously.
she organized her own resistance army and fought against the
rule of the British Government. Ultimately, she was arrested and
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imprisoned for 14 years, 456 until India’s independence in 1947. Meanwhile, she was
also quite active in reforming tribal religious beliefs and practices and also critiqued
Christianity, arguing that it is an alien religion and not relevant for the Nagas and
that conversion to Christianity was imposed on them by force, fraud and
intimidation.457 Gaidinliu was also considered to be a good song composer and
singer and she can be credited with about a hundred religious hymns and patriotic
songs which were sung on various occasion such as marriages, festivals and death
rituals even today.458 After independence, she was given the title Rani (queen) by
the Indian government. She was also honored with the prestigious Padma Bhushan
in 1993,459 and the Government of India even issued a postal stamp in her memory.
Both Rani Gaidinliu and Ropuiliani’s resistance were excluded from the history of
India’s war of independence. In spite of being awarded a title and an award,
Gaidinliu was kept out of the history of the political struggles and remained
excluded from the memories, public discourses, and politics of Indians resisting the
colonial rule. 460 However, the examples of Ropuiliani and Rani Gaidinliu show that
women were not just mute spectators but strong opponents of injustice and
domination. It also deserves to be mentioned here that the first ever-organized
women’s protest in Northeast India has its origins in the first Nupi Lan, which
means “Women’s War,” of 1904 against their own king and the colonizers, but for
economic rights, which later merged into the women’s war of Manipur in 1939.
This war struck at the oppressive economic and administrative policies of the then
king of Manipur and Mr. Gimson, a political agent of the British Government in
Manipur.461 The resistance efforts mentioned above show that women were
fighting against all kinds of empire power, but for political, economic, and social
rights and reform.
3.

Legacy of colonization and contemporary tribal women

Colonization in Northeast India came to a tragic nadir in the Second World War
with the ferocious war between the British and the Japanese forces in Manipur and
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Nagaland from 4th-22nd of April 1944. During this war, the indigenous people were
caught between the two empires and suffered untold miseries and losses. This
period of war, though short, was devastating, with many villages either bombed or
totally torched. All their paddies and granaries were burned, their cattle slaughtered
or burned and their households destroyed. During this war, the locals were forced
to be soldiers, spotters, stretcher bearers, spies and diggers of trenches for the
military. Arthur Swinson, a British Army officer and author, when writing about the
contributions of the indigenous people during the war states that the tribals did
whatever was demanded by the British every time. He further adds, “How many
lives were owed to the courage and skill of these remarkable hill men will never be
known; but the figure must certainly run into thousands.”462 The Japanese killed
many of the locals who were suspected to be British spies with utmost brutality,
which was against the international rules of war. 463 In this process, many tribals fled
from their villages to the jungle for safety and survival. While the men suffered no
less, the women had their own share of suffering. Here, the plight of my own
grandmother Shürhoviü Sote, can make this convincingly concrete. She had to flee
with two of her daughters, aged two and one respectively, from her village as their
house was burned down. Because the father of the family had been taken as a
prisoner and the entire Kohima village was torched, Sote had to escape to a remote
village, called Gariphema. With her children and a large basket full of paddy on her
back she had to cross dense rigid mountainous terrains and rivers to safety. 464
Sote’s experiences clearly show that women were never responsible just for
themselves, because there were always the ties between herself and her family,
including preserving lives as well as figuring out strategies for survival and
providing for the family. The Japanese were finally defeated and with the end of
World War II, British colonizers withdrew their troops from these areas, which also
marked the end of British colonization.465
The context of Northeast India after India’s independence was one of immense
chaos. The legacy of British colonialism implied long lasting chaotic situations with
confusion, division and deprivation controlling the tribal societies. Colonization left
a tangled web of remnants of its dominant policies, which adversely affected the
overall setup. Apart from the colonial hangover the colonized were left with, the
traditional overall independent society was shook up with not only the after effects
of colonization but also because of the hegemonic policy of India, which not only
demarcated the tribal’s territory without any sensitivity for their history but now
also treated this region with prejudice, to their detriment.
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3.1. Recolonization and identities of tribal women
a.
Re-colonizing: A reality
Once the British left, Northeast India was recolonized again by a local empire, that
is, the Indian Government. A comparison with other colonies shows very clearly
that once colonizers depart from a colony, the now former colony becomes
politically and socially independent, but this did not happen to Northeast India.
Politically, many of the tribals did not want to come under the Indian Government,
which lead to the rise of a number of indigenous insurgent groups, as was
mentioned earlier. The Indian government tried to subdue the people through a
process of militarization, which resulted in a number of military atrocities and
social unrest leading to untold sufferings. Kaka D. Iralu, a Naga writer who focused
on recolonization, wrote,
In the first colonization of Asia, despite their many acts of atrocities, the
White man conformed to certain rules of warfare and military ethics. The
second colonization of Asia by fellow Asians was however more horrific
than the first one. In this second colonization, people were even buried alive
after terrible tortures. Women were not only raped but also even subjected
to grotesque mutilation of their private parts – a crime even animals are not
guilty of. It was indeed the second rape of Asia that left in its wake
thousands upon thousands of broken and twisted lives. 466
Not only militarization, but also the denial of proper educational institutions,
development, industrialization and job infrastructure has led to the displacement of
thousands to other parts of India, where racism, suppressive attitudes, emotional,
verbal and physical violence, rape and murder are a common occurrence until
today.
b.
Colonization of the mind and body - A double colonization
Steve Biko, a South African anti-apartheid activist wrote, “The most potent
weapon in the hands of the oppressor is the mind of the oppressed.” 467 Looking at
the context of the Northeast tribes today reveals that the most adverse impact of
British colonization is the colonization of the mind, which has long lasting effects
and is difficult to eliminate. Unfortunately, through the colonization of the mind,
the total structure of the colonized world is often considered to be normal, so that
the suppressive realities of empire remain unnoticed. All the positive as well as the
negative elements of what the colonizers have contributed are rooted very firmly
among the tribals and as such the question of reviewing and analyzing the negative
aspects is often missing. Samah Sabawi, a Palestinian human rights activist argues
that the main aim of colonization of the mind is numbing the minds of the
Kaka D. Iralu, “A Naga Protest to Second Colonisation of Asia – Nagaland,” http://www.nagaland.
faithweb.com/articles/asia.html (Accessed on 29 August, 2015).
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colonized so that the colonized will accept it as normal, permanent and as an
unchangeable fixed reality.468 The tendency of accepting the aura of empire as the
norm of life without any resistance is very present in the tribal context.
The writings of the Kenyan intellectual Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o, best reflect the
situation of the tribals of Northeast India. In his book Decolonising the Mind,
Thiong’o writes that imperialists not only spread their own beliefs, languages, and
heritages but also engulf the colonized with their ideologies. Such acts make the
colonized “… see their past as one wasteland of non-achievement and it makes
them want to distance themselves from that wasteland. It makes them want to
identify with that which is furthest removed from themselves; for instance, with
other peoples’ languages rather than their own.” 469 Amongst many tribal Christians
today, the use of traditional indigenous dresses, the singing of folk songs, and other
traditional cultural and religious practices are considered to be obsolete because
they belong to the past, to a time before their conversion to Christianity, and so
they distance themselves from their heritage. Instead, the tribals assume that
everything that comes along with western culture is modern, superior and positive.
Waziyatawin and Micheal Yellow Bird, who are experts in indigenous studies,
pointed out that ‘when we believe in their superiority, our motivation to fight for
our own liberation is splintered and eventually seriously damaged.” 470 Similarly,
since the minds of the tribals are colonized, they not only deny their own
indigenous heritages but also valorize western culture and fail to see that the
dominant western culture still embodies the effects of imperialism.
Regarding the concept of colonized bodies, David Arnold, a physician, remarks
that the bodies of the colonized become a “site of colonizing power and of
contestation between the colonized and the colonizers.”471 In other words, the
body of the colonized becomes a locus where the colonial power can exercise its
authority, legitimacy and control. Since the pre-colonial world, women’s bodies
were considered as sagging beasts of burden, while their toils and aches were never
acknowledged. The colonization of the tribal women’s bodies was increased by
colonization and neo-colonialism with their offshoots of violence, militarization,
insurgency, migration, et cetera. The thousands of marks and bruises on the bodies
of the tribal women caused by physical violence, rape, torture and even killings
characterize this specific form of colonization. Furthermore, chastity, purity, and
the imposed heterosexual normativity banish and limit the tribals to a heterosexual
world where other forms of sexual orientation are totally tabooed. Numerous
Samah Sabawi, “Colonization of the Mind: Normalize This!” Palestine Chronicle (2012).
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examples of the atrocities committed to the bodies of women, and of the
expectations of a woman’s body, as well as the suppression of sexual orientation
show how the bodies of women have been and still are colonized and recolonized.
As Judith Butler pointed out: “… bodies only appear, only endure, only live within
the productive constraints of certain highly gendered regulatory schemas.” 472
c.
Mimicry and hybridity
With globalization, a blanket of mimicry and hybridization descended amidst the
tribals. Mimicry of the western culture has become a menace to the authentic
identity of the tribal women. According to Bhabha, “Mimicry is when people of the
colonized world start to imitate the cultures and behavior of the colonized
including the language and culture of the colonizers.” 473 The notion “whatever is
western is better,” has become a dominant slogan among the tribals. Therefore,
imitating and integrating western culture both in social and religious life has
become a common phenomenon. It affects the tribals today in their mode of
thinking, culture, lifestyle, music, dress; other aspects such as dualistic thinking,
capitalism, and consumerism have accelerated. The portrayal of the superiority of
the western world over the indigenized colonized made and make them look at
themselves as inferior beings. One of the most influential factors of mimicry is the
use of the English language as the official language in many of places. The
Northeast region has the highest number of tribals with multiple languages, all of
which are being annihilated by the English language. While English serves as a
positive aspect in acquiring knowledge, and in being connected with the world, it
also plays an important role in alienating people from the tribal languages. As
Bhabha says, “mimicry” is a complex phenomenon and not just merely an imitation
of someone’s behavior but also the attitude and temperament that become active
and have the capabilities of hampering the growth of the imitators. The tribals left
their own culture behind and integrated into the western life style, which caused
considerable imbalance and chaos. It led to the degeneration of tribal life, culture,
and way of life, and thereby produced a hybridized identity.
Hybridity as defined by Bhabha is seen as the intermingling or integration of
cultural signs and practices of the colonized and the colonizing cultures. In the
process of hybridization, culture and life style of the colonizers are imposed on the
colonized, which gives them a new identity. In line with Bhabha’s notion of
hybridity, Kwok notes that neocolonialism brought the problem of identity crisis
through seduction, persuasion and the production of desire that the western media
portray, rather than through force, or coercion. Consequently, Asian women are
torn between stereotypical images of the past, constructed by Asian males, and the
western image of the ideal woman and thus, she is neither Asian enough, nor
western enough. 474 Likewise, the “authentic identity” of tribal women lost out to
Judith Butler, Bodies that Matter: On the Discursive Limits of Sex (New York: Routledge, 1993), xi.
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the value of the so-called “normalization” ideology propagating that the superiority
of the west and the inferiority of the local traditions are “normal” phenomena.
Bhabha says that “hybridity” can be a helpful concept for breaking down false
notions to which colonized cultures have adapted themselves, but that there can
also be a cross-fertilization of cultures which can be positive, enriching and
dynamic.475 In the present context, a tribal woman is faced with the effects of being
uprooted and displaced, including the formation of her identity, which resulted in a
hybridized identity that does not give her a sense of belonging in her tribal context
nor in the neo-colonial world. M.S. Nagarajan refers to this “divided self” of the
colonized as “unhomeliness” and he says, “One becomes a psychological refugee,
in not being able to feel at home even in one’s own home,”476
3.2. Tribal women today
a.
Contemporary women at a glance
As can clearly be deduced from the above, the pre-colonial period of Northeast
India was not a paradise for women. The context was saturated with patriarchy and
power struggles were commonplace. Women, however, made a stance against the
different forms of domination, served the interests of the tribal world and made
their voices heard. The coming of colonialism and Christianity had a major impact
on the tribal women both positively and negatively. Through Christianity and
education new perspectives dawned, but on the other hand they were once again
relegated to a subordinate and submissive position.
Many of the traditional and cultural malpractices, such as head hunting, polygamy,
costly rites and rituals were eliminated but at the same time many of the religious
and cultural values and valuable practices were abolished as well. Instead, new
forms of western cultural and religious ideologies were introduced, determined by
Christian values and norms. In this context of multiple conjunctions of traditional
and colonial power forces, women had to endure intensified oppression. The
valorization of western culture and the Victorian ideal of womanhood contributed
to uprooting tribal women from their traditional setting, leaving them with a hybrid
identity and superficiality. Until today, the Victorian ideology of womanhood still
predominates the mentality of the people. One cannot deny however that
Christianity, in the early stages of the colonial era, offered tribal women a new
perspective which aided them to realize their own worth, potentialities, identity,
and dignity as a woman and encouraged them to quest for equality, justice,
recognition and a fuller life. But, whereas the churches initially did give women the
leeway to express themselves freely, in the course of time Christianity also bore a
share of the responsibility for the disdain for and subordination of the tribal
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women. Western dominant ideologies were detrimental to the status of tribal
women in church and society.
Despite living in such a dense web of power relations where they were re-colonized
over and over again, women kept on struggling for a holistic life against all odds.
The multiple layers of empire did trigger tribal women’s awareness of the
importance of education and independence that would improve and elevate their
position. Today some women hold high administrative and other professional
positions, and they have gained global recognition for their contributions in sports
too.477 This must, however, not give the impression that these few women
represent the whole of the tribal women in Northeast India.
Socially, women enjoy more freedom in today’s society through their hard work,
intellect and capabilities. Educated and professional women have more
opportunities to express themselves and exercise their liberty, whereas less
educated women and especially those living in the villages and rural areas, do not
have similar privileges. In addition, when it comes to decision making with regard
to the church, society, locality or village, women’s opinions are always brushed
aside or ignored. The sayings “Thenumia die kra suo” which connotes, “Women
should not be of many words” is still the accepted norm. Women are not supposed
to speak in public except when they are asked to do so, which seldom happens.
Yet, neither lack of appreciation nor blatant denial can stop women from speaking
out. Instead, they contributed enormously to their families and to the larger arena
outside their homes with their struggle for women’s rights and against anti-social
elements such as atrocities committed against women, militarization, anti-social
activities and other contemporary challenges.
Economically, some of the women are becoming prosperous and stable through hard
work and high positions in the public sector, or in other professional areas and
business enterprises. Some of these women became pillars of society, the church
and the family. Women are taking initiative in starting vocational centers for
weaving, carving, food preservation, baking, and other culinary arts which are
making women economically stable. Today, women have also become active in
small-scale business, agricultural production, sericulture (silk farming) and
horticulture, which not only improves their economic situation but also the
economy of the region as a whole. However, even today, many women still have to
depend on their husbands and other male members for their economic survival. As
mentioned earlier, one of the factors that makes their economic position fragile and
Chekorvelu Swuro, an archer, represented India during the London Olympics in 2012 as well as Mary
Kom, a bronze medallist boxer. Cf. Rita Krocha, “Chekrovelü Swuro ~ Aiming for the stars,”
http://youngpeoplewithdreams.blogspot.nl/2011/08/chekrovelu-swuro-aiming-for-stars_29.html
(Accessed on 16 November, 2017). Cf. “Mary Kom Strikes Gold at Asian’s Women Boxing,”
http://www.thehindu.com/sport/other-sports/mary-kom-strikes-gold-at-asian-championships
/article20003203.ece (Accessed on 16 November, 2017).
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unstable is the lack of inheritance rights, which affects in particular the women who
are not economically independent. This situation is slowly changing and a handful
of women do indeed get the opportunity to inherit their ancestral property, 478 but
the brothers always get the lion’s share.
Politically, women are yet to find their place in the local village council, municipal,
state or central government. Women actively participate in the background during
the political campaigns but they still do not have the opportunity to stand for
election. Although the Indian Constitutional provision does not deny women the
right to stand for election, they are still lagging behind in terms of representing
their people in the government. The traditional tribal culture and colonialism are
both to blame for the present denial of women to exercise leadership in the
political sphere. The traditional political culture totally alienated women from the
political sphere of the tribal context. Colonialism washed their hands of these
traditional political setups with the non-involvement policy. This strong male
dominated structured culture is still a stark reality both locally as well as in the State
government. In the past few years, women have been vehemently fighting for their
political representative rights. In 2010, an Act called “The Women’s Reservation
Bill,” demanding a 33 percent seat reservation for women in Indian politics was
passed in the Supreme Court of India. However, it was amended only in 2016
because of staunch opposition from various quarters. When this Act was
introduced, it was strongly opposed by many tribal societies. For instance, in
Nagaland, this Act was opposed and banned by the Tribal Hohos mainly based on
the argument that the Act infringes Article 371 (Clause A) of the Indian
Constitution, which holds that the Indian Government will not interfere in Naga
customary laws and procedures. The underlying sentiment concerns the
preservation of the customary laws that do not allow women to participate in the
political sphere of the tribal community. 479 This resentment finally culminated in a
huge mayhem with destruction of public property and loss of lives, as has been
mentioned earlier. The understanding that culture and traditions are neither
absolute nor static and that they need to be re-considered and re-structured is
totally absent amongst the tribals who firmly stick to age-old oppressive traditions,
which serve male interests. Legislative ministerial power in the State politics is still a
far cry from women’s present situation. In States like Mizoram, Nagaland, and
Manipur, there never was a woman political leader under the Indian democratic
government. However, in Meghalaya, a woman called Agatha Sangma became a
Member of Parliament for two tenures and was the youngest minister in the 15 th
Lok Sabha, which is the House of the People.
Religiously, Christianity being the dominant religion among the tribals has become
integrated in the tribal cultural context. Western hegemonic Christianity came to
This is mostly the case when a family “only” has female children or when the parents are rich enough
to trickle-down a small portion of their properties.
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Northeast India when the patriarchal aura was at its height, and the combination of
these two contributed to a distortion beyond repair of the status of women. Once
the missionaries left, only the male members were appointed as priests, pastors and
deacons, and women were pushed to the background. Women were hardly
included in the pastoral ministry or the board of deacons where all the decisive
matters regarding the church and the religious life are often decided. Initially, the
little education that local women received from the female missionaries helped
them to become active in the period when there were lesser men in the church, but
slowly they were dismissed from the ministerial arena of the churches. Therefore,
women still have a long way to go in order to find their right share in the ministry.
Just as Kwok opines that the religious institutions marginalize gender, so has
Christianity in Northeast India indeed marginalized women, withholding them
from religious leadership and teaching practices, and new relations among gender,
sexuality and power had to be negotiated in the religious arena. 480
Today, the church does not only serve as a religious place, which nourishes the
spiritual life of the tribals, but also as a social arena, functioning as a platform for
social interactions. The members work together to realize certain projects, such as
caring for the sick and the family of the death, or raising funds for mission work.
Looking back at what women contributed to the churches over the decades, it
becomes apparent that women have been consistent in their faith and their
participations and that their contributions to the church are enormous. Until today,
women form the major part of the congregations and are always at the forefront of
all the activities of the church. A women’s department is set up in every church
where they have their own activities. They have separate worship services once a
week and have their own mission strategies and activities. The women’s
departments are the most active in comparison to all other departments in the
churches.481 Their initiatives vary from raising funds for running the mission fields,
helping the sick and those in need, initiating mission trips, contributing through the
Handful of Rice project and more.482 Nevertheless, it should be noted that all these
active roles are done under strict surveillance of the church authorities, that is, the
pastors and the board of deacons who happen to be mostly men. Women are
expected to get the permission and consent of the authorities for all their activities
which need to correspond with the norms, rules and regulations of the churches.
The women of the different Christian denominations have formed their own
associations, such as the Presbyterian Women’s Fellowship, the Nagaland Baptist
Council of Churches Women Association, the Nagaland Christian Revival Women
Kwok Pui-lan, “Gender, Colonialism and Christianity,” Women and Christianity: Critical Concepts in
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Association, et cetera, but these women associations remain constrained by the
patriarchal order of the churches.
The main reasons for excluding women from the ministry firstly have to do with
the fact that the churches apply the tribal male-based administrative pattern in the
church.483 Hnuni has precisely stated that the present situation of women in the
church is not spontaneous but merged from the pre-existing societal setup and the
existing social norms, which the missionaries adopted. 484 The oppressive traditional
practices of excluding women from the village council and sabha entered into the
ecclesiastical order of the church where the men always hold the executive posts
and thus women are up against the by-product of male-dominated remnants of
colonial ideology. 485
Secondly, the church reinforced a male biased theology, thereby continuing the
legacy of the missionaries who belonged to the western patriarchal church and
propagated a classical androcentric theology. Their conservative teachings and
attitudes too have permeated the setup of the church. 486 Along with other feminist
theologians, Northeast Indian tribal feminist theologians say that the traditional
theology constructed in western culture and historical situation is no longer
adequate enough for addressing the plight of the women in tribal contexts. They
criticize that throughout the history of Christianity, theology has been shaped and
formulated by men, in conformity with western androcentric standards that hardly
take the experiences of tribal women into account. In the tribal Christian context,
God is always perceived as a male God. All of this does not provide enough room
for tribal women to see themselves as women who are truly Christian and truly
themselves as whole persons.
An increasing number of female theological graduates is convinced of their call to
be in the ministry. The appearance of a number of theological colleges has also led
to the increase in the number of female theological graduates. 487 Many of these
female graduates are yet to find an open church that is willing to give them space,
to let them explore and achieve their full potential in the ministry. The present
scenario shows that among the tribal women, the A’chick/Garo women of
Meghalaya, the Mizo women of Mizoram and the Ao women of Nagaland, are
getting more opportunities to work in the churches. However, the other tribal
churches –irrespective of the denominations – are still skeptical about including
Chase-Roy, “Gospel and Culture: Women’s Empowerment,” Side By Side: Naga Women Doing Theology in
Search of Justice and Partnership, 3.
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women in the priestly ministry and consequently, there still is only a handful of
ordained female ministers and female pastors. Even when women are appointed as
deacons, they are hardly included in the board meetings. Well-trained theological
women, who sincerely and passionately wish to serve the ministry are overlooked
by the churches and are expected to play assisting roles or to work in women’s
departments or Sunday schools. 488 As they are being debarred from the
ecclesiological setup, highly trained women theologians resort to the academic
arena where they serve in theological institutions, which are again predominantly
male. In spite of all these repressive factors, women have no doubt enriched the
theological education through their teachings and literary works. One of the
noteworthy contributions made by theologically trained women is the Tribal
Women Study Center at Eastern Theological College, Jorhat. The center has
published a number of articles, monographs and journals that deal with the issues
of women and feminist theology. This Center not only enables women to be a
voice for the voiceless and to retell the glossed over stories, but also creates
awareness of the different kinds of injustices meted out to women and provides
theological responses. The new theological awareness and education for
empowering women has made it difficult for the women to silently accept the
traditional roles assigned to them by the church and the society. Women have
started to raise their voices against the different kinds of discrimination. When
voicing such concerns, Hümtsoe says that since churches do not grant sufficient
scope for their female members to participate, 489 she calls for these churches to
open up ways for women so that they can actively engage in all areas of ministry,
including priestly functions, and be an example of the biblical principles of equality
based on Galatians 3:28.490
b.
Women as resisting agents in the contemporary context
After India’s independence from the British rule, several organizations and groups
of women appeared in the Northeast to oppose the powers of empire that enforce
discrimination. The women came together and found non-violent means of
resistance to confront the violence caused by the armed forces of the Indian
Government and by the insurgent groups. Working together in solidarity was
found to be effective and therefore women also joined up in groups to fight against
other repressive and demeaning elements and groups. These women’s movements
focus on practical, social and political issues that affect women, for instance,
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reproductive rights, specific local problems and struggles, coalition building with
other oppressed groups and community efforts to address particular needs.491
The groups of women present a united front in their resistance and fight against
the different forms of injustice, such as rape, sexual molestation, murder,
militarization, and social menaces such as alcohol, drugs, HIV/AIDS, et cetera.
Women’s organizations like Meirapaibi (Torch Bearer) from Manipur and the Naga
Mothers Association (NMA) in Nagaland are, for example, very effective resistance
groups. In the beginning the NMA focused on social threats, such as the drugs and
alcohol problem, but in the long run turn they also focused their attention on
economic, social and political transformation of the oppressed. Meirapaibi is a
strong women’s organization that is committed to opposing any form of injustice
or atrocities regarding women and men. Once there were around 40 women from
Meirapaibi who nakedly paraded in front of an Army camp, followed by hundreds
of women, to show their resentment against military atrocities. A woman called
Manorama Devi was picked up by the paramilitary Assam Rifles and charged with
being associated with the insurgent groups. Later on, her dead body was found
with evidence of rape and physical abuse. The women’s group showed their
resentment and anger against this atrocious act by protesting without clothes and
carrying banners which read “India Army, rape us.” The intensity of the atrocities
inflicted by militarization can be imagined through this resistance act of the
Manipuri women.492
Groups of women from 14 different tribes formed The Naga Mothers Association.
They joined in solidarity to fight against social evil and in the long term became
peace agents. This group started in 1984 as an organization against drugs and
alcohol addiction but slowly moved towards resisting violence and atrocities
committed by the Indian army against the Naga Civilians. They demonstrated their
opposition to the killings under the motto, “Shed no more Blood.” As peace
agents, they became politically involved with different insurgent groups and the
central government, promoting peace agreements and amicable co-existence
between the various insurgent factions and the central government. They
demanded justice for those who were tortured without reason. They also act as
reconciling agents between the Indian military and the tribal people.493 They were
actively involved in demanding political rights for women, including their
representation in the urban local bodies.494
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493 Paula Banerjee, “The Naga Women’s Intervention for Peace,” http://cws.journals.yorku.ca/index.php
/cws/article/viewFile/7944/7075 (Accessed on 11 November, 2016).
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The Civil Society Women Organization (CSWO) in Meghalaya is working against
sexual violation of both adult and minor girls, demanding for non-bail punishment
for the perpetrators and setting up separate medical units to deal with the victims
of sexual assault so that they further humiliation can be avoided. This organization
is concerned with domestic violence, rape and they fight for the basic rights of
women. CSWO also accentuate the need for women’s action for conservation and
protection of natural resources. The main aim of this organization is to make
women and children come together to identify and analyze major problems
confronting them in their daily survival and livelihood and to initiate different
shared action programs. This Movement also aims at giving voice to the victims in
order to empower them and give them self-confidence. Thus, CSWO focuses on
fighting against all kinds of social and economic exploitations of women and
children by helping them to be aware of legal rights and of the need to generate
income for self-sufficient living. 495
In the gun culture, where human life has become a valueless commodity because of
the fight between the insurgent groups and the militaries, the Manipur Women
Gun Survivors Network (MWGSN) was formed by women with the aim to help
those women who are gun culture survivors or whose family members or husband
have been killed. The network attempts to lift women above the trauma and agony
they face in the armed conflict, by helping them to cope with the trauma and heal
the scars resulting from several decades of gun culture. 496 With regard to mitigating
gun violence incidences in Northeast India, the Naga Women’s Union of Manipur
deserves to be mentioned as they have strongly resisted violence and negotiated the
removal of army camps from inhabited areas. Since gun firing occurs randomly, the
Naga Women’s Union of Manipur stipulated that every member must each have
one charmei (kerosene filled bamboo torch) for times of emergency. Whenever there
is a clash between the insurgent groups and the Indian Army, the armies vent their
anger on the innocent public, which results in a number of atrocities. On these
occasions Naga women often come out of their houses to save each other from
atrocious acts. They alert each other by clanging the electric posts, steel plates and
by using a loudspeaker and upon hearing the alarm sound, they come out of their
houses holding the lightened charmei and come together. Thus, they try to stop or
prevent the armies from committing atrocities. They even threaten the soldiers with
their burning charmei. When at times many people were seriously injured by army
bullets, the women, in the midst of shouts and blank firing, have with their charmei
snatched many civilians from the hands of the armies. The charmei has become a
symbol of their resistance. “Charmei (bamboo torch) stands for peace, non-violence,
human dignity, respect and honour for women’s right and chastity.” 497
“Crime Against Women on the Rise in Meghalaya,” m.timesofIndia.com/city/guwahati/Crime-againstwomen-on-the-rise-in-Meghalaya (Accessed on 27 February, 2014).
496 “About Us,” Womensurvivornetwork.org/about-us.php (Accessed on 01 February, 2014).
497 Ninghorla Zimik T., “Naga Women as Peace Maker in War and Conflict Situation,” Journal of English
Language, Literature and Humanities, 121-122.
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Furthermore, the Mizoram Hmeithai Association and the Mizo Hmeichhe
Insuikhawm Pawl in Mizoram,498 the Anchalik Mahila Samitis and the Bodo
Women’s Justice in Assam, the Arunachal Women Welfare in Arunachal Pradesh,
the Boro Women’s Forum of Assam, the All Tiwa Women’s Association of
Tripura, et cetera, 499 are but a few of the other prominent women organizations
worth mentioning. These groups have been fighting against social injustices, for
women’s rights, and have been acting as peacemakers and taken on projects for
helping out the struggling oppressed women and empowering them. 500 Tribal
women have been fighting tooth and nail against different layers of empire in
various forms, atrocities and social injustices. However, surprisingly, their fierce
resistance is yet to reach the religious sphere. This is mainly due to the sacrosanct
universal standard that the church authorities are not to be challenged, a stance that
is reinforced by classical western theology and kyriarchal notions of God. Hence,
too many women are still confronted with different forms of discrimination in the
churches, but, apparently, they are not as bold as they are beyond the boundary of
the churches, and do not yet dare to come forward and make a stand against the
injustices they face in the churches.
Conclusion
This chapter set out to trace the multiple settings of tribal women in different
periods: pre-colonial, colonial, and postcolonial. It became apparent that even
though women were in a subservient position in all three settings, they did not sit
back and comply with their fate. On the contrary, they played active roles as chiefs,
priests, economists, social developers, et cetera.
We could conclude that in the course of history, the pre-colonial patriarchal
dominant cultures and traditions were quite overpowering, but women nevertheless
found ways to play important roles. However, the coming of colonization and its
intermingling with the cultural settings was not favorable for women because the
little flexible space those tribal women enjoyed was depleted by colonial ideologies
and religious imposition. The intersection of gender, religion, colonialism, the after
effects of colonialism, the imperialistic treatment of the Indian government, and
globalization form a cluster that caused the degradation of women in the multiple
settings of Northeast India.
In the existing tribal context with its structures of oppression and domination,
postcolonial feminist intervention is urgently needed with a view to reinstating the
Jagadish Kumar Patnaik, Mizoram Dimension and Perspective: Society, Economy and Polity (Mizoram: Concept
Publishing Company, 2008), 385.
499 Durang Basu Mullick, “Women In Peace Building In North East India,” http://www.countercurrents.
org/mullick260613.htm (Accessed on 24 June, 2013).
500 Otojit Kshetrimayum, “Rethinking Women's Power in Manipur,” http://www.e-pao.net/epSub
PageExtractor.asp?src=news_section.opinions.Rethinking_Women_Power_in_Manipur (Accessed on 9
April, 2014).
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marginalized. Recognizing intersections and layered forces of domination, which
can be both indigenous and foreign has become mandatory. However, merely
recognizing and analyzing the patriarchal mindset and its effects on our religious
and social lives is simply not enough: it is especially important to recover the
positive aspects of our culture and traditions. That will allow us to not only
reimagine women or lending an emancipating identity to tribal women’s existence,
but also to rearticulate the traditional classical theology, which includes the reimagination of God. As Leena Gupta says, “It is essential for us to seek new forms
of religious experience and expression, either through the reinterpretation and
reconstruction of our traditions or through alternative models of ultimate reality
that will emphasize as well as include female experience.” 501 Decolonizing the
present norms, theological affirmations, religious beliefs, the literary cannons, the
reading methods and hermeneutics, et cetera is needed in order to bring to a halt
the colonizing ideology cloaked in claims of civilization, modernization, religious
conversion, development, democratization and globalization. 502 Our tribal postcolonial feminist attempts should display the willingness to embrace whatever
empowers women, but on the other hand also persist in confronting odious
elements that degrade women in both colonial and indigenous cultural worldviews,
religious affirmations and beliefs. While we should be aware of the fact that
differences and multiplicity have the potential to enrich each other and to affirm
the emancipation of women and theological articulations, we also need to be
cautious and avoid colonial ideologies and metaphors that reinforce gender, racial
or geographical stereotyping. We should seek for inclusive and liberating elements
that enable us to imagine inclusive and all-embracing concepts and metaphors
which are life affirming and emancipatory.
As mentioned earlier, the imposing of the aura of empire and the colonial notion of
God did not exclusively befall tribal women but also affected both women and
marginalized men in all kinds of contexts. Therefore, feminist theologians from
different contexts have been aware of and actively resisted the aura of empire in
theology, just as they have analyzed how empire determines their religious
affirmations, images and imaginations of the Divine, as well as their experiences
and identity in the religious realm. The next chapter will study how feminist
theologians from both the western and the Asian world have been criticizing the
concept of God as being appropriated by and in the interest of empire in western
classical theology. It will be demonstrated how the different kyriarchal attributes of
the God of classical theism affect those who are in a vulnerable position.
Moreover, the critique of feminist theologians of the different kyriarchal attributes
of God and their attempts to find alternative re-imaginations of God by way of
using inclusive and comprehensive theological methods, concepts and metaphors
Leena Gupta, “Kali the Saviour,” After Patriarchy: Feminist Interpretations of the World Religions (New York:
Orbis Books, 192), 15-16.
502 Musa Dube, “Postcoloniality, Feminist Spaces, and Religion,” Postcolonialism, Feminism and Religious
Discourse, edited by Laura E. Donaldson and Kwok Pui-lan (New York: Routledge, 2001), 115-117.
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will be traced, with the aim of providing a concrete background and platform for
reimagining God from a tribal postcolonial feminist perspective.
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Part III:
Ongoing Conversations

Chapter 4: Classical God-talk: Western and Asian Feminist
Theologians’ Critiques
“Divinity responds and shifts into shape, is born under stars of longing, is washed
in rivers of connection, touches a wounded body here, a shredded heart there, walks,
thirsts, and learns, rises up, is broken like bread, slips through the open door of
death, returns. What are we to do with this God, these Gods, who come?”503
Laurel C. Schneider
“My understanding of God is not primarily defined by the doctrines and ritualistic
practices of Christian churches, Buddhist temples, or any other religion. God is
found in the life experiences of poor people the majority of them women and
children, and She is giving them power not only to survive amid wretched conditions
but also to overcome those conditions.”504
Chung Hyun Kyung
Introduction
Belief in a God forms the core of almost every religion. Christianity is no exception
as the overall beliefs are connected to the Divine. The classical concepts of the
Divine uphold a strong position in the present churches and in the perceptions of
Christians. Old Testament scholars believed that the early Israelite community was
neither monotheistic nor polytheistic but “monolatrous.”505 However, the notion of
the Divine has undergone a total makeover to the extent that the Divine is not only
considered to be a monotheistic God but is also dressed in imperial clothing. This
hierarchal God is sullied with androcentric, transcendent, almighty and hierarchical
images, which were later on manipulated to serve the interests of the empire
through colonialism and mission works. In spite of the strong position of the
classical attributes of God, criticism came from many quarters. Around the 1970s,
liberation theologians in Latin America and Africa took the initiative to re-imagine
God, and liberation theologians from other Southern countries followed. Feminist
theology, which evolved alongside other liberation theologies, emphatically
criticized the classical notions of God, stating that they are oppressive, and
manipulative. Feminist theologians from different backgrounds are suggesting new
forms of God-talk in theological discussions. In line with such assertions, Elizabeth
A. Johnson writes,
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Since the middle of the twentieth century, there has been a renaissance of
new insights into God in the Christian tradition. On different continents,
under pressure from historical events and social conditions, people of faith
have glimpsed the living God in fresh ways. It is not that a wholly different
God is discovered from the One believed in by previous generations.
Christian faith does not believe in a new God but, finding itself in new
situations, seeks the presence of God there. Aspects long-forgotten are
brought into new relationships with current events, and the depths of divine
compassion are appreciated in ways not previously imagined. 506
This chapter is divided into three parts. The first section discusses various
articulations and affirmations of the classical western God-talk, while concentrating
on the hierarchical attributes of western classical understandings of God. The
second section of the chapter will deal with the western feminists’ theological
deconstruction and reconstruction of the concepts and images of God. The third
section will trace the works of Asian feminist theologians, their deconstruction of
western classical concepts of God and their efforts towards re-imagining the
Divine, which is relevant to them in their everyday struggles in the midst of the
multiple layers of empire. Finally, the chapter will offer an analytical and
comparative summary of God-talk in both the western and Asian feminist
theologies.
1.

Sketching the western classical theism 507

Christian postcolonial thinkers are using the concept of empire to scrutinize
classical theological articulations. The profundity of the works of Kwok Pui-lan,
Elizabeth Schüssler Fiorenza, Musa Dube, Mayra Rivera, Chung Hyun Kyung and
others has been achieved with their descriptions and analyses of the close
entanglement of Christianity and empire. Looking at theology through a
postcolonial lens, Rieger is of the view that Christianity blossomed under the
Roman Empire and is deeply influenced by its aura. He laments that even though
Christianity can never be understood apart from empire, the deep connections
between Christian traditions and empire are often ignored. As a result, one fails to
comprehend the enormous impact of empire on Christianity. Therefore, Rieger
defines the relationship between empire and Christianity by stating that empire as a
massive concentration of power permeates the overall aspects of life, engulfing
Christianity in its realm. He asserts that the birth narrative, the ministry, and
crucifixion of Christ all took place within the space of empire. Furthermore, by the
Elizabeth A. Johnson, Quest for the Living God: Mapping Frontiers in the Theology of God (New York: The
Continuum International Publishing Group Ltd, 2007), i.
507 Theism refers to the classical notion of God influenced by classical metaphysics, and colored by
medieval, philosophy. This theism signifies the monotheistic, transcendent, and omnipotent attributes of
God. The Theistic God is portrayed as a shadow of an earthly monarch, which came to be a norm for
many centuries. Cf. Elizabeth A. Johnson, She Who Is: The Mystery of God in Feminist Theological Discourse
(New York: Crossroad, 1995), 19-20.
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fourth century, when Christianity was to become the official religion in the Roman
Empire, it was already assimilated into the empire. Rieger further observes that
there is a latent tension between Christianity and empire. This creates ambiguities,
and these ambiguities give rise to the classical theistic notion of God based on an
absolute hierarchy, resulting in concepts such as omnipotent and immutable. 508
Addressing God in hierarchical terms, such as king, prince, warrior, all-powerful,
and father, was a common practice. In addition, attributes such as transcendent,
patriarchal, androcentric, monotheistic, and immutable, were used for God who
was also considered to be omnipotent, omnipresent, and omniscient, all of which
dominated the classical notion of Divinity. These attributes and images placed God
on the highest pedestal, beyond the reach of human beings and above all other
Gods. This classical western theism also considers God as almighty and at the same
time incomprehensible and unapproachable. However, despite the strong aura of
empire, Rieger maintains that empire is never quite able to extend its control in an
absolute way. He states that “no empire has ever managed to co-opt Christianity
entirely.”509 Feminist theologians have taken serious note of the hierarchal concept
of God, which not only promotes male supremacy and a masculinist idea of God
but also leads to stereotyping and the denial of female reality as a suitable point of
reference for thinking or imagining God. 510 Based on what they found, feminist
theologians have done an enormous amount of work concerning re-imagining and
re-thinking, and, finally, God-talk.
1.1. Androcentric language
Androcentric language is the term that is specifically used for addressing ideas that
emphasize or are centered on masculine interests in a hierarchical structure. 511
Androcentric language perceives men/male as the norm for seeing and
understanding reality, God, and human beings. Classical Christian theism –
influenced by the hierarchical dimension of empire – made an extensive use of
androcentric terminology for addressing God, for instance as king, patriarch, lord,
father, brother, bridegroom, He, Him, His, et cetera. In the process, God is often
addressed as the King of kings and Lord of lords, the omnipotent, omnipresent
and omniscient God. Early feminist theologians, notably Mary Daly and Rosemary
Radford Ruether were strongly opposed to using such exclusive and androcentric
terms and images for addressing God. They, together with others, while critiquing
androcentrism, attempted to re-imagine a Divine who is either gender-neutral or
beyond gender.512
Joerg Rieger, “Christianity and Empire,” Religion Compass, 9/8 (2015): 258-259.
Rieger, “Christianity and Empire,” Religion Compass, 255.
510 Elizabeth A. Johnson, “The Incomprehensibility of God and the Image of God Male and Female,”
Theological Studies, 45/3 (1984): 442.
511 For the term “androcentric,” see, for example, http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary
/androcentric (Accessed on 3 March, 2016).
512 Sharon James, “An overview of feminist theology,” http://www.theologynetwork.org/theology-ofeverything/an-overview-of-feminist-theology.htm (Accessed on 4 February, 2016).
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In her arguments for going beyond androcentric language, Elizabeth Schüssler
Fiorenza asserts that words and terminologies used to address God are more than
just androcentric language that is overloaded with hierarchal images that serve the
interests of those in power. She warns that one should also exercise caution when
encountering these kyriarchal terms in the Bible. According to her, this should be
scrutinized from a socio-political rhetorical discourse on God rather than from
philosophical and ontological level. She asserts that language about God is socially
conditioned and politically interested according to the interests of a certain section
of people or a particular audience sharing societal and religious regulations and
ideologies.513 Schüssler underlines that, in the past, kyriarchal images were
legitimized by those who were in power, and that these images and language still
dominate the religious liturgical realm. She warns that androcentric images “foster
kyriarchal internalizations of empire.” 514 Schüssler strongly critiques kyriarchal
images because kyriarchy “seeks to redefine the analytic category of patriarchy in
terms of multiplicative intersecting structures of domination … Kyriarchy is best
theorized as a complex pyramidal system of intersecting multiplicative social
structures of superordination and subordination, of ruling and oppression.” 515
Therefore, she argues that this language must be deconstructed without reinscribing the imperial language. 516
1.2. The kyriarchal almighty image of the Father-God
In the overall setup of Christianity, God as the Father has triumphed over all the
other names. This image of a ‘Father-God’ metaphor has legitimated male
superiority and complex hierarchal relationships. The classical androcentric
description of God concerns an almighty father who is all-powerful and the
protector of the whole creation. This Father God is based on the patriarchal
concept of the paterfamilias, which connotes feudal aristocracy where the father is
the head, master or ruler, not only over his wife and children but also over his
slaves, chattel, lands and properties. 517 Through such a notion, God is
acknowledged as father and lord which does not only foster “many ethical
problems in our construction of relationships, not only between men and women,
but also between all groups of people divided by class or race into dominant and
subservient relations.”518 Through the concept of the paterfamilias, the essence of
empire enters into the relationship between God and the creatures. 519 God is often
acknowledged as a king who holds the highest position in the hierarchical structure.
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Schüssler refers to the text from the book of Revelation in giving a clear picture of
her assertion:
… heaven is described not as much as a temple but as a Roman emperor’s
throne hall. G*d reigns like a Hellenistic ruler in the splendor of
unapproachable light, surrounded by the highest beings of the celestial court.
The polished pavement of the royal hall stretches out before the throne like
a sea of crystal-clear glass mirroring the resplendent majesty of the One on
the throne. Lightning, thunder, and voices – the traditional signs of the
*phany – emanate from the throne. As befits the “King of Kings,” twenty
four vassal kings seated on thrones and wearing crowns of gold, as well as
four living creatures, the representatives of all creation attend to the one on
the throne and give homage to the all-powerful ruler of the universe. 520
Schüssler also notes that this all-powerful king is merciful and awesome, yet
terrifying, and judges the creation. As the all-powerful king, the father God is also
perceived as the one whose power is shown by his commanding of the world and
his triumph over the enemies in the battle. This almighty God is also the supreme
judge of his subjects. These kinds of images are not only manifest in the Bible but
also in the hymns, liturgies, and creeds of Christian traditions. Christ as the
conqueror shares the throne and power of the kyriarchal God. Enthroned in
eternal majesty and power with the Father God, the victorious Christ exercises
lordship over the world. 521
1.3. The transcendent impassible/immutable God
The concept of the transcendence of God refers to the philosophical or ontological
understanding in which God is considered to be wholly independent of the
universe. The transcendency attribute is innately related to the idea of God as
sovereign, supreme, almighty, excellent, great and magnificent. Being the creator,
sinless and filled with holiness, God is pictured as the almighty transcendent. 522
Those who accept this view, believe that God is outside time and therefore cannot
change because any change would have to take place inside time. He is perfect, and
therefore he cannot change, neither for the better nor for the worse. 523
In classical theological thinking, transcendence ultimately negates the immanency
attribute. God is perceived as the transcendent God who is the highest head of the
hierarchical order of creation, the highest and perfect Being and an archetype who
Schüssler, The Power of the Word: Scripture and the Rhetoric of Empire, 208.
Wren, What Language Shall I Borrow? God-talk in Worship: A Male Response to Feminist Theology, 121.
522 “One God and Father of all, who is over all and through all and in all” (Ephesians 4:6); “For you, O
LORD, are the Most High over all the earth; you are exalted far above all gods” (Psalms 97:9; cf. 108:5).
Cf. Tim Pawl, “Divine Immutability,” Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy, http://www.iep.utm.edu/divimmu/ (Accessed on 6 July, 2015).
523 Brain Morley, “Western Concepts of God,” Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy, http://www.iep.utm.edu
/god-west/ (Accessed on 6 July, 2015).
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fashioned the entire universe. Carol P. Christ observed that the notions of the
mysterious, omnipotent, judgmental God who lives up above the heavens may
have been derived from the Platonic tradition which asserted that “God” in
solitude stands apart from all kinds of relationships. She further argues that if such
an articulation is accepted, it is, then, also logical to conclude that God’s relation to
the world is in a way still a mystery, including the incarnation and suffering of
Christ. She further critiques that God has always been portrayed as a mystery which
makes it more obscure rather than revealing: 524 the Divine becomes a transcendent
God who is too otherworldly and humanly incomprehensible.
1.4. Monotheism
Monotheism has a very strong hold on Christianity. “The Lord is our God; the
Lord is one!” (Deuteronomy 6:4) and the first of the Ten Commandments “You
shall have no other gods before me” (Exodus 20:3) are examples of the passages on
which classical monotheistic understanding of God is based. The early creeds, like
the Apostolic and Nicene Creed, emphasized the monotheistic and patriarchal
aspects of God – “One God the Father almighty, maker of heaven and earth of all
things visible and invisible.” 525 The literal meaning of “Monotheism” comes from
the two Greek words Mono, meaning one, single, alone or only and Theos, meaning
God. When combined the term literally means ‘One God’. However, investigation
of the main reason of the evolution of the term ‘Monotheism’, shows that it was
not meant to denote ‘One God’ as in present-day understanding. Rather, the term
‘monotheism’ coined by Henry More, was never meant to refer to a belief in ‘OneGod’ but to refer exclusively to “Unitarian ideas of God-world identity.”526 It was
only in the 19th century that the word ‘Monotheism’ took on its current meaning
of “One-God.”
The above-mentioned attributes and images of God have dominated Christian
theology for many centuries. These attributes and images were used as perfect tools
in expanding the empire and its dominant interests and to legitimate the relegation
of women, children and marginalized men into subordination. They also created an
unbridgeable gap between human beings and God. The androcentric and
patriarchal notion of God in many ways deprived women of the many
opportunities of a holistic life and ministry. Moreover, the idea of a monotheistic
absolute, omnipotent God created a huge chasm between Christianity and many
other religious traditions. Hence, a proper analysis of the classical understanding of
God was and is urgent. Feminist theologians from both the western and southern
world have made serious efforts to indeed deconstruct the classical attributes and
Carol P. Christ, “The Divine Mystery?” http://feminismandreligion.com/2013/11/11/the-divinemystery-by-carol-p-christ/ (Accessed on 1 June, 2015).
525 Church of England in their Thirty-nine Articles, the Augsburg Conference, Westminster Confession,
etc. Cf. N.H.G. Robinson and D.W.D. Shaw, “God,” The Westminster Dictionary of Christian Theology, edited
by Alan Richardson and John Bowden (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1983), 230-231.
526 Laurel C. Schneider, Beyond Monotheism: A Theology of Multiplicity (London: Routledge, 2008), 19.
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images of God and attempted to construct alternative God-talk that would be
different from the classical western affirmations of the patriarchal God.
2.

Western feminists’ deconstructions and reconstructions of “God”

Western feminist theologians firmly hold that the concept of God is not a
politically innocent endeavor. They critique that even though classical theology was
constructed under the guise of neutrality, it was articulated from a white male
perspective.527 The experiences of marginalization within the western Christian
tradition provided a vantage point for western feminists to re-imagine the concept
of God over and over again. The patriarchal naming of the kyriarchal God as the
powerful male ruler has legitimated male authority in the social, political and
religious structure of societies.528
Feminist theologians are not only the staunchest critiques of classical affirmations
of the western notion of God but they are also opulently creative in their reimagination of this God from different angles. 529 Elizabeth A. Johnson has rightly
noted that the classical notion of the incomprehensibility of God leaves space for
feminist theologians to articulate their talk about God, which is more meaningful,
relevant and liberating.530 While some feminists try to re-imagine God from an
ontological perspective, others re-imagine God as immanently present in the everyday life experiences. While some feminists try to re-conceptualize the image of God
by using female traits, others try to find the female dimension of God and use
female concepts of Divine embodiment, especially Sophia and Shekina. Feminist
theologians also often emphasize the motherly attributes of God, such as the
creator, nurturer, sustainer, and corn mother. Others work on the relational aspects
to bridge the gap between God and the creatures. They also restructure the classical
transcendence with relational transcendence as influenced by ecological
philosophies. Finally, the concept of multiplicity is used as a tool for reconstructing
God-talk. Thus, one can find that western feminist theologians have used different
approaches in their God-talk, which are relevant and meaningful to them. In the
following paragraphs, a brief précis of the above-mentioned aspects of the feminist
God-talk from different backgrounds will be discussed.

Linda A. Moody, Women Encounter God: Theology Across the Boundaries of Differences (Maryknoll: Orbis
Books, 1996), 1.
528 Johnson, “Naming God She: The Theological Implications,” Centennial Lecture delivered at the
University of Pennsylvania on the 19 th of October 2000, http://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.
cgi?article=1004&context=boardman (Accessed on 8 July, 2015).
529 Marjorie Hewitt Suchocki, “The Idea of God in Feminist Philosophy,” Hypatia: A Journal of Feminist
Philosophy 9/4 (1994): 57.
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2.1. Comprehensive versus exclusive kyriocentrism
The following words of Christie Cozad Neuger, a pastoral theologian, succinctly
describe the western feminist critique of the exclusive androcentric affirmation of
classical theism.
How God is named, imaged, and conceptualized significantly affects how we
understand ourselves, how we understand our purpose, how we order our
social and familial relationships and how we structure our culture. If we
believe, for example, that it is a natural order or hierarchy of values that God
has ordained and that God represents, then we create cultural structures that
keep that order in place. If we believe that God is male, and thus, that the
male is closer to the image of God than the female, then, we value males
more highly than females and we claim that males are naturally created to do
more “godlike” things than are female. It is not just that this image of God is
destructive for women and the social ordering of women’s place in the
culture. […] images of God that combine authority, power, rationality
protectiveness of others, kingship, dependability, righteous anger, maleness
and fatherhood have a formative and normative effect on dominant
definitions of manhood and masculinity. 531
In short, western feminist theologians found that the classical concepts and male
images of God excluded women. Therefore, they deconstruct the androcentric
notion by using inclusive language, symbols, and female embodiment such as
“Sophia”, which they think were inclusive and all embracing.
a.
Underlining inclusive concepts
Mary Daly was one of the pioneers who opened up a new horizon of re-conceiving
God away from classical theism. Her starting point was her early dictum, “If God is
male, then the male is God.”532 Daly rejected the symbol of a male savior and
stressed that if patriarchy has to be overcome, women need to be bearers of “New
Beings.” She exposed the biased patriarchal attributes in Christian history by
analyzing the androcentrism of classical theism. Daly provides a new non-static
concept of God with the verb “Be-ing,” a verb that denotes “in the process.” For
her, Being is beyond gender. She asked, “What can ‘masculine’ mean if predicated
of a Being in which there is no sex?” 533 Talking about God as a Be-ing, being “in
the process” has provided the space for Daly to re-imagine God as a female image
of a Goddess which suggests radical immanency that is relevant to women. 534 This
Be-ing is in the actions of weaving, spinning, and sparkling women which
encourage them to live a holistic life. She later on elaborated the verb as a
Christie Cozad Neuger, Counseling Women: A Narrative, Pastoral Approach (Minneapolis: Fortress Press,
1998), 12.
532 Daly, Beyond God the Father: Towards a Philosophy of Women’s Liberation (Boston: Beacon Press, 1973), 19.
533 Mary Daly, The Church and the Second Sex (Boston: Beacon Press, 1968), 181.
534 Daly, Beyond God the Father, 33.
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“gynocentric manifestation of the Intransitive Verb.” This intransitive Verb, she
says, is no longer a transcendent God since its source is the female Self, which is
beyond “God the Father.” Thus, for Daly, God is “the Goddess within” which has
a “sense of power, not of the ‘wholly other,’ but of the Self’s be-ing.”535 She states
that the “Verb becomes the female Self, and therefore, the Self is both God and
human.” Finally, Daly moves away from Christianity, using the word “Meta-being”
for naming the realms of active participation in the Powers of Be-ing. She argues
that “Be-ing, the Verb cannot be reified into noun without gross falsification
whether the noun is either the ‘Supreme Being’ or ‘Gods’ or ‘Goddess’.” 536 While
acknowledging that Daly’s work is a good groundbreaking act, the black writer
Audre Lorde criticized Daly’s work in the sense that Daly contemplated only the
experiences of western white women and ignored the experiences of others. 537
Rosemary Radford Ruether comments that classical western theism has embedded
the notion of God in a patriarchal framework where God is understood only
through androcentric language situated in patriarchal systems. She completely
rejects the abstract androcentric notion of God. She thinks that in such a
patriarchal disposition, males are considered to be the primary bearers of the image
of God whereas women are placed in a secondary position, which deprives women
of having direct experiences of God. She argues that God will be liberated only
when the male hierarchical language and dualistic ideologies such as immanence
and transcendence, matter and spirit, male and female are eradicated and our
broken relationships within our bodies, with other co-human beings and with
nature are healed.538 Through such affirmations, Ruether laid down the foundation
for upcoming feminist theologians to construct their God-talk through relational
aspects. She states, “whatever diminishes or denies the full humanity of women
must be presumed not to reflect the divine […] This negative principle also implies
the positive principle: what does promote the full humanity of women is of the
Holy, it does reflect true relation to the divine, it is the true nature of things.” 539
In her God-Talk, Ruether traces the Goddess images in the Ancient near East
through resources in Biblical, Jewish, and Christian traditions. She uses the term
“God/ess” in her work, which connotes the “encompassing matrix of our being”
that transcends patriarchal bondages and limitation and the quest for redemptive
experiences for both women and men. 540 She says, “Inclusiveness can happen only
by naming God/ess in female as well as male metaphors.” 541 According to Ruether,
the era of the Goddess was a time of peaceful mutuality and shared abundance,
Daly, Gyn/Ecology: The Metaethics of Radical Feminism, 111.
Daly, Pure-Lust: Elemental Feminist Philosophy, 26.
537 Audre Lorde, “An Open Letter to Mary Daly,” This Bridge Called My Back: Writings by Radical Women of
Color, edited by Cherrie Moraga and Gloria Anzaldua (New York: Kitchen Table Press, 1983), 94-97.
538 Ruether, Sexism and God-Talk: Towards a Feminist Theology, 70-71.
539 Ruether, Sexism and God-Talk: Towards a Feminist Theology, 19.
540 Ruether, Sexism and God-Talk: Towards a Feminist Theology, 68-71.
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which is quite different from the exploitative hierarchical patriarchal God. She
propounds the notion of the “Primal Matrix,” saying that
the root human image of the Divine as the Primal Matrix, the great womb
within which all things, Gods and humans, sky and earth, humans and
nonhuman beings, are generated. Here the Divine is not ‘up there’ as
abstracted ego, but beneath and around us as encompassing source of life
and renewal of life; spirit and matter are not split hierarchically. 542
Through her notion of the Primal Matrix, she affirms the immanence of God in
contrast to the patriarchal transcendent God. In Primal Matrix “God is not a
‘being’ removed from creation, ruling it from outside in the manner of a patriarchal
ruler; God is the source of being that underlies creation and grounds its nature and
future potential for continual transformative renewal in biophilic mutuality.” 543
Both Daly and Ruether thus completely reject the patriarchal God language. They
repeatedly insist that the images of the Divine “must be transformative.”544 Daly’s
propagation of the Divine as Being, a dynamic verb always in process, and the
inclusive cosmological concerns in Reuther’s work on God/ess paved the way for
re-imagining the Divine through new perspectives.
b.
Re-imagining the female personification of God
Carol Christ is a western feminist theologian who turned her attention to the
female personification of God to critique male theism. In her view monotheism
arises out of opposing other views of divine realities. She therefore focuses on
those articulations that embrace female imagery and power. 545 In her famous article,
“Why Women Need the Goddess: Phenomenological, Psychological, and Political
Reflections,” Christ affirms that symbols have a profound effect and that these
female symbols of Divinity are helpful for women in overcoming their insecurities,
shame and doubt about their very own bodies and souls. She holds that male
images and symbols of God deeply undermine women and thus, in turn,
subconsciously degrade the psyche of women, their self-esteem and self-worth.546
In the process, a woman can only see herself as being created in the image of God
“by denying her own sexual identity and affirming God’s transcendence of sexual
Ruether, Sexism and God-Talk: Towards a Feminist Theology, 48-49.
Rosemary Radford Ruether, Women and Redemption: A Theological History (Minneapolis: Fortress Press,
1998), 223.
544 Ruether, Sexism and God-Talk: Towards a Feminist Theology, 69.
545 Carol P. Christ, Rebirth of the Goddess: Finding Meaning in Feminist Spirituality (Addison: Wesley Publication
Co., 1997), 112.
546 “Religions centered on the worship of a male God create ‘moods’ and ‘motivations’ that keep women
in a state of psychological dependence on men and male authority, while at the same time legitimating the
political and social authority of fathers and sons in the institutions of society.” Cf. Carol P. Christ, “Why
Women Need the Goddess: Phenomenological, Psychological, and Political Reflections,” WOMENSPIRIT
RISING: A Feminist Reader in Religion, edited by Carol P. Christ and Judith Plaskow (San Francisco: Harper
and Row, 1979), 275.
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identity.” Consequently, Christ emphasizes Goddess symbols that affirm female
power, the female body, the female will and lastly women’s bonds and heritage.
Christ affirms that symbols of the Goddess legitimate female power as beneficial
and independent power, and connects women to the power of nature for
transformation and regeneration.547 The female power that is in the Goddess
symbol psychologically defeats the view engendered by patriarchy, which considers
women’s power to be inferior and dangerous. Christ argues that this new mood of
affirmation of female power paves the way for new motivations that enable women
to trust their own power and the power of other women, both in the family and
society.548 This Goddess symbolizes the circle of life, death, rebirth energy in nature
and culture and in personal and communal life as well. Symbols of the Goddess are
helpfull in the process of naming and reclaiming the female body, which is depicted
as the creative, life-giving power and the creator of all the arts of civilization. Christ
affirms that women are the incarnation of the Goddess in their creative life-giving
process.549 Another important implication of the Goddess symbols for women that
Christ observed, is the positive valuation of Goddess-centered rituals. Christ
explains that “Here the Goddess is a center or focus of power and energy; she is
the personification of the energy that flows between beings in the natural and
human worlds.” 550 The final aspect of Goddess symbolism that Christ advocates is
the importance of revaluation of women’s bond and heritage. Christ thus laid the
foundation of Goddess symbolism, which paved the way for re-imagining the
kyriarchal God from a totally new perspective. Her groundwork of reaffirming and
revaluating women’s body, a cycle of life and rituals, is worth noting.
Elizabeth A. Johnson is a feminist theologian who critiques that speaking about
God exclusively in male terms does not help the equal participation of both women
and men. She intensifies the importance of talking about language to address God,
because “our language of the Divine reveals and shapes our concept of all reality
and our highest values … right speech about God is inseparable from solicitude for
all creatures and in particular for human beings.” 551 Apart from other pernicious
effects of addressing God by using androcentric language, Johnson points to three
distinct consequences:
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1)
2)
3)

By literalizing this image, it reduces the living God to something much
less, indeed, to an idol.
It legitimates structures of male authority in civil and ecclesial
communities: in the name of the Father God who rules over all, men
have the duty to command and control, on earth as it is in heaven.
It robs women of their dignity by distancing their human nature made
in the image and likeness of God from their own concrete, bodily
identity.552

As a response to classical concepts of God, Johnson recognizes the different
images of God both in Christianity and in other religions such as Judaism and
Islam. She points out that the Bible contains many images of God in personal,
political and other arrays of human life. Apart from personal relationships in the
Bible such as father, mother, husband, female, beloved, companion or friend, she
also traces the images of God in the political sphere, such as advocate, liberator,
king, warrior and judge. Finally, God is portrayed as a dairymaid, shepherd, farmer,
laundress, construction worker, poet, fisherman, midwife, merchant, physician,
baker woman, teacher, writer, artist, nurse, metal worker and home maker. 553
According to Johnson, attempts to use female personifications of God are not to
be interpreted as creating a dualistic tension with masculine dimensions or traits,
but rather as representing the abundance of the Divine in creation, redemption and
calling the world to prophetic power, and eschatological peace: “… the female deity
is not the expression of the feminine dimension of the Divine, but the expression
of the fullness of divine power and care shown in a female image.”554 Johnson
assesses the different ways in which theologians have been fashioning new language
in God-talk and critiques the use of “feminine” traits, such as gentleness, nurturing
and motherly compassion for understanding God. She is skeptical of these
feminine images used for addressing God because the norm remains that the
Divine is still a God who is more male than female. She notes that the “feminine
dimension” in God is often identified with the Holy Spirit, who is viewed as the
source of the typically “feminine” characteristics. Johnson suspects that there is an
inherent subordination in the theology of the Spirit because the Spirit is considered
to be a product of the Father and the Son.555
Johnson advocates that naming God as “God She” holds a radical promise of
change both in the social and religious spheres. She envisions that when the ‘HeGod’ is understood as ‘She God’, there is a profound incomprehensible mystery
Elizabeth A. Johnson, “Female Symbols for God: The Apophatic Tradition and Social Justice,”
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which opens up new possibilities to envision God who honors differences and
works towards equalities between men and women. Such an endeavor can also
have profound implications for thinking about the Divine and relating oneself to
the Divine. She opts for imagining God as both male and female, an approach that
maintains the mysterious otherness of the Divine (no person in our experience
exists as male and female), yet recognizes that both sexes have been created as
icons of the Divine. 556 However, Johnson also affirms that naming the Divine as
God-She is not an ultimate solution to the different experiences that women face,
but it does have powerful social, psychological, and spiritual effects. Renaming and
re-imagining God challenges the dominating power over women and enhances
women’s dignity in the image of the Divine. She asserts that re-conceptualizing
God with such models as mother, lover, and friend, grandmother, matrix of life,
the indwelling Ruach, Sophia, and the renewing female Spirit empowers both women
and men to engage in the struggles of justice for all human beings.557 Johnson is the
one who excavated the multiple names and images of the Divine in the Bible,
which inspire feminist theologians to consider the multiple images in their Godtalk.
c.
Sophia as embodiment of the Divine
The Sophia/Wisdom tradition has been an alluring concept amongst the feminist
theologians in their efforts of re-imagining classical theism. Johnson and Schüssler
used the Sophia tradition as an important resource that shares many resemblances
with the biblical God. The classical attributes used in theism, such as transcendent,
absolute, male monarchal, unchanging omnipotent and kyriarchal, make Johnson
suspicious of the uncanny resemblance to the historical ideals of male rulers. As
mentioned above, since Johnson advocates for an equivalent imagery of the Divine
in both male and female terms, she focuses her attention on Sophia the female
personification of God’s being in creative and saving involvement with the world.
She finds Sophia to be the most developed image for re-imagining the female
imagery of the Divine. (Proverbs 7, Ecclesiastes 24:3-5). She ascertains the
functions of Sophia, stating:
She fashions all that exists and pervades it with her pure and people-loving
spirit. She is all-knowing, all-powerful, and present everywhere, renewing all
things. Active in creation, she also works in history to save her chosen
people, guiding and protecting them through the vicissitudes of liberating
struggle. Her powerful words have the mark of divine address, making the
huge claim that listening to them will bring salvation while disobedience will
bring destruction. […] She is involved in relationships of loving, seeking, and
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finding with human beings. Whoever loves her receives what in other
scripture texts is given by God alone.558
In her articulation of Sophia as imagery of God, Johnson presents a Trinitarian
approach: Spirit-Sophia, Jesus-Sophia and Mother-Sophia. She explains her assertion
by saying that Spirit-Sophia is a mobile, pure, and loving spirit. Spirit Sophia’s energy
quickens the earth to live, her beauty shines in the stars, her strength breaks forth
in every fragment of shalom and renewal that emerges in the context of violence
and meaninglessness. 559 In Jesus-Sophia, one can encounter the presence of the
Divine as “God with us.” 560 The mystery of the genderless Divine is encountered
only when Jesus is imagined as Sophia.561 Jesus-Sophia portrays the particularity and
universal love of the Divine for all creations and connects the Divine to a concrete
embodiment.562 Finally, Mother-Sophia is considered to be the depth of absolute
mystery who mothers the universe and is concerned with the constant well-being
of the creation. She is considered to be the source and the goal of all creation. 563
Sophia is the immanent Divine who evokes mutuality and friendship among all
creatures.564
Countering kyriarchal images of God, which are very complex and vexatious,
Schüssler too, focused her attention on Sophia. She argues that even though the
Bible speaks of the Divine in feminine terms and uses female images of the Divine,
“G*d-languages” have been interpreted as pervasively androcentric and
patriarchally biased, using masculine metaphors and images in the theological
articulations of the Divine. 565 She asserts that imperial language and images were
used to legitimate monarchy and colonial expansion in the past. Today, however,
though imperial language and images are no longer used in a political sense, these
kyriarchal ideas have entered into the religious-liturgical realm and thus foster
kyriarchal internalization of empire. Schüssler therefore concludes that the central
theological question in the present context is how we speak and imagine the
Divine. As mentioned earlier, she argues that the language about G*d cannot
function on metaphysical and ontological levels but can function on a rhetorical
Johnson, She Who Is: The Mystery of God in Feminist Theological Discourse, 91.
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level where the “discourses about the Divine are articulated in a specific sociopolitical situation, by particular people with certain interests in mind, and for a
certain audience with whom they share cultural codes and religious traditions.” 566
Schüssler argues that it is the task of theology to critically delineate, reflect, and
evaluate how scriptures, traditions, and believers speak about God. 567 She suggests
that one needs to take the experiences of those who are placed at the bottom of the
kyriarchal pyramid serious: 568
It is neither patriarchal God nor matriarchal Goddess, neither the masculine
nor the feminine, neither Divine Fatherhood nor complementary
Motherhood that redeems and saves. Rather all kyriocentric symbols –
masculinity and femininity, pale and dark skin, domination and
subordination, relationality and vulnerability, wealth and exploitation,
nationalism and colonialism – are to be carefully tested in an ongoing
feminist ideology critique. Such a decolonizing feminist ideology critique
may take its cues neither from established dogmatic nor from cultural
constructs of the feminine. Instead it must attempt to name the negative as
well as the positive G*d experiences of women under imperial conditions
and critically reflects on them.569
Schüssler found that for Christian feminist theologians, Wisdom – Sophia, Sapientia
or Chokmah – has become an intriguing figure who represents God in a female
form, and was subjugated within the Christian tradition. 570 Therefore, in her
reconstruction of the female personification of God, Schüssler used the WisdomSophia tradition to negotiate the question of how to speak about the infinite and
unspeakable in a context of globalizing empire. 571 Through the lens of Sophia, the
Divine takes different forms in accordance with the need of the situation.
Sometimes she is both the teacher and that which is taught (Proverbs 4:5, 8:1-11),
sometimes a lover, a mother, and a teacher – all at the same time (Ecclesiastes 4:1116), and organically linked with creation (Ecclesiastes 24:12-19).572 For Schüssler,
the word “Wisdom” has a double meaning: it refers to either a quality of life and of
people or to the figurative representation of God. She argues that Sophia is transcultural, international, and inter-religious. Sophia as a female Divine is a Divine of
justice and well-being. This biblical Wisdom spirituality is a “spirituality of roads
and journeys, public places and open borders, nourishment, and celebrations. It
seeks for sustenance in the midst of struggles for justice, and cultivates creativities
and life in fullness.”573
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Schüssler points out that in the Bible, Sophia is portrayed as a cosmic figure
delighting in the dance of creation and an adherent of justice. She is a leader who
accompanies her people on their way throughout history. She raises her voice in
public places and calls out to everyone who will hear her. She also transgresses
boundaries, celebrates life, and nourishes her friends. Finally, her cosmic house has
no walls and she shares her table with everyone. 574 Nevertheless, Schüssler does not
claim that Wisdom-Sophia tradition is the sole early Christian discourse in which the
Divine is re-imagined from a feminist perspective. She warns that in the process of
re-imagining the Goddess concept, there is a danger of succumbing to
romanticizing the cultural notions of femininity, which in turn will re-inscribe the
western cultural androcentric gender binary that valorizes the ‘white lady’, devalues
women and finally idealizes femininity as representing superior transcendent and
salvific qualities.575
While discussing the use of Sophia for re-imagining the Divine, the work of Mayra
Rivera is also worth mentioning.576 Through her postcolonial lens, Rivera sees
Sophia as a hybrid figure. 577 She holds that Sophia in her manifold in-betweeness
“intervenes in the exercise of authority not merely to indicate the impossibility of
its identity but to represent the unpredictability of its presence.” 578 Therefore,
Sophia is ubiquitous, influential, life giving, appealing, and all knowing (Wisdom
7:22, 27; 8:1, 10:17; 9:11).579 This “Sophia stands in and as the difference, the
interval, between God and creation. Her very origin at once asserts her unity with
God and makes a difference, although admitted a very fluid one. In her presence
God founded the earth; she is an intimate in the knowledge of God” (Wisdom 8:4;
7:25). All these attributes of Sophia led Rivera to conclude that “In the beginning
was Sophia; Sophia was with God, and Sophia was God.”580
Subsequently, Rivera also points out that in spite of persistent efforts to grasp
Sophia, she remains an oscillating figure because her identity, her location at the
crossroads, her puzzling foreign accent, and her indecisive ontological positions
make it difficult to define her, which in turn causes a threat to “authority” based on
a specific system.581 Though this Sophia image is often criticized for equating Sophia
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with the Divine, it is significant not only for the richness of the image as a resource
for female language of the Divine but also because it provides an ecological
conscious theology that celebrates life. Unlike the classical understanding of the
transcendent God, Rivera asserts that the transcendence that Sophia represents is
neither absence nor untouchable but a challenging closeness, which is beyond
grasp. Sophia’s transcendence is not detached from the world but opening the world
to what is yet to be received, what has been pushed outside by crossing the
borders. She observes that Sophia cries out from the forbidden and forgotten
space.582 Thus, with Sophia a new kind of transcendence emerges that is also very
immanent. From her creative attributes, Sophia gives life, sustains and provides for
everyone. Her position in a hybridized place releases the age-old traditional images
of the static God, making room for more plausible and open attributes.
2.2. A Relational Divine
Feminist theologians like Sallie McFague, Carter Heyward, Mary Grey, and also
Melissa Raphael, critique the classical notion of transcendence. In their view, this
transcendence does not leave any room for mutuality, shared responsibilities,
reciprocity or love between the Divine and the creatures. 583 Therefore, they
advocate a form of immanent-transcendence that emphasizes the relation between
the Divine, human beings and the creation as a whole.
a.
Divinity as metaphorical relationality
Despite acknowledging that no single metaphor can adequately refer to or address
the Divine, Sallie McFague distinctly emphasizes relational metaphors. 584
Metaphors, she explains, should be characterized by open-endedness, because our
understanding of the Divine is tentative and is therefore a process. While
constructing tentative models for re-imagining the Divine, she marks relationship
as the “root metaphor” of Christianity where Divinity is understood in relation to
creation. In this relational model, McFague rejects the monarchical model and uses
personal metaphors: a mother, a lover, and a friend. 585 She asserts that presenting
the Divine through these three personal metaphors shows the Christian gospel to
be a message of “radical, surprising love.” 586 McFague uses and presents these three
metaphors – which reflect the most intimate and important human love
relationship – as a form of “Trinity,” which portrays the impartial, reuniting and
reciprocal love of God for the world. The mother metaphor of God represents
creativeness of the Divine who is intimately and impartially concerned with life at
Rivera, “God at the Crossroads: A Postcolonial Reading of Sophia,” Postcolonial Theologies: Divinity and
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all levels: “God as a parent is on the side of life as such.” 587 Secondly, the metaphor
of a lover signifies the Divine as the savior who sides with the sufferings of the
world and is oriented towards healing and reuniting all the parts of the body.
Finally, the metaphor of friend represents God as a sustainer who is immanently
present in the world. In this metaphor, McFague relates the Divine and human
beings as “Co-workers in the mutual project of extending fulfillment to all
creation.”588 She succinctly accentuates the relationality of these three metaphors by
affirming that “All the three loves – Creative, Salvific, and Sustaining – are united
in that each points to a desire for union, each, in a different way, draws attention to
the interrelatedness and interrelations of all life.” 589 For her, “The trinity, so
understood, is a way of speaking of creation, incarnation and deification that is our
beginnings from God, our Salvation in God and our movement toward God.” 590
McFague suggests that the model of the Divine-world relationship can best be
perceived as a form of panentheism which opposes pantheism. She describes
panentheism as “a view of the God-world relationship in which all things have their
origins in God and nothing exists outside of God, though this does not mean that
God is reduced to these things.” 591 Such a notion of personal metaphors signifying
love among the Divine and the creations themselves in interrelatedness, provides
an open space of familiarity and can act as a feasible building block for re-imaging
the Divine from tribal women’s perspective.
b.
Divinity in human to human relationality
In her critique of the classical attributes, Carter Heyward totally rejects the notion
of the “set-apartness” and impassive understanding of God as “completely useless
to us.” She argues that the distant impassible God is not God but rather a
“destructive controlling device, manufactured in the minds of men who have bent
themselves low before ideals of changeless Truth, deathless Life, pure Spirit,
perfect Reason, and other qualities often associated with the patriarchal ‘God’.” 592
In her opinion, classical notions of God are aloof from the affairs of the world and
are not related or affected by the daily experiences of joy and suffering by human
beings.593 In response, Heyward articulates the image of a relational God. She
affirms that feminist theologians do not just do theology for the sake of doing
theology but because women experience God moving within, between, and
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amongst them and thereby feminist theologians articulate their theology according
to their liberating experiences of the presence of God.594
Heyward asserts that it is impossible for human beings to identify clearly the nature
of God, because God resists our efforts to define, characterize or label “God” once
and for all.595 Therefore, she argues for a God connected to humankind and more
often immediately accessible in the relationship between two human beings who
share their love. She uses relational terms such as mother, father, sister, brother,
and friend.596 While rejecting the otherly dimensions of God, she advocates an
alternative way of re-imagining God and to replace the image of the “Almighty
God” with God as the “power of mutual relation: God is our relational power –
our power in mutual relation.” 597 Heyward thus holds that relationality is the form
of God’s yearning for humanity, drawing us closer to God and to each other.
Instead of the dualistic traditional notion of transcendence and immanence, she
opts for a God who is at once immanent and transcendent, crossing the boundaries
of race, gender, class differences and others.598
To transcend means, literally, to cross over. To bridge. To make
connections. To brush free of particular locations. A truly transcendent god
knows the bounds of no human life or religions. Such a God is not
contained within Holy Scriptures or religious creedal formulations. No one
person, no group of people, has a hot-line to a God who is actually
transcendent, for God is too constantly, too actively, moving, crossing over
from my life to yours, and from ours to theirs, to become our source of
special privilege.599
Heyward considers this transcendence to be the aspect of God that “drives us,
yearns for us, moves in us and by us and with us in the coming to know and love
ourselves as persons fundamentally in relation, not alone.”600 For Heyward God
does not belong to a particular individual or group but is rather seen as a power
that brings people into relation.
c.
Face of the Divinity in human relationship
While critiquing Descartes’ philosophical view that human being is a full being only
when separated from other human beings, Mary C. Grey, develops a relational and
process oriented understanding of human beings as well as relational attributes of
the Divine. Her theological articulation is based on the supposition that human
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beings are ontologically related to each other, including different racial groups,
nations, other co-creatures and finally the Divine. She holds that it is only through
relationships that human beings come into existence and they become dynamic
only because of their changing and transforming relationships with others. 601 Grey
applies different levels of relationship and describes the first level as the relations
found in day-to-day life in which superiority, subordination, and injustice take
place. The second level of relation that she notes is the “right relationship” that
attempts to strive for justice, mutuality and respect. Finally, she refers to the
experiences of ‘epiphanies of connection’ where experiences of deep
connectedness in relation with other living beings take place. She adds, however,
that not all relationships are positive because some can be destructive, where there
is misappropriation of power leading to dominance and marginalization.
Consequently, Grey asserts that mutuality and justice are imperative characteristics
of “right relationships” and are “ethics of connections.”602
With regard to re-imagining the classical God as a relational Divine, Grey argues
that the Divine cannot be the omnipotent who controls and exerts power over the
creation, but instead shares the vulnerability of human beings and is inherent in the
pain and suffering of the people. Like Heyward, Grey therefore calls this
experience the “Power God” – “Power-in-Relation.”603 Based upon this assertion,
Grey articulated a theology of a relational Divine who is an embodiment of
“relational power.” For her, Christ who is rooted in the Divine is both the “source”
and “resource” of power. “If God creates, heals, and redeems by enabling us to
claim power in relationships, a power which at the same time drives to justice, we
expect to see that manifest above all in the life and ministry of Jesus.” 604
Grey adds that this power is both relational and mutual in nature and practice and
she therefore calls it “mutuality-in-relating.” Taking the example of the relationship
between the three persons of the Trinity, Grey underlines that this is not only to be
understood as a mutual relationship among the three-persons of the Trinity,
because in such a mutual relationship there is also distinctiveness, diversity, and
otherness which also emphasizes respect for the differences. She also argues that
relational power and the symbol of “Christ of mutuality-in-relations”, is an effort to
criticize the classical notion of Christ as Christus Victor, high priest, or the
impassibility attributes. Grey points out that this relational power can also be
interpreted as “erotic power,” because it destroys superiority and domination, and
develops, builds, encourages, and sustains relationships, which in turn promote
Mary C. Grey, “Claiming Power-in-Relation: Exploring the Ethics of Connection,” Journal of Feminist
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peace, liberty and unity throughout the creation: “A passion for justice, shared and
embodied, is the form God takes among us in our time.” 605
Within the framework of discussing the concept of the relational Divine, the work
of Melissa Raphael, a Jewish feminist theologian, is certainly worth mentioning.
Raphael focused on the Holocaust, seeking the face of the Divine in the
experiences of the Jews in the Auschwitz concentration and extermination camp.
She constructed a feminist theology of the Holocaust based on “the presence of
God.”606 She emphatically criticizes the idea that the omnipotence of God is based
on patriarchal power. Raphael denies the patriarchal omnipotent power of God
over history, and instead believes that Divine power mediated in interpersonal and
social relations distributes its blessings and judges those who violate it. 607 While
male theologians wrote about the absence of God in Auschwitz, Raphael states that
“God’s silence in Auschwitz was the silence of an omnipotent God-king who was
never there in the first place but was one who reigned in the minds of those who
required God’s sanction for their own hierarchical rule.” 608 Therefore, Raphael
asserts that relational care was the sign and medium of the Divine’s power rather
than quasi-military intervention or the miraculous suspension of the laws of cause
and effect in the face of the exiled Shekhinah. She is interested in “who” the Divine
was in Auschwitz rather than “where” S/he was. In her quest for understanding
who the Divine was for the Jewish women in their untold sufferings in the
Auschwitz camp, Raphael suggests that the Divine was present in Auschwitz in the
form of the Shekhinah: “a manifestation of God defined by her presentness.” 609 “As
Shekhinah, God’s presence in Auschwitz was that of a God whose power was such
that she could consent to be defiled by virtue of her immanence and still be God,
then, now, and in the times to come.”610
Raphael notes that while the conditions in Auschwitz were wholly non-ordinary,
“God-She may have been so ‘ordinarily’ present among women whose personhood
was getting ever less perceptible that she was herself imperceptible.” 611
Nevertheless, this does not mean that God had deliberately hidden herself. If she
seemed hidden, “it was by virtue of the non-luminousness of the medium of
presence in the depth of evil into which she was plunged. It may then be the case
that God’s presence in the camps was hidden only in that it was not ordinarily
perceptible.”612 Raphael feels that God cannot be known where there is no one
who turns her or his face to women who are dying of sickness, hunger, and
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helplessness. God was, however, in Auschwitz, knowable in the moments of being
seen in the face of the other, which represented loyalty and love:
“Face” is, after all, a biblical metonym for divine presence. Israel yearns for
God’s face while its foes taunt her with God’s absence (Ps. 42); she
constantly seeks God’s face (Ps. 105:4) and experiences the lifting up of the
divine face to shine upon her as a blessing of presence which grants
friendship and peace (Num. 6: 25-26).”613
The relational acts bear witness of the immanence of God who is not only the
creator and meaning of humanity but reveals the value and locus of the Divine: 614
“The truly human bears a trace of the truly divine.” 615
Based on the discussions above, we can draw the conclusion that relationships in
different forms have been a very important concept for feminist theologians in reimagining the Divine with an alternative transcendence, which is based on personal
relationships and as a power in mutual relationships. Furthermore, through the lens
of relationship, the Divine is imagined in the ethics of connection that gives
prominence to justice, love, compassion, and respect for differences, diversity, and
concern for cosmology. Thus, the Otherness of the classical God disappears and
another form of transcendence, which is also utterly immanent, appears. Rivera has
aptly drawn attention to this by saying that the transcendent God is irreducibly
Other, always beyond our grasp but not beyond our touch. 616 The transcendent is
immanently working in and through relationships between the Divine, humankind
and creation. The transcendent touch of the Divine is interpersonal which not only
challenges the traditional dualistic understanding of the Divine but also inserts the
touch of the Divine within human relations and helps to perceive the Divine as
transcendentally immanent.
One might say that the works of Daly and Ruether in which they both present God
as “Being,” as a continuous process and “Primal Matrix” or “God/ess,” and
address cosmological concerns for all creatures, offer a basis on which feminist
theologians can develop their theologies through a relational lens. Personal
metaphors of relation, relational mutuality, and ethics of relationality can provide
crucial guiding posts for tribal feminist God-talk in a communitarian tribal society
like the Northeast Indian society where empire has its stronghold.
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2.3. Multiplicity versus the logic of the One
According to Regina M. Schwartz, monotheism does not only result in rigidness or
oppression, but can also result in violence or aggression to those who have other
allegiances.617 The assertion “Thou shalt have no other gods before me,” signifies
intolerance for other people and beliefs. Similarly, Laurel C. Schneider, a western
postcolonial theologian, critiques monotheism, saying that it totally
compartmentalized the notion of Divinity and does not demonstrate any openness
or flexibility. Schneider underlines that “monotheism with its exclusiveness and
closed concept can neither tolerate nor comprehend the Divine embodiment that
takes place in various forms and in multiple ways or understanding of
embeddedness in multiple embodiments.” 618
In her work Beyond Monotheism: A Theology of Multiplicity, Schneider deconstructs the
classical notion of monotheism, pointing out that formerly the term monotheism
was a useful term for propounding the ideology of oneness that was developed in
the context of empire in post-exilic Israel, imperial Greece, and imperial Rome.
Later, in modern times, the term “monotheism” was used in scholarly, religious and
political assertions aimed at propagating the dominance of a One-god belief system
in a context of multiplicity. Instead of the term monotheism, Schneider prefers to
use “logic of the One” when referring to this closed monotheism,619 adding that the
logic of the One is a resilient framework that remains uninvestigated. 620 She
therefore develops a theology of multiplicity, using the “logic of multiplicity” as an
alternative, with the aim of questioning and critiquing the ontological conceptions
of the logic of the One. Schneider repeatedly states however that the logic of
multiplicity does not replace the logic of the One, but that the “former includes the
latter within its expression.”621
In her theological articulation of the logic of multiplicity, Schneider expounds that
multiplicity does not mean “The many,” which connotes a collection of
independent beings, but instead a collection of co-constituted relational ideas and
concepts.622 She succinctly describes this concept of multiplicity as, “The whole is
constituted by its parts but, then, the parts are also constituted by their
participation in the whole.”623 Making use of the argument of Jean Luc Nancy –
who stressed that the Latin word “plus” is comparable to multus, which is not
“numerous,” but is “more,” – Schneider makes her concept of multiplicity clearer
yet by stating that multiplicity is “more but is also less than the whole or One.” She
Regina M. Schwartz is an American religion and literature scholar. See: “An Interview with Regina M.
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asserts that multiplicity offers a clear religious response to nationalism, colonialism,
and related ideologies.
Schneider thinks that no metaphor about the Divine is complete in itself, but that
Divinity responds to calls in different shapes and forms. She beautifully sketches
the response of the Divine as follows:
Divinity responds and shifts into shape, is born under stars of longing, is
washed in rivers of connections, touches a wounded body here, a shredded
heart there, walks, thirsts, and learns, rises up, is broken like bread, slips
through the open door of death, returns. What are we to do with this God,
these Gods, who come?624
In her view, characteristics as multiplicity, fluidity, porosity and interconnections
are positive claims regarding divinity, since they blur boundaries and open up a
static divine. They indicate ontological marks of divinity, but also support
metaphoric exemption.625 She adds that ‘God-with-us’ cannot be wholly an
abstraction; the fleshiness of the Divine that lies at the heart of Jesus makes the
Christian teachings meaningful and coherent.626 Schneider further defines this
divine multiplicity as an “a-centered relationality” that is revealed in the process of
inexchangeable incarnation and accessible through supple postures of flexibilities,
openness, humor, and fluency; it is not singularly rooted nor centered. “Every
point of emergence, or incarnational occurrence, is a center from which ever new
migrations occur, generating change, connections, and new centers of emergence.
“Origin” in any single sense becomes nonsensical.”627 She argues that “Incarnation,
God-with-us, is a most profound theory of revelation and of responsibility. It is
incarnation that beckons now, from beyond the limits of the One.” 628 Incarnation
of the Divine implies that the Divine is multiple and more than One: “It opens a
posture of openness to the world as it comes to us, of loving the discordant,
plenipotential world more than the desire to overcome, to colonize, or even to
“save them.”629
Since divine multiplicity is just a concept and not the Divine, Schneider calls for
more narrative ways of doing and constructing theology by using resources such as
myths and stories. She explains that one must speak of the Divine only in
metaphorical terms (metaphoric exemption). There is not just one single metaphor
but there are many plausible metaphors to re-imagine the Divine. However, “the
metaphoric exemption is only part of the story. Experiential confession is also, at
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the very same time, true as flesh.”630 Every experience is unique, particular, and
embodied. Space, place, and time are the building blocks of matter that constitute
bodies of divine multiplicity. 631 In line with the logic of multiplicity, Schneider felt
the need to focus on and to articulate the old stories, which in turn will open up a
concept of Divinity that is creating, loving, and evolving. The latter corresponds
with the quote of Catherine Keller, “Creation opens up the concept of the
incarnation beyond its singularity.” 632 Schneider concludes by expressing that divine
multiplicity – which is love – cannot be One, and if divine is Love, divine cannot
be One but is heterogeneous.633 In a context like Northeast India with its long
histories of living under different forms of empire and a milieu of multi-religiosity,
the logic of multiplicity opens up possibilities of a fresh re-imagination of the
Divine. It might therefore be quite useful to consider the feasibility of using myths,
folktales, socio-cultural and religious traditions within the framework of the logic of
multiplicity, in doing theology from a tribal perspective.
The above discussions make clear that androcentric language and the kyriarchal
images were the earliest concerns of feminist theologians. Besides that, they critique
the dualistic way of thinking that undergirds the androcentric hierarchal God-talk.
They made efforts to reconstruct the use of inclusive language for addressing the
Divine. Such efforts were followed by re-imagining the Divine with and through
female symbols, which became a vital concept for legitimizing female power and
female strength, that, in turn, helped in presenting an inclusive image of the Divine.
Furthermore, relational theology, which is metaphorically personal, mutually interrelating, ethical and cosmological in nature, ultimately developed a different notion
of transcendence. Finally, and juxtaposed against static monotheism, a theology of
multiplicity was grounded by re-imagining the Divine and using multiplicity as a
resourceful concept in this process of re-imagination. The logic of multiplicity
opens up the space for accommodating and interconnecting that which was
shunned, hidden, and glossed over. Thus, multiplicity opens up possibilities for reimagining the Divine as relevant, richer and more comprehensive.
Alongside western feminist theologians, Latin-American, African, and Asian
feminist theologians too have been actively involved in rethinking God-talk, using
resources from their own social, political, religious and spiritual contexts, which are
meaningful to them. The works of the Asian feminist theologians in re-imagining
the Divine will be briefly discussed below.
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3.

Asian feminists’ deconstruction and reconstructions of classical
theism

Asian feminist theological consciousness started in the later part of the 1970’s when
women sought to articulate their own theologies in reaction to western feminist
theologians and also to the theological articulations of Asian male theologians.
Asian feminist theology asserts that “Neither Third world men nor First world
women can determine the Third world women’s agenda.”634 The last four decades
have witnessed Asian feminist theologians making laudable contributions to
theological thinking through their critical and creative articulations and
publications. In the initial stage, Asian feminist theologians focused on their
“Asianness” and their distinctness from the western world in relation to their
personal histories and sufferings. Later on, they also emphasized that one should
consider the multiple religious, cultural and linguistic ambience which marks the
Asian context as different from other continents.
Chung Hyun Kyung, a postcolonial Korean feminist theologian, strongly supports
this affirmation, saying that every Asian feminist theologian needs to be conscious
of her own multi-cultural and multi-religious context. She emphasizes that Asian
feminist theologians need to move away from the so-called “doctrinally pure
Christianity” and enter into interreligious dialogue with the popular religions of
Asia.635 In her call for re-imagining the Divine, she presents four steps. Firstly, she
asserts that one needs to commit oneself to peoples’ struggles for survival. One
should take the time to listen to the peoples’ stories of hunger, pain,
impoverishments, and needs. Secondly, there is a need for analyzing the sociopolitical and religio-cultural contexts behind the struggles for a holistic life where
colonialism and neocolonialism play debilitating roles. The third step concerns the
search for life-giving fragments and traditions. Finally, she encourages the building
of communities of resistance and hope in order to sustain each other in the
burdensome struggles, and to interpret the Bible and traditions from the
perspective of the disfranchised. 636
Asian feminist theologians encompass the traditional religious beliefs and values in
their re-imagining of the classical God,637 in the sense that they do not only
critically read the patriarchal lines but also re-read the dominating elements in
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western theology and in Asian religious traditions, thereby integrating inclusive
Asian cultural and religious resources in the formation of their theology. In
addition, with the implementation of postcolonial theories, Asian feminist
theologians have critically looked into the many layers and the complexity in the
forms of the after-effects of colonization, race, culture, ethnicity, globalization, et
cetera, that cramp their lives.
As mentioned above, one cannot talk about Asian feminist God-talk without taking
into consideration the multiple contexts, complexities and the pluralistic religious
heritages where all activities and emancipations of life are based on the Divine. 638
The Divine and the concept of Divinity constitute the core of Asian women’s faith,
hope, and aspirations for a holistic life and belief. Thus, Asian feminist theologians
have been extensively focusing their attention on the re-imagination of the
kyriarchal God. Like feminist theologians from other parts of the world, Asian
feminist theologians have also found the traditional classical attributes to be
dominating, exclusive, problematic and irrelevant to them. As a result, different
approaches were used to re-imagine God. In a multi-religious context, such as the
Asian context, the notion of Divinity and the language used for addressing the
Divine are gender inclusive, which led some Asian feminists to think that they do
not need to investigate the language problem in God-talk. However, Japanese
theologian Satoko Yamaguchi argues that the use of inclusive language and
imaginations is crucial and urgent, because “the kyriarchal religious imagination
inscribes and naturalizes kyriarchal values into the deep subcounscious levels of our
minds.”639 For Asian feminist theologians it is therefore important to critically
focus on this kyriarchal God-talk because it not only influences their relationship
with the Divine and other people but also the formation of their self-identity. 640 As
a result, some Asian feminists try to find the inclusive elements from their rich
cultural and religious heritages, others glean inclusive imageries from the Bible,
nature and from Goddess traditions that inspire their God-talk.
Asian feminist theologians like Kwok found that western feminists’ ontological and
philosophical debates about the Divine and their articulations are not relatable to
Asian women in their different contextual milieu. Kwok illustrates this with an
example from the work of Daly, saying that the verb “to be” has no equivalent in
the Chinese language and as such Daly’s discussion of “being” as a verb does not
have any relevancy for Asian women. Moreover, she says that for the Chinese, the
theological debates of homoiousia (whether the son shares the same substance with
the father) is not relevant. In Chinese tradition, it is obligatory for the son to run
the family line and unintelligible to think of the son suffering and dying for the
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world. Moreover, that the father would demand the death of the son as a ransom
or as a sacrifice is unthinkable and irrational. Rather, the death of Jesus on the cross
suggests bad karma for the Chinese, which in turn disturbs the harmony, peace,
and serenity in Chinese religiosity. Thus, to an average Asian, sacrificing a son does
not make much sense. 641 For Asian feminist theologians, their everyday
experiences, the after effects of colonialism, neo-colonialism, militarization,
poverty, ethnicity, sexual orientation, globalization and multi-religious contexts,
different levels of economic stability, health, education, race, ethnicity and sexuality
in a globalized world, all come together in determining their theological discourses.
In the following paragraphs the different attempts and contributions made by
Asian feminist theologians in defining God-talk, will be discussed.
3.1. Personifying the image of the Divine as a creative female image
Asians see the Divine as the creator of the universe in its entire splendor. 642 The
life-giving aspects of the Divine as the creator are personified by the mother who is
sensitive, fosters and nurtures life. Marianne Katoppo, one of the earliest Asian
feminist theologians was critical and called the exclusive image of God as male into
question. She herself, used inclusive imagery in her God-talk. She observed that in
the context of Asia, in religions like Hinduism, it is difficult to dichotomize the
Divine into male and female. In Christianity, however, there is ample dualism in the
classical notion of God, and in the process of enforcing the masculine image, the
female side is overlooked. Katoppo accentuates the creative attributes of the
Divine. She warns that even when the Divine is addressed as “Father,” one should
not take this in an ontic or literal sense, because the Divine is neither male nor
female. She also mentions that calling the Divine “Father” does express loving
concern, fertility, productiveness, and creativity.643
Katoppo uses immediate realities like nurturing and compassion in re-imagining the
classical androcentric theism. 644 She uses the Hebrew term rechamin which connotes
mercy and compassion of the Divine as her starting point. The word rechamin that
comes from the same root as rechem, literally means “movements of the womb.”
She emphasizes physical attributes of the Divine, such as the creative womb of the
Divine, and considers the womb to be a place of creation, as described in Genesis
1:1-2, which reads that in the beginning there was complete darkness, water and the
Spirit (ruach) of the Divine brooding over the waters. Then, Katoppo turned her
attention to the third person of the Trinity – ruach, the Holy Spirit.645 She used the
connection between rechamin and ruach as the essential factor in her theological
constructions. She holds that the core of the Holy Spirit is “boundless freedom”
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and only when the Divine is perceived from the perspective of rechamin and ruach
one can experience the works of the Spirit where life, vitality, creativity, growth,
orderliness, community feeling, sharing, fellowship, and bearing each other’s
burden, can be found. 646 However, in the process of such a re-imagination of the
Divine, one should also be aware that gleaning such attributes of the Divine as
compassion, love, gentleness et cetera, does not concern a sentimental love but a
high regard of love for life, solidarity with the underclass and justice for all. 647
3.2. Unearthing the Goddess’ traditions – Kuan Shi Yin/Kuan Yin
Goddess traditions are common phenomena in Asian religious contexts. In the
Hindu traditions there are hundreds of Goddesses of which Durga, Kali, Parvati and
Saraswati are the best known. In the Buddhist tradition, a Goddess called Kuan Yin
is worshiped in India and other South East Asian Countries. These Goddesses are
considered to be the source of all creations and blessings. They symbolize strength,
prosperity, motherhood, beauty, fertility, wisdom, learning, intellect, power, charity,
creativity and energy, all of which triumphs over evil. These Goddesses not only
nurture and sustain but also protect, control and endure the whole creation. With
these Goddess traditions as their sources, Asian feminist theologians attempt to reimagine the kyriarchal God. In the following, the Goddess Kuan Yin will be
highlighted in order to show how Asian feminist theologians have been using the
Goddess tradition to reinterpret theology and to re-imagine the Divine.
In discussing the multiple forms of the Divinity, the figure of Kuan Shi Yin, also
known as Kuan Yin, offers the best example within the framework of the reimagination of the Divine. Kuan Shi Yin or Kuan Yin is an eminent Goddess known
by different names.648 In Bhuddhism Kuan Yin is considered to be a Bodhisattva, a
being of wisdom destined to become a Buddha. S/he is perceived as Buddhist
Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara.649 She has taken the vow of a Bodhisattva to save all beings
from suffering by bringing them to the final state of Nirvana. Historically, Kuan Yin
embodied a male figure in India in the initial stage, but one can also find that s/he
was venerated as a female deity in China. According to the Huayan Sutra, Kuan Yin
transforms her/himself into different shapes and forms according to the need of
Marianne Katoppo, “Women’s Image of Herself,” The Emerging Christian Woman: Church and Society
Perspective, edited by Stella Faria, Anna Vareed Alexander and Jessie B. Tellis-Nayak (Indore: Satprakashan
Sanchar Kendra, 1984), 70-72. Cf. Katoppo, “The Concept of God and the Spirit from the Feminist
Perspective,” 246.
647 Kwok, Introducing Asian Feminist Theology, 78.
648 Kuan means “observe’,” Shih means the “world” or “region” where sufferings exist and Yin means
“voices of the word,” especially those crying out in need of help. When put together, Kuan Yin means
“Observer/hearer of the cries of the world” or “She who harkens to the cries of the world.” In Japan,
Kuan-Yin is known as Kannon or Kanzeon, as Quan Âm amongst the Vietnamese, Kanin in Bali and Gwanseeum by the Koreans. “Guan Yin, Guan Yim, Kuan Yim, Kuan Yin,” http://www.nationsonline.org
/oneworld/Chinese_Customs/Guan_Yin.html (Accessed on 29 February, 2016). Cf. “Kwan Yin,”
http://www.crystalinks.com/kwanyin.html (Accessed on 29 February, 2016).
649 Japan, Korea, Vietnam, Combodia, Sri Lanka and Tibet. Cf. Daniel L. Overmyer, “Kuan-yin: The
Development and Transformation of A Chinese Goddess,” The Journal of Religion, 82/3 (2002): 418.
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the people.650 Physically, Kuan Yin is sometimes portrayed as the Goddess with a
thousand arms and eleven heads to help those in despair and in distress. 651 Her
cupped hands often form the Yoni Mudra, which symbolizes the womb and the
entry of life.652 S/he is often seen as holding a willow branch, which is used for
healing or fulfilling the request of the people, and a vase filled with water, which is
considered to be the dew of compassion and the water of life. This water removes
suffering, purifies the defilement of the body, speech and mind, and thus prolongs
life.653 She is also sometimes portrayed holding a sheaf of ripe rice or a bowl of rice,
which signifies her role of fertility and sustenance. In such a physical form, Kuan
Yin is considered to be an omnipresent Divine mother who looks in all directions
to see the afflictions and pain of the creatures, extending her many hands to help
those in distress with her infinite flow of mercy. She is often compared to Mary of
Christianity, Isis of Egyptian religion, the Tibetan Goddess Tara, and Shakti or
Parvati from Hinduism.654
Amongst the Asian feminist theologians, Chung is the one who intensely criticizes
the classical notion of God and extensively emphasizes the use of her own Asian
cultural resources in her theological discourses and re-imagination of God and
Christ, notably the figure of Kuan Yin. Chung argues that in order to become a
Christian, she had to deny her own culture and embrace Christian culture, which
according to her is imperialistic and colonialistic. In an interview about how her
image of God changed, Chung describes this development as follows:
As a theological student, I always thought God is Spirit, that there is no
image. But I really had an image of this white man with blue eyes and long
hair and white robes […] White man with big nose. It was my image of God.
My intellectual side said God has no image because God is Spirit. But all my
upbringing as a Christian in Korea, in Korean church, which was founded by
many Western missionaries, all my Sunday school education was based on
this picture of God who looked like Moses in the movie “Ten
Commandments” […] But through long personal struggle, I realized one day
my image of God now is like a middle-aged Korean woman, looking like my
mother, very warm and affirming, very available and strong and down-toearth. When I prayed, she came to me. So that image is my image of God. It

The Hauyan is the school of Buddhism derived from Buddhist philosophy. Hauyan Sutra means the
rule or law of Hayan School.
651 “Guan Yin, Guan Yim, Kuan Yim, Kuan Yin,” http://www.nationsonline.org/oneworld/Chinese_
Customs/Guan_Yin.htm (Accessed on 29 February, 2016).
652 Yoni Mudra literally means the seal or mark of the uterus.
653 “Kuan Shih Yin – Avalokiteshvara Bodhisattva: The Bodhisattva of Great Compassion,” http://www.
buddhanet.net/e-learning/history/kuanyin-txt.htm (Accessed on 29 February, 2016).
654 “Kwan Yin,” http://www.crystalinks.com/kwanyin.html (Accessed on 29 February, 2016.
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is very liberating because before, when I prayed to God who is white, who is
old, who is man, it was difficult for me to be connected with him. 655
In her quest for an inclusive Divine, Chung gave an epoch-making presentation at
Canberra in the Plenary Session of the World Council of Churches in 1991. She
invoked the Holy Spirit, linking the Spirit with many oppressed and violated spirits.
She started her presentation with a Shamanistic ritual dance and invoked the spirits
of many people from all over the world, who were murdered, oppressed,
militarized, victimized and violated. She conducted the Han-pu-ri ceremony to
liberate those oppressed spirits from their han (bitterness) and called upon the Holy
Spirit to free and renew the creation. She concluded her talk with imaging Kuan Yin
as the image of Christ and the Holy Spirit.
For me the image of the Holy Spirit comes from the image of Kwan Yin. She
is venerated as Goddess of compassion and wisdom by East Asian women’s
popular religiosity. Her compassion for all suffering living beings makes Her
stay in this world enabling other living beings to achieve enlightenment. Her
compassionate wisdom heals all forms of life and empowers them to swim
to the shore of Nirvana. She waits and waits until the whole universe—
people, trees, birds, mountains, air, water—become enlightened. They can
then go to Nirvana together where they can live collectively in eternal
wisdom and compassion. Perhaps this might also be a feminine image of the
Christ who is the first born among us, one who goes before and brings
others with Her.656
Re-imagining the divine Spirit and Christ through the bodhisattva tradition of Kuan
Yin is not only used amongst Asian feminist theologians but its richness and
multiplicity attracted even western feminist theologians. Elizabeth Schüssler
Fiorenza, for example, found the Goddess Kuan Yin alluring. She states that the
tradition of Kuan Yin leaves space in language and imagery, which can be useful for
Christian theology, in the sense that it supports the fact that the Divine is not
subjected to sex or gender and transcends race and class. Kuan Yin is a slippery
figure and manifests herself in different ways.657 According to Schüssler, Kuan-Yin is
very similar to Wisdom-Sophia. Both these figures seem to transcend and destabilize
the dualistic kyriarchal, naturalized sex-gender system and at the same time seem to
embody typically feminine features and virtues, such as mercy, beauty, self-sacrifice,
and motherliness. However, Schüssler cautions that categories like this can be
misused to re-inscribe the oppressive cultural gender image of the Lady that

“Image of God,” YouTube Inspiration and Spirit Channel, uploaded in August, 2011 https://www.you
tube.com/watch?v=iwFBK1kPbLE (Accessed on 23 March, 2016).
656 Chung Hyun Kyung’s video presentation on, “Come Holy Spirit: Renew the Whole Creation,”
presented at the Seventh Assembly of the World Council of Churches in Canberra, Australia, 1991.
657 Schüssler, The Power of the Word: Scripture and the Rhetoric of Empire, 233.
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inculcates decorum, docility, self-sacrifice, humility, subordination, or wifely
devotion.658
3.3. Re-imagining alternate models of God
While the western feminist theologians have been focusing their God-talk on ‘Godthe Father’, Asian feminist theologians paid more attention to Christology. This is
related to their familiarity with the multiple forms and images of the Divine in their
traditional religions. These manifestations of different faces and forms of Divinity
through various elements in nature do not only explain the Asian focus on
Christology but especially the firm foothold of the incarnated Christ. The concept
of incarnation not only manifests the continual flow of life but also the continual
presence of the divine in creation. Asian feminist theologians thus focus their
attention on Christological articulations to re-imagine the Divine in multiple ways.
Furthermore, since Asian feminist theologians are more concerned with their
everyday lived experiences rather than dogma and doctrine, it is easier for them to
relate their sufferings to the sufferings of Christ.
a.
Organic model of Christology
Kwok Pui-lan attempts to re-imagine the classical Christology, using a model which
she calls an organic model of Christology. Kwok holds that the incarnate revelation
of God in Jesus, which she names ‘epiphanic Christ’, opens up possibilities for
human beings to encounter God in multiple other ways: in human beings, in nature
or in the whole creation. Kwok argues that the incarnation of God is visible as a
salvific figure in other people’s history, irrespective of gender. The wisdom of the
epiphanic Christ forms part of a cosmic realm, promoting eco-justice and
compassion which surpasses anthropocentrism. She also refers the death and
resurrection of Jesus to a larger context where he struggled for justice for all
creations. Kwok reinterpreted the resurrection of the Christ, saying that
“resurrection can be seen as a rebirth, a regeneration giving new hope where sin is
not considered as disobedience but the breaking down of the interconnectedness of
all things, threatening the web of life and the suffocation of mother earth.” 659 She
proposes therefore that Christ should be re-imagined as an organic model. This
breaks away from the rigorous atonement theory and the familiar images of Christ
as the Son of Man, King of kings, Father, Prince, et cetera. Kwok rather uses nonhuman metaphors from nature and cosmos.660
Kwok maps out three main reasons for focusing her attention on an organic model
of Christ. Firstly, the Chinese script (ideograms), linguistic articulations, thought
patterns, religious affirmations and worldview are utterly different from the western
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perspectives.661 In order to bridge the huge ideological gap between the East and
the West, Kwok uses non-anthropocentric images when she presents her organic
Christology. With a view to the Chinese religious worldview, this requires
“symbolizations of Christ using both feminine and masculine metaphors, images,
and concepts, such that women and men can find their experiences reflected in
God.”662 Secondly, she notes that indigenous people living in a traditional culture
believe that their actions have consequences for the cosmos as a whole. She hopes
that an organic model of Christology, interconnected with the world, will
contribute towards a vision of eco-justice, and embrace other religions and
traditions. Finally, she advocates the debunking of any kind of political and
imperialistic ideologies and she demystifies the uniqueness, militaristic and
triumphant character of Christ as portrayed by the crusaders, colonizers, and
missionaries.663
In the light of all this, Kwok makes use of the multiple images of Christ in the New
Testament to reconstruct her organic model of Christology. She refers to the
organic metaphors in John where Jesus refers to himself as the Vine (John 15:5),
the Bread of Life, Living Water (John 6:35), and to the image of the hen that draws
her brood under her wings (Matthew 23:27). Kwok shows how Jesus also uses
metaphors from nature in his interactions and teachings, for example the Divine
care for the swallows and the lilies in the field and the sun who shines on all
without any discrimination or prioritizing. Moreover, Kwok observes that Jesus
focuses more on those who were despised, sinners and downtrodden, and points
out Jesus’s relation to food, how he feeds the crowd and eats with Zachariah at his
house, and she mentions the symbols of the kingdom, et cetera. In this organic
model, Kwok also refers to the organic dimension of the Sophia tradition. The
wisdom tradition, with Jesus as the personification of Sophia opens up possibilities
for a dialogue with the ancient wisdom traditions of Asia. This organic model of
Christ accentuates the teachings about right living and a cordial relationship with
nature and co-human beings and the strive for eco-justice.
b.
Christ as the Priest of Han
In her re-imagining of Christ, Chung uses the metaphor of Christ as the Priest of
Han.664 She starts with the claim that the Spirit of the Divine is found in the spirits
For example, one can attain moral perfection and sagehood through one’s own effort in Confucianism
as in Mahayana Buddhism where enlightenment and Buddhahood can be achieved by one’s own effort.
Cf. Kwok Pui-lan, “Chinese Non-Christian Perceptions of Christ,” Any Room for Christ in Asia? Concilium, 2
(1993): 24-32.
662 Kwok, Introducing Asian Feminist Theology, 90.
663 Kwok, Introducing Asian Feminist Theology, 89-91.
664 Han is a term in Korean language, which cannot be fully translated into English, but can be understood
as describing the depths of human sufferings as an “abysmal experience of pain.” According to Minjung
theologian Suh Nam-Dong, Han is “The suppressed, amassed, and condensed experience of oppression
caused by mischief or misfortune so that it forms a kind of ‘lump’ in one’s spirit.” Cf. A. S. Park, The
Wounded Heart of God (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1993), 15. Suh Nam-Dong, “Towards a Theology of
Han,” Minjung Theology, edited by Kim Yong Bock (Singapore: CCA, 1981), 65.
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of the oppressed who were faithfully struggling for life. The spirits who are Han
ridden, search for justice, wisdom, compassion, persistence and resilience. 665
According to Chung, this feeling of Han is the result of the improper
interconnection of classism, sexism, colonialism, and cultural imperialism. 666 She
calls for the incorporation of local religious elements such as Han-pu-ri, a ritual
administered by Shamans. These Shamans play an important role in giving voice to
the voiceless and to the hidden stories of oppression. Through Han-pu-ri, the
plights of the voiceless and distressed ghosts speak out.
In this process of Han-pu-ri, the community comes together to solve their problems
by either uprooting the source of oppression or through collective repentance and
acts of healing.667 Han-pu-ri is a genuine experience of liberation and life-giving
power. Re-imagining Christ as the priest of Han in Christian thinking will enable
the people to experience healing and see a clearer image of God. 668 Jesus is
portrayed as the priest of Han, a shaman who consoles the broken-hearted, heals
the afflicted and restores wholeness through communication with the spirits.
Chung concludes that the roles played by the shamans and Jesus Christ as healer,
comforter, and counselor are similar. She does, however, advise that in the
incorporation of one’s own local traditions in theological articulation, one should
also be critical of one’s own local resources in order to discern the liberating from
the oppressive traditions.669
c.
Christ as the Liberated Human Being
Mary John Mananzan and Virginia Fabella are two feminist theologians from the
Philippines who focus their attention on re-interpreting and re-imagining Christ.
Mananzan looks at the effects of many years of Spanish colonization. The Christ
that was presented by the Spanish is docetic and scarcely connected to the realities
of life. She notes that in order to legitimate the colonial rule and pacify the people,
the suffering image of Christ was especially highlighted in the annual procession
during the Holy Week, where the Passion narrative and the re-enactment of the
suffering and death of Christ were strongly emphasized. She notes that the
festivities were organized to keep the local people loyal to the colonizers and the
church, and a passive life and after life salvation were emphasized. 670 Mananzan
Chung Hyun Kyung, “Welcome the Spirit, Hear Her Cries: The Holy Spirit, Creation and the Culture
of life,” Christianity and Crisis, 51 (1991): 223.
666 Chung Hyung Kyung, “‘Han-pu-ri’: Doing Theology from Korean Women’s Perspective,” We Dare to
Dream: Doing Theology as Asian Women, edited by Virginia Fabella and Sun Ai Lee Park (Philippines: Asian
Women's Resource Centre for Culture and Theology and EATWOT, 1989), 138.
667 Chung, “‘Han-pu-ri’: Doing Theology from Korean Women’s Perspective,” We Dare to Dream: Doing
Theology, 143.
668 Simone Sunghae Kim, “A Korean Feminist Perspective on God Representation,” Pastoral Psychology 55
(2006): 43.
669 Chung, “‘Han-pu-ri’: Doing Theology from Korean Women’s Perspective,” We Dare to Dream: Doing
Theology, 144.
670 Mary John Mananzan, “Paschal Mystery from a Philippine Perspective,” Concilium, 2 (1993): 87-88.
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proposes a new understanding of Christ as the fully liberated and liberating Human
Being.
Mananzan asserts that women should reject the imposed traditions by engaging in
religious and cultural critique, and to resist subordination and discrimination. New
images, symbols, and religious forms can help in envisaging fresh possibilities. 671 In
the context of the struggles and bondages, Christ functions as the liberating figure.
In the reconstruction of the image of Christ, Mananzan quotes a Paschal play called
Bagong Kristo (New Christ). In this play, Jesus is the main character and is portrayed
as the liberator who embraces the oppressed in unity and love. In relating this
Paschal story to the struggles of workers, Jesus is portrayed as the “union leader
who struggled for his companions and was betrayed by one of them and was killed
in the picket line.” In order to dramatize the resurrection, the workers carry the
slain Christ on their shoulders and walk across the stage where an actor steps
forward and proclaims, “They may kill a revolutionary, but they cannot kill the
revolution.” In her interpretation of this play, Mananzan articulates her theology in
developing a new image of Christ as a fully liberated person who risks his life in his
quest for liberation. Mananzan states, “It has become clear to me that the
experience of the resurrection is the experience of the fully liberated Christ, which
is in itself liberating.”
Virginia Fabella focuses on another facet of Christology. Contrary to western
feminist Christology, the maleness of Jesus is not a point of discussion. According
to Fabella, the maleness of Jesus is “accidental” to the salvific process, as it was not
essential. The maleness of Christ will “enable” Jesus to renounce the male
definition of humanity more effectively. His maleness changes the attitude towards
life giving and just male-female relationships.672 In an effort to re-imagine Christ,
Fabella states that Jesus’ death reveals the deepest meaning of the profound love of
the Divine for humankind and that Jesus’ whole life is a disclosure of God. 673 She
questions how the uniqueness of Christ’s salvation can be related to Asian women.
In the search of a liberator-Christ, Fabella strongly critiques terms such as
“Lordship,” arguing that the term “Lord” itself is connected to a feudal system in
Asia that causes poverty, injustice, deprivation, and enhances violence against
women. She therefore states the following:
In the light of Asian women’s reality in general, a liberational, hope-filled,
love-inspired, and praxis-oriented Christology is what holds meaning for me.
In the person and praxis of Jesus are found the grounds of our liberation
Mary John Mananzan, Women and Religion (Manila: St. Scholastica’s College, 1992), 92.
Virginia Fabella, “Christology from an Asian Women’s Perspective,” We Dare to Dream: Doing Theology as
Asian Women (Eugene: Wipf and Stock, 1989), 4.
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from all oppression and discrimination: whether political or economic,
religious or cultural, or based on gender, race, or ethnicity. Therefore, the
image of Jesus as liberator is consistent with my Christology. 674
3.4. Community in relationship as the image of the Divine
Asian contexts have always been community oriented in nature. Asian feminist
theologians therefore cannot imagine a transcendent God who is a single separate
entity and totally detached from the community. Elizabeth Dominquez, a feminist
theologian from the Philippines pointed out that,
to be in the image of God is to be in a community. It is not simply a man or
a woman who can reflect God, but it is the community-in-relationship. In a
genuine community, everyone is a “steward” to one another. All the parts are
for one another and all the parts have their role. The community is
characterized by “interdependence,” “harmony,” and “mutual growth.”675
Such an understanding of the Divine empowers women as part of the community,
encourages them to honor their responsibilities and rights. In line with Dominquez,
Chung also observed that the image of the Divine as a community in relationship
does away with the transcendent, hierarchical God. She asserts that
interdependence, harmony, and mutual growth can never be possible without a
proper balance of power and concludes that “where there is no mutual relationship,
there is no human experience of God.” Such imaginations of the Divine as a
community in relationship offers a totally new interpretation and image of the
transcendent imperial God, that is, the image of a Divine who lives with the people
in their times of happiness and unruly plight and supports them in their struggles
for a fuller humanity.
3.5.

Re-imagining and tracing the many faces of God in a multi-faith
context
Many Asian feminist theologians believe that the Divine revealed itself in the
cultural heritages of other religious traditions. Divine revelation is not only the
prerogative of the Bible but is also found in the myths, legends, stories and symbols
of other religions. Therefore, feminist theologians use inclusive elements and
principles – which they found in other faith traditions – for a comprehensive
understanding of God.676 As mentioned earlier, it is difficult for Asian feminist
theologians to talk about the Divine, nature, and human beings as separate entities.
As Divinity is conceived as immanent in nature, replenishing and sustaining the
whole creation, each entity is seen as connected to the whole. Hence it is difficult
for Asian women to relate to western philosophies containing atomistic or
Fabella, “Christology from an Asian Women’s Perspective,” We Dare to Dream: Doing Theology as Asian
Women, 10.
675 Elizabeth Dominquez, “A Continuing Challenge for Women’s Ministry,” In God’s Image (1983): 7.
676 Kwok, Introducing Asian Feminist Theology, 66-67.
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individualistic worldviews. Kwok points out that cosmological images reflecting the
Divine frequently occur. Such images show the activeness and the intrinsic
interconnection of the Divine with the history of the people and nature as a whole,
which in turn makes the Divine transcendentally immanent. 677 The concept of Ki,
which means “life force” in the Korean context, and Shakti denoting “energy or
strength” from the Indian context, will be used for further clarification.
a.
Ki – Life force
Chung strongly criticizes the “Colonial Christ” proclaimed by western missionaries.
Chung considers this colonial Christ to be poisonous. This is not, she argues, the
Christ who brings out the fullness of life but a distorted “western, middle-class,
patriarchal, white, capitalist, elite homophobic, colonial, power hungry Christ.” 678
She criticizes the atonement of Christ in the form of a violent and bloody
crucifixion, and problematizes such concepts as the incarnated ontological logos,
the mighty Christ, the King and Lord, and the absolute unique Christ. Chung
therefore calls for an alternative Christological image that is not violent but a model
of “fullness of Life,” an example of wholeness. 679 Asian Christians coming from
non-theistic and theistic cultures are more familiar with the idea of human beings
who can attain their own destiny by their own efforts in accordance with the plan
of God. As such, instead of clinging to a Kenosis Christology in which only Christ
played his part, Chung opts for a Theosis Christology where people participate in
growing into the fullness of Divinity. 680 Christ should be seen as a counter-cultural
transformer who is on the side of those at the margins of society. Instead of an
absolute Christ, Chung longs for Divine wisdom that shows the different faces of
the Divine.681
In the process of seeking an alternative image of Christ, Chung uses Ki (life force)
from the Korean religious context.682 In Korean traditions, such as Shamanism,
Taoism or Neo-Confucianism, the concept Ki means the ultimate or supreme
breath, the wind, or a vital energy and is believed to be manifested by life in the
Universe. Ki as the basis and primordial life is the dynamic essence of the entire
universe. Ki as a vital energy spontaneously exists and does not have a beginning
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nor an end.683 It strives for harmonious interconnection amongst the creatures and
whenever there is a break or division in this Ki, misfortunes, destruction and illness
appear. Thus, Ki stands for bridging and healing the divisions: “If we want to
survive, we have to learn how to live in a way in which all creatures are included
and interconnected, rather than in a divisive dualism.” Here, Chung calls Ki the
“principle of connection.”684 This Ki energy of raw life empowers women to claim
their self-worth and humanity.685 This energy of raw life, through which the
multiple faces of the Divine emerge, has many different names such as Ki, Chi,
Shakti, Ruach, et cetera.686
b.
Shakti – Energy/Dynamism
Shakti is an inclusive element found in the Hindu religious tradition. The term
Shakti comes from the Sanskrit word Shak which means “to be able,” “to do,” or
“to act” and is therefore understood as strength or power, energy, ability or
capacity.687 Shakti has many names and embodiments but she retains her identity as
a life-giving power.688
The Indian theologian Aruna Gnanadason tried to engender a new way of thinking
Divinity and spirituality from an Indian perspective, using Shakti as her resource.
Gnanadason considers Shakti not as power for dominance and oppression but as a
spiritual energy, a primal creative principal underlying the whole of creation, and a
feminine force that is the essence of the great religious traditions of Asia. Shakti is
manifested through Prakriti (nature) and Gnanadason therefore asserts that both
animate and inanimate objects in nature are expressions of Shakti. Shakti as the
dynamic energy is considered to be the source of all things, including human beings
and nature.689 Gnanadason suggests that Shakti as a powerful feminine force should
be reclaimed as a manifestation of the Divine who strives for the empowerment of
and solidarity with oppressed people. 690 Such an attempt, to discover liberating
sources from one’s own religious tradition, is relevant and resourceful.
In coherence with Gnanadason, Stella Baltazar, an Indian religious sister, also holds
that Christ is the embodiment of Shakti. She critiques the androcentric notion of
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God, because “This exclusively male God reflects the unjust socio-cultural system
of patriarchal societies, with the image of God becoming a projection of the male
image.” Baltazar therefore argues for the idea of the transcendent Christ as an
embodiment of the feminine principle Shakti, the energizer and vitalizer.691 She
affirms that assuming the resurrected Christ to be only pure male or to speak about
him only in patriarchal terms, limits the richness of the risen Christ who also died
for women.692 She contends that God cannot be particularized because God is
beyond all naming and forms and transcends human comprehension. Yet, she also
assures that God is immanent and journeys with people in their struggle for holistic
life. Hence it is important to re-imagine Christ from one’s own actual culture. She
argues that no one should limit God to a particular image, gender or name, because
God is “multiple in communion, unity in diversity, universally local and
transcendentally immanent.” 693
The above discussions demonstrate that Asian feminist theological God-talk is
primarily neither ontological nor philosophical but closely related to cultural and
religious heritages. The earliest effort of Katoppo – comparable to western feminist
theology – is more conscious of the androcentric image of God where Bible and
Hebrew traditions were used as the source of re-imagination. With the rise of
postcolonial theology and the focus on multiplicity, Asian feminist theologians
have integrated the social, political, economic and multiple religious settings of Asia
in their theological articulations and broadened their horizons by incorporating
their local socio-cultural and religious traditions into their God-talk. Furthermore,
they acknowledge that since the mystery of the Divine is known by different names
in different religious systems, this mystery can neither be compartmentalized nor
confined to one religious affirmation. Asian feminist theologians therefore
borrowed and adopted resources from other religious and socio-cultural traditions
and blended them in their God-talk. We can conclude that Asian feminist
theologians in their context of multiple settings have been seriously involved in reimagining God but also Christ and the Spirit from different angles, in quest for a
Divine relatively comprehensible to them in their everyday struggles.
4.

Comparative summary of western and Asian feminist theologians’
‘God-talk’

The above discussions make clear that both western and Asian feminist theologians
were intensely critical of the classical, exclusive, hierarchal, and dominant theism
that deprives women of experiencing and representing the fullness of the Divine.
As a response and in their quest for a meaningful, life affirming and relevant
Mary John Mananzan, “Theological Perspective of a Religious Woman Today – Four Trends of the
Emerging Spirituality,” Feminist Theology from the Third World, edited by Ursula King (London: SPCK, 1994),
355.
692 Muriel Orevillo-Montenegro, The Jesus of Asian Women (New Delhi: Logos Press, 2010), 77-78.
693 Orevillo-Montenegro, The Jesus of Asian Women, 78.
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Divine, feminist theologians from both contexts have been actively involved in
constructing God-talk from different angles. Even though they critique the same
classical attributes, feminist theologians use different points of reference,
methodologies and resources that are determined by their contextual settings.
However, one can find both similarities and differences in their God-talk.
The most common threads that run between western and Asian feminists God-talk
are the life giving and nurturing aspects of the Divine. Factors such as womb,
uterus, creativity, birthing, and life-affirming, underline the works of both the
western and the Asian feminist theologians. The cosmological concern for the
whole of the creation is another factor that brings their concerns together. In
contrast to the exclusive nature of the western classical God, they emphasize the
inclusiveness and all-embracing nature of the Divine: anyone irrespective of gender,
race, or any other difference, may share the richness of the Divine.
Nevertheless, there are some distinct differences worth noting. While western
feminist theologians use philosophical, theological, and biblical-rhetorical
perspectives, methods, and terminology in their analysis, in proposing female
symbols and in their use of the concept of relationality, Asian feminists use local
socio-cultural and religious heritages. The starting point for early western feminist
theologians like Daly and Ruether is the philosophical, ontological or Biblical level,
whereas Asian feminists use the lived realities of women as their starting point for
God-talk. Asian feminist theologians are of the view that for Asian women, in their
daily struggle for survival, the philosophical and ontological debates are both too
abstract and irrelevant. Daily experiences of lived realities and organic sources are
the starting point of Asian feminist God-talk. They incorporate the immediate
context: pain, hunger, poverty, struggles, effects of colonialism, neo colonialism, et
cetera. As such, Asian feminist theologians are rather focused on the realities of life
and are therefore more praxis oriented. In addition, Asian feminist theologians are
aware of and attentive to their multiple dimensional Asian contexts and therefore
take the multi-cultural and multi-religious milieu into consideration.
Another difference worth noting is the focus of Asian feminists on the three
persons of the Divine. While western feminist theologians are more focused on the
notion of God – the father, Asian feminist theologians emphasize Christology and
the Spirit (except for Katappo). Western feminist theologians are re-imaging and
renaming God as Be-ing, Primal Matrix, God/ess, Goddess, She-God, and Sophia.
For them Christology is a different part of theology. Asian feminist theologians
speak freely about the incarnated Christ as an organic Christ, a priest of Han, and a
liberated human being. In their God-talk, Asian feminist theologians do not
hesitate to plunge into Christological images, without going into Christological
discourse or discussions. The intense interconnection between the Divine, human
beings and creation that exists in the Asian context makes it difficult for Asian
women to imagine the Divine/God and Christ as separate entities. Furthermore,
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since their focus is the immediate realities of life, instead of ontological debates, it
is easier for them to relate to the sufferings of Jesus. The belief in different forms
of divine spirits has been abundant in Asian religious contexts, which also made it
easy for them to relate to the Spirit of the Trinity. In the process, they use dynamic
energy and life forces such as Ki, Shakti and bodhisattva Kuan Yin to re-imagine
God.
While the critique on androcentric attributes dominates the work of the early
western feminist theologians, for some Asian feminist theologians, androcentric
language and images are not that important in their everyday struggles for survival.
Furthermore, in the Asian multi-religious context, one can find both female and
male divine images. This does not mean that androcentric language is not an issue
for Asian women. On the contrary, some Asian feminist theologians are of the
view that we need to be cautious of androcentric language as language determines
our worldviews and perceptions. Western and Asian feminist theologians both
emphasize the importance of female personifications of the Divine, using inclusive
symbols, metaphors and images. Ruether, Christ, and Johnson use terms like
God/ess, Goddess, and God-She in their God-talk. They think that such images,
metaphors, concepts and symbols help women to reclaim their own power and to
build up their self-worth and self-esteem as being created in the image of God.
Female personifications of the Divine are also considered to be important for
bridging the gap between men and women and they are of help in relating oneself
to the Divine. Though Asian feminists use female personifications of the Divine in
their works, they are not only critical of the maleness of God but also critical of the
western projection of a white God image. In response they use local resources such
as Kuan Yin to re-imagine the Spirit who symbolizes holistic existence for all.
Tracing inclusive divine embodiment was attempted by both western and Asian
feminist theologians. However, while western feminist theologians focus on the
biblical wisdom tradition – Sophia is considered both as cosmic figure and as a
metaphor of personal relations – Asian feminist theologians take a step further in
integrating the female embodiment from other religious traditions such as Ki and
Shakti, and use other organic elements in their divine/Christological images.
Both western and Asian feminist theologians use relational aspects in their Godtalk. While western feminist theologians use personal and individual relational
metaphors, such as mother, lover, and friend, Asian women are more oriented
towards communitarian relationship. Even though Asian feminist theologian are
yet to have a thorough discussion on God-talk, using relational concepts, the
positive elements found in western feminist God-talk with relational concepts like
the Divine as power in relationship, mutuality in relationship, and ethics of
connection, including love, justice, respects for differences, cosmological concerns
and erotic power, also underline Asian feminists’ aspirations. Furthermore, even if
the logic of multiplicity is discussed on a philosophical level, Schneider provides
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space for considering multiplicity as a tool for doing theology. Her use of multiplicity and her interest in stories and myths with a view to narrativity in theology,
open up a way to theological re-imagining of divinity. Looking at Asian feminist
theological works, though they do not use the philosophical approach of
multiplicity, one can see that this framework opens up avenues for Asian feminist
theologians that allow them to look beyond the border of Christianity into other
cultural and religious traditions, and to trace liberating elements which Asian
women integrate in their theological thinking.
Though feminist theologians from both contexts have different approaches and use
different resources in their God-talk, they are not totally aloof from each other.
Western feminist theologians were the first to delve into God-talk, followed by the
Asian feminist theologians. Asian feminist theologians often criticize the western
feminist theologies of having the tendency to generalize and misrepresent them.
However, one cannot avoid noticing that western feminist theology offers a base
for Asian feminist theologians which they can use for building their own theology.
Though Asian feminist theologians focus on their local heritages, we can say that
they fall in line with western feminist God-talk in their theological articulations of
female divine personification, divine female embodiment, relational concepts and
the use of the logic of multiplicity as their tools for reconstruction. In turn, western
feminist theologians have much to gain from the critical and creative discourses of
Asian feminist theology.
Conclusion
In view of the discussions above, one cannot deny that the attributes of the Divine,
used in western classical theism were indeed imperialistic in nature as they were
immersed in empire settings, which were later on manipulated by the colonizers
and those in power, to serve their own interests. However, this does not mean that
the classical Divine was considered to be worthless by and for women. On the
contrary, feminist theologians have considered the Divine to be the crux of
women’s faith, life, and religious affirmations, in the sense that the concept of the
Divine inspired and motivated them to focus their attention on the re-imagination
of a Divine who is life affirming and emancipating. The Divine has thus been an
intriguing subject for feminist theologians both from the western and the Asian
world. Although their theological articulations are closely connected with different
world settings, they share underlying factors that determine their re-imagination of
the Divine, notably the deconstruction of classical affirmations and the desire to
reconstruct and re-imagine a relevant, meaningful and a relational understanding of
the Divine. Through the various contributions and efforts of feminist theologians,
classical attributes such as androcentric language and images were reconstructed
and inclusive terminologies and symbols that present the inclusiveness of the
Divine were introduced. Relational theological articulations and the use of one’s
own cultural and religious traditions in the re-imagination of the Divine provide an
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“alternative transcendence” – near and immanent. This transcendent-immanent
face of the Divine emerges through power of mutual relationships where love,
justice, ecological concern, mutual love and respect for differences and diversities
emerge. Furthermore, the concept of multiplicity through the lens of incarnation
opens up avenues for re-imagining the Divine beyond the kyriarchal affirmations.
Thus, the Divine has been re-imagined as both gendered (male/female) and beyond
gender, assertive, intrinsic, perceptive, and sensitive to the aspirations and needs of
the women.
In search of a specific postcolonial tribal feminist contribution to the ongoing
God-talk, the various frameworks, resources and heuristic tools contributed by
feminist theologians were introduced and discussed in this chapter, and we can
now conclude that, among other things, it provides leeway for a postcolonial tribal
feminist to be involved in comprehensive God-talk. The critique of androcentric
terminologies and use of inclusive language and symbols instigate tribal women to
question the language, symbols and images which are in use for addressing God
amongst the Northeast Indian tribal Christians today. In a context where
communitarian life forms the crux of tribal society, the framework of relationality
supplies concrete building blocks for articulating specific postcolonial tribal
feminist God-talk. Therefore, using the different approaches and resources
suggested and used by feminist theologians as guidelines, the following chapter will
attempt to deconstruct the kyriarchal western classical theism through the reimagination effort from a postcolonial tribal feminist perspective. In this effort to
re-imagine God we attempt to trace the liberating elements that are embedded in
tribal socio-cultural and religious traditions, by using dialogical imagination and the
logic of multiplicity as the heuristic framework. This opens up possibilities for tribal
postcolonial feminist theology, for discovering the liberating elements in tribal
contexts, and also for reconsidering the elements that were shunned by the
missionaries. The next chapter will thus attempt to re-imagine holistic notions of
the Divine who challenges and curtails the multiple layers of empire in Northeast
India.
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Part IV:
Recognizing the Multiplicities

Chapter 5: Encountering a Copious Divine: A Postcolonial Tribal
Feminist Perspective
“The whole is constituted by its parts but, then, the parts are also constituted by
their participation in the whole.”694
Laurel Schneider
“Multiplicity is a dialect of porous openness, implicating a divinity that is
streaming, reforming, responding, flowing, and receding, beginning… again.”695
Laurel Schneider
“… God is irreducibly other, always beyond our grasp. But not beyond our
touch.”696
Mayra Rivera
Introduction
In the preceding chapters attention has been drawn to the pervasiveness of empire
in every aspect of life, and how in view of this, postcolonial theories were
developed in different branches of study disciplines to counter these different
forms of empire. The development and use of the concept of empire was quite
prominent in theology, especially in view of understanding the concept and also in
relation to images of the Divine. Postcolonial theologians are critically conscious of
the fact that Christianity was and is deeply influenced by empire and they therefore
focus their attention on the deconstruction of the multiple layers of domination
that determine Christianity and its God-talk. In this process, feminist theologians
have made a remarkable contribution to the deconstruction of the kyriarchal
attributes and the reconstruction of relevant and emancipating images. For a
postcolonial tribal feminist God-talk,we need to look back to the previous chapters
where we discussed that the tribals of Northeast India have been colonized over
and over again and are thus faced with multiple layers of empire which concerns
external as well as internal forces. 697 As empire is all-encompassing, it had a
tremendous effect on the indigenous religious affirmations in the tribal context.
Religion was one of the main gateways for the colonizers and the missionaries for
extending their rule and missionize the tribal people. The interference of colonizers
and missionaries distorted, changed and slowly erased the religious beliefs of the
tribal communities. Therefore, a postcolonial tribal feminist theology should
underline the urgency of reconstructing a theology that aims at a holistic and
Schneider, Beyond Monotheism: A Theology of Multiplicity, 142.
Schneider, Beyond Monotheism: A Theology of Multiplicity, 162.
696 Rivera, The Touch of Transcendence: A Postcolonial Theology of God, 2.
697 Namsoon Kang, Diasporic Feminist Theology: Asia and Theopolitical Imagination (Minneapolis: Fortress Press,
2014), 213, aptly pointed out such a notion as “not only ‘empire-out-there’, but also ‘empire (s) –
in/among – us’.”
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emancipated life for the tribal wo/men. 698 In this process, one should not only
negate the kyriarchal empire but also pursue the re-imagination of a relevant and
meaningful Divine. Following the discussions in the previous four chapters, this
chapter will synthesize the different elements from these discussions in an attempt
to re-imagine the Divine from a postcolonial tribal feminist perspective, which is
not only relevant for tribal wo/men but also provides scope for serious further
reflection in feminist theology.
This chapter will be divided into four sections. The first section will map out viable
decolonizing hermeneutical tools: Schüssler’s decolonizing rhetorical strategies,
Bhabha’s and Dube’s postcolonial concept of hybridity, and finally, the approach of
multiplicity as propounded by Schneider. The second section will discuss the
kyriarchal characteristics of the Divine which were introduced by the missionaries
to the tribals. The third section focuses on the endeavor of re-imagining a relevant
Divine, using four elements from the socio-cultural and Primal religion called Kriina
or Tsana, the religion of the Angami tribe in Nagaland. These four components are:
Ukepenuopfü/Terhuomia – terms used to address the Divine;
Ruopfü, which literally means “Spirit”;
ethics regarding conduct: Keperuo, meaning “relationship /communitarian”;
Terhuo Pe, which literally means “Divine Bridge” and is related to practices of
Shamanic traditions.
These four components are taken from the Tenyidie dialect.699 Based upon the
above, the fourth section will develop an imagination of the Divine from a
postcolonial tribal feminist perspective captured in the image of “The Copious
Divine.”
1.

Heuristic tools for a postcolonial tribal feminist re-imagination

In the previous chapter, we have seen that over the years the concept and images
of God had a prominent place in feminist theological research. Feminist
theologians have made extensive efforts to re-imagine the Divine, using a diversity
In this chapter, the term “wo/men” will be used in a generic sense as introduced by Schüssler.
Schüssler states that the use of such generic terms invites not only women but also men to learn how to
“think twice” and to understand what it means not to be addressed in an explicit way. Cf. Elizabeth
Schüssler Fiorenza, “Wo/men and the Word: Reclaiming our memory,” https://www.futurechurch.org
/women-in-church-leadership/women-and-word/women-of-word (Accessed on 3 November, 2016).
699 Tribal context with its rich diversities has many dialects and as such it is difficult to pick up one
particular language and say that it represents the whole of Northeast India. However, the four
components, Ukepenuopfü, /Terhuomia, Ruopfü, Keperuo, and Terhuo Pe, are basically taken from the context
of the Angami tribe of Nagaland. The Angami or Tenyidie dialect comes from the group of people called
Tenyima, which consists of nine tribes from Nagaland, Manipur, and Assam, and includes Angami,
Puchury, Zeliang, Chakhesang, Rengma, Moa, Poumai, Memai, Thangal, and Impu. Though these tribes
live in the three states of Northeast India, history shows that they share common ancestry and thus share
common ethnicity and culture. Cf. “Tenyimia festivals: the basis of the socio-cultural life of the
community,”
https://www.thefreelibrary.com/Tenyimia+festivals%3A+the+basis+of+the+sociocultural+life+of+the…-a0297337906 (Accessed on 20 September, 2016).
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of approaches – ontological, philosophical, rhetorical and metaphorical thinking –
as well as different sources, either from the Bible or other cultural and religious
traditions. They re-imagined the Divine in myriad ways, but relevant and
meaningful to them. However, in the process of re-imagining the Divine there
crept the tendency to either idealize femininity or overromanticize one’s own
culture and religion. Schüssler warns against the danger of falling into the pit of
“romantic” cultural notions of femininity, which may result in valorizing gender
binaries that either devalue or idealize femininity. 700 Along the same line, Kang also
cautions that Asian feminist theology should not fall into the trap of their own
ethnic and gender identity. 701 She therefore advocates the willingness to both
embrace and confront indigenous religious affirmations, legitimating and accepting
them wherever possible, to interpret whenever necessary and to identify the
oppressive aspects in one’s own indigenous systems of gender. Furthermore, there
has always been a tendency to generalize the multiple backgrounds and experiences
of wo/men in feminist theology, a tendency that remains despite acknowledging
the cultural, religious, ethnic and racial differences. 702
Before attempting to re-imagine the Divine from a tribal feminist perspective, it
should be noted that the concept of Divinity is not foreign to the indigenous
religions of the tribals. Rather, the images of the Divine have been prominently
present in the tribal worldview ever since the pre-colonial days. With the advent of
Christianity and in spite of the dominant classical attributes of the Christian Divine,
tribal Christian wo/men of Northeast India have kept a very close affinity with the
Divine on whom they rely for their daily existence and struggles of life. In their
personal relationship with the Divine, the tribal wo/men have found the strength
to resist the dominant elements of the different layers of empire. The belief in the
reassuring presence of the Divine when they experience pain, trouble and
helplessness, makes the Divine very crucial and important in tribal wo/men’s life
and faith. Therefore, the need of re-imagining the classical concept of God and
searching for a more comprehensive, inclusive and embracing way has become
mandatory for tribal feminist theologians. The inexhaustible and incomprehensible
aspects of God, which Schüssler calls “the excess,” always leave room for reimagination. In the effort of re-imagining the Divine, three heuristic tools that are
considered useful for this research project will be briefly discussed.
1.1. Rhetorical framework as decolonizing strategy
In classical theology, the via affirmativa, via negativa and via eminentia were developed
to prevent the misuse of the images and concepts of God as well as the grasping
and the encapsulation of God either in static philosophical systems or to be
misused in power politics. Nevertheless, these strategies failed to work adequately.
Schüssler, The Power of the Word: Scripture and the Rhetoric of Empire, 205.
Kang, Diasporic Feminist Theology: Asia and Theopolitical Imagination, 215-216.
702 Kwok Pui-lan, “Diversity within Us: The Challenge of Community among Asian and Asian-American
Women,” In God’s Image 15/1 (1996): 51-53.
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Schüssler, in turn, used these rhetorical strategies from a feminist perspective in her
analysis of God-talk. In addition she uses the via practica to emphasize that God-talk
should always be related to the actual situation of wo/men.
In her work, The Power of Word: Scripture and Rhetoric of Empire, Schüssler extensively
deals with scriptural rhetoric and the influence of empire. She argues that the
scriptural rhetoric of empire has determined our speaking of G*d. In addition, she
underlines that the Roman Empire and the successive empires of the Near East
have largely determined our images and speech about the Divine, including imperial
expressions like king, monarch, Lord of Lords, an avenging Warrior, and allpowerful Father. In turn, this imperial language legitimized monarchic rule and
colonial expansion in the past. Schüssler further states that imperial language is
more obvious in the religious realms that foster kyriarchal internalizations of
empire.703 From a rhetorical perspective, Schüssler argues that all talk and
imagination of the Divine are articulated in a specific, socio-political situation by
some particular people with specific interests in mind and for a specific audience
with whom they share common cultural codes and religious traditions. 704 Since all
rhetorical talk about the Divine is determined by socio-political, historical and
contextual situations, one should scrutinize such language because it does not only
create meaning but also affects reality. Through rhetorical discourse and analysis,
Schüssler attempts to locate the structures of domination that result from exclusion
and marginalization of wo/men. In the process of re-imagining the Divine,
Schüssler argues that it is the task of theology to critically delineate, reflect and
evaluate rhetorical God-talk and to discern how the Bible, traditions, and believers
speak about God.705
Instead of simply replacing male by female images, Schüssler argues that Godlanguage should aim at transforming the traditional understanding and ontologicalmetaphysical terms.706 She, therefore, suggests methods that involve deconstruction
and proliferation, symbolic critique and amplification, with a view to developing a
decolonizing and liberating God-language.707
a.
Via affirmativa
The via affirmativa strategy starts from the assumption that God is not a God of
oppression. This opens up multiple ways of imagining a liberating Divine, ways to
express all the utopian desires including liberation and well-being of not only the
human race but the entire creation. The affirmative or analogical discourse about
the Divine underlines, however, that we can only speak in analogical terms about

Schüssler, The Power of the Word: Scripture and the Rhetoric of Empire, 194.
Schüssler, The Power of the Word: Scripture and the Rhetoric of Empire, 195.
705 Schüssler, The Power of the Word: Scripture and the Rhetoric of Empire, 97.
706 Schüssler, The Power of the Word: Scripture and the Rhetoric of Empire, 234.
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the Divine since the Divine transcends human aspirations. 708 In this strategy
Schüssler also notes that since God-language in Christianity is always masculine in
nature, one needs to devote special attention to introducing new symbols, language
and images, that are more inclusive and all-embracing, irrespective of color, age,
geographical location, religious difference, et cetera. In connection with this
Schüssler warns that in the process of imagining a female and inclusive Divine,
language must not be reduced to abstract principles, inculcating the eternal
feminine/masculine Divine, nor propagate dualistic ideology of masculinity and
femininity. She states,
G*d-language must include the different wo/men’s experiences and
variegated symbols of the Goddess and must be applied to all the three
persons of Trinity where both men and women share the image of G*d
because just as language about Jesus Christ does not introduce a masculine
element into Trinity, female symbolic language must not be used to ascribe
femininity or motherhood to a G*d whose essence is defined as masculine
[…] anthropomorphic G*d-language must not be misunderstood as
maintaining feminity or masculinity as quality and attribute of the Divine. 709
b.
Critical negation or via negativa
The critical negation strategy or via negativa starts with the assertion that the human
mind is too limited to comprehend or know completely who G*d is. While
commenting on the incomprehensibility of G*d, Schüssler writes that G*d is
“beyond human comprehension and no human language, not even that of the Bible
is adequate enough to speak of G*d.”710 As such, emphasis is placed on who G*d is
not:
God is not like man, not like white, not like father, not like king, not like
ruler, not like lord. She is not like wo/man, not like mother, not like queen,
not like lady. It is also not like fire, not like womb, not like wind, not like
eagle, not like burning bush. 711
Schüssler also argues that one should negate the exclusive use of masculine
languages, imageries and titles used for the “Unnameable,” and that through the via
negativa strategy one needs to debunk the romanticizing of gender constructions,
power struggles and truth claiming.
c.
Seeking the excess/proliferation or via eminentia
With the strategy of the via eminentia, Schüssler asserts that since Divinity is always
greater and always more than human language and experience, one cannot
Schüssler, The Power of the Word: Scripture and the Rhetoric of Empire, 234.
Schüssler, The Power of the Word: Scripture and the Rhetoric of Empire, 234-235.
710 Schüssler, The Power of the Word: Scripture and the Rhetoric of Empire, 236.
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adequately say who the Divine is. There is always an “excess” which “calls for a
conscious proliferation and amplification of images and symbols for G*d, which
are to be derived not only from human life but also from nature and cosmological
reality.”712 Schüssler sees possibilities in retrieving rich treasures as symbols and
metaphors through the re-mythologization of Goddess images and traditions as
active powers of justice and well-being. She notes that such re-mythologization
does not result in polytheism as long as it is not constructed in ontological terms
and remains within the rhetorical boundaries of the via negativa and the via analogica.
Retrieving the cultural-religious images of the Goddess from various contexts of
social and religious settings and reconstructing or re-integrating such elements into
G*d-talk can overcome exclusive male dominance.713
d.
Praxis of transformation or via practica
In this strategy, Schüssler advocates that a critical feminist theology should situate
G*d-talk in the praxis and solidarity of resisting the kyriarchal empire, which can be
either a secular or a religious movement in quest for liberation. She argues that in
the process of re-imagination, one should work within the liberation discourse so
that G*d-talk cannot be misused in a reactionary kyriarchal way. She states that
G*d is beyond oppression: the revelatory presence of G*d can be experienced in
the struggle against dehumanization and injustice. Our speaking about the Divine
should be rooted in social movements so that it cannot be misused for inculcating
cultural femininity or a racist mentality. Schüssler is convinced that in the pursuit of
changing and transforming oppressive structures and ideas, we need to rename
G*d over and over again. G*d should be imagined as a G*d of justice who
accompanies people in their struggle against injustice and their fight for
liberation.714
The above discussion shows that images and language of the Divine are not fixed
or permanent, and how the necessities always arises to re-imagining the Divine
differently, using metaphors and analogies that are life affirming and advocate
justice, equality, love and peace. In the attempt to re-imagine the Divine in the
tribal context of Northeast India, the four decolonizing and reconstructing
strategies are considered to be viable for tribal postcolonial feminist theological
reconstruction. These decolonizing strategies instigate the postcolonial tribal
feminist God-talk, that is, not only to question whether the God presented by
western missionaries is the only authentic image, but also to re-imagine the Divine
as a liberating Divine. The via negativa helps tribal wo/men to do postcolonial
feminist theology through negating the imperialistic and dominant elements and by
saying what the Divine is not. In addition, the excess of the via eminentia leaves
room for rich feminist God-talk. Finally, the re-imagination of God should not be
an abstract or an aloof concept, but a quest for a Divine who is present and in
Schüssler, The Power of the Word: Scripture and the Rhetoric of Empire, 236.
Schüssler, The Power of the Word: Scripture and the Rhetoric of Empire, 237.
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solidarity with the wo/men in their struggle for liberation. It is a praxis orientated
way of speaking and describing God in a positive way. Re-imagining and
envisioning the Divine with utopian concepts or desires of liberation and wellbeing for both humanity and the cosmos are needed in (re)constructing a relevant
theology.
1.2. Hybridity as a feasible tool for re-imagination of the Divine
Hybridity has become a very important concept in postcolonial discourse.
Hybridity, as described by postcolonial scholar Bhabha, is the process of intermingling or integration of cultural signs and practices of the colonized and the
colonizing cultures. He says that in the process of hybridization, the colonizers
imposed their culture and life style on the colonized thereby giving them a new
identity.715 Bhabha adds however, that there is a space “in-between the designations
of identity,” and defines this in-betweenness as follows: “this interstitial passage
between fixed identifications opens up the possibility of cultural hybridity that
entertains difference without an assumed or imposed hierarchy.” 716 In this space,
the histories and voices of the wo/men, the colonized, racial and sexual minorities
can be heard.717 For Bhabha, hybridity is
a problematic of colonial representation and individuation that reverses the
effects of the colonialist disavowal, so that other “denied” knowledges enter
upon the dominant discourse and estrange the basis of its authority – its
rules of recognition [...] Hybridity reverses the formal process of disavowal
so that the violent dislocation of the act of colonization becomes the
conditionality of colonial discourse. 718
As such, hybridity is a counter-narrative, a critique of the canon and its exclusion of
the other. For Bhabha, hybridity is not simply the mixing of two languages or the
juxtaposition of two different cultures, but it specifically deals with colonial
authority and power of representation. Thus, Bhabha’s version of hybridity is
directed at unveiling unequal positions of power within which hybridity is created.
In postcolonial feminist discourse, hybridity is used as a tool for deconstructing the
imperial traits and thereby empowering the marginalized. In the efforts of
decolonizing and depatriarchalizing, postcolonial feminists work within the
parameters of past and present international oppression, which continuously exerts
power and dominates the lives of the people. There is the need to recognize the
different layers in the dominating factors, which can regard both foreign and
domestic oppression, and to investigate how colonial constructs have reduced
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wo/men to silence by either replacing prevailing flexible gender systems with
dualistic ideologies or by reinforcing the patriarchal system. 719
In order to challenge the colonial atmosphere of proclaiming everything that comes
from the west as good and how the rest of the world needs to be converted, Musa
Dube, an African theologian advocates that postcolonial feminists should adopt
hybridity as a heuristic tool. In her opinion, “Hybridity becomes a form of
resistance, for it dispenses with dualistic and hierarchical construction of cultures,
which are used to claim the superiority of colonizing cultures and show that
cultures grow and are dependent on borrowing from each other.” 720 Hybridity
affirms that one should not only criticize the imported western values but should
also be aware of the pitfall of the preservation of indigenous cultures without
questioning them. Furthermore, the hybrid strategy should strongly criticize the
stringent binary opposition that often relegates wo/men to subordination and
makes them invisible. The prospect of reaping liberating elements from both the
colonizers as well as the colonized culture constitutes hybridity, that is, the
willingness to confront the dominating factors and to embrace the affirming
features from both cultures. For Dube, hybridity has the willingness to both
embrace and confront indigenous religious and cultural worldviews. This includes
the eagerness to consider legitimating, accepting and reinterpreting them wherever
there are possibilities and whenever necessities arise. However, just romanticizing
one’s indigenous religious and cultural worldviews is not enough: postcolonial
feminist theologians should also question those ideologies which create gender
binaries and relegate wo/men to subordination and invisibility. Dube contends that
wo/men from the developing countries should allow themselves to reap from the
fields of the colonizers and the colonized. They should consider traditions from
both contexts as mutual and enriching each other and make use of whatever they
find to be life affirming, which will, in turn, bridge the gaps and chasms between
Christianity and indigenous religions. 721 Hybridity as a strategy of resistance resists
the nationalist call for colonized wo/men to preserve indigenous culture and
traditions which in their perception enhances life.
As a critique of the imperialist discourse, which has the tendency of generalizing,
misrepresenting, romanticizing the subdued, Dube advocates hybridity as a viable
resisting tool for reimagining the Divine. While Bhabha emphasizes hybridity as a
process of recognizing the unequal power relations between the colonized and the
colonizers, Dube stresses that through hybridity one can glean the affirmative
elements from both cultures, whereby hybridity possesses the potentialities to
provide possibilities and voices to those who are subjugated. She asserts that
Dube, “Postcoloniality, Feminist Spaces, and Religion,” Postcolonialism, Feminism and Religious Discourse,
115.
720 Musa W. Dube, Postcolonial Feminist Interpretation of the Bible (St. Louis: Chalice Press, 2000), 51.
721 Dube, “Postcoloniality, Feminist Spaces, and Religion,” Postcolonialism, Feminism and Religious Discourse,
116-117.
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hybridity is an approach of resistance as well as liberation. 722 Thus, hybridity in
postcolonial discourse deals with authority and power of representation; it exposes
the myths of cultural purity, monologic discourse, and unitary enunciation. It also
deconstructs the differences that legitimize colonial authority, destabilize binary
constructions and, finally, open up ways for embracing other positive elements and
critiquing the negative ones. In the context such as Northeast India, where
kyriarchal monotheism has become a closed concept in a multi-religious context,
hybridity as a hermeneutical tool can create space for re-imagining the Divine in a
more comprehensive and inclusive way.
From the perspective of postcolonial feminist theology, Christianity and indigenous
religions are not competing opposites but considered to be traditions that can
enrich each other. Hybridity, thus, becomes an important decolonizing strategy that
diminishes the oppressive structures that arise with both imperialism and
nationalism.723 For a tribal postcolonial feminist theological articulation, hybridity
opens up the space to re-imagine the Divine, as the imposed dominant elements
are scrutinized and the positive elements from both Christian as well as Primal
religious traditions are utilized. Hybridity offers leeway and possibilities for a more
flexible tribal feminist postcolonial articulation. As such, hybridity will also be
another guiding hermeneutical tool.
1.3. Multiplicity in the re-imagination of the Divine
The decolonizing strategy of Schüssler affirms that the Divine is beyond human
comprehension and asserts that what we think of the Divine is not what S/he or it
is, but there is always an excess through which we can re-imagine the Divine by
way of positive analogies that are relevant to us in praxis. Likewise, Dube shows
that hybridity paves ways for feasibilities to embrace the positive elements and
confront the negative ones from both the dominant and the dominated traditions.
Along the same line, Schneider works with the logic of multiplicity, emphasizing
that there is more to what has been bracketed and presented about the Divine. As
discussed in the previous chapter, Schneider proposes multiplicity instead of the
logic of the One, as the latter could be misleading and incomplete. The concept of
multiplicity – multus – which does not mean numerous but signifies that there is
more, opens up monotheism to a comprehensive and broad articulation of the
Divine. Schneider opposes the philosophical theological tradition of the west with
regard to its closed ideological mono-logic. As a reaction, she uses this logic of
multiplicity as a mode of thinking that provides for interconnection, interrelation, is
dynamic, and opens up spaces for comprehensive imaginations and interactions. 724
The logic of multiplicity with its basic characteristic of porous openness continues
Dube, “Postcoloniality, Feminist Spaces, and Religion,” Postcolonialism, Feminism and Religious Discourse,
116.
723 Dube, “Postcoloniality, Feminist Spaces, and Religion,” Postcolonialism, Feminism and Religious Discourse,
117.
724 Schneider, Beyond Monotheism: A Theology of Multiplicity, 142.
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to stream, form, respond, flow, recede, begin, and continue. Such a flexibility and
suppleness of multiplicity cracks and opens up the sealed notion of the classical
God and enables to re-imagine the Divine in diverse multiple ways. Multiplicity not
only blurs the boundaries but also decreases ontological marks of divinity and
supports metaphoric exemption. 725 In the attempt to do postcolonial tribal feminist
theology, multiplicity offers the possibility to reconsider, reread and re-imagine
Primal religious traditions and cultures. Furthermore, multiplicity, implying that
“the many” – which does not mean many separate units or many ones, but
different elements that constitute each other – opens the lens to reconsider the
existence of a multitude of spirits in tribal religious and cultural traditions.
However, in the use of the logic of multiplicity as a guiding principle, as Schneider
repeatedly warns, one should realize that the logic of multiplicity is not a
replacement of the logic of the One but that the “former includes the latter within
its expression.”726 The logic of multiplicity unlocks the possibility to deconstruct
the kyriarchal notion of God that has been presented by the western missionaries,
and a re-imagination of the Divine offers the possibility to decolonize the dominant
imperial imagination of the Divine. In using the logic of multiplicity as a heuristic
tool, attempts will be made to build up interrelated concepts that can be found in
the tribal religious context and culture that consists of diverse and pluralistic
entities which can be constructive in re-imagining the Divine. Keller and Schneider,
in their introduction to Polydoxy: Theology of Multiplicity and Relation, state that
imagining the Divine through multiplicity, open-endedness and relationality is the
matrix of revelation rather than a distortion. Far from being a distraction from
doctrinal or doxological integrity, such creativity is indispensable to its life. 727 When
one looks at Primal religious traditions, multiplicity is not something new but
inherently present in the religious concept that will be presented in the following
discussions. However, unfortunately, the notions that point towards Divine
multiplicity were often branded as evil, superstitious and primitive by colonizers
and missionaries alike. For many tribal Christians, such assertions are still quite
endemic.
The critique of ontological monotheism and the stress on the collection of coconstituted relational ideas and concepts or a-centered relationality, offer enormous
possibilities to re-imagine the Divine from the tribal context where a number of
religious and cultural viable entities can be merged in perceiving the Divine. 728 As
an alternative, multiplicity makes room for the Divine to be perceived not only
through a single metaphor but instead through the many available and plausible
metaphors. Thus, multiplicity makes it possible to respond to the different layers of
Schneider, Beyond Monotheism: A Theology of Multiplicity, 164.
Schneider, Beyond Monotheism: A Theology of Multiplicity, 139.
727 Catherine Keller and Laurel C. Schneider, “Introduction,” Polydoxy: Theology of Multiplicity and Relation,
edited by Catherine Keller and Laurel C. Schneider (Abingdon: Routledge, 2010), 1.
728 Schneider, Beyond Monotheism: A Theology of Multiplicity, 176-177.
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empire. In this logic of multiplicity, one can find traces of the via affirmativa and via
eminentia suggested by Schüssler and of Dube’s advocacy of gleaning positive
elements from the cultures of both the colonized and the colonizers.
2.

The introduction of western classical theism in Northeast India

Long before the advent of colonizers and missionaries, religion was an integral part
of the lives of tribal people. Religiosity and belief form the guiding principles and
the determining force in their overall worldview and daily activities. Western
writers, for example E.B. Taylor, have equated this religion – later called Primal
religion – with animism, which connotes belief in spiritual beings, and stated that
animism is the primitive stage of religion. 729 The term “animism” has, however,
been criticized quite often as it is not only derogatory but also not comprehensive
enough to embrace the full notion of religion and is in fact a specific category in a
theory of religion. Therefore, one should note that Primal religion is not just an
animistic religion but has its own concrete traditions with its own rites, rituals,
offerings and religious practices and is therefore a complete religion in itself.
Every aspect of life, including the sociopolitical aspects and economy, are all
determined by religion and in close affinity with Divinity in the pre-colonial period.
With regard to this, Longchar has correctly pointed out that “For the tribal people,
religion would simply mean living in spontaneous awareness of, and encounter
with, acknowledgement of, and obedience to the active reality of the presence of
God.”730 The all-encompassing Divine spirit thus is the core of their entire life and
circumstances throughout their histories and did remain the same even with the
advent of Christianity and the conversion process. Nevertheless, the God that was
introduced to the tribal world by the missionaries was an omnipotent Father God
and King, ruling his people and his creation, transcendent and judging. The
exclusive and imperial kyriarchal attributes of God became a strong foundation for
imagining and understanding an exclusive kyriarchal Divine amongst the tribals.
In a context of empire as in Northeast India, the basic and imperative questions
that arise in the attempt to articulate a tribal postcolonial feminist theology are:
Who is the Divine in the midst of empire for tribal wo/men of Northeast India? Is
the classical western God relevant and of importance to the tribal wo/men who are
dealing with multiple forms of colonization, marginalization, and imperialization
time and again? Is the Divine-talk in the tribal context able to address the groaning
of the whole creation under the empire? And, finally, which emancipating and
liberating elements are there to be found in the tribal sociocultural and religious
context that can contribute to postcolonial tribal feminist God-talk? Such questions
should form the central core of postcolonial tribal feminist theological thinking.
Cf. E.B. Taylor, Primitive Culture (London: John Murray, 1929).
Quoted by YankahaoVashum, “Sources for Developing Tribal Theology,” An Exploration of Tribal
Theology, edited by A. Wati Longchar (Jorhat: Tribal Study Centre, 1997), 65.
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The images of the Divine that prevail today are not only meagre but also
incompatible in the midst of the manifold dominant elements of our colonized,
militarized, and globalized context. Considering the inadequacy problems
surrounding the comprehension and images of the Divine in the tribal context,
Longchar observed:
The theological concepts or images of God which we uphold today are in
deep crisis because they are not capable of liberating the poor and
marginalized people like indigenous people from an unjust system and
practice and unmindful destruction of creation. Such ruler’s theology
supported colonial governments, war, invasion, and unprecedented
exploitation of earth’s resources. The world is now confronted with the fact
that the imperial construct of the concept of God will not be able to liberate
the people and nature who are the victims of power.731
He continues to say that Christian mission has been very exclusive and never tried
to recognize the revelation of the Divine in other religious traditions and cultures.
Affirming such paucity of the imperial notion of God, a tribal postcolonial feminist
theology will attempt to discover how the different imperial power structures have
worked together in reducing the emancipating image of the Divine in order to
make the image fit the interests of the few who are in power. No doubt, when
looking through a postcolonial lens, the classical God image that was presented to
the tribals of Northeast India regards a kyriarchal God, and has continuously been
reconstructed to serve the interests of the western colonizers. The following
paragraphs attempt to trace the western presentation of the kyriarchal God in the
tribal context.
2.1. Kedi ko mho Kediu (King of Kings) – Imperial kyriarchal Divine
As mentioned earlier, the Divine was never free from imperial codes. The Divine
that was introduced to the tribals by the missionaries was Kekuotho-u (The
Almighty-Powerful), Kediko mho Kediu (The King over all Kings), Niepuuko mho
Niepuu (Lord of Lords) and Puo-u (Father) who reigns the world in splendour. This
kyriarchal God was introduced amongst the tribals not only for religious reasons,
but also to legitimize the colonial rule and white Christian’s supremacy over
indigenous resources and beliefs, especially the notion of the Divine. Schüssler
Fiorenza made the same point when she asserted that the imperial notion of God
as the highest God above all other forms of divinity, using imperial God language
including terms like King of Kings, Lord of Lords, and the Almighty, legitimated
monarchy and colonial expansion.732 In short, the classical western God as
Wati Longchar, “Keynote Address: ‘An Exploration of Indigenous Theology.’ A Conference
Proceedings of The National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Ecumenical Commission,” Christ and
Culture: Christ Through Culture (Ballina: National Council of Churches in Australia, 2009), 22. Cf.
www.ncca.org.au/natsiec (Accessed on 7 December, 2014).
732 Schüssler, The Power of the Word: Scripture and the Rhetoric of Empire, 197.
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presented to the tribals is the great king, the heavenly monarch who is the Lord of
Lords, an avenging warrior, an all-powerful father, who in imperial splendor is
ruling the whole universe and deserves absolute obedience and submission from
the subjects.
The prefix “omni” in the attributes of God – omnipotent, omniscient and
omnipresent – was forcefully hammered into the tribal Christians, so that the God
that they know is an all-powerful, all-knowing and all-present God who judges
human beings according to their deeds and condemns them to hell if they do not
comply with “His” will. One can thus observe that God’s omnipotence directly and
indirectly propagates the ideology of the empire because hierarchy, power, and
divisions always accompany these attributes of God. The definition as proposed by
A.W. Tozer is quite pertinent when he says that the omnipotence of the Divine is
the possession of all power, and is unlimited power concerning both its extent and
its magnitude. Having omniscient attributes, God can do anything He pleases and
is never exhausted. 733 It was this hierarchal God that was introduced to the tribals
and the accompanying teachings were deeply rooted amongst the early converts
and still have a strong hold up and until today.
2.2. Puo (One) – Monotheism
Propagating monotheism has been one of the main endeavors of the missionaries
in their process of evangelism. Being influenced by western classical theology of
superiority and monotheism, the missionaries displayed a very negative attitude
towards the local religious traditions. The classical God was presented as the “One”
and “only true God” and all other understandings of the Divine were considered to
belong to paganism. Edwin Rowlands, a Welsh Presbyterian missionary among the
Mizo people, wrote in 1899 in his report:
During the first tour, we witnessed one of the Lushai’s feasts, in which as
they say, they worship their God. They generally sacrifice to demons, of which
they are in great fear; but two or three times a year they worship their
God.734
Assumptions like this, not only led to the total rejection of other notions of religion
but also completely negate the multiplicity of Divinity that was very much ingrained
in the tribal Primal religious world. We find that monotheism was used to justify
the colonial negative attitude towards Primal religious traditions in Northeast India.
2.3. Teigie keba Puou (Father who resides in heaven)
In tribal religious belief, the Divine is best known as a transcendent-immanent
Divine who not only created the entire cosmos but is also an essential part of the
A.W. Tozer, The Knowledge of the Holy (Carlisle: OM Publishing, 1987), 92.
K. Thanzauva, Reports of the Foreign Mission of the Presbyterian Church of Wales on Mizoram 1894-1957
(Aizawl: Synod Publication Board, 1997), 7.
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whole of the creation. However, with the introduction of a transcendent impassible
Divine, Christianity obscured the immanence of the Divine. Usual daily prayers
start with phrases like Teigei keba Puou (“Father who resides in heaven”). The Divine
is believed to live high above the heavens and to rule the entire creation. Hence,
tribal theologians like Wati Longchar tried to trace the immanence of the Divine in
these theological articulations. Longchar comes to the conclusion that the tribals
perceive the Divine not only as a transcendent Divine who is unbound by time and
space and cannot be modelled by human attributes, experiences or
comprehensions, but is also a Divine who is inherently present in people’s everyday
lives.735 Longchar introduces the tribal notion of the Divine and states that the
Divine in Primal religion is a transcendent Divine who existed before all other
creations and so is the arch originator of all creations. The Primal Divine is
believed to be eternal, perfect, impassable and formless, yet self-sufficient, creating
and sustaining the whole of the creation. 736 Longchar further notes that the Divine
is also an immanent Divine who comes in anthropomorphic images and dines,
drinks, speaks and reveals to human beings. This immanent Divine is perceived in
the entire creation.737 However, even though Longchar tries to emphasize the
immanent aspects of the Divine, his description of the notion “Divine” in Primal
religion is not free from western articulations with the Greek notions of God as
“arch originator, eternal, perfect, impassable,” that have a striking characteristic
resemblance with the God introduced by the missionaries. Longchar still uses
western philosophical ways of describing the transcendence of the Divine, which is
like talking in the abstract to the tribals. A postcolonial tribal feminist theological
endeavor needs therefore to seek alternative understandings that differ from the
western classical notions of the transcendent Divine.
In Primal religion we see that the Divine is neither totally transcendent nor
impassive. Tribal terminologies often point to the fact that the Divine is an
immanent Divine who dwells in the land. The Ao and the Sangtam tribes of
Nagaland address the Divine by the name Lijaba or Lizaba. As Li means “earth” or
“soil| and zaba “enter,” Lijaba literally means “the one who enters or indwells the
soil.” In addition, there are other translations where Lijaba can also mean Li – alima
(the earth) and jaba (the walker) –,738 which can mean “The one who walks on
earth.” According to the tribal myths, Lizaba is believed to enter the soil like a seed
of plants that germinates out of the ground. Such a belief points to the conviction
that the Divine is inherently related to the daily life of the people and that one
cannot comprehend the Divine apart from the total human sphere. 739 While
Longchar, The Traditional Tribal World View and Modernity, 9.
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elaborating the notion of the immanent Divine, Longchar asserts that, since the self
of the Divine is manifested in the whole of the creation, the Divine is immanently
present in the whole of creation.740 Therefore, the Divine presence in creation
makes her/him personal and inseparable from creation, yet Longchar maintains
that creation is situated outside of the Divine and as such the Divine is both
transcendent and immanent.741 Longchar, however, cautions that this relationship
between the creations and the Divine should not make us assume that tribal
religion is pantheistic: “there is no evidence in the tribal myths that teaches the
Divine to be everything and everything to be the Supreme Being.” Rather, the
Divine manifests him/herself in natural objects and phenomena and is both
outside and beyond creation.742 This assertion raises the question if the western
classical philosophical notions of the transcendence of the Divine can be adequate
for describing the transcendence of the Divine in Primal religion. The answer is
that tribals’ understanding of the transcendence of the Divine should not be
understood from or through a classical traditional framework.
Thus, the above discussions show that today any feasible notions of any other
Divine than the Christian God are completely negated, whereas one finds amongst
the tribal Christians a strict sense of exclusivity, pride, staunch patriarchal feelings,
and a sense of an incomprehensive transcendent God who stands at the pinnacle of
all other forms of divinity. Living in this context of empire does however raise the
question whether the western notions of the kyriarchal God provide a sense of
equality, liberation, fluidity, love, life, and well-being or rather legitimize injustice,
exploitation, refutation and oppression.
2.4. Influence of western classical theism on tribal theological God-talk
In western classical theism, androcentric terms are strongly emphasized, Father,
Son and Holy Spirit are stoutly accentuated, and all of this became integrated into
the theological articulations of tribal theology. Terms like Ukenpenuopfii, Khuanu, and
Ma’gipa Jagring, which connote mother images or feminine images of the creator
were all reinterpreted and turned into a patriarchal deity with names such as father,
king, lord, et cetera..743As shown in the preceding discussions, Primal religion
consists of different notions of the Divine and spiritual beings. Members of each
tribe have their own belief and perception of the Divine, whom they call by
different names, such as Ukepenuopfü, Terhuomia, Lijaba, Tsungrem, Pathien, Khuavang,
Khuanu, KaBlei Synshar, UBlei Nong-tha, Oramai, et cetera. The terminology used in
Longchar, “Teaching Third World Contextual Theologies from Ecumenical Perspective –
Tribal/Indigenous People’s Theology,” Indian Journal of Theology, 17-18.
741 Longchar, An Emerging Asian Theology, 82-89.
742 Longchar, An Emerging Asian Theology, 90. Cf. B. Zirsangliana, “Mizo Traditional Concept of GodHuman-World Relationship and Its Theological Significance.” https://ziramizoram.wordpress.com/tag
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Primal religion to address the Divine in the different tribal dialects, reveals that the
Divine can be female, male or neuter and is therefore gender flexible. Moreover,
Divinity manifests itself in different forms through the creations. Within the
context of such notions of the Divine, tribals were worshiping a number of spirits,
but the advent of the western colonizers and the appearance of western
missionaries have in many ways contributed to altering and erasing the tribals’
imagination of the Divine.
Theology cannot be done in isolation from other theological articulations and the
same applies, of course, to tribal theology, which started alongside liberation
theologies in the 1970s. 744 At the time, Renthy Kietzer, one of the pioneers of tribal
theology observed the inadequacy of classical theology as it was introduced to the
churches of Northeast India. He felt the need to re-do theology and stated:
[…] churches still live on a worn-out theology which is unintelligible and
irrelevant to a tribal audience. The time has come to evolve a new theology
along the line of sound biblical teaching and at the same time a message that
can penetrate into the core of tribal mentality – one might call it a tribal
Christian theology.745
A number of tribal theologians, such as A. Wati Longchar, K. Thanzauva,
Larinnawmi Ralte, R.L. Hnuni, Limatula Longkumer, Yangkhahao Vashum, and
Eyingbeni Nienu Humtsoe, followed Keitzar in developing tribal theology. They
take the need for contextualizing theology into consideration by communicating
the gospel in accordance with tribal thought forms, by retaining tribal values, and
they aim to articulate holistic theology by taking the actual struggles and
marginalization of the tribes into consideration. Regrettably, the kyriarchal nature
of androcentric classical language has crept into tribal theology, and tribal theology
was not all-inclusive. Longchar, for example, has comprehensively articulated his
tribal theology, centered on the concept of “Land” or “Space,” 746 but for tribal
women it is difficult to relate to this theology because of its androcentric
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theological articulations and because most of the tribal wo/men never enjoyed
landownership so that “Land Theology” situates wo/men on the margins.
Furthermore, even though there was always the notion of a high Divine in the
Primal religious conceptualizing of the Divine, the presence of a hierarchical
structure was indistinguishable and imperceptible. Hierarchical notions of the high
Divine, the lesser divine and spirits did however enter into tribal God-talk. One
cannot fail to notice the infiltration of the classical attributes of the western God in
the formulation of the understanding of the tribal Divine. Imperial terms like
“monotheistic,” “Supreme Being,” “Wholly Other,” “Christus Victor,” et cetera,
entered into the theological articulations while other, well-known multiple notions
of the Divine were negated, and – deliberately or accidentally – monotheism was
asserted. In their writings about Primal religion, Northeastern tribal theologians use
the term “Supreme Being,” which represents a concept that was unknown to tribal
understanding of the Divine. Terms such as “Supreme being” re-instigate an
imperial and a monotheistic God, and do not leave space for openness, multiplicity
or dialogue, which ultimately leads to division and subjugation. Ironically, while the
immanence of God is strongly emphasized, yet a term like “Wholly other” is also
used in the articulation of tribal theology. 747 The relevancy of integrating classical
images of the Divine into tribal theology, should therefore be problematized.
In a tribal multi-religious setting where every aspect of life is related to the Divine,
tribal feminist theology needs to question whether imperial interpretations of God
are redeeming and liberating, or rather manipulative and serving the interests of the
empire. One’s connotations and imaginations of the Divine do not only determine
the religious system of a certain context, but also affect how one perceives the
different aspects of life and the world as a whole – as Johnson reminds us. 748 In
tandem with such an assertion, a comprehensive, inclusive and decolonizing reimagination of the Divine becomes necessary. In the preceding chapter, feminist
theological articulations regarding the Divine situated God way beyond the
traditional kyriarchal imperial images that were also presented. Consequently, the
classical rhetorical strategies as modified by Schüssler from a feminist perspective,
and the concepts of hybridity and multiplicity are considered to be feasible heuristic
tools in the attempt to re-imagine a tribal Divine. These tools provide the many
viabilities, flexibilities and porosities for re-imagining the Divine in multiple and
inclusive images by colliding with cultural and Primal religious traditions, which, in
turn, confront dualism, oppressive powers, ethnic/racial struggles, sexism, sexual
orientations, militarization and neo-colonialism.
It regards “The Aos use of the word Tsungrem as the highest possible name they could think of giving
to the one who is ‘wholly other’ […] Religion means living in the spontaneous awareness of and
encounter with, acknowledgement of, and obedience to the active reality of the presence of God, ‘wholly
other’.” Cf. O. Alem, Tsungremology: Ao Naga Christian Theology (Mokokchung: Clark Theological College,
1994), 27-28.
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3.

Re-imagination of the Divine from a postcolonial tribal feminist
perspective

In the above discussions, we have looked at the changes in the tribals’
understanding and re-imagination of the Divine with the coming of Christianity.
We also established that the theological articulations of the tribal theologians have
deeply been influenced by western theology. In the following, an attempt will be
made to look critically at western classical notions of God and to re-imagine the
Divine through the lens of a tribal postcolonial feminist theology. In the process, a
first effort will be made to reaffirm traditional names that are in use for addressing
the Divine, such as “Ukepenu” and “Terhuomia.”
Reaffirming the terms Terhuomia and Ukepenuopfü in a quest for the
inclusive Divine
Throughout the history of Christianity, various terms and metaphors have been in
use for addressing the Divine, in accordance with the desires, aspirations, longings
and interests of the people. In the twentieth century, as discussed in the previous
chapter, western feminist theologians, notably Daly and Ruether, launched the
theme and focused their attention on the naming of the Divine while strongly
critiquing the androcentric naming of the Divine. The Asian feminist theologians –
Kwok, Chung, and Mananzan – do, however, hold the view that God-language, or
how we talk about the Divine, is not important as Asian women struggle for
survival on a daily basis and what especially matters, is that theology should be
embodied.749 Nevertheless, as we discussed above, how one perceives, imagines and
names the Divine determines one’s perception of life, religiosity, behavior and
attitude towards others. It is therefore important to question and evaluate the
authenticity and relevance of one’s naming of the Divine and to be aware of the
manner in which the terms of addressing the Divine have been distorted and
determined by the interests of the colonizers and missionaries. When the classical
God was introduced to the early tribal converts, Puo (One), Puou (Father), Nuou
(Son), Kediu (King), Niepuu (Lord), Kekuotho-u (Almighty one), Teigeikebau (One in
the heavens) et cetera, were the dominating terms used for addressing the Divine.
All these names are male, and tribal names with different connotations were
ignored.
3.1.

Terhuomia
Within the tribal context of the Angamis, everything, including the way one
addresses the Divine, totally changed with the introduction of the colonial
Christian God. When and where the utopian desire of a liberating Divine is
realized, the Divine can never be only the Puo, Puou, Nuou, Kediu, Niepuu, Tegeikebau, and Kekuo Thou, but has to be renamed repeatedly. Here, in the process of
renaming the Divine by using Terhuomia and Ukepenuopfü (as inclusive terms),
749
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hybridity will be used as a guiding framework. As Dube asserts, there is a need to
investigate as to how colonial constructions of God silenced wo/men and withheld
them from sharing the image of the Divine, but also how inclusive notions of the
tribal Divine were side-lined in the process of introducing a kyriarchal God
according to the classical theistic articulation. Such efforts served the interests of
both the missionaries and the patriarchal tribal context.
Amongst the Angami tribe, the Primal religion is known as Krüna which literally
means “Ancestors’ belief.” In this Primal religion, the Divine is often addressed by
the name Terhuomia or Ukepenuopfü. They interchangeably occupy the center of the
tribals’ faith. Apart from Terhuomia or Ukepenuopfü, a number of spirits form an
important component of the religious beliefs amongst the tribals. Terhuomia is often
addressed as a supernatural being where Terhuo is the equivalent of an inexplicable
aura, a strong energy or power and mia (“a being” or “beings”) and therefore can
be understood as “the being/s with aura or extra energy/strength/power.” The
term Terhuomia is gender and number neutral. Consequently, Terhuomia’s gender
remains open and can be both singular, referring to one person, a being or thing,
but can also be plural, referring to multiple people, beings or things. The term
Ukepenuopfü can be translated in two syllables, U meaning “us”, and kepenuopfü
meaning “she who gives birth,” and as a combination means “She who births us.”
The tribals depend on Terhuomia or Ukepenuopfü for taking every step of their life.
John Hutton, an early ethnographer and anthropologist, who wrote extensively
about the Nagas in his work The Angami Nagas, also noted that Terhuomia and
Ukepenuopfü were used interchangeably to address the Divine as the creator who
incorporates both male and female aspects.750 In addition, he acknowledges that
Ukepenuopfü was a female Divine.
The Angamis [...] worship a “Spirit Mother” – kepenuopfü who once lived on
earth, is now located in the sky and is regarded as the ultimate creatress or
mother of all men.751
Terhuomia was highly revered and feared by the tribals. Terhuomia is considered to be
a benevolent spirit who provides for and protects the tribals and nature as a whole.
Every blessing that one receives from nature is credited to Terhuomia. Whenever
tribals collect herbs, firewood, fruits, or are successful in their hunting and fishing
expeditions et cetera, they acknowledge Terhuomia by saying “Terhuomia Pezhie mu”
which means “Thanks be to Terhuomia.”752 In addition, religious rites, rituals and
offerings are offered to Terhuomia, not out of fear or terror of the anger or wrath of
Terhuomia, but to appease Her/Him and gain protection from destruction, natural
Vibha Joshi, A Matter of Belief: Christian Conversion and Healing in North-East India (New York: Berghahn
Books, 2012), 53.
751 John Henry Hutton, TheAngami Nagas with Some Notes on Neighbouring Tribes (London: Macmillan, 1921),
180.
752 Cf. Esterine Kire, When the River Sleeps (New Delhi: Zubaan Books, 2015).
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calamities and sickness. 753 Furthermore, fornications, lying and deceptive acts,
illegal occupation of the other’s property, such as land, field, et cetera, and stealing,
are avoided because of the fear of Terhuomia, who, as a Divine seeks for justice,
peace, equality, integrity, and other positive elements. Thus, Terhuomia is not related
to a malevolent spirit like Satan, the Devil or an evil spirit, but is a Divine whom
the tribals trust, have faith in and look upon as the provider for all their needs. In
the perception of the missionaries, however, the tribals’ belief in Terhuomia was
superstitious and they condemned their beliefs, rites and rituals. As a result,
Terhuomia was totally negated as evil, hideous and destructive, and instead the
western classical God was elevated as the caring, loving, compassionate provider.
Thus, terms like Terhuomia and Ukepenuopfü were relentlessly taken over and
consumed by the kyriarchal God.
Without any sensitivity or consideration of the Primal religious, Terhuomia was
translated and used as a term to denote “Satan” or “the evil one.” As a
consequence, Terhuomia was slowly projected as evil and thus the benevolent spirits
under the umbrella of Terhuomia were reduced to negative powers. In the process,
anything that was indigenous or belonging to Primal religion and related to
Terhuomia was rendered evil. 754 In the wake of equating Terhuomia with Satan, the
missionaries considered each and every indigenous worship to be evil and thus
related to the devil. Ironically though, even among the western colonizers, there
existed different notions regarding the understanding of Terhuomia. While early
missionaries totally negated Terhuomia as evil, others, notably Hutton, felt that
All these “Satans” […] are, however very far from having those qualities,
which we traditionally associated with the Devil, and the qualities of some of
them were definitely benevolent. 755
Unfortunately, this concept of Terhuomia as Satan or devil was later on incorporated
in the translation of the Bible in the Tenyidie dialect during the colonial and early
post-colonial days. In today’s Tenyidie Bible, the term Terhuomia is replaced by Terhuo
Kesuo, which implies “bad/evil spirits.” Though the exact reason for the change to
Terhuo Kesuo cannot be explained due to lack of material, one can conclude that
Terhuomia was never known with negative connotations as such in the first place
and therefore cannot be seen as an equivalent of Satan. Nevertheless, in today’s
imagination of the people, Terhuomia always implies Satan or Devil.
As mentioned earlier, in a postcolonial tribal feminist attempt to re-imagine the
Divine, one needs to go beyond the different attributes of the classical God that
Jano L. Sekhose, “Idea of Evil and Fear of the Supernatural among the Nagas with Special Reference
to Angami Tribe,” Construction of Evil in Northeast India: Myth, Narrative and Discourse, edited by Prasenjit
Biswas and C. Joshua Thomas (New Delhi: Sage Publications India Pvt. Ltd., 2012), 130.
754 Joshi, A Matter of Belief: Christian Conversion and Healing in North-East India, 69.
755 Hutton, The Angami Nagas with Some Notes on Neighbouring Tribes, 80.
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reinforce empire. Postcolonial tribal feminist theology should search for inclusive
metaphors of the Divine that negate the dynamics of empire and are not gendered
nor biased against color, race or sexual preference. Rather, the effort should be to
re-imagine the Divine as all-embracing and relevant to the people in their daily
existence. Terms such as Terhuomia will be considered in a positive way and used to
contribute to tribal postcolonial feminist theological re-imagination of the Divine,
because Terhuomia is beyond anthropomorphism, so that one can find the space for
re-imagining the Divine who is/are beyond anthropomorphism and thus beyond
gender, color, class, race, sexuality, et cetera. In our prior discussions, most of the
feminist theological work on God-talk, both from the western and Asian world,
was engulfed by and concerned with gender and anthropomorphic images of the
Divine. Nevertheless and unintentional, re-imagining the Divine with the use of
feminine attributes and female goddess symbols, images and different feminine
resources, does re-inscribe and reinforce a dualism that creates hierarchy and
division in perceiving the Divine. Notions of the Divine should therefore be degendered, and pronouns, inclusive terms and designations, metaphors and
personifications should be considered that move beyond gender, where hierarchy,
dualism, and division will be absent. 756 Since no metaphor or term is
comprehensive enough to determine the “identity” of the Divine, terms such as
Terhuomia provide the feasibility for a flexible and supple re-imagination of the
Divine, that negate the classical kyriarchal monotheistic God and open up
possibilities for re-imaging an open-ended Divine. Terhuomia as number neutral can
be useful in the re-imagination of the Divine that fosters multiplicity and offers
suppleness for re-imagining hybrid images of the Divine and for dialogical
imagination with other religious traditions where the rigidity of monotheism is
debunked, or absent.
Ukepenuopfü
When, in the last quarter of the nineteenth century, the American Baptist
missionaries came to the Northeast region, the missionaries’ task after the
conversion process was to translate the Bible into Tenyidie. The reverend C.D. King
attempted to translate the Gospel of Matthew, but could not complete the work
before he went back to America. The incomplete work was later, in 1890,
completed by the reverend Dr. S.W. Rivenburg. The latter also translated the
Gospel of John and the book of Acts. In 1915, miss Narola, the daughter of
Rivenburg, translated the gospel of Mark.757 In the same year, the reverend J.E.
Tanquist translated the gospel of Luke and finally, Revelation was translated in
1918. Thus, through a joint effort of the missionaries and early local converts, the
New Testament was ultimately published in 1927. However, the missionaries found
themselves in a difficult situation when it came to naming the Divine. Firstly, they
already used Terhuomia to designate Satan and secondly, they were reluctant to use
Gail Ramshaw, God Beyond Gender: Feminist Christian God-Language (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1995),
21.
757 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Book_of_Mark.
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Ukepenuopfü, because of the substantive difference with the monotheistic male God.
When in 1890, Mrs. Hattie and Sidney W. Rivenburg came to Nagaland as
missionaries, they used the term Ihova (Jehovah) to address the Christian God.
However, J.E. Tanquist and his wife Mabel Tanquist, who came as missionaries
after Rivenburg, criticized Rivenburg’s introduction of Iehova, saying that it failed to
distinguish between the personal “God” and the generic term “god.” For that
reason, Tanquist in his translation of the book of Revelation, used Ukepenuopfü (She
who births us) for the Father God.758 Surprisingly then, in the process of
introducing the western God to the tribals, the name Ukepenuopfü was retained, but
it must be underlined that in terms of content there is no relation with the original
meaning of Ukepenuopfü, which has female connotations. The missionaries used the
term to present and address an androcentric patriarchal God, turning the original
feminine name and image into a male Divine that corresponds with the Father,
Lord, King, and Master of classical theology. This was rightly pointed out by
Hutton in 1921 when he said:
The conception of Kepenuopfü in the Angami mind is at present undergoing a
process of change from female to male, and indeed the word is used by
Christian converts for their anthropomorphic conception of God the
Father.759
Unfortunately, the indigenous people, for whom the words of the missionaries
have a final say, slowly went along with the perspective of these missionaries and
abandoned the inclusive idea of Ukepenuopfü for the male patriarchal empire God.
Thus, the notions of inclusivity and multiplicity, which were part and parcel of the
tribals’ idea of the Divine, show the porosity and flexibility with which the tribals
used to address the Divine.
The term Ukepenuopfü “She who births us” carries the notion that all creatures –
“Us” – are being created by the Divine without exception, and therefore every
creature should be treated with respect, love and compassion. Ukepenuopfü as the
source of every creature can precisely contribute to accepting and respecting
otherness or differences as created in the image of the Divine. This inclusiveness of
“us” places the entire creation on equal footing with every creature, each having the
right to life, dignity, respect and love and should therefore transcend the imago dei
of human beings to an imago dei of the whole of the creation where the hierarchical
and discriminatory dynamics disappear.
3.2. Ruopfü as a hybrid metaphor in the re-imagination of the Divine
a.
Underlining Ruopfü in Primal Religion
Ruopfü or spirits is central to the religious beliefs of the tribals. Ruopfü is used to
address the spiritual traces and entities in the tribal religious realm of Krüna. It is
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made up of two syllables, firstly Ruo, which literally means an external invisible
energy, aura or a source of life, wind/atmosphere, and secondly, pfü which is the
feminine ending of a term that can be both plural and singular. Terminologically, it
runs in tandem with the notion of the Holy Spirit in the Hebrew and Greek
languages: ruach in Hebrew and pneuma in Greek, both meaning “wind,” “breath,”,
or “spirit.” Ruopfü was used as a term to refer to all supernatural entities to whom
tribals dedicated rituals, worshiped and prayed. In Krüna religious traditions,
spiritual entities can be divided into two broad categories. Firstly, the source of the
whole creation which is Terhuomia/Ukepenuopfü, and secondly, the different kinds of
benevolent spirits, malevolent spirits and spirits of the ancestors.760 Tribals from
Northeast India believe that there are several kinds of spirits, which guard them
against disease, pestilence and natural calamities such as earthquakes, storms, floods
and failure of crops.761 They believe that spirits and spirituality are in close affinity
with the whole of creation and determine the total worldview and daily activities of
the tribals. For the Angami tribals, Ruopfü animates every creature whether living or
non-living. However, there is not one single spirit that dominates the other
spirits.762 The spirits are offered sacrifices and worshiped, not for fear but in
reverence, appreciation, and thanksgiving. Tribals take great care to worship the
spirits in proper ways so that the spirits will protect them from diseases, wars, and
natural calamities.763 In the Primal religious world, spirits, though invisible, were
believed to be present in the household of every family and also in different places
and creations, such as mountains, rocks, trees, rivers, human beings, animals – all
natural entities are believed to be animated by spirits. 764 The presence of the spirit
in the everyday life of the people is an inherent part of every tribe. Tribals believe
in house spirits, which were considered to be benevolent to the householders but
can be malevolent to the opponents of the house-owners.765 These spirits guard the
family, bless the household with life, health, peace, and prosperity and are also
considered to guard the villages which they protect against calamities, destruction,
and illness. Each tribe has its own version of beliefs in and understandings of the
different spirits associated with other creations. V.L. Siam, a Mizo historian asserts:
“For the Mizos, every tree, bamboo, river, hill, big rock, and even the stars have a
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soul. To them, all these objects are animated by the spirits.” 766 The spirit called
Khuavang, who was believed to be a benevolent spirit, is considered to be the
guardian spirit who controls nature. 767 According to the Poumai tribe of Manipur
state, a dwarf called Sükhu takes care of the forest and all the creatures of the
forest. There is also a goddess spirit called Chawngtinleri who is the goddess of
animals and whoever appeases her becomes successful whenever he or she hunts. 768
Hunting was a daily survival activity for the tribals, but they still needed to get the
permission of the spirits of the forest by performing rituals and rites to appease
her. The ethical bottom line remains that the tribals should be careful not to hunt
more than their basic needs. The spirit of the field was believed to be a female
spirit who protects the crops from being damaged by natural calamities and wild
animals. This spirit blesses the people with prosperity and bountiful crops. 769
The Angami tribals believed in several spirits, such as Kharu Rhuo (Spirits of the
village gate),770 who protect them from enemies outside their villages, Ketsie Rhuo
(Spirits of the stone) who witness their history, Tekhu Rhuo (Spirits of the tiger).
Spirits of the rivers are called Dzii Ruopfü, meaning “Spirit of the water” – Dzü
Ruopfü lives in the water and presides over all inhabitants and vegetation of the
water. The spirits control the people, to keep them from being too greedy and
prevent them from destructing nature. Traditionally, the tribals put back extra catch
in the water while fishing as they believed that keeping more than their needs
would make the creator Divine – Terhuomia (who is also seen as Ruopfü) – angry.771
There is a spirit called Thepinuo who is invisible to the human eye but leaves her
footprints when she visits a home. In whichever house she enters, she brings
prosperity and wealth. She was also called by the name Kemeguo Ruopfü (Spirit of
strength), who gives strength to the people. 772 Miawenuo (meaning the one who
embraces) is another form of spirit who is considered to have a female disposition
but there are arguments regarding her gender because some consider her to be
neither male nor female. She is seen as the spirit of fruitfulness or abundance. She
always carries a bag of pebbles and paddy and if anyone meets her and asks for
anything, she gives them a gift, which can be either a pebble or a grain. In this
agrarian tribal context, the person who gets a gift from her is believed to become
rich because their cultivation products or cattle rearing will increase. 773 The spirits
B. Zirsangliana, “Mizo Traditional Concept of Land and Its Theological Significance”
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signify the intrinsic relationship between the creator and the creatures and amongst
the creatures. The belief in spiritual beings shows the innate worth of the very
creation animated by a specific spirit. The belief of spirits animating every creature,
giving every created entity its own uniqueness and worth, is quite prominent. As
tribals have a close affinity with the belief in the different spirits, they hold that
Ruopfü embodies all creation, regardless of any differentiation, and can be
understood as the essential energy of the universe. Nonetheless, the spirits are
undoubtedly transcendent in nature. These Ruopfü were never visible to human
sight, hence it is difficult to grasp what or who these spirits exactly are.
Nevertheless, the fact remains that the essence of spiritual beings animating natural
vegetation and elements are an integral part of the tribal’s life. Even though Ruopfü
are not visible and in some ways mysterious, yet their presence within the
community and natural entities are essential. Despite the invisibility of the spirits,
the effects and presence of Ruo (aura/energy) are always present.
Here applies what Schüssler has asserted in her strategy of the via affirmativa: one
cannot completely grasp the Divine, but there are possibilities for affirming
metaphors and symbols which point towards re-imagining the Divine. Likewise,
Ruopfü can be used as a metaphor that contributes to imagining the presence of the
Divine. For the tribals, the eminent roles played by Ruopfü in transforming and
enriching life cannot be ignored. Ruopfü is found in stones, water, wind, streets and
subways, village gates, plants, animals, et cetera: indwelling, renewing and
empowering.
It appears from the above that there is a relation between spiritual beings and other
creations, which points to harmonic co-existence. Moreover, the Divine is not
aloof or external to the creation because the energy of the Divine dwells not only in
human persons but is also a part of the whole of creation. As such, the whole
creation in itself is the manifestation of the Divine and the entire world is
considered to be the house of the Divine. Based upon such assertions, Longchar
was right to point out that without creation the Divine ceases to be Divine and
ceases to work and reveal, which means that the Divine becomes inactive without
creation. This notion collides with Rivera’s assertion that “Each creature’s glory is a
manifestation of Divinity.”774 We can conclude that Ruopfü are multiple
transcendent-immanent spirits which are an inherent part of the entire creation and
the source of the whole of the creation. Ruopfü as quintessence of the Divine, is
actively present in nature, enlivening, stimulating and edifying the whole of
creation.
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b.
Ruopfü as a feasible metaphor in the re-imagination of the Christian Divine
As has been shown in the previous chapter, both western and Asian feminist
theologians find the classical kyriarchal notion of God troublesome and irrelevant.
In the process, they search for an alternative Divine that is meaningful for them
and in accordance with the needs of their context. When one looks at the context
of Northeast India, Ruopfü can be a feasible concept for re-imagining the Divine.
Ruopfü is after all an integral part of the lives of the tribals, Ruopfü is beyond human
comprehension, yet is intrinsically immanent, transcends gender and number,
cannot be fixed or pin-pointed, yet animates life and contains dynamics of life’s
vigor. By using Ruopfü as a hybrid metaphor in the re-imagination of the Divine, the
heuristic tools mentioned above will be used interchangeably and at times the
methods will overlap each other.
In the context of Northeast India, where tribal women are confronted on a daily
basis with inequalities, disparities, insecurities, and quests for dignified lives, the
relevance of a transcendent immutable God who lives high above in heaven,
remains questionable. The western missionaries presented the Divine as an
immutable and impassable transcendent God in the form of a spirit, whereby the
indwelling presence was mostly ignored. The mandatory need of tribal wo/men in
the process of re-imagining a Divine would be a Divine whose transcendence
hovers around them, but especially whose immanency touches their lives,
strengthens and inspires them to combat the layers of empire that challenge them.
Even though classical theology acknowledges the Divine in the spiritual form, the
spirit aspect was never much emphasized in theological articulations. Spirit is often
considered in the abstract and far from being connected with creation. Early
western feminist theologians did not pay much attention to the concept of spirit in
their works. Nevertheless, of late, feminist theologians like Johnson, Nancy
Victorin-Vangerud, Chung, and other Asian feminist theologians have started
focusing on spiritual metaphors in their theological works. 775
As has been mentioned before, spirits and spiritual images have a very important
place in the tribal religious worldview. Spirits and the spiritual world manifest
themselves in relation to the creatures and the cosmos as a whole. Spirits are the
entities which help the tribals to imagine the transcendent-immanent Divine.
Moreover, instead of dualism, the notion of spirit allows for perceiving the whole
creation as a community. When looking closely at the concept of Ruopfü, one
cannot fail to see the striking resemblance between the features of Ruopfü and the
Holy Spirit of the Trinity. Nevertheless, this study does not equate the concept of
Cf. Johnson, She Who Is: The Mystery of God in Feminist Theological Discourse. Cf. Nancy M. VictorinVangerud, The Raging Hearth: Spirit in the Household of God (St. Louis: Chalice, 2000). Cf. Chung Hyun
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Ruopfü with the Holy Spirit, but Ruopfü will rather be used as a broader metaphor in
re-imagining the Divine.
c.
Ruopfü as a metaphor for rethinking and re-imagining the concept of “omnipresence”
The via eminentia opens up the possibilities to re-imagine the “excess” in the Divine,
meaning that which is more than what has been said, understood and
comprehended of the Divine. There is always more to what human beings
presently perceive in their imagination of the Divine and so there are always
possibilities to re-imagine this “excess” by using different viable metaphors,
symbols, languages and images, and by mindfully proliferating and amplifying
images and symbols from the whole of the creation. Traces of the via eminentia can
be found in a hybrid way, by intermingling or integrating elements from the
contexts of both the colonized and the colonizers. With this in mind, an attempt
will be made in the following paragraphs to re-imagine the transcendentimmanence of the Divine by making use of the metaphor of Ruopfü.
The immanence of the Ruopfü in the creation as a whole leads to images of the
Divine in various ways. Firstly, the fact that every creation is animated by Ruopfü
can be related to the Divine who pervades the whole of the creation, replenishing
and renewing the creatures. Ruopfü as guardian of the total oikos provides images of
a holistic Divine who accepts the whole creation with all its differences and
diversities, which, in turn, obliterates any form of hierarchical structure. In this
sense, each and every part of creation, including human beings irrespective of
color, race, sexuality, gender and other differences, has an equal and unique place in
creation. Furthermore, the presence of spirits in the creation prompts the tribals to
be sensitive to the existence of the other and others, by not exploiting or
dominating the other(s) but by respecting them altogether, which points to
ecological justice for human beings and the creation as a whole. The presence of
Ruopfü in all creation does not only lend aura and a sense of reverence to creation,
but being imbued with Ruopfü helps the creation to reveal the Divine. Moreover,
the presence of spirits in everyday life fosters the sense of Divine presence in the
daily struggles and gives a sense of solidarity through respecting and revering each
creature. The immanency of the spirits also works towards health, prosperity,
abundance and fruitfulness among the creatures, where fullness of life can be
experienced. The presence of the spirits in different elements of creation points
towards peaceful co-existence, which has become urgent for today’s globalized
empire. Furthermore, being animated by spirits, aura or energy not only lends
worth and value to the creatures but also points towards the intrinsic relation of an
external aura or energy in the creation, which is the enigmatic Divine.
Even though the Ruopfü is enigmatic in nature, yet the tribals can feel the presence
and the prominent touch of Ruopfü in every aspect of life. As Rivera has written:
“Who would deny God an embrace? We may imagine God touching creation and
enfolding its dwelling places in a non-confining embrace that abides by the
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contours of the Other. A touch that reveals the concurrence of transcendence and
intimacy.”776 Here, one cannot ignore the resemblance with the otherness of the
Divine that Rivera underlined when she said that “God is irreducibly other, always
beyond our grasp. But not beyond our touch.” 777 In this concept of enigmatic
Ruopfü, one can sense the otherness of the Divine who is beyond human
comprehensibility but not beyond human touch. For the tribal, the Divine is both
transcendent and immanent, resulting in a “transcendent immanent Divine.” One
cannot grasp the enigmatic nature of the Divine, but for the tribals the positive
transformative nature of the Divine is never far. Consequently, we can conclude
with Rivera who states that “God is over all” and not above all, as one who
envelops the immense organism of which we are all part, and in this shroud God
and creation touch each other.778
Thus, for tribal wo/men, re-imaging Ruopfü as a hybrid figure of the Divine is quite
relevant and meaningful in view of their experiences of discrimination based on
their gender, race, and ethnicity. Ruopfü gives them the sense of their own innate
worth and value, which empowers them to resist the different layers of empire that
degrade their lives and deny them equal opportunities. The presence of Ruopfü in
every creature helps to create a genuine essence of mutual partnership, not only
between human beings but also with other co-creatures, because every creature is
revered as being animated by Ruopfü. This concept of Ruopfü provides each creature
with a unique but different identity and also harmonizes the uniqueness of every
animated creature, which leads to peaceful co-existence. Furthermore, the concept
of Ruopfü is beyond human’s manipulation and exploitation, which, in turn,
advocates love, harmony and holistic life.
d.
Thinking creativity differently
Classical theism has closed the Genesis account of the “Creation” by declaring it to
be a story of a “once and for all” event in the beginning of the Old Testament,
relating how God created the whole of the creation in six days and rested on the
seventh. God became the sole generator of all living creatures. This Genesis story,
or rather the interpretations thereof, elevated God to omnipotence, to being the
only God, the master and only creator of the entire universe and the sole source of
life. Notions like this have completely obliterated any possibility of an alternative
re-imagining of the Divine as the creator. Feminist theology, for example, has
nevertheless extensively dealt with the creativeness of the Divine and highlighted
the female side of the Divine. Creativeness and sources of life are elements that
feminist theologians often use in their God-talk. The work of Ruether dealing with
the “Primal matrix,” which stresses that the Divine is “beneath and around us as
Rivera, “The Touch of Transcendence Presentation at Pacific School of Religion,” 2006 –
http://mayrarivera.com/files/mayrarivera/files/22_psr_presentation.pdf?m=1392001985 (Accessed on
21 April, 2016).
777 Rivera, The Touch of Transcendence: A Postcolonial Theology of God, 2.
778 Rivera, The Touch of Transcendence: A Postcolonial Theology of God, 136.
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encompassing source of life and renewal,”779 was one of the ground breaking points
regarding the feminine attributes of/and the creativeness of the Divine. Other
feminist theologians also negate the androcentric images of the Divine as the
monotheistic creator and rearticulate their notions of the Divine using female
personifications, such as the Goddess symbol, Mother, Corn Mother, Shakti, and
others.780 However, in the process of bringing out the female notion of the Divine
against masculinity, there is always a chance of creating a chasm between male and
female that, in turn, promotes a classical western dualism which the glorifying of
femininity does not escape. Ruopfü as a genderless concept with its life-giving
propensity can provide a holistic re-imagination of a life-giving Divine in which
multiple points of life sources can be located.
Hybridity advocates the gleaning and intermingling of positive elements from the
context of both the colonizers and the colonized. As a counternarrative and a
critique of the exclusion of Other(s) in the notion of the Divine, “hybridity” will be
the guiding heuristic tool in the attempt to re-imaging the Divine as the energy of
life, by using the concept of Ruopfü. For the tribals, the spiritual world was and is a
reality.781 In Primal religious belief, Ruopfü is considered to be the main source of
life. Anything that is animated by Ruopfü is alive, active and has value and worth.
When any living creature dies, tribals believe that the spirit leaves the body or the
substance. In the non-living creatures, the energy of Ruopfü, which can be
understood as Ruo, is believed to imbue them and making them dynamic. This
energy, or life force is also found in other cultural and religious contexts. Amongst
the Polynesians it is called Mana, amongst the Indian Hindus Prana and Chi among
the Chinese. In Japan, this energy is known by the term Ki. This Ruo animates the
non-living creatures, which makes them sacred in the tribal worldview. The imbued
energy acts as a vital dynamic in elements such as stones, rivers, places, village
gates, et cetera. Thus, each creature is believed to be endowed with a particular
spirit and they all complement each other in vitalizing life. Since Ruopfü imbues
everything, it acts as an energy that considers all creatures to be equal in spite of the
differences in form, nature, substance, gender, living or non-living: Ruopfü
promotes harmony and wholeness in the overall creation. Ruopfü can be compared
to biblical elements like Ruah, Chokma, Sophia, Sapientia, and Shekinah that indicate
spirit, wind, breath, wisdom, and presence/indwelling. 782 All these elements that are
life-giving, life-enhancing, life-sustaining and life-energizing, run parallel with
Ruopfü. Biblical examples thereof are how in the process of creation the Spirit
broods over the waters and is the breath of life or the power of life (Genesis 1:1ff),
or the words in the Psalms “When you send forth your spirit, they are created.”
Ruether, Sexism and God-talk: Toward a Feminist Theology, 49.
Cf. Letty M. Russel, Inheriting Our Mothers’ Gardens: Feminist Theology in Third World Perspective
(Westminster: John Knox Press, 1988); Johnson, She Who Is: The Mystery of God in Feminist Theological
Discourse.
781 Tirkey, Religion: Primal Religion, 176.
782 Rachel Mathew, “Pneumatology and Women,” Theology of Humanhood: Women’s Perspectives: A Report of A
National Consultation, edited by Aruna Gnanadason (Delhi: ISPCK, 1986), 62.
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(Psalm 104:30), and “It is the spirit that gives life, while the flesh is of no avail. Like
in “The words I [Jesus] have spoken to you are spirit and life.” (John 6:63), Ruopfü
gives life, value and signs of significance to the whole creation. The life-giving
Ruopfü reinforces the connection and cohesion of each and every existence in the
world where everything is mutually dependent. Ruopfü as the life giving imbued
dynamics of life-brio is therefore profoundly congruent with the biblical assertion
of the Divine as the life giving Divine.
Ruopfü as energy, an aura, a dynamism or an endowment, has a relevant theological
meaning for the tribals in a context challenged by various levels of empire. Since all
creatures, both living and non-living are animated by Ruo or energy, people tend to
respect and revere the whole creation as sacred. The presence of Ruopfü in the tribal
religious arena is invisible but dynamic and life giving. The spirits as sources of life
are deeply associated with spontaneity, harmony, and multiplicity.
In the effort of re-imagining the Divine through the concept of Ruopfü, postcolonial tribal feminist God-talk does not posit that each spirit is the intrinsic
essence of the Divine, but that the life giving aspects of Ruopfü, making creatures
alive, vivacious, and vital, enhances the cordial co-existence of all creations which,
in turn, unveils the manifestation of the Divine. The life giving potentialities of
Ruopfü in everyday life dismantle the strong hold of mono-generativity and turn it
into multi-generativity of life, which transforms and elevates life. The excess nature
of the Divine offers us the possibility to gather the different liberating entities that
are attached to the belief in these Ruopfü, and which give us the leeway to reimagine the Divine in a richer and holistic way. In this conception of Ruopfü, one
cannot ignore the empowering immanent nature of the Divine as life force:
replenishing, preserving, sustaining, and vivifying all creations. 783 In the multiple
facets of Ruopfü, the notion of multiplicity does not mean “The Many” in the sense
of a collection of independent beings, but instead a collection of co-constituted
relational things emerges. 784 Every animated creature shows that the Divine is not a
totally transcendent Divine but that there is a touch of the Divine in the creation.
The assertion that there is not one single spirit dominating all, but that it concerns
separate entities, gives the space where multiplicity can be celebrated, because the
Divine mediates and reveals itself in different situations in multiplicity and
diversity.
Thus, the conclusion can be that the presence of Ruopfü in the tribal Primal religion
represents a specific manifestation of a transcendent immanent Divine. Ruopfü, who
guards, inspires, replenishes and animates creatures, corresponds with the
articulation of Johnson who understands the Spirit as God passing by in vivifying,
E. Nikanta Singh, “Status of Religion in Tribal Areas of Manipur,” http://e-pao.net/epSubPage
Extractor.asp?src=manipur.Manipur_and_Religion.Religion_in_Tribal_Areas (Accessed on 11 June,
2014).
784 Schneider, Beyond Monotheism: A Theology of Multiplicity, 142.
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sustaining, renewing and liberating power in the midst of historical struggle. 785
Johnson refers to the Spirit as Divine God “pervading the cosmos and all of its
inter-related creatures with life.”786 She also amplifies Spirit-Sophia who is
envisaged as Divine, who groans with creations in their pain, denounces all kinds of
marginalization, and works towards liberation.787 It is only in the interaction with
other liberating elements that the genuine meaning of the transcendent Divine
erupts, which makes the Divine closer and more comprehensible to us. In this
concept of Ruopfü, the Divine can be imagined as a Divine who is creative,
dynamic, inspiring and renewing every creature.
The Spirit appears as resistance, rising above all hatred, hoping against all
hope. The Spirit is that little flicker of fire burning at the bottom of the
woodpile. More rubbish is piled on, rain puts out the flame, wind blows the
smoke away. But underneath everything a brand still burns on, unquenchable
[…] The Spirit sustains the feeble breath of life in the empire of death.788
In the Northeast Indian tribal context today, the sacredness of the very existence
and nature is taken for granted where the interests of those in power have their
way. The very existence of human beings is always at stake with clashes between
the different insurgent groups and the military. As previously mentioned, the many
atrocities that have taken place and continue to be committed, did totally wipe out
co-existence and justice, as well as the restoration of human life and nature as a
whole. Innumerable lives have been unruly and randomly taken, which causes
untold sufferings, pains, insecurities, fears and tears among the tribals.
Furthermore, the political unrest violated the sacredness of holistic living, in the
form of rape, physical abuse, humiliations, and other kinds of atrocities throughout
their history. In addition, the unmindful exploitation of natural resources to meet
the higher demand of human needs and the interests of globalization, has become a
hazard to the whole of the creation. Re-gleaning the sacredness and worth of life
that is affirmed by Ruopfü is essential for the postcolonial feminist theological reimagination of a Divine who hovers around the whole of creation (transcendence)
and yet is not detached from everyday living, but integrally present in the lives and
the daily affairs of the people (immanence).
3.3. Keperuo (relationship and interconnection) as ethical praxis
In this section, the tribal concept Keperuo (relationship/interconnection) and the
ethical praxis that makes up Keperuo – consisting of, for example, Tlawmngaihna,

Johnson, She Who Is: The Mystery of God in Feminist Theological Discourse, 147.
Johnson, She Who Is: The Mystery of God in Feminist Theological Discourse, 147.
787 Johnson, She Who Is: The Mystery of God in Feminist Theological Discourse, 135-139. Cf. Leonardo Boff,
Trinity and Society, translated by Paul Burns (Eugene: Wipf and Stock, 1987).
788 Boff, Trinity and Society, quoted by Johnson, She Who Is: The Mystery of God in Feminist Theological Discourse,
137.
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Sobaliba,789 and Saü-Zha Chü – will be used in an attempt to re-imagine the presence
of the Divine. However, while using these indigenous concepts of Keperuo, one
should be cautious not to fall into the pit of romanticizing one’s own indigenous
culture but also be critical and discern the dominating elements. Before
investigating the concept of Keperuo, the classical notion of the relationship between
God and the creations, and the relational theology as propounded by feminist
theologians will be scrutinized. In addition, we will attempt to critically explore how
empire in different forms has distorted this traditional concept of Keperuo, and,
finally, trace the liberating elements in Keperuo for re-imaging the Divine.
a.
The classical notion of relationship that elevates the kyriarchal God
Relationship is the foundation on which the overall connection between the Divine
and the creation is based. Through relationship, the creations comprehend and
understand the Divine. In classical theism, the relationship between God and
creation was hierarchical and perpendicular or vertical in nature, built on a threetier system where God occupies the highest level, followed by human beings and
with the remaining creatures at the bottom. God as the Almighty and the
omnipotent created the whole and thus occupies the highest place as the ultimate
judge in relation to the creations, demanding absolute obedience and punishing the
disloyal. Secondly, human beings as created in the image of the Divine, possessing
rationality, consciousness and a will of themselves, were considered to be placed
above the animals and other creatures and as such, human beings can manipulate
all creations.790 This understanding finally connotes that the remaining creation
occupies the last tier in the overall relationships. In short, this approach to the
relationship Divine-human-world not only presents the Divine as a kyriarchal and
transcendent God but also segregates the creatures.
As seen in our previous discussions, relation has been an intriguing element
amongst the feminist theologians who disprove the transcendence of the Divine.
McFague used personal relational metaphors, such as mother, lover, and friend to
counter the understanding of the Divine as Father, King, et cetera. McFague does,
however, maintain that her articulations do not reduce the transcendence of the
Divine to human affinity because the Divine does not depend on creatures the
same way the creatures depend on the Divine. McFague tried to maintain the
transcendence aspect of the Divine in spite of connecting the Divine with daily
personal metaphors of human relationship and opts for a transcendent immanence
Tlawmngaihna and Sobaliba are taken from Mizo and Ao Naga tribal contexts respectively. Though these
concepts are not from the Tenyidie dialect, they share the same connotation with Keperuo. Furthermore,
Tlawmngaihna and Sobaliba are well documented in writings of anthropologists, ethnographers and tribal
theologians who provided clarity and gave weight to the notion of Keperuo. These two concepts are taken
into consideration while elaborating on the notion of Keperuo.
790 Which is a misinterpretation of Genesis 1:26, “Then God said, ‘Let us make humankind in our image,
in our likeness, so that they may rule over the fish in the sea and the birds in the sky, over the livestock
and all the wild animals, and over all the creatures that move along the ground’.” Heyward, Our Passion for
Justice: Images of Power, Sexuality, and Liberation, 142.
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or a panentheistic model of the Divine. Heyward, who critiques set-apartness and
dualistic ideologies of God, asserts that God is to be found in the relationship
between human beings: it is between and among ourselves that God is incarnate
and that “God is nothing except in relation.” 791 Heyward thus reduces the Divine
to a relational power between human beings. Grey and Raphael find the presence
of the Divine in the vulnerable experiences of struggles and the erotic power where
the Divine is both the source and resource of relational power: 792 one can imagine
the Divine only in relation with the others.
Thus, the different levels of relationship amongst human beings are used to reimagine an alternative transcendent-immanent Divine. However, there is still space
for considering the dynamic circular relation amongst the creation as a whole in the
re-imagination of the Divine. Without romanticizing relations, one needs to delve
deeper and focus on the meaning of life that can be found in relationship. As Kirk
Wegter-McNelly, an American scholar of religion proposes: one should focus on
the meaning of life in relationships. 793 In our effort to re-imagine the Divine, using
the tribal concept of Keperuo, attempts will be made to explore the essence of this
inter-relation between the Divine, humans and the creation as a whole, through the
tribal ethical ways of conduct in Keperuo.
b.
Keperuo – The circular dynamic of interconnection – Divine-human-creations794
Keperuo literally means “relationship” in the Tenyidie dialect. However, this term
“Keperuo” comprises richer and deeper connotations that go beyond a mere
relationship between two persons or between creatures. Keperuo opts for an
interrelatedness, interdependence and interconnection between the creator, the
human community and the creation. Keperuo forms the basis of the daily existence
of the tribals and is the relational essence of holistic life. For the tribals there is an
intrinsic connection between the creator and the overall creation. Every single
activity of tribals, including the daily life activities, the religious and agricultural rites
and rituals, festivals, and all other aspects of life, take place in accordance with the
relationship with their fellow beings, nature, climatic signs and the overall
surroundings, in reverence for the Divine. Thus, the primary perception of the
tribal world is the belief that all existence is connected and there is an
interconnecting relationality that runs between the Divine, spirits, human beings
and all the other creations. Unlike the classical notion of the relationship between
the Divine and the creatures, which is hierarchically vertical, in the tribal concept of
Keperuo, the relational nature is circular in nature. Longchar calls this intrinsic
relationship an “organic relationship of interdependence and interrelatedness to
Heyward, Our Passion for Justice: Images of Power, Sexuality, and Liberation, 142, 172-173.
Grey, Feminism, Redemption, and the Christian Tradition; Raphael, The Female Face of God in Auschwitz: A
Jewish Feminist Theology of the Holocaust.
793 Kirk Wegter-McNelly, The Entangled God: Divine Relationality and Quantum (New York: Routledge, 2011),
29.
794 Since the tribal notion of relation between the Divine, human and the rest of the creatures is circular in
nature, we will use the term circular to denote tribal relationality.
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one another.”795 In spite of the strong hold of Keperuo or relationship in the tribal
context, this concept remains unexplored in theological articulations of the tribals.
While emphasizing the importance of interrelatedness in doing theology,
Bendangjunshi, a tribal theologian, has rightly observed that, “This interconnectedness in the tribal worldview has been undermined, yet it has many
liberative elements that need to be taken into account in our present theologizing
process.”796
When one looks at the different types of relationship that bind the tribal world
together, one can find four types of relationship that are integrally intertwined.
Firstly, the relationship between the Divine and the human beings, secondly, the
relationship amongst the human beings themselves, thirdly, the relationship
between the human beings and other creatures and finally, the relation of the whole
of the creation with the Divine. As such, relationships in tribal contexts are always
moving circularly with every creature – including the Divine – being responsible for
the other(s). Relational and communitarian life is the center of existence for every
tribal. In these interconnections lies the basis of all social, political, economic life
and religious beliefs. This notion of Keperuo has been an integral part of tribal
existence since time immemorial. The Khasi tribal myth of creation illustrates how
the entire cosmos is intertwined as a family:
In the beginning, there was nothing, so the Divine created Ka Ramew
(Mother Earth) and her husband Basa. As the couple prayed for children,
they were blessed with five children Ka Sngi (Sun), U Bnai (moon), Ka Um
(water), KaIyer (Air) and Ka Ding (fire). With the combined effort of the sun,
water and air, the natural vegetation was formed. The Mother earth was
adorned with trees, flowers, fruits, green vegetation, etc. and change of
season is considered as mother earth changing her attire. Such is the
interrelations of elements with each other. 797
For tribals, nature is not only a mechanical system, but it includes everything that
pertains to quality and everything spiritual. Longchar offers a clear picture of this
relationship of the tribals with nature,
The tribal world of culture can be explained only in terms of the world of
nature. We cannot understand tribal culture adequately without
understanding the world of nature. They are inseparable related. Once we
divorce culture from nature, we lose the meaning of life.798
Longchar and Davis, Doing Theology with Tribal Resources Context and Perspective, 68 ff.
Bendangjungshi, Confessing Christ in the Naga Context: Towards a Liberating Ecclesiology (Munster: LIT Verlag,
2011), 185.
797 Rekha M. Shangpliang, “Ecological Basis of Khasi Ethno-Cultural Traits,” Christianity and Changes in
Northeast India, edited by T.B. Subba, Josseph Puthenpurakal, Shaiji Joseph Puykunnel (New Delhi:
Concept Publishing, 2009), 221.
798 Longchar, The Traditional Tribal Worldview and Modernity: Focus on North East India, 24.
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Such an integral connection appears from the simple example mentioned earlier
that showed how in the Primal tribal world one needs to perform rites and rituals
as a means of obtaining permission from the spirits for hunting and fishing.
Nobody should hunt or fish more than their basic requirements. This form of
Keperuo balances nature by removing greed and voracity for material goods but
promotes the idea of live and let live where preservation and sharing of resources
are encouraged to show the intrinsic relationship.
With regard to communitarian life should be noted that every single person belongs
to a community, which gives him/her a sense of belonging and a unique identity.
For the tribals, to be a whole human is to belong to a community.799 In this interrelation of the community, human beings see themselves as an integral part of the
total cosmic circle.800 Thanzauva, a prominent tribal theologian says that
“community is more than the concept of a society of individuals in a relationship of
interdependence but this concept of communitarianism is more of personal
communion in which each member works for the common good in the midst of
diversity.”801 Communitarian life is the essence of existence for every tribal. The
welfare of the community as a whole comes first, followed by individual interests,
or as Longchar has succinctly pointed out: “community comes first then comes the
individual.”802 Through communitarianism, people have a sense of belonging, of
being part of the community and they accept the others as they are, in spite of the
patriarchal power that still looms large.803
The meaning of Keperuo changed with the coming of Christianity, which was
followed by modernity. The western colonization and the missionaries’ criticism of
the tribal worldviews, their cultural heritages and their religious aspiration, to which
elements of globalization and neo-colonialism were added, resulted in the slow
decline of the richness of Keperuo. The close attachment to nature faded with the
introduction of an anthropocentric theology, which presented the assumption that
nature was made exclusively for the use of human beings. As such, nature was
looked upon as a mere resource for manipulation and exploitation, and as greed for
material gain increased, sensitivity for nature decreased.

Dudek, “Tribal Religious Beliefs of North East India with Special Emphasis on Nagaland and the
Introduction and Effect of the Gospel,” https://globeserve.org/tribal-religious-beliefs-of-north-eastindia-with-special-emphasis-on-nagaland-and-the-introduction-effect-of-the-gospel/ (Accessed on 29
October, 2014).
800 Yankahao Vashum, “Sources for Developing Tribal Theology,” An Exploration of Tribal Theology, edited
by A. Wati Longchar (Jorhat: Tribal Study Centre, 1997), 65.
801 K. Thanzauva, Transforming Theology: A Theological Basis for Social Transformation (Bangalore: Asian Trading
Corp., 2002), 136, 138.
802 A. Wati Longchar, “Interaction Between Gospel and Culture among the Nagas,” Encounter Between
Gospel and Tribal Culture (Jorhat: ETC, 1999), 33.
803 Thanzauva, Transforming Theology: A Theological Basis for Social Transformation, 142.
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In the process of colonization, missionary zeal, and globalization, the positive
traditional heritage was erased. Furthermore, with globalization, consumerism and
capitalistic greed on the rise came economic transition, growth of international,
national and regional market demands, all of which played an irreversible role in
distorting the traditional sensitivity for co-creation.804 In the process, the real
essence of the concept of Keperuo eroded where the individualistic and “I” culture
took over the “We” culture of the past. This capitalistic culture has indeed caused a
deep gap between the rich and the poor, the educated and the uneducated,
wo/men and men, and instigated racial segregation.
Furthermore, the demographic expansion put pressure on natural mutual
relationality, led to exploitation of nature and instigated competition amongst
tribals for material riches. From a religious point of view, the exclusiveness and
supremacy of Christianity as propounded by missionaries has been deeply ingrained
into tribal Christians’ religious worldview. The indigenous religious and cultural
affirmations were regarded as inappropriate, idolatrous, evil, superstitious and
therefore should be done away with. As such, one cannot find a sense of
connection with other religious worldviews. Even today there is a strict sense of
exclusivity, pride, staunch patriarchal feeling, and a sense of an incomprehensive
transcendent Divine who is up there somewhere above all other gods, and is the
only true God. However, one can also sense a resistance to the different dominant
agents that weaken the relational bond amongst the tribals and thus glean liberating
elements for redoing theology.
c.
Tribal’s ethical ways of conduct in Keperuo
The communitarian notion of Keperuo is supported by tribal ethical values such as
Tlawmngaihna among the Mizo tribe, Sobaliba among the Ao Naga tribe and Saü-Zha
Chü among the Tenyimia tribe. As mentioned previously, though Tlawmngaihna and
Sobaliba are terms from other tribes, they share the same essence with Keperuo.
These ethical ways of conduct find their roots in the concept of compassion where
mutual, equitable co-existence, selfless giving, helping and making sacrifices for the
others are a fundamental way of life. Tlawmngaihna, Sobaliba and Saü-Zha Chü are
non-colonial metaphors which are ingrained in the tribal society and will be used as
resources in the re-imagination of the Divine. As the via affirmativa and hybridity
propound, positive elements from other religious and cultural contexts, which
suggest an inclusive image of the Divine, will be collected, so that these tribal
elements can be used in the re-imagination of the Divine.
Tlawmngaihna – Self-denial
The term Tlawmngaihna is a social-ethical value for which a direct English
translation is not available. It may be understood as “self-denial for the cause of
Mark Poffenberger, et al., “Forest Sector Review of Northeast India,” http://siteresources.world
bank.org/INTSAREGTOPWATRES/Resources/Background_Paper_12.pdf
(Accessed
on
29
November, 2017).
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community and individuals who are in need.” 805 This concept is based on the belief
in self-sacrifice, unselfishness, doing what the situation demands without selfcentered motives but done in love, putting the welfare and interest of the others
first rather than one’s own.806 It is a social ethical code that obliges the tribals to
open their house to strangers or friends by welcoming them, providing them with
food and shelter, and giving them food package for their continuing journey. Major
A.G. McCall has succinctly described the concept of Tlawmngaihna by saying,
Crops of the sick would be tended by the strong; the chief’s lands would be
weeded as a mark of support, help would be given to rebuild houses
accidentally burned down, warriors would volunteer when their help were
needed, hunters would strive to be energetic in the chase, and in general the
good citizen was he who was foremost in meeting calls that were really
necessary for the good of the whole village. 807
M. Kipgen, a tribal theologian, described this ethical value as follows: “A
Tlawmngaihna person will do whatever the occasion demands no matter how
distasteful or inconvenient that might be to oneself or to one’s own inclination.”
Tlawmngaihna, thus, demands integrity, hardworking, hospitality, and stands for
moral strength which finds expression in self-sacrifice for the service of others. 808
This concept of Tlawmngaihna is analogous to the biblical notion of the fruits of the
Spirit, mentioned by Paul in Galatians 5:22-23, “By contrast, the fruit of the Spirit
is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, generosity, faithfulness, gentleness, and selfcontrol. There is no law against such things.” Tlawmngaihna has been a dominant
factor in tribal theological work, because of its strong hold in the tribal context and
because tribal theologians find this concept to be relevant for the tribals. 809
However, one should not romanticize the concept, and feminist theology should
instead seriously question it, because it negates self-affirmation. Women are more
susceptible to becoming victims of this concept of self-denial and self-sacrifice, as
they are taught, ever since their childhood, to be selfless and to live for others.
Furthermore, theology and the churches often accentuate women’s submissiveness,
their ever-giving, self-sacrificing and self-denial. And they valor their sufferings.
Here we can refer to the observation of Schüssler that women are taught to equate
love with selflessness and self-giving, to understand their essential nature as “being
Lawmsanga “A Critical Study on Christian mission with Special Reference to Presbyterian Church of
Mizoram,” http://etheses.bham.ac.uk/767/1/Lawmsanga10PhD.pdf, 66 (Accessed on 22 October,
2016).
806 “What Indians Can Learn from the Mizo Spirit of Tlawmngaihna During Natural Sisasters,”
https://www.newsgram.com/what-fellow-indians-can-learn-from-the-mizo-spirit-of-tlawmngaihna-intimes-of-natural-disasters/ (Accessed on 1 August, 2016).
807 A.G. McCall, Lusaih Chrysalis (Aizawl: Firma KLM Pvt. Calcutta for Tribal Research Institute, 1949), 98.
808 “Tlawmngaihna,” http://www.nationmaser.com/encyclopedia/Tlawmngaihna (Accessed on August 2,
2016).
809 Cf. M. Kigpen, “Tlawmngaihna and Christianity,” Encounter between Gospel and Culture, edited by A. Wati
A. Longchar, (Jorhat: Eastern Theological College, 1999): 159-162. Cf. K. Thanzauva, Theology of
Community: Tribal Theology in the Making (Bangalore: Asian Trading Corporation, 2004).
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for others” and are often “called to fulfill their true nature and destiny through selfsacrificing service and loving self-effacement.”810 In this sense one needs to be
critical of the notion of self-sacrifice and self-denial. Nevertheless, living in a
context where tribals are colonized time and again, Tlawmngaihna is felt to be
important because of the notion of solidarity that functions as a resistant agent
against the power of empire.
Sobaliba – Love
The ethical code of conduct among the Ao Nagas is known as Sobaliba, which has
the same connotation as Tlawmngaihna. Kietzer observed that this ethical code has a
close affinity with the Christian understanding of love. The term Sobaliba cannot be
translated or explained in a simple English term, but, he says,
We cannot explain such traditional code of morals, but this can be
understood to some extent in the Christian concept of agape as in John
13:34 – “A new command I give you is to Love one another. As I have loved
you, so you must love one another, as by this, all people will know that you
are my disciples if you love one another.”811
The ethical principle of Sobaliba demands that a person is self-sacrificing, selfemptying and self-denying by placing the interests of the community before his/her
own desires. Furthermore, Sobaliba calls for the preservation of co-creatures and a
sustainable and judicious use of resources while random destruction of nature and
hunting for greed is discouraged. Since sharing and well-being for others was a way
of life, once the early tribal converts became Christians, they wanted to share the
story of forgiveness and salvation. As such Sobaliba helped immensely in the
propagation of the gospel, which Longchar confirms when saying:
This ethical value of self-sacrifice produced many selfless preachers (tribal).
People began to preach the Gospel in the fields, working places, visit
different villages without any fear. Those gospel team activities were carried
out in their own expenses. Not to share the gospel was considered not doing
and fulfilling sobaliba.812
Thus, Christianity rapidly spread in the tribal areas. A postcolonial tribal feminist
theology lens should be sceptical of valorizing sacrificial love as it is directly related
to the submission of women, because in fact, tribal women are often expected to
make sacrifices for their family, children and community, as we saw dramatized in
Schüssler, Jesus: Miriam’s Child, Sophia’s Prophet: Critical Issues in Feminist Christology, 38.
RenthyKeitzar, “Tribal Theology in the Making,” New Horizons in Ecumenism: Essays in Honor of Bishop
Samuel Amrithan, edited by K.C. Abraham (Bangalore: BTESSC, 1993), 48. “A new command I give you is
to Love one another. As I have loved you, so you must love one another, as by this, all people will know
that you are my disciples if you love one another.” (John 13:34)
812 Longchar, “Interaction Between Gospel and Culture among the Nagas,” Encounter Between Gospel and
Tribal Culture, 33 ff.
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the folk song “Phrozii Li” (Lamentation Song [of Women]), which was presented in
chapter 3. Daly warns that
The qualities that Christianity idealizes, especially for women, are also those
of a victim: sacrificial love, passive acceptance of suffering, humility,
meekness, et cetera. Since these are the qualities idealized in Jesus “who died
for our sins,” his functioning as a model reinforces the scapegoat syndrome
for women. Given the victimized situation of the female in sexist society,
these “virtues” are hardly the qualities that women should be encouraged to
have.813
Saü-Zha Chü – Sharing
Saü-Zha Chü connotes the Feast of Merit. As discussed in chapter 3, the rich
families in a specific community host the Feast of Merit. When a person
accumulates enough wealth and becomes rich, the family hosts this feast where the
whole community, irrespective of any differences, comes together to celebrate and
enjoy the food that is provided for all. The person who accommodates the Feast of
Merit is highly recognized and honored in society and he/she wears the distinct
ceremonial clothes and ornaments to which they are entitled because they did host
the feast. Even their houses are decorated accordingly. 814 This feast marks the
success and fortune of one person’s life, but also the sharing of the fortune and
success with the entire community. No doubt, this feast creates a hierarchal
structure in a society. However, this feast also underlines that communal capital is
more important than the individual’s wealth and as such maintains a balance of
economic status in the society. Moreover, the concept of sharing one’s blessings
with the whole community was part of the communal life. The obligations of
sharing and caring, especially the rich sharing their blessings with the poor, bridge
the gap of economic disparity amongst the tribal people. Sharing, love, compassion,
care, consideration, and sensitivity to the need of others are the basics of
community life. When speaking about the ethos and code of conduct in a seminar,
Visier Sanyü said, “We blessed others, we wished people well. We did not take the
best part for ourselves, we gave the best to others.”815 An oppositional stance
against this Feast of Merit, was adopted by the missionaries who vehemently
condemned it and branded it as devilish because of the rites and rituals that were
performed to appease the spirits.816

Daly, Beyond God the Father, 77.
R.B. Thohe Pou, “A Brief Introduction of Poumai Naga in Northeast India,” https://thohepou.
wordpress.com/2009/09/13/brief-inbrief-introduction-on-poumai-naga-in-northeast-india/
815 “AYO Seminar: Reviving Angami Ethos and Values,” http://morungexpress.com/?s=AYO+
Seminar%3A+Reviving+Angami+Ethos+and+Values (Accessed on 10 October, 2016).
816 Bendangjungshi, Confessing Christ in the Naga Context: Towards a Liberation Theology of Ecclesiology, 129.
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d.
Reaffirming the presence of the Divine in Keperuo
The classical notion of a God beyond creation who is “being itself” refers to a
Divinity who does not have any relationship with the creation. 817 In tribal
postcolonial feminist God-talk, a transforming and life-affirming Divine cannot be
re-imagined beyond the everyday life of the people. The Via practica proposes that
in the process of re-imagination of the Divine, God-talk should be related to the
practical daily life of the tribal wo/men, and can then even function in resistance to
the kyriarchal empire. Re-imagining the Divine as a transcendent-immanent Divine
who is relevant and related to the tribals, cannot be achieved by ignoring the
multiple layers of empire that oppress them in their everyday life. The Via practica
stresses that even though the Divine is beyond oppression, one can experience the
presence of the Divine in the midst of oppression as the one who sides with those
who are oppressed and is in solidarity with them. As such, re-imagination of the
Divine should be situated within the framework of the struggles of tribal wo/men,
where the Divine is renamed over and over again by using new metaphors,
concepts, languages and images. The integral presence of the transcendentimmanent Divine can be re-imagined in the three ethical conducts of Keperuo.
Within the framework of the via practica, an attempt will be made to reaffirm the
presence of the Divine using the ethical principles found in the tribal concept of
Keperuo.
Placid communion as presence of the Divine in Keperuo
Classical theism has portrayed God as the imperial God who is situated above all
creations, the Almighty and the judge who is the impassable warrior ruling the
whole world in its splendor and demanding absolute obedience. This notion is
contaminated with power, superiority, authority and predominance on an
ontological level. For the tribal wo/men, such affirmations remind them of their
experiences with militarization that comes with colossal power and not only
terrorizes them, but violates their being by humiliating, torturing, abusing their
bodies, raping and killing them and their families. In the notion of the kyriarchal
God, hierarchy is always an essential element which makes it impossible to think of
mutuality or reciprocity. The concept of Keperuo, on the other hand, does provide
space for re-imagining the Divine in mutual relationality. One cannot but agree
with Grey that not all relationships are life affirming and positive, but mutuality in
Keperuo provides space for respecting every creature, peaceful-coexistence,
reciprocity and justice. 818
The threads running through these three ethical concepts – Tlawmngaihna, Sobaliba
and Saü-Zha Chü – are mutual relationship, well-being of all creation and the sense
of peaceful co-existence for every creature. In the context of Keperuo, one cannot
break the connection with another creation just because the other is different,
poorer, weak, physically challenged, or is different in substance. Every creature has
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a space in the Divine and is equal in every way. The ethics of Tlawmngaihna and
Sobaliba show that all creatures are therefore to be equally respected and taken care
of. Whenever anyone is in need, whether this is caused by sickness, a calamity or
things that s/he cannot do alone, the whole community comes together for the
welfare of the co-followers. During Saü-Zha Chü, the Feast of Merit – which we
discussed earlier – when everyone in the community, irrespective of differences,
status, gender, et cetera, is invited to share food, the aspect of equality emerges.
Openness, sharing, love and hospitality is realized when people as a community
come together to celebrate. The feeling of equity comes to the surface in this type
of Keperuo, where all are indeed treated with fairness.
For postcolonial tribal feminist theology, the Divine is revealed in the beauty of
relationships where love, compassion, fairness, generosity, sensitivity for a better
world prevail. For tribal wo/men, the very essence of the Divine is a liberating
Divine filled with compassion, love, care, self-giving and self-sacrifice for the
creatures. For us, the Divine manifests itself in the mutuality of Keperuo. Every
creature in its own limited sensitivity, spontaneity, and freedom is active in the
Divine.819 Ultimately every creature is equally important.820 With the idea that every
creature shares a speck of the essence of the Divine, tribals respect and value each
creature: all get equal space, love, respect and dignity. As such, one can conclude
that mutuality in relationships does not negate differences, distinctiveness and
diversity. Furthermore, mutual interdependence not only has the tendency to
eliminate hierarchy, superiority and domination, but also promotes cordial
relationships, liberation and unity amongst the creatures and the creator. Mutuality
thus becomes the center of relationships, where justice, love, concern, respect,
interdependence, sacrifice, acceptance, and open-endedness are found. Grey
considers such mutuality as imperative for “right relationships” and “ethics of
connections.”821 The presence of the Divine can be seen in the mutual interrelatedness where there is no hierarchy but a circular relationship, where respect,
trust and responsibilities for each other are realized, which finally leads to
wholeness.
Compassion – Transcending oneself as the presence of the Divine
Though there is not an equivalent for “Compassion” in the tribal ethical ways of
conduct mentioned above, one can definitely discern that compassion is the force
on which all the positive aspects of doing good to others is based. The positive
A. Wati Longchar and Larry E. Davis (eds.), Doing Theology with Tribal Resources: Context and Perspective
(Jorhat: Tribal Study Centre, 1999), 68-72. This does not mean that the Divine is all or that everything is
the Divine but it means that the Divine is an immanent Divine who is integrally related with the creations.
Cf. A. Wati Longchar, “The Need of Studying Tribal Theology,” An Exploration of Tribal Theology, edited by
A. Wati Longchar (Jorhat: Tribal Study Centre, 1997), 12-13.
820 Longchar, “Keynote Address: The Uniqueness of Indigenous Spirituality.” A conference proceedings
of The National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Ecumenical Commission, Christ and Culture: Christ
Through Culture. Cf. www.ncca.org.au/natsiec (Accessed on 7 December, 2014).
821 Grey, Introducing Feminist Images of God, 115.
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vigor of love, concern, and sensitivity towards others are always motivated by the
feeling and essence of compassion. Tlawmngaihna and Sobaliba are filled with
empathy for their fellow beings and nature, based on compassion which puts the
needs of others first. Compassion here is not based on superiors having
compassion with the inferiors, but it regards a communal compassion where the
happiness and well-being of every member of the community becomes the prime
concept of the community. For the tribals, community feeling and
interconnectedness are the essential ingredients of compassion. In the concept of
Keperuo, the notion of compassion is not only the feeling of empathy but also the
wish to unite with those who struggle or suffer and to help them overcome their
problems and struggles. As Karen Armstrong states in her “Ted Talk” about
compassion: the golden rule of many religions such as the Jewish religion,
Confucianism, Buddhism, et cetera, is based on the ethos of compassion, which
says “Do not do to others what you would not like them to do to you.” She also
says that one can transcend oneself only by dethroning oneself and giving priority
to somebody else. For her, compassion is not just feeling sorry for those who are
suffering but taking concrete actions to help them. It is the otherness of the
enemies, which gives hints as to the utterly mysterious transcendence which is the
Divine. For the tribals, both the giver and receiver of compassion experience the
essence of the Divine in the form of relief, joy, help, love, solidarity and sharing. 822
Compassion does away with greed, prejudice and discrimination and rather focuses
on oneness, equality, acceptance, love and encouragement of the others, which
results in an egalitarian and just society where justice prevails.
Still, while using Keperuo as one of the elements for re-imagining the Divine, one
should be cautious and critical of the traditional form of relationship, so that the reimagination will not come down to re-inscribing and re-instigating the old
kyriarchal form of relationality between the Divine and the creatures. For that
reason we emphasize circular relationality which can be used as a framework of
resistance against such hierarchal notions of the Divine. Keperuo with its liberating
elements of community belonging, caring, sharing, compassion and empathy for
others acts as a resistance agent against empire and its dominant forces that
degrade life but contributes to a comprehensive re-imagination of the Divine. The
relationship between the Divine, human beings and the whole of the creation in a
circular mode points to the interdependence of every creation, all the while
negating hierarchy, divisions or biasness. The transcendent immanent presence of
the Divine can be found in Keperuo which binds the Divine, humanity and the
whole of the creation together. Thus, as the via negativa affirms, the Divine cannot
be a Divine who takes the side of those who are in power and those who side with
the strong, because a Divine is intrinsic and sensitive to the very existence of the
people without any discrimination and is eminently present in the everyday
Karen Armstrong, “My Wish: The Charter for Compassion,” http://www.ted.com/talks/karen_
armstrong_makes_her_ted_prize_wish_the_charter_for_compassion?language=en (Accessed on 10
October, 2016).
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ordinary interactions with one another. One cannot possibly overlook the sense of
well-being, equity, fairness, and concern for the fellow members of the community
in this ethical concept. Keperuo produces sensitivity to the needs of others, concern,
love and respect for each other.
Carol Christ, also spoke along this line, stating that “Goddess is ‘revealed’ in the
beauty of the world and ‘known’ in the love, care, and compassion we feel for each
other and by extension for all beings in the world.” 823 In the midst of global
realities, tribal wo/men need to re-imagine the Divine from their daily relational
experiences of solidarity and companionship, where the face of the Divine is
shown in the interrelationships that are filled with love, concern, hospitality,
solidarity and compassion. In postcolonial tribal feminists’ theological articulations,
one needs to see the interplay of the transcendent and immanent nature of the
Divine in relational ideologies. Through Keperuo, the presence of the Divine in
nature and in our day-to-day life displays the immanent nature of the Divine,
whereas the existence of the Divine who is all-nourishing, timeless and allencompassing reveals the transcendence of the Divine.
This transcendent immanent Divine is thus inherently related to the tribal world.
Through Keperuo, the presence of the Divine is experienced in the concept of
mutuality, fairness and compassion for each other. In a context where kyriarchal
empire segregates on the basis of gender, racial and geographical location, the
concept of Keperuo helps to perceive a Divine who connects and makes whole, and
disdains any kind of discrimination. In the present tribal context of neo-colonialism
and globalization, where greed for power and money has become a stark reality,
provoking the concept of “I” rather than the traditional concept of “we”, Keperuo
provides a “counter-story,” in the form of a visible metaphor for tribal reimagination of the Divine who is meaningful and relevant for the tribals. This
includes the positive aura of relationality that negates the power structures of
empire and propounds a holistic Divine filled with love rather than hostility,
compassion rather than pity and sensitivity rather than insusceptibility for holistic
co-existence of the overall creation. Through the concept of Keperuo, the Divine is
re-imagined in terms of interconnection and interdependence of the whole
creation, which excludes differentiation, discrimination and suppression, because
wholeness is experienced in multiplicities and differences.
3.4. Terhuo-Pe (Shamans) as hybrid figures824
According to Hodgson, the essence of Jesus Christ as the Immanuel who
incarnated the Divine and takes sides with those who are poor, oppressed,
victimized, distressed, struggling, and questing for holistic life, was distorted in its
Christ, Rebirth of the Goddess: Finding Meaning in Feminist Spirituality, 89 ff. Cf. Carol P. Christ, “The Divine
Mystery?” http://feminismandreligion.com/2013/11/11/the-divine-mystery-by-carol-p-christ/ (Accessed
on 1 June, 2015).
824 Terhuo Pe is a term used for addressing the Shamans, which literally means “Divine Bridge”.
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assimilation with the different layers of empire. The traditional models of
Christology are critiqued as “ethnocentric, patriarchal, misogynist, anti-Judaic,
exclusivist, and triumphalist.” 825 Kwok argues that in the initial period of
Christianity, Christ was imagined as a hybridized figure, shaped and understood
through the intermingling of the cultures of Palestine, the Hellenistic Jewish
Diaspora and the wider Hellenistic context during the initial period of
Christianity.826 However, the fluidity in such a Christology became a threat to the
imperial unity of the Roman Empire, whereas the classical doctrine of Christology,
which became rigid, fixed and orthodox served the interests of the early church
theologians.
Western colonizers and missionaries, in turn, not only presented this traditional
notion of Christology to the colonized world but also held on to the uniqueness of
Christ,827 and attired Christology in imperial ideologies. This classical Christology
was forced upon the colonized, totally ignoring their social predicament and their
indigenous traditions. Kwok therefore insists: “the influences of colonization on
Christology must be subject to close scrutiny,” because Christ was interpreted
through a western lens and imposed upon the colonized, which affected especially
the women as the colonized of the colonized. 828 The sufferings and death of Christ
were elevated and presented as examples of submission and obedience to the
empire. The political overtones of Jesus as Lord, who is the Lord of the universe,
justified the domination of other peoples and their lands for the sake of Christ.
Kim Yong Bock gives the following clear sketch of the presentation of Christ by
western colonizers when he states:
Christ came as the conqueror and crusader of the “pagans” and heathens
during Western expansion, and later as “promotor of Western capitalism,”
and as “Transmitter of Western civilization.” As such Christ has very little to
do with the suffering and struggling people of Asia. 829
Christology occupied an important place in the liberation and postcolonial
theology, and is one of the most contested themes in theological articulations.
Kwok has urgently contended that “postcolonial feminist Christology cannot
accept the dominant positions of Christology in mainline Christianity or subscribe
to white feminist and liberation formulations without serious rethinking.” 830 In
various recent theological articulations, Christ continues to be a hybridized figure:
Peter C. Hodgson, Winds of the Spirit: A Constructive Christian Theology (Westminster: John Knox Press,
1994), 234.
826 Kwok, Postcolonial Imagination and Feminist Theology, 79 ff.
827 Kwok, Postcolonial Imagination and Feminist Theology, 172.
828 Kwok, Introducing Asian Feminist Theology, 79.
829 Kim Yong Bock, “The Mission of God in the Context of the Suffering and Struggling Peoples of
Asia,” Peoples of Asia, People of God: A Report of the Asian Mission Conference, 1989, 14.
830 Kwok, Postcolonial Imagination and Feminist Theology, 169.
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the Black Christ, the Corn Mother, Shakti, and Bi/Christ, prove this point. 831
Furthermore, using hybridity as a tool, female images, goddess resources and other
inclusive elements from cultural and religious traditions have been used in the reimagination process where intersection of race, ethnicity, gender, class, and
interreligious dialogue were the focus.832 Thus, hybridity was and is used as an
important angle in postcolonial discourses in recent years, notably in the process of
deconstructing the imperial traits of those in power and their ideologies, but also
empowering those who are at the receiving ends.
We shall now attempt to re-imagine Christ through the tribal concept of Terhuo Pe,
and use the lens of hybridity in this attempt. However – as previously mentioned –
this does not concern the mere intermingling of the concept of Terhuo Pe with the
classical notion of Christ, but will expose the dominating factors and dig out the
liberating elements that highlight the relevant meaning of the Divine in the
struggles of the tribal wo/men. Such an attempt can give leeway to a dialogue with
other religious traditions that takes the different experiences of wo/men into
consideration. In the effort of re-imaging the Divine through Terhuo Pe, we shall
first give a brief impression of the Terhuo Pe, their importance and contributions in
the Primal tribal context of Northeast India. Secondly, the manner in which
western colonizers, missionaries and ethnographers critiqued Terhuo Pe will be
traced. Finally, an attempt will be made to re-imagine Terhuo Pe as the hybrid figure
of Christ by gleaning out the positive elements in Terhuo Pe traditions.
a.
Shamanism and feminist articulations
The term “Shamanism” was adopted from the Tungus word “Shaman,” 833 which
means a prophet or a doctor.834 Shamanistic traditions are prominent in many
indigenous religious traditions in Latin America, Korea, Japan, Africa, and India.
While some of the Shamans are chosen by heredity and function as priests, 835
others become shamans irrespective of their ancestral origin. They are eminent
figures in the society, where they play significant roles as mediators, diviners,
counselors, healers, dream interpreters and prophets. However, in scholarly
writings, the importance of the Shamans has often been greatly reduced through
negative descriptions, which ultimately saddled them with a very negative image. In
the reconstruction of Shamans, the following writing of the psychologist Stanley
Krippner – a long time student of an expert on shamanism – from a medical
perspective is found constructive:
Cf. Althaus-Reid, Indecent Theology; Kelly Brown Douglas, The Black Christ (Maryknoll: Orbis Books,
1994).
832 Kwok, Postcolonial Imagination and Feminist Theology, 183.
833 A language spoken by people from East Siberia, Amur Area and Chinese from North-western China.
Cf. Ivan A. Lopatin, “The Tungus Languages,” Anthropos, 3/4 (1958): 428.
834 Oo Chung Lee, In Search for our Foremothers’ Spirituality (Seoul: Asian Women’s Resource Centre for
Culture and Theology, 1994), 1.
835 Naomi P.F. Southhard, “Recovery and Rediscovered Images: Spiritual Resources for Asian American
Women,” Feminist Theology from the Third World, edited by Ursula King (London: SPCK, 1994), 385.
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Shamans have not been taken seriously by most allopathic physicians,
despite the fact that many shamanic traditions have developed sophisticated
models of healing over the centuries. […] With the exception of its herbal
knowledge, shamanism generally has been ignored or scorned by the medical
and academic world. Nevertheless, shamans were the world’s first healers,
first diagnosticians, first psychotherapists, first religious functionaries, first
magicians, first performing artists, and first storytellers. […] There are
shamanic healing methods that closely parallel contemporary behaviour
therapy, chemotherapy, dream interpretation, family therapy, hypnotherapy,
milieu therapy, and psychodrama. It is clear that shamans, psychotherapists,
and physicians have more in common than is generally suspected. For the
shaman, however, the spiritual dimension of healing is extremely important,
whereas contemporary physicians and psychotherapists typically ignore it.
Shamans often retrieve lost souls, communicate with spirits, emphasize the
interconnectedness of their patients with the community and the earth, and
facilitate spiritual purification for those who have violated social taboos,
explain dreams and visions, and stress the importance of spiritual growth,
one’s life purpose, and being of service to humanity and to nature. These
functions rarely attain importance or even respectability in the world views
of Western allopathic physicians and other health care specialists. 836
One of the reasons why some Asian feminist theologians are focusing on and are
interested in the Shamans is because of the important roles that women played as
Shamans in the midst of kyriarchal multi-religious contexts. In addition, these
women discovered the relevancy and interconnection with the Divine in the
Shamanistic traditions. Amongst the Korean feminist theologians, Shamans
become priests of their han and deliver them from their han (bitterness) through
rituals of Hanpuri. Through their office of healing, divining, mediating, and
prophesying, they gain a higher position, social status and become respected
members of the society. In her article on “Asian Christology and People’s
Religions,” Chung argues that theological scholars should shift their focus from
institutional religions to people’s religions, notably shamanism. She challenges the
present institutional dogmatic religions, which are usually androcentric,
authoritative, and their quest for power. However, she also says that though not all
elements in people’s religions are liberating for women, people’s religions are
concrete expressions of their living faith and the struggles of their day-to-day life.
Even though romanticizing of people’s religions should be avoided, one can try to
critically search for the liberating aspects and at the same time be aware of the
enslaving elements.837 Shamans reverse patriarchal values by holding an important
position in the society and the family, because they are closely associated with
Stanley Krippner, “Shamans: The First Healers”, Shaman’s Path: Healing, Personal Growth and
Empowerment, edited by Gary Doore (Boston: Shambhala, 1989), 101-102.
837 Chung Hyun Kyung, “Asian Christology and People’s Religion,” Voices from the Third World, 19/1
(1996): 214-227.
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Divine power.838 The Divine was perceived through the Shamans as an “elder
sister,” based on personal relationship and not the imperial androcentric Divine
such as the “Lord of Lords” or the “Only Son of God.”839
b.
Shamanistic tradition in Northeast India
Like other parts of Southeast Asia, Northeast India’s Primal religious and sociocultural context harbors rich Shamanic traditions in which both women and men
play the role of mediators between human beings and the spirits, deities, and even
the dead. Shamans are known by different names, such as Terhuo Pe, Themumia,
Arasentur/Arasentner, Zawl Nei Nu, et cetera. Among the tribals like the Angamis,
Adis, Lotha, Sumi, et cetera, these shamans can be either women or men. In some
other tribes, women exclusively played the role of the shamans and their
contributions are remarkable, both in social and religious scenarios.840 The Shamans
were believed to be affirmed by the Divine. Among the Ao tribe, the Shamans were
known as Arasentur/Arasentner, who, with the help of a guardian spirit, enter into
ecstasy to create a rapport between the human beings and the supernatural world
on behalf of her/his community members. The female shamans were also known
as Tsungremkumer, which means “women of God.”841 In the tribal context of the
Mizos, Shamanism was the domain of women.842 These Shamans were regarded as
prophetesses and known by the name Zawlneinei, of which the first syllable Zawl
means “relation,” nei means a being or a person who takes the responsibility in
initiating responsibilities, and “nu” means “female” or “mother.”
When we take a closer look, we see that the office of the Shamans and their
functions, are not different from those of the priests. Nevertheless, they were never
addressed as priests. Sashi Kechutzar, a tribal religious scholar rightly pointed out
that the role of women in the indigenous religion of the tribal people is incomplete
without discussing the roles of the Shaman as diviner and medicine women. 843 The
Shamans were and are not merely known because of their extraordinary personal
abilities to achieve ecstasy, to communicate with spirits, or to affect the healing of
individuals, but they are also known for their capacities to communicate between a
transcendent reality and a particular social group or between the dead and their
relatives in the public sphere. Moreover, they also act as intercessors and
Quoted by Nancy A. Falk and Rita M. Gross (eds.), Unspoken Worlds: Women’s Religious Lives in NonWestern Culture (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1980), 51.
839 Chung, Struggle to be The Sun Again: Introducing Asian Women’s Theology, 66.
840 Sashi Kechutzar, “The Role of Women in the Indigenous People’s Religion of North East India,”
Women’s Issues in the 21st Century, edited by Narola Imchen (Jorhat: Women’s Study Centre, 2001), 105-107.
841 Nungshitula Jamir, “Reclaiming the Cross of Childbearing: Towards a Naga Constructive Christology
of Natality.” https://open.bu.edu/bitstream/handle/2144/15155/Jamir_bu_0017E_10670.pdf?sequence
=1 (Accessed on 21 October, 2016).
842 “Mizo Religion, Culture, Beliefs, Songs, Oral, and Literature.” indpaedia.com/ind/index.php/Mizo
religion,_culture,_beliefs,_songs,_oral_literature (Accessed on 18 May, 2015).
843 Kechutzar, “The Role of Women in the Indigenous People’s Religion of North East India,” Women’s
Issues in the 21st Century, 103.
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counselors within the group. 844 With the conversion of the majority of the people
to Christianity, however, the Shamanistic tradition slowly disappeared to the
margins.
c.
The meaning of Terhuo Pe
The three words used for referring to the Shamans in the Tenyidie dialect among
the Angami tribe are Themumia, Terhuo Kezemia, and Terhuo Pe. The term Themumia
can be divided into two parts: Themu, meaning “predict”, and mia, the suffix,
meaning “being” or “person.”845 As such the term Themumia means “the person
who predicts.” The second word, Terhuo Kezemia, means “the one who associates
with the spirits,” and the third term, Terhuo Pe, can also be divided into two parts:
Terhuo, meaning “Divine” and Pe, meaning “bridge,” which amounts to the overall
meaning “The Divine’s bridge.” 846 It should however be noted that the word Pe
contains a diphthong, hence different tones can mean different words. The word Pe
can also mean tremble and as such Terhuo Pe can also mean “the one who trembles
under the influence of the Terhuomia (the Spiritual being).”847 Themumia and Terhuo
Kezemia were used synonymously and can be either a female or a male who predicts,
heals and counsels. Terhuo Pe, who were mostly female, do the work of Themumia
and Terhuo Kezemia and also play the role of a bridge that fills the gap between the
spiritual world and the present reality. Terhuo Pe conveys messages of the Divine or
of the dead to the living human beings. They also see visions, which are later
related with the contexts. 848 Thus, Terhuo Pe act as mediums that help humans enter
into relationship with the spiritual world, nature and the human community. They
are well respected and honored by everyone in the community. The knowledge of
the shamans on herbal medicines as revealed to them by the spirits is noteworthy
and therefore they are acknowledged as healers.849
d.
Westerners’ attitude towards Terhuo Pe
As discussed in the former chapters, western colonizers, missionaries and
ethnographers who came to Northeast India were not free from a superiority
complex and prejudices. The western writings on the Shamans during and right
after colonialism were very negative. Shamans were considered to be in league with
Satan and possessed by evil spirits, and to practice witchcraft. Most early
anthropologists and psychologists concluded that Shamans suffer from
schizophrenia. The colonizers, missionaries and foreign ethnographers worked
hand in glove to misinterpret the Shaman and to gloss over their authenticity. In
Bendanglemla Longkumer, “Weaving Christology from Tribal Women Perspective: An Ao Naga
Reading,” Journal of Tribal Studies, 15/2 (2010): 29-45.
845 Joshi, A Matter of Belief: Christian Conversion and Healing in North-East India, 124.
846 Hutton, The Angami Nagas. With Some Notes on Neighbouring Tribes, 245.
847 R. Sekhose, Angami Dictionary with English Equivalent Words (Kohima: Government High School, 1984),
229.
848 Keviyakielie Linyü, Christian Movements in Nagaland (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, 2004), 135.
849 Longkumer, “Weaving Christology from Tribal Women Perspective: An Ao-Naga Reading,” Journal of
Tribal Studies, 29-45.
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the book called The Angami Nagas with Some Notes on Neighbouring Tribes, written by
J.H. Hutton, an early western ethnographer, one can find that he was much more
concerned about the roles of the priest and the village headman to whom he thus
paid much more attention than to the Shamans. In spite of the significant role
played by Terhuo Pe as healers, soothers, prophesiers, advisors, et cetera, he made a
passing remark, branding them as witches who practiced witchcraft and whose
roles are not important and should be despised.
There are, however, forms of divination and witchcraft demanding more
specialised knowledge, the people who practise them being private
practitioners and not public functionaries. They are known as themumia.
In a footnote, Hutton again branded the Terhuo Pe/Themumia as practitioners of
“genuine black magic:”
Themumia are persons who are recognized more or less of the strength of
their own assertion as possessed by a god (Terhuomia). They are not in any
sense appointed by their fellow villagers. Their powers vary from merely
dreaming dreams to the practice of genuine black magic. The themumia is
often able to divine only when in a trance or some such non-normal
condition.850
In his comment on the work of Hutton, Indian anthropologist Vibha Joshi, who
extensively dealt with the tribal healers of northeast India, observes that the
negative lackadaisical attitude of interest of the western scholars for Shamanists is
to be attributed to the marginalization of the Shamans.851 From the short quote of
Hutton one can observe that instead of relating the positive aspects of shamanic
traditions, Hutton not only brushed this important office aside, but also
misinterpreted the Shamans and painted a very negative picture. They were even
branded as practicing witchcraft and black magic without substantiating such
claims. Thus, one cannot ignore the fact that western colonizers not only
marginalized the role of wo/men in the religious sphere but they even tried to
completely delete them from the religious and cultural histories of the tribals. The
emancipatory function of the Shamans as healers, mediators, reconcilers, was not
seen. With the introduction of Christianity in the early part of the nineteenth
century, the shamanistic office was pushed into the background and the number of
Shamans slowly declined, but they exist up and until today as healers and
fortunetellers, be it without any connection to the spirits or primal religious
traditions. Nevertheless and significantly, numerous Christians and an even greater

Hutton, The Angami Nagas with Some Notes on Neighbouring Tribes, 242.
Joshi, A Matter of Belief: Christian Conversion and Healing in North-East India, 125. Cf. Stanley Krippner,
“Shamans: The First Healers,” Shaman’s Path: Healing, Personal Growth and Empowerment, edited by Gary
Doore (Boston: Shambhala, 1988), 101-102.
850
851
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percentage of anthropologists and psychologists have changed their views on
Shamans in the last two decades.852
e.
Re-imagining Terhuo Pe as mediators
In the tribal context, Terhuo Pe were regarded as laudable and sage figures. While
Primal religious rituals slowly declined, these traditional healers remained important
figures not just to serve the people but also in view of the continuation of Primal
religious traditions in the Christian faith through their healing and life enhancing
activities.853 The hybrid concept of Terhuo Pe is found to be a useful and viable
metaphor in re-imagining Christ. In the following paragraphs attempts will be made
to use this concept as a metaphor for re-imagining Christ from a tribal feminist
perspective.
Priesthood components of Terhuo Pe and Christ
The word “priest” carries a number of primary meanings. To start with, the term
priest means the one who mediates between the Divine and the people, which
includes different religious services. Secondly, it also connotes the one who is set
apart to perform those services. A priest offers sacrifices on behalf of all. Thus, a
priest is a mediator, or bridge, between the spiritual world and the everyday life of
the people.854 The role of priests corresponds with the role of the Terhuo Pe, but, as
was said earlier, the Terhuo Pe were denied the title of priesthood. Nevertheless, the
Terhuo Pe function as prophets, mediators, exorcists, and perform rites and rituals,
thus fulfilling the priestly roles. They intercede with the spiritual world on behalf of
the community by entering into a trance or ecstasy. Thereby they interact with the
spirits by worshipping the benevolent spirits and exorcizing the malevolent spirits
that are believed to cause illness, misfortunes and calamities. They also mediate
between the world of the dead and the actual world whereby they connect the
people and their dead relatives. They advise the people and offer sacrifices to
appease the different spirits or perform rituals to exorcise and obstruct the works
of evil spirits. When subjugated people are muted, the Terhuo Pe give them voices.
When people die with unfulfilled wishes, are murdered or were not able to say
whatever they wanted to convey, the spirits of the deceased utter through the
Terhuo Pe their wishes, plight, marginalization, atrocities or oppressive acts meted
out to them, or they may even name their murderer. 855 The following Angami
folktale illustrates how the Terhuo Pe becomes the mouthpiece of the dead. This
story also shows how the Terhuo Pe not only mediates between the spiritual world
and the actual world, but also take sides with those who are less privileged.
Cf. Stanley Krippner, “Shamans: The First Healers,” Shaman’s Path: Healing, Personal Growth and
Empowerment, edited by Gary Doore (Boston: Shambhala, 1988), 101-102.
853 Joshi, A Matter of Belief: Christian Conversion and Healing in North-East India, 123-124.
854 “Jesus: Prophet, Priest, and King,” https://www.loyolapress.com/our-catholic-faith/scripture-andtradition/jesus-and-the-new-testament/who-do-you-say-that-i-am-names-for-jesus/jesus-prophet-priestand-king?p=1 (Accessed on 17 October, 2016).
855 Joshi, A Matter of Belief: Christian Conversion and Healing in North-East India, 138.
852
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In the days of yore, a beautiful and intelligent young girl called Mehouviü
lived in the land of the Angamis. She was a woman of great beauty. As she
reached a marriageable age, her parents betrothed her to a handsome young
man called Morüsa from another village. During those days, the aunts and
sister-in-laws fixed marriages and as such, the betrothed couple hardly see
each other before their marriage. As their marriage preparations went on, the
girl had a dream. In her dream, she saw herself feasting in her fiancée’s
village, eating a sumptuous meal. The next morning, when she woke up and
told her parents of her dream, they interpreted it as a good omen of a
prosperous and happy future married life. Unfortunately, after some days,
the girl went missing and nothing could be traced about her. When her
parents went to the Terhuo Pe to ask about her whereabouts, the girl spoke
through the Terhuo Pe, saying, “Morüsanoumia u tsü zhielieteho” meaning
“Morüsa has beheaded me.” True to the revelation of the Terhuo Pe, when
the girl’s parents went asking about the incident to Morüsa’s village, they
were told that Morüsa indeed beheaded a girl’s head and the whole village
was celebrating the victory by feasting together.” 856
Thus, the girl who was killed by her own fiancée was given a voice through the
Terhuo Pe. When studying the roles of Terhuo Pe, a notable feature came to the fore,
namely the close resemblance between the role played by the Terhuo Pe and Christ
who is a prophet, mediator, exorcist of evil spirits and healer. In the New
Testament, Jesus is presented as a prophet, the crowds identify him as “Jesus the
prophet” (Matthew 21:11), and he also speaks of himself as a prophet, when stating
that “No prophet is accepted in his own native place” (Luke 4:24). He even
foretold his own passion, death and resurrection. Christ acted as a mediator
between the Divine and the other creations and offered his own life as a sacrifice
for the creations. He is described as the mediator between the Divine and human
beings (1 Timothy 2:5) and as the mediator of the new covenant (Hebrews 12:28).
Jesus also exorcised a number of unclean spirits from human beings during his
ministry in the world. (Matthew 8:28.34; Mark 9:26-27; Mark 5:13, et cetera)
Re-imagining the Terhuo Pe as a hybrid figure of Christ can be very alarming and
may even be regarded or experienced as an act of blasphemy by some of the
orthodox/traditional tribal Christians in Northeast India. Many tribals are totally
brain-washed with the notion that the past religious traditions – in particular the
Terhuo Pe tradition – are not only unchristian but also the works of evil spirits.
Postcolonial tribal feminist re-imagination of the Divine should, however, move
beyond the imposed transcendental hierarchical power scheme, and relate the
Divine to the reality of everyday lives. As Christ bridges the gap between the
Divine and the creatures, Terhuo Pe, with its literal meaning “Divine Bridge” acts as
the hybrid figure of Christ who bridges this breach between the Divine and the
856

As narrated by Neizoviü Rüpreo Angami, the mother of the researcher.
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creatures. The concept of Terhuo Pe as the hybrid Christ is not only emancipatory
and inclusive but can also support the articulations of other Asian feminist
theologians. Furthermore, re-imagining Terhuo Pe as an agent of priesthood in the
tribal context also provides space for accepting the notion of the “priesthood of all
believers.” In a context like Northeast India where androcentric and patriarchal
power have a strong position in many of the churches, women are denied “full
priesthood,” ignoring their capacities, dedication and abilities. As such, reimagining the concept of Terhuo Pe as a component of priesthood in relation to
Christ is important and also imperative, because it can make room for inclusive
ministry opportunities, irrespective of gender, race, and sexual differences.
Terhuo Pe: The holistic healers
In the tribal Primal context, Terhuo Pe are also the healers of all kinds of illnesses
and diseases. They possess treasures of herbal and medicinal knowledge and tactics
for healing people, animals and nature. They act as mid-wives, masseurs,
bonesetters, and medicine men or women. Furthermore, they are regarded as
people who find and bring back the lost souls. In cases of immediate serious
sickness or mental illness, tribals believe that the particular person who is suffering
lost his/her soul to some evil spirits or did step on some unclean spot. 857 In those
cases, the Terhuo Pe are consulted to diagnose the exact causes of the misfortunes
and also in order to bring back the souls of those people. By offering sacrifices and
performing rites and rituals, they make the seriously ill person or the mentally
unstable person whole again. Terhuo Pe emphasize the interconnectedness of their
patients with nature, by using natural organic resources such as plants, herbs,
shrubs, soil, water, et cetera. They interact with the spiritual world to know the
cause of an illness and thereby advice people what they should do to heal their
ailments and diseases. Terhuo Pe also heal people spiritually by facilitating spiritual
purification when people violate the taboos that the communities observe. They
interpret dreams and find the root cause of any kind of misfortune, thereby
counseling and advising individuals or the community as a whole to observe certain
rites or rituals to deflect or advert misfortune and illness.
Furthermore, when a natural disaster is about to happen as a result of reckless acts
of human beings that anger the spirits, the Terhuo Pe mediate between the spirits of
nature and human beings by acting as a reconciler through offering sacrifices and
performing rituals to appease the spirits. Apart from healing, they also work for
communal harmony and a peaceful, progressive co-existence of the community and
nature. The Terhuo Pe also initiate restoration and peaceful existence for all. In the
tribal Primal religious context, whenever important ventures such as building a
relationship with the neighbouring villages, or hunting, wars, et cetera are about to
be undertaken, the leaders of the community consult the Terhuo Pe for their advice
In the tribal worldview, there are some places that were considered to be animated by evil spirits, and
were as such seen as unclean places. Whenever one steps on those unclean places, one either becomes ill
or dies.
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to find out whether or not their ventures will be successful. The village councils,
elders and leaders who are exclusively male seek the counsel of the Terhuo Pe for
their help to perform divination acts to foresee whether or not the venture will be a
success. Thus, Terhuo Pe play a crucial role as counselors for the well-being of the
whole community. They act as protectors of the community by averting disasters
through performing rituals that appease the spirits. All of this can be learned from
the tribal folk story of Nagaland, called Rhalieü Tsie. Before narrating this folk story,
a brief background will be given.
Amongst the tribal world, where there were no means to preserve important
historical events, tall flat stones or monoliths were often erected to commemorate
and mark significant epoch making events. The huge stone slabs were dragged
from the jungle and placed at the most prominent place in the village, for example
a place at a higher altitude, or near a village gate where they would stand out and be
easily visible.858 The process of erecting a monolith formed an important activity in
the tribal community, which held both cultural and religious significance. In this
event the villagers participated, observing certain religious rituals and adorning
themselves with colorful attires, enjoying good food and sweet rice beer. This then
has been dramatized in the following story:
Long, long ago, there lived a famous female Shaman known by the name
Rhalieü in a village called Meriema in Nagaland. Her fame spread far and
wide because of her divination abilities and miraculous acts. Once Rhalieü’s
villagers were dragging down a stone from a deep jungle to signify the
completion of the Feast of Merit, 859 but unfortunately the stone cracked
exactly in the middle. The cracking of the stone was considered as a very bad
omen that might bring natural calamities, diseases, war invasion, and
destructions to the whole community. The whole village was perplexed and
did not know what to do. Therefore, they consulted Rhalieü, the shaman.
The story says that she calmly broke an egg and glued the crack together into
a single piece again. Her act saved the whole community from destruction or
misfortunes. She was well respected and considered an important figure in
her community. The particular glued stone called “Rhalieiü Tsie” (Rhalieü’s
Stone) remains to this day as a witness of this event. Lately, the stone has
been well preserved to recognize her epoch making deed. 860
This folktale also shows the role the shamans played in a crucial situation, when the
well-being of the whole community was at stake. Today, near Rhalieü’s stone, one
can find inscriptions relating her miraculous works. One inscription reads that
while constructing her terrace field in a place called Siezhü with her fellow villagers,
“The Nagas: An Introduction,” http://www.alanmacfarlane.com/bamboo_naga_front/T11a.htm
(Accessed on 24 March, 2015).
859 The Feast of Merit was hosted by her brother, called Vithorlie Shüya.
860 Narrated by Neizoviü Rüpreo Angami, the mother of the writer.
858
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Rhalieü had only three small gourds (called Terhuosü) of wine,861 which was not
sufficient to quench the thirst of the whole village. Through her shamanistic act,
however, she was able to supply wine for the entire village to drink to their fill.
Another inscription reads that Rhalieü threw a feast for reconciling and making
peace by way of a treaty between the spirits and the creatures. Furthermore,
Rhalieü brings back to life those who died. From the different shamanic abilities of
Rhalieü, one can take that the Terhuo Pe not only have healing powers for curing
physical sickness, but they also have the ability to perform miracles, bring
abundance, and act as reconcilers, counselors, advisors, life affirmers and life givers.
In times of need, sickness or problems, the whole community turns to the Terhuo
Pe.862
For tribal wo/men of Northeast India, the picture of Christ becomes more natural
when projected onto the figure of Terhuo Pe, because their abilities and activities are
closely related to the works of Christ. Jesus’ ministry on earth consisted, in fact, of
performing miracles,863 healing,864 giving life,865 raising the dead,866 reconciling, 867
giving advice.868 Jesus was not the one who ruled or demanded absolute obedience,
but he functioned in a manner quite similar to the way the Terhuo Pe function. In
the process of re-imaging the Terhuo Pe, the life-affirming images of the Divine crop
up now and again. Christ is seen as a Terhuo Pe who heals, consoles the broken
hearted, provides for the poor and afflicted, becomes the voice of those who were
muted and restores fullness of life amongst the creations by intermingling with the
spirits.
During the articulation of re-imagining Christ from the Terhuo Pe tradition, a group
of people who were totally shunned and criticized by western missionaries and
ethnographers came to the fore as metaphors for re-imagining Christ. Hence, the
notion of Christ is embedded and found in the most unlikely images as those of the
Terhuo Pe, which portray that the Divine is very much inherent and present in the
tribal world, changing and affirming lives. Asian feminist theologians consider
denial of holistic life, in the form of oppression, suppression, militarization, equal
rights violation, physical violence, sexual violence, racial and gender discrimination
to be sin. The use of Terhuo Pe for re-imagining Christ is important because it not
only emancipates tribal wo/men from the bondages of a kyriarchal society, but also
In the primal world when pottery and other forms of utensils were not known, the tribals used the
dried skin of gourds as jars/containers for storing rice beer or water. They let the gourds mature and get
completely dry, and then removed the seeds and the inner portion of the gourds and used it as
jars/containers to store their drinks or to fetch water from the well or rivers.
862 “Vithorlie Stone (aka Rhalieü Tsie, Angami Naga),” https://www.alltravels.com/india/nagaland
/meriema/photos/current-photo-22336708 (Accessed on 21 October, 2016).
863 Luke 9:10-17; John 2:1-12; etc.
864 Isaiah 53:4-5; Matthew 8:5-17; 9:35; Luke 8:43-56; etc.
865 John 1:1-14; John 3:35-36; John 11: 25-27; 1 Timothy 6:13; Revelation 21: 5-7; etc.
866 Luke 7:11-17; John 11:38-44.
867 Ephesians 1:10; Colossians 1:19-23; etc.
868 Isaiah 9:6; 11:2; etc.
861
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empowers them with the awareness of being created in the image of the Divine.
This attempt is also important because it reaffirms the Terhuo Pe who can be related
to tribal women. They play crucial roles in tribal contexts by curing, mediating and
restoring life. Terhuo Pe as hybrid figure of Christ can help the tribal women to
relate to the Divine who is not a foreign entity but as one of them. In a context,
where it is still difficult for women to find their rightful place in church and
ministry, the office of Terhuo Pe provides the feasibilities for women to attain this
office of priesthood and to be ministers for holistic ministry. In addition, in a
chaotic context like that of Northeast India, where the multiple layers of empire
degrade women and men, the Terhuo Pe as the hybrid figure of Christ can act as the
mediator who reconciles the creations both living and non-living for harmonious
and peaceful co-existence and justice for all.
In summary, the above discussions regarding the four elements from the Primal
religion of the Angami assert that:










the term Terhuomia is important because, firstly, Terhuomia is beyond
anthropomorphic descriptions and therefore transgresses gender, number,
race, color, or sexuality. Terhuomia is also important as an inclusive term that
negates and debunks the classical kyriarchal images of the Divine.
Although Ukepenuopfü may now be in use for addressing the androcentric
father God, the original meaning of Ukepenuopfü does in fact not only signify
the female side of the Divine but also the notion that every creature as
created from the same source destabilizes hierarchy and recognizes the
uniqueness of every creature with respect and sensitivity.
Ruopfü is significant in re-imagining the Divine because it presents an
alternative form of transcendence which is also inherently immanent,
sustaining and edifying the creatures. Ruopfü affirms the touch of the Divine
in every creature, which signifies the transcendent immanent nature of the
Divine. Ruopfü thus disproves the classical transcendent notion of the Divine
as wholly other. Furthermore, the presence of the Divine in creatures not
only accentuates the sacredness of life but also emancipates and empowers
the whole of the creation. Ruopfü also helps to rethink the classical monogenerativity and instead think multi-generativity, thus making room for
multiplicity in God-talk.
Keperuo in the form of circular relationality is essential to the re-imagination
of the Divine, as it accentuates that every creature forms an integral part of
the whole and emanates interconnection, love, openness, justice, respect,
compassion and sharing. In these life-affirming aspects the face of the
Divine is manifested over and over again.
Lastly, Terhuo Pe as hybrid figures acting as mediators, holistic healers and
restorers of life not only emancipate wo/men and open up space for them in
the churches, but also contribute to re-imagining the Divine through the
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most shunned people. Re-imaging the Divine through Terhuo Pe underlines
that the Divine is not a foreign entity but innately present in the most
unlikely beings and places, restoring and replenishing life.
4.

Naming the Divine again – Encountering the “Copious Divine”

In a complex repeatedly colonized chaotic world, a tribal feminist postcolonial
theology cannot be a holistic theology that fits within the framework of the western
classical notion of God. A tribal postcolonial feminist articulation and reimagination of the Divine cannot ignore the multiple layers of empire.
Furthermore, the classical notions of God, which are fixed, rigid, impenetrable,
transcendental and hierarchical, are neither comprehensively adequate nor relevant
enough to address the different issues that tribals face in the context of empire. As
such, a comprehensive Divine who is meaningful and relevant to the tribals has
become an imperative. Given the inadequacy of classic metaphors and language to
competently articulate the meaning of the Divine, attempts have been made to reimagine the Divine by diverging from the western classical notions of the Divine
and instead making use of elements from Primal religious and tribal cultural
contexts, notably Terhuomia/Ukepenuopfü, Ruopfü, Keperuo and Terhuo Pe which are
found to open up new avenues for re-imaging the Divine. With this in mind, and
from both a Northeastern Indian tribal perspective and a postcolonial feminist
theological stance, I would like to propose the image of the “Copious Divine,”
which is relevant and meaningful amidst the chaos that challenges the tribals of
Northeast India. This image portrays the Divine as enriching, emancipating and
encompassing, continuously replenishing, flourishing, animating, liberating,
embracing, lavishing, overflowing in abundance and is continuously working in the
lives of the tribals. The Copious Divine is radically inclusive and inherently present
in the cosmic reality of everyday life. This inherent presence does, however, not
negate the transcendence of the Copious Divine in any way.
With using terms such as Terhuomia and Ukepenuopfü, the strong hold of the
androcentric God, debarring women from sharing any connection with the Divine,
is surpassed. The Copious Divine transcends gender and anthropomorphic images,
hierarchy, dualism, and subjugation, promotes equity, justice and endorses the
inclusiveness of all creation. Furthermore, renaming the Divine provides space for
expressing that every creature has its origin in the same source, irrespective of the
many differences. The Copious Divine can facilitate the creatures to accept, love,
and respect diversity, also with regard to each and every creature, which in turn
emancipates lives. Thus, as the via affirmativa asserts, the Divine should be named
again and again for each context and each generation, which makes the Divine
more relevant and meaningful to the tribals. In this case the affirmation that the
Copious Divine is a liberating Divine and not a God who suppresses or
discriminates, is of the utmost importance.
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The concept of Ruopfü captures that there cannot be one single way to imagine or
understand the Divine. The logic of multiplicity and thus to name their own Divine
is especially relevant for tribal wo/men living in a postcolonial context. As the
multiplicity strategy affirms, the many images of Ruopfü do not subsume the essence
of the Divine, but instead constitute a relational concept of Ruopfü. This creates
space for imagining a Copious Divine who is never static, rigid or exhaustible, but
manifests itself in many names, shapes and has various faces, which emerge
according to the desires and hopes of the people. The Copious Divine as via
eminentia generates space, shows a surplus, and is open-ended and therefore
provides possibilities to re-imagine the Divine in different contexts, with the use of
multiple elements from religious’ and socio-cultural traditions. The transcendental
immanency that Ruopfü propagates, emphasizes the Copious Divine’s presence in
the entire creation: human beings, houses, village gates, trees, rivers, rocks, animals,
et cetera, a presence that involves renewal, animation, empowerment and
enhancement of the whole of the creation.
The Copious Divine is filled with compassion, consideration, concern, love, and
empathy as the ethical way of conduct in Keperuo emphasizes. The Copious Divine
accentuates the interconnection of all creatures through which a peaceful,
harmonious and amicable existence of the overall creation is sought. The Copious
Divine goes beyond the interrelation between human beings to the interconnection
of the whole cosmos, valuing and respecting the dignity of every creature. In the
concept of Keperuo, the Copious Divine is seen as the center that unites the whole
creation, where every creature is a part of the whole. Thus, in the Copious Divine,
hierarchical relations amongst creatures disappear and every single creature is of
equal value. In the acts of compassion through the notion of Keperuo, the
emancipating and empowering face of the Copious Divine emerges amongst the
tribal wo/men. The Copious Divine becomes meaningful as being inherently
present in the everyday lives and struggles of the tribal wo/men. Thus, as the via
practica asserts, the Copious Divine shows solidarity with the tribal wo/men in
resisting the kyriarchal context, and in their quest for a holistic life.
Furthermore, the Copious Divine is not a princely monarch who comes in splendor
and is inaccessible to tribal wo/men. Rather, this Copious Divine is imagined in the
form of Terhuo Pe who come to their rescue in the midst of the multiple challenges
of life. Terhuo Pe become the mouthpiece of the tribal wo/men when they are
muted in an androcentric society, and promote a harmonious existence of the
whole community. The Copious Divine not only sustains those who are
marginalized but also heals, restores, re-energizes, and re-animates the whole
existence. In the fullness of a Copious Divine, tribal wo/men can experience
salvation through living an emancipatory life where wholeness prevails. Thus, a
postcolonial tribal feminist quest for a holistic Divine finds satisfaction in the face
of the Copious Divine. The incomprehensibility of the Divine always provides an
excess, abundance and gives space for re-imagining the Divine as a Copious
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Divine. Such an endeavor frees us from preconceived theological notions of the
Divine as presented by western missionaries and help us to unlearn the imposed
images of a kyriarchal God. The Copious Divine is meaningful and relevant to
tribal wo/men because it is deeply ingrained in the tribal culture and tribal religious
traditions.
By way of the concept of Keperuo tribal postcolonial feminist theology advocates a
Copious Divine who propagates mutual relationality and close affinity between all
creations, both living and non-living. The Copious Divine cannot be specified
within a fixed boundary, because its extensiveness and elusiveness saturates
different contexts, blurring boundaries. This meets the prospect of Kang who
proposes a “glocal” feminist theology, which is transnational, transregional, transcultural and transreligion. 869 The Copious Divine moves beyond a particular
culture, religion, sexual orientation, power domination, skin tone, or ethnic
difference. This Copious Divine not only accepts but also welcomes and embraces
others without any exclusion or subjugation. The re-imagination of the Copious
Divine thus broadens one’s horizon and provides space for the cosmopolitan
attitude that is characterized by macro-interdependence, planetary hospitality, and
responsibility for each other.870 This Copious Divine can be perceived as the Divine
of liberation, comfort, love, joy and compassion, who is relevant to the innermost
being of wo/men and prompts them to resist the dominating powers of empire. As
far as tribals are concerned, the Copious Divine could not only be a compassionate
and nurturing Divine but must definitely also be a Divine who empowers and
strengthens them in their resistance against injustice and domination. Tribal
postcolonial feminist theology can envision a Copious Divine who stands for
justice and planetary conviviality with the whole of the creation being treated
equally, with compassion, respect, and love.
Conclusion
In this study it has been demonstrated that the revelation of the Divine is not only
what early church theologians or the western missionaries believed, professed and
presented. Rather, the inclusive nature of the Divine can be found in the sociocultural and religious traditions of other contexts. Consequently the Divine can and
should be re-imagined in a more enriching way. 871 From the various theological
reconstructions that are proposed and expressed by feminist theologians around
the world, could be concluded that the Divine is above human anthropomorphic
descriptions. S/he can be imagined not only as the generator of life but also as the
source of renewing life and the energy that strives for a holistic life. The Divine can
Namsoon Kang, Cosmopolitan: Reconstituting Planetary Hospitality, Neighbor-Love, and Solidarity in an Uneven
World (St. Louis, Missouri: Chalice Press, 2013), 215-216.
870 Kang, Cosmopolitan: Reconstituting Planetary Hospitality, Neighbor-Love, and Solidarity in an Uneven World, 2026.
871 Kwok, Introducing Asian Feminist Theology, 67.
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be imagined in a myriad ways where differences are celebrated, integrated, and
respected. A postcolonial tribal feminist theology advocates a Copious Divine who
signifies mutual empowerment and the co-existence of all creations, both living and
non-living. With the affirmation that the Divine is a liberating Divine who takes
sides with the disadvantaged, postcolonial tribal feminist God-talk holds that the
Divine cannot be just what the kyriarchal theology has propounded but is much
more and all embracing. The discussions above show that the Divine can be reimagined in various plausible ways which points to the assertion that the Divine is
inexhaustible, limitless and all-encompassing. The Divine is encountered in the
most unlikely places and dubious elements which are usually shunned.
The Copious Divine surpasses traditional attributes, crosses boundaries, mixing and
integrating with other cultures and religions. The flexibility, porosity, the vigor and
unpredictable multiplicity of the Divine make the Divine incomprehensible, yet the
touch and closeness of the Divine can be felt in the everyday ordinary life activities
and struggles against empire. Terminologies such as Terhuomia and Ukepenuopfü
assist in re-imagining the Divine beyond enclosed anthropomorphic imagination to
a more embracing and inclusive Copious Divine. The Copious Divine’s
transcendent and immanent presence in the form of Ruopfü not only gives life but
also enriches and sustains the creation. The aspect of Keperuo delineates the
interconnectedness of creations, compassion, concern and love for each other
through which tribal wo/men can envision a Copious Divine. Finally, Terhuo Pe
offer the relevant metaphor for reimaging a Copious Divine who takes sides with
those who are suppressed, voiceless and muted, by supporting, healing, restoring
and enriching life. Consequently, a postcolonial tribal feminist contribution to the
ongoing God-talk is a Copious Divine accentuating a transcendent-immanent
Divine inherently related to the creatures, beyond gender, multiple in nature and
surpassing any form of binaries. A postcolonial tribal feminist God-talk affirms that
it is not enough to talk about the sexuality and gender of the Divine, because the
Divine escapes anthropomorphic descriptions and human comprehension. Rather,
one needs to continually re-imagine a Copious Divine who is an ever supple and
ever changing Divine, on the one hand combatting the negative forces of empire
that degrade life, on the other hand affirming positive elements that build holistic
life. A Copious Divine is inexhaustible, limitless and comprehensive, and therefore
creates spaces for feminist theologians to make richer contributions from different
angles, using liberating elements. In the image of a Copious Divine filled with
abundance, there is still an excess of the Divine, which is yet to be unveiled,
explored, excavated and discovered. Here and now we conclude that stepping out
of the prescribed boundaries in order to re-do, re-imagine and re-articulate
theology will lead to a more inclusive, relevant, embracing and life affirming
approach. Experiences and reflections from Northeast Indian tribal communities in
their ongoing struggles can be signposts for challenging and enriching the existing
exclusive religiosity and theology – not only in Northeast India itself, but also for
other feminist theological thinking.
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Summary
COPIOUS AMIDST CHAOS

A Tribal Postcolonial Feminist God-Talk from Northeast Indian Perspective
Amongst the tribal Christians in Northeast India neither the Divine nor God-talk
are free from the interests of empire. Classical epithets, attributed to the
Divine/God, such as, transcendence, immutability, impassibility, the omniattributes, and following on from this androcentrism and monotheistic ideologies,
underline the manner in which the Divine/God is perceived or imagined, both
theologically and otherwise. This research began as a theological and spiritual
search for an answer to the question how the kyriarchal Divine/God can be reimagined through a tribal postcolonial feminist theological approach in the midst of
empire in the context of Northeast India. Although a few tribal theologians in
Northeast India made various theological efforts to re-imagine the Divine/God,
the conceptual theory of empire from a postcolonial perspective was barely used as
a lens for re-doing theology or re-imagining the Divine/God. Consequently, this
research attempted to re-imagine the Divine/God from a tribal postcolonial
feminist perspective. While avoiding romanticizing one’s own indigenous
traditions, the research sought to find inclusive and liberating elements in the
indigenous socio-cultural and religious traditions from the tribals living in
Northeast India, on which a re-imagination of the Divine/God might be based.
The research is divided into the four sections: Sketching the Theories, Reliving the Past,
Ongoing Conversations, and, finally, Recognizing the Multiplicities. The first part, Sketching
the Theories, consists of two chapters: the first chapter starts with the exploration of
the concept of empire and the relevance of empire theory to the context of
Northeast India. This region is submerged in multiple layers of dominant factors,
which together constitute the face of empire. While trying to outline the present
situation in Northeast India, it became clear that empire, either masked as
colonization or neo-colonialism, played an enormous role in determining the
present state of this region, affecting it socially, politically, culturally and religiously.
In an attempt to deconstruct this concept of empire, which is a stronghold in
Northeast India, the second chapter describes and uses postcolonial theories,
especially postcolonial feminist theories to recognize and discover how the
different layers, or the hegemonic elements intersect in building empire. Using a
postcolonial feminist theory of imagination as a critical lens in disclosing the
politics of Empire, the chapter traces how patriarchal history, colonialism,
militarization, racism, and neo-colonialism are intertwined and influence each other
in negating holistic life in Northeast India.
In the second section, Reliving the Past, which is also the third chapter, the research
is focused on discerning, through a postcolonial feminist lens, the history of tribal
women, their actual situation and the emancipating roles of tribal wo/men in
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Northeast India. Since the pre-literate period and up and until the present time,
tribal wo/men have lived under multiple forms of empire. Their history, however,
including the contributions made by tribal wo/men, never found a rightful place in
the ambiguous tribal history. In an attempt to remedy this, folk stories, folk songs,
and present day experiences are sought and used as sources for tracing the manner
in which tribal wo/men have been repeatedly re-colonized in the different periods
of history. Interestingly, this brought to light that even though tribal wo/men stand
at the crossroads of the multiple faces of empire, they never succumbed to their
fate but acted and act as agents of resistance throughout history, up and until today.
While colonization has brought tremendous changes in the overall structure of the
tribals’ world, the religious sphere was affected the most. The coming of
Christianity not only suppressed the traditional religious beliefs and affirmations of
the tribals, but also introduced western hegemonic Christianity, headed by the
kyriarchal Divine/God, which in many ways served the interests of the empire and
thus reinforced subjugation.
The quest for re-imagining the Divine/God from a tribal postcolonial feminist
perspective, continues in the third section/the fourth chapter, Ongoing Conversations,
with the introduction and discussion of how both western and Asian feminist
theologians are developing Divine/God-Talk in the last few decades. Reflections
on God-talk do, however, vary from one context to another, according to culture,
experiences and setting. However, the common feature that both western and
Asian feminist theologians have criticized are the kyriarchal attributes of the
Divine/God, and the ensuing androcentrism, monotheistic affirmations and
hegemonic images. Postcolonial feminist theologians use different methodologies
and sources in their analyses and critique of the classical attributes of the
Divine/God. For re-imagining the Divine/God they use different theories –
philosophical, ontological, rhetorical, et cetera – but they also work with narratives,
practices, relationality, multiplicity, local resources in re-imagining who and what is
empowering, life affirming and liberating.
Finally, in the last section, Recognizing the Multiplicities, which includes the last
chapter, the main objective is the attempt to re-imagine the Divine/God from a
tribal postcolonial feminist theological perspective. The rhetoric of decolonization,
the concept of hybridity and the theory of multiplicity are applied as
methodological strategies for re-imagining the Divine/God. In the process of reimagining the kyriarchal Divine/God, the most important resource we make use of
are the tribals’ socio-cultural and religious elements such as Terhuomia (Terhuo is a
strong energy or power and mia means “a being” or “beings”), Ukepenuopfü (“She
who births us”), Ruopfü (Spirits), Keperuo (relationship/connection), and Terhuo-Pe
(Shamans).
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As a final result of this research, the renaming of the Divine/God as the Copious
Divine, is introduced. This Copious Divine transcends the kyriarchal Divine/God as a
Divine who is gender-inclusive, immanently transcendent, encompassing and
continuously replenishing, flourishing, animating, liberating, embracing, lavishing,
overflowing in abundance and constantly active in the life of the tribals. Moreover,
the Copious Divine is radically inclusive and inherently present in the cosmic reality
of everyday life. Thus, this research is a humble attempt to re-imagine the
Divine/God who is far richer, more inclusive and comprehensive than the western
classical kyriarchal Divine/God presented to the tribals by western missionaries.
Amidst the chaos, the Copious Divine is continuously revitalizing and replenishing
the whole of the creation!
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Samenvatting
COPIOUS TE MIDDEN VAN CHAOS

Een tribaal postkoloniaal feministische God-Talk vanuit Noordoost India’s
Perspectief
Onder de tribale (oorspronkelijk inheemse) christenen in Noordoost India is noch
het spreken over het goddelijke noch het spreken over God vrij van
imperialistische (Empire) belangen. Klassieke eigenschappen die aan het
goddelijke/God zijn toegekend, zoals transcendentie, onveranderlijkheid,
impassibiliteit, de omni-attributen, evenals het daaruit volgende androcentrisme en
de monotheïstische ideologieën onderstrepen de manier waarop het
goddelijke/God wordt gezien of verbeeld – zowel theologisch alsook anderszins.
Dit onderzoek begon als een theologische en spirituele zoektocht naar een
antwoord op de vraag hoe, te midden van het imperialisme in de context van
Noordoost India, de kyriarchale God, het kyriarchaal goddelijke, opnieuw gedacht
en verbeeld kan worden vanuit een tribale postkoloniale feministisch theologische
benadering. Hoewel enkele tribale theologen in Noordoost India hiertoe diverse
pogingen ondernamen, werd daarbij slechts zelden een theorie van imperialisme
vanuit een postkoloniaal perspectief als lens gebruikt om de theologie en het
verbeelden van het goddelijke/God opnieuw te doordenken. In dit onderzoek is
daarom gezocht naar een manier om het goddelijke/God opnieuw te verbeelden
vanuit een tribaal postkoloniaal feministisch perspectief. Terwijl enerzijds werd
vermeden om de eigen autochtone/inheems traditie te verheerlijken, werd
anderzijds juist gezocht naar inclusieve en bevrijdende elementen in de eigen
sociaal-culturele en religieuze tradities van de tribale bewoners van Noordoost
India waarop een hernieuwde verbeelding van het goddelijke/God zou kunnen
worden gebaseerd.
Het onderzoek bestaat uit vier delen: 1. Een schets van de theoriën, 2. Een herbeleving van het verleden, 3. Voortgaande gesprekken, en ten slotte 4.
(H)erkenning van verscheidenheid. Het eerste deel – Een schets van de theorieën –
bestaat uit twee hoofdstukken: het eerste begint met de verkenning van het concept
“Empire” en de relevantie van Empire-theorie voor de Noordoost Indiase context.
Empire in dit deel van India is een optelsom van meerdere lagen die gevormd
worden door een aantal dominante factoren. Tijdens het schetsen van de huidige
situatie in Noordoost India werd duidelijk dat Empire, hetzij vermomd als
kolonialisme of als neokolonialisme, een enorme impact heeft op de huidige situatie
in dit gebied, zowel sociaal, cultureel, politiek als religieus gezien. In de poging om
het concept van Empire, dat dit gebied in zijn grip heeft, te deconstrueren, zijn in
het tweede hoofdstuk postkoloniale theorieën beschreven en toegepast, in het
bijzonder postkoloniale feministische theorieën, om de verschillende lagen, de
hegemonische elementen, te herkennen en te ontdekken hoe deze met elkaar
verweven zijn in de constructie van Empire.
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Met gebruikmaking van een postkoloniale feministische theorie van de verbeelding
als een kritische lens om de politiek van Empire aan het licht te brengen, werd in
dit hoofdstuk gezocht naar hoe de patriarchale geschiedschrijving, kolonialisme,
militarisme, racisme en neokolonialisme met elkaar verstrengeld zijn en elkaar
beïnvloeden in het uithollen van holistisch leven in Noordoost India.
Deel twee – Her-beleving van het verleden – dat tegelijk het derde hoofdstuk is,
was erop gericht om door een postkoloniale feministische lens de geschiedenis van
tribale vrouwen in beeld te brengen, samen met hun actuele situatie en de
emancipatoire rollen van tribale vrouwen in Noordoost India. Vanaf de periode
voorafgaand aan het schrift tot aan vandaag hebben tribale vrouwen onder
meerdere vormen van Empire geleefd. Hun geschiedenis, inclusief de bijdragen die
tribale vrouwen geleverd hebben, heeft echter nooit een rechtmatige plaats in de
ambigue tribale geschiedenis gekregen. In een poging dit te her-stellen, zijn in dit
hoofdstuk volksverhalen, volksliederen en ook hedendaagse ervaringen vergaard en
gebruikt als bronnen om van daaruit te traceren hoe tribale vrouwen steeds
opnieuw gekolonialiseerd zijn in de verschillende perioden van de geschiedenis. Het
is belangwekkend dat dit aan het licht bracht dat zelfs hoewel tribale vrouwen op
de kruispunten stonden van de verscheidene manifestaties van Empire, zij nooit
onder hun lot bezweken, maar handelden en verzet pleegden doorheen de
geschiedenis, en zij doen dat nog steeds.
Terwijl kolonialisatie enorme veranderingen met zich meebracht in de algemene
structuren van de wereld van de tribalen, gold dit het meest voor de religieuze sfeer.
De komst van het christendom drukte niet alleen de traditionele religieuze
overtuigingen van de tribalen weg, maar introduceerde ook een westers
hegemonisch christendom, met aan het hoofd de kyriarchale God, hetgeen op tal
van manieren de belangen van Empire diende en onderwerping versterkte.
De queeste voor de her-verbeelding van het goddelijke/God vanuit een tribaal
postkoloniaal feministisch perspectief, wordt in het derde deel – Voortgaande
gesprekken – inderdaad voortgezet met de introductie en bespreking van de
manieren waarop gedurende de laatste decennia, zowel westerse als Aziatische
feministische theologen het spreken over het goddelijke en over God (God-talk)
ontwikkelden. Reflecties daarover variëren van context tot context, al naar gelang
de cultuur, ervaringen en setting, maar de theologen delen de kritiek op de
kyriarchale eigenschappen van het goddelijke/God, en het daaruit voortvloeiende
androcentrisme, de monotheïstische geloofsovertuigingen en hegemonische
beelden.
Postkoloniale feministische theologen maken gebruik van diverse methoden en
bronnen voor hun analyses en ook voor hun kritiek op de klassieke attributen van
het goddelijke/God. Voor de her-verbeelding van het goddelijke/God gebruiken
zij verschillende theorieën – filosofische, ontologische, retorische, et cetera – en
daarnaast werken zij met verhalen, praktijken, relationaliteit, verscheidenheid en
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lokale bronnen die laten zien wie en wat empowering, het leven bevestigend en
bevrijdend is.
Het laatste deel – (H)erkenning van verscheidenheid – dat tegelijk ook het laatste
hoofdstuk vormt, heeft als voornaamste doel de her-verbeelding van het
goddelijke/God vanuit een tribaal postkoloniaal feministisch theologisch
perspectief. De retoriek van dekolonisatie, het concept van hybriditeit en de theorie
van de verscheidenheid zijn hier toegepast als methodologische strategieën voor de
her-verbeelding van het goddelijke/God. In dit proces van her-verbeelding van het
kyriarchale goddelijke en de kyriarchale God, werd voornamelijk geput uit de
sociaal-culturele en religieuze bronnen van de tribalen, zoals Terhuomia (Terhuo is
een sterke energie of kracht; mia betekent “een wezen”, of “wezens”), Ukepenuopfü
(“Zij die ons baart”), Ruopfü (Geesten), Keperuo (relatie/verbinding), en Terhuo-Pe
(Shamanen).
Als eindresultaat van het onderzoek wordt voorgesteld om het goddelijke/God te
hernoemen en wel als “Copious Divine”. De Copious Divine overstijgt het
kyriarchaal goddelijke als het goddelijke dat gender inclusief, immanenttranscendent, overkoepelend en voortdurend aanvullend is, bloeiend, bezielend,
bevrijdend, omarmend, genereus, overvloedig en constant actief in het leven van de
tribalen. Bovendien is de Copious Divine radicaal inclusief en inherent aanwezig in de
kosmische realiteit van het dagelijkse leven.
Dit onderzoek is een bescheiden poging tot hernieuwing van de verbeelding van
het goddelijke/God die veel rijker, inclusiever en omvattender is dan de westerse
klassieke kyriarchale God die door de westerse missionarissen aan de tribalen werd
voorgesteld. Te midden van de chaos is het de Copious Divine die de gehele
schepping onophoudelijk re-vitaliseert en her-stelt.
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